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Perspective 

It’s an awfully bleak view of things when you think of it: We either 
complain when we struggle aimlessly toward an end with no 
result, or we shrug in disbelief when 
“what-we-always-hoped-for-with-all-of-our-hearts” comes to us 
without an effort. Either way, it’s like all our hard work directed 
toward accomplishing specific goals is totally unrelated to the 
outcome. Boy, that view of things might seem familiar, but it offers 
us little hope if what we want is to truly master our lives. 

Here’s another way to look at it: We don’t just struggle or 
hope aimlessly, we strive. Common to us all, striving implies an 
earnest, sometimes unrelenting, persistence in ourstruggle. In 
fact, as you will see herein, leaning against a cause or purpose is 
something we homo sapiens are very good at doing. Some might 
call it our obsessive nature, offhandedly considered a weakness.  

On the contrary, it is our impatience—so-called realism and 
can-do attitude—that creates deadlines which in turn prevent us 
from reaching our goals. If we resist our tendency to constantly set 
arbitrary benchmarks, on the way to reaching our goals, and 
instead lean hard and long enough enough, we are capable of 
exerting enough energy to create any definitive change. 

This story is a story about the effectiveness of leaning. 
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Notes on Got to Make It! 
For the most part the chronology regarding the band is accurate; 
for sake of readability I have juggled the timing of several events. 
Forgive me for these minor inaccuracies. They are not 
fundamental to the story. 

Virtually, all of the individual events described herein actually 
occurred and have been rendered as accurately as memory allows. 
At the very least, they are my perceptions! Although, their scale 
may appear quite remarkable at times, any exaggeration is what 
you might expect from young, excited, first person eyes. The 
important stuff really happened and left a definite impression on 
me. 

For the most part, major characters are accurate portrayals of 
real persons. That’s what makes Got to Make It! so rich and full. 
It is real. Some minor characters have been combined for clarity. 

Now put on a pair of old bell-bottoms and enjoy the ride!

NOTE: Throughout the book , Jack will pop-up to say "hey" 
and let you know when it would be especially enjoyable to “cue 
up” a particular MP3 track. (Internet connection required). 

Depending on your browser or computer set-up, Control-
Click (Mac) or right clicking (Windows) the tracks link, allows 
you to "open link in a new window or tab". You will be able to 
listen to the Mp3 track and read the book at the same time. 

Mac users:  Click on Jack to listen to the song.  Then  
"click on the book window" to bring it to the foreground—
and continue to read!
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Special Thanks 

I’d like to especially thank the other guys in the final band 
configuration—Tom, Al, and Crow—for their help and commitment 
during the band years. It’s amazing that each of us have ended up 
doing things we love because creating so freely taught us how to 
see things honestly: about ourselves, about our music, about our 
lives. 

Even now it’s interesting how the guys’ recollections of pivotal 
events paralleled each other’s, but contrasted as well, leaving the 
descriptions herein robust and intense—a culmination of multiple 
viewpoints. It is my youthful memoir, indeed, so it is my personal 
perspective, but it is one that, even to this day, tries to respect the 
special contribution of each guy—from musical wunderkind to 
goofball—portraying each band member as realistically as memory 
will allow. It is a wonderful tapestry of souls that found each other 
at a critical time in each other’s lives.  

When three of us got together for a reunion several years ago, 
it was amazing how we still respected the individual roles we had 
played in the band. It was as if we still beat with the same heart; 
maybe we always will. No doubt if you’d put us in a room twenty 
years from now we’d still act as a unit—a veritable mass 
mind and soul. That was always part of the wonder. 

As you read Got to Make It !, you’ll see a kind of magic that 
exudes from between the lines. It’s like Ringo Starr once said: “We 
were four guys who really loved each other.” 
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Success is a light upon the farther shore, 

That shines in dazzling splendor to the eye, 

The waters leap, the surging billows roar, 

And he who seeks the prize must leap and try. 

James Ephraim McGirt 
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Prologue 
1998 

I was forty-eight years old and strolling down Church Street in 
Morton Grove, Illinois, the town where I spent most of my years. The 
Agate’s hedge seemed like it hadn’t grown, though many years had 
passed—it must have grown with me. In a few short steps, I came 
upon 5735 Church Street, the home where I grew up. The two Purple 
Plum trees in front were bushy now, not like the sticks they were 
back then, as they popped out of the minuscule patch of grass that 
was our front yard. The orange brick on our tri-level house had 
darkened, the house itself looked smaller and boxier, and the wood 
trim had been repainted from bright white, which I did, to a dark 
brown. The two strips of cement that were our drive-way back then 
had been updated to one wide strip, extending along the side of the 
house to the freestanding garage that still looked like it was the white 
color I had painted it in the sixties. 

That garage was where it all started. But only now was I 
bearing some of the fruits of my labors back then, when I knew so 
little but expected so much. 
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PART I   Pipeline 
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1 
The Jinx 

The start of my teen years began back in 1963 as I sat in that white 
garage. It was a rainy day in Morto Grove, a burgeoning middle class 
suburb, seventeen miles northwest of downtown Chicago. When I was 
a little four year old kid, the town—we called it a village back 
then—had only three houses on every block; the rest of each block 
was a field of tall weeds or maybe corn stalks if a farm still existed on 
that particular block. Basically, little Morton Grove was a barren 
canvas waiting for paint. 

Throughout the fifties, during my earliest years, all the fields 
and farms slowly gave way to houses, a more significant 
metamorphosis than you can possibly imagine. You see, in those 
years us kids had a great time playing in all the homes’ 
foundations: A new playground appeared every week on our block 
or the next one or the next one. 

Each hole in the ground led to a pile of dirt which spawned a 
foundation, rock fights, army games, and, well, you get the picture. 

I remember thinking how normal it was to have black 
midwestern earth encrusted into my finger nails and holes worn 
into the knees of my jeans. On each hill of dirt I remember the 
paths we’d carve getting from “camp” to “camp” as we staged our 
“real life” dramas. 

But the important thing, which I only now realize, was that all 
the time we were growing up, we were immersed in the fervid 
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change that surrounded us: the fields; the foundations; the houses; 
the changing friends; the rock fights and allegiances, with or 
against the new friends—over and over. What probably 
seemed like rapid-fire change to our folks was constant to us. 

Because we grew up amidst all the bustle, we absorbed the 
very nature of it as we grew. Without a thought about it one way 
or the other, a corollary developed: “can-do” and “anything is 
possible” never shot at us from some self-help book. It became a 
fundamental part of who many of us were becoming. 

Even when my fraternal twin brother Tom and I became the 
first two kids to register for kindergarten at the new Park View 
Elementary School, and we got our pictures taken by a reporter 
from the new Morton Grove Champion, I vaguely remember Mom 
making a big deal out of it with my grandma and Aunt Marge over 
the phone. But to Brother Tom and I, these two little guys with 
matching overalls, it was the beginning of what would become the 
norm—change, achievement, progress. 

And when the first shopping center we’d ever seen popped up 
at Austin Avenue and Dempster Street—five or six whole 
stores—you’d call it a strip mall now—it was just something else 
new. After all, we regularly expected something new in Morton 
Grove, and this was our dose for that week. In fact, when my dad 
said it was the first shopping center in Morton Grove, I was sure he 
meant in the whole wide world. After all, Morton Grove was the 
center of the world, right? 

Anyway, by the time I was fourteen, a freshman at Niles West 
High School—the brand new sister school of decrepit Niles East—I 
had totally bought into the optimism of the Kennedy-proclaimed 
future, spawned by PT-109 and Jackie’s White House tour. Not an 
ounce of responsibility rested on my lanky shoulders either—just 
dreams. 

So, as I watched the rain drip off the edge of our free-standing 
garage’s roof that day, I hadn’t a clue how pivotal the next few 
minutes would be(we never do). How a mere seed planted as the 
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rain fell would grow and dominate my life: for the rest of my teens 
and into my twenties; how decades later, it would yield a surprise 
har vest. 

Anyway, I sat in a rickety yellow lawn chair in the garage 
strumming on my dad’s Gene Autry guitar from Sears. It was nice 
to have the day off. School had been canceled because of a 
teacher’s institution day. A friend of mine from Boy Scouts, Tom 
Sievers, regularly ignored by the so-called “in” kids at Park View 
School, had just gotten a ukelele, and was coming over. 

I didn’t make a big deal about the fact that I was getting 
together with Tom because he was the guy everybody thought ate 
paste and did other weird stuff—kids can be brutal—maybe 
because when he was younger he had lots of skin flakes around his 
eye lashes. But flakes or not, I always liked Tom. 

He was a standout in Scouts, where he attended every meeting 
of the Flaming Arrow patrol, a group of misfit scouts I led: the least 
experienced but most ambitious patrol in Troop 82’s twenty year 
histor y.  

I figured it was cruel to avoid Tom, like he carried some exotic 
disease. After all, later he was with me in the Big Wheel patrol when 
we won the Skokie Valley District First Aid contest in 1962. So, the 
guy couldn’t be all bad. And if you looked real close, you couldn’t 
even see those skin flakes around his eyes anymore. 

So, I sat in the garage on this lawn chair, and strummed on my 
dad’s guitar, the one my mom had bought him for Christmas several 
years before. He had never played it. But I did, and in a few minutes 

Tom Sievers and I were going to make some music. 
I didn’t know much on the guitar, so I strummed randomly, 

echoing an e minor chord out of the opened garage. Built ten years 
after our boxy, orange brick, tri-level house, the garage had become a 
storage depot for things left undone around our house. 

It was a two car set-up, and as I looked around at the junk on 
the floor, I realized that each of the pieces of clutter could be 
traced an unfinished project: a white-washed homemade shelf left 
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discarded on the floor, an unfinished cutting board for Mom, and 
half-rusted drill bits from the Saturday Dad spent all day hanging 
the new address plaque next to the front door. 

I looked over at the white-washed shelf. For Mr. Leslie East’s 
eighth grade shop class at Park View, I had asked Dad to help me 
drill some grooves for the shelves using the router attachment on 
his table saw.  

He put the grooves in, all right, but he made this huge deal out 
of it, measuring it and sawing it so perfectly that it took all 
Saturday afternoon to finish. Boy, the shelves came out to the 
nearest ten-thousandth of an inch, which was amazing, because my 
mom kept yelling at him from the back door for taking so much time 
that he couldn’t take her shopping. You see, she couldn’t drive, like 
many moms back then. 

Finally, as the sun set that day, Dad finished. Swearing at my 
mom for making the whole day a living hell, he turned off the table 
saw, threw wood 

remnants everywhere, and didn’t even clean up the saw-dust. 
He stormed out to our weird-looking pink ‘59 Nash-Rambler 
station wagon and got in. Looking over the back  of the driver’s 
seat, he weaved one-handed down the driveway and sped off down 
Church Street, not coming back for an hour. 

If you asked my mom, my dad wasn’t great at doing wood shop 
things. She gave him perpetual grief: Being that he was from 
Scotland, he wasn’t naturally equipped to do that kind of thing. 
But I think he did incredibly well, and, of course, he was an 
engineer, too. Now it was true that my mom’s dad had built a 
whole house at 1313 Price Street in Calumet City for his new bride, 
my grandma, when he was only nineteen—quite amazing. That’s 
the story my mom always brought up when my dad tried working 
with his hands. I’d say those were pretty big shoes for my dad to 
fill, carpentry-wise. 

Anyway, I kicked my old shelf, which I think I ended up 
getting an “A” on, by the way, and looked around at the rest of the 
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junk. ‘Not finishing stuff’ had become a kind of “jinx” around my 
family, thanks to my mom. It’s like she sabotaged our efforts to 
accomplish anything. 

Like organizing the kitchen shelves. They were organized only 
once—by me—but never again as far as I know. Boy, I had it 
worked out just like my desk at school. All the spices together, the 
cake mixes, the 

cookies, the canned stuff. Then, on another shelf I put the 
glasses, the big dishes, and the little dishes. When there wasn’t 
room in the front of a shelf, you could just slide a package of food 
or a stack of dishes to the right or left and 

violà! Another category would appear. The kitchen shelves 
were like some kind of futuristic library or something. My mom 
still gave me shit about how I made it so perfect and complicated. 
Just like my father, she said. 

Then there was me and Brother Tom’s room on the top floor. 
(By the way, I’ll always refer to my twin as Brother Tom so you 
won’t get him mixed up with Tom Sievers. 

That used to drive me up a tree when I was growing up: 
‘Which Tom?’; ‘Tom who?’) Anyway, our room had been 
remodeled, primarily by my dad. But brown gunk seeped out 
between the tile squares (My Grandpa came out to help, but I think 
he slopped too much of the goop stuff on) and the wooden 
moulding was left off. So, for eleven years, I looked at all this 
brown gunk and nail heads waiting to be covered by wooden 
moulding. 

And there were our vacations. They were always planned, but 
never completed. Like the time we planned a trip around the 
perimeter of Lake Michigan. I had worked for several weeks after 
school, planning the route we would take. I drew it with a magic 
marker on this huge map I had ordered from the stationery store. I 
told all my friends about our triparound-the-lake and how special 
it was going to be: taking pictures in Door County, Wisconsin; 
touring Mackinac Island; and jumping across the dunes at 
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Saugatuck, Michigan. It was surely the ideal trip, and just as fun as 
their trips to Disneyland. 

Well, the day to depart came and my family headed out. At 
first it was great. Then, about an hour after we left, my mom 
started calling my dad names. He yelled back. Us three boys(there 
were four later) were huddled in the back seat, quiet. But my mom 
continued: her voice became harsher and harsher. Us boys pointed 
out some sights I had marked on the trip map as we passed 
through OshKosh, Wisconsin. But then Mom started criticizing the 
plan. She squawked about wanting to go home because the trip 
was so boring, about how that was all we could afford. Us boys 
hushed; we didn’t mind. She still wanted to go home, but we 
didn’t. We kept looking at each other, hitting little brother Craig in 
the shoulder when he started yapping, hoping things would calm 
down. 

But, it didn’t help. My dad turned the car around just south of 
Door County and headed for home. I remember we did make a stop 
at the Pines Motel on Route 12, where we normally stopped on our 
trips to Lake Zurich, and played in the pool. But, this time none of 
us boys felt much like playing in the pool. We pretended we were 
having a great time for my dad’s sake. Then my mom made this 
huge deal when Craig skinned his shoulder diving off the diving 
board. We ended up leaving for home in the middle of the night. 

Mom always blew a gasket on family outings, whatever the 
family was doing: camping in Brown County, driving around the 
lake, or just staying at the Pines Motel. Each time we’d pack 
everything up and drive home, all of us acting real serious all the 
way, but never understanding why she blew a gut in the first place. 

After a while, as I grew up, not-getting-things-done seemed to 
be connected to my mom blowing up—one always seemed to follow 
the other. We  may have been blessed by my  mom, who we’ve 
always loved dearly, but we were haunted by her, too; forced to 
put up with her spontaneous rages. So, I guess that became our 
normalcy. Nowadays you’d call it our family secret. Anyway, after 
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a while I came to expect that undone was just the way things were 
meant to be for me and the entire family. It was like allowing for 
my mother’s strange behavior invisibly held us back. 

I was beginning to think that my family was contaminated by 
this incompleteness jinx; as long as we lived, each of us would be 
cursed to never finish what we started. That really rubbed me. 
Here I was growing up in this progressive suburb, loaded with 
enthusiasm and constant change, and my family was weird, and 
that weirdness was undoubtedly holding us back. 

In fact, despite the fact that I was always an open sort of guy 
and shared my feelings with anyone, I never told any of my friends 
about how I really felt about the weird family I was part of. None of 
them ever knew: not Jay Puccinelli, Larry Holder, or Tom Sievers. 
Well, I told Tom a little about it in later years. 

There was always a real strong part of me that needed to live 
up to the me-I-let-them-see. I had to prove to myself that because I 
knew about the Jinx, I could stop it from taking hold of me. I could 
become the person I wanted to be. Maybe if I tried hard—I mean 
really hard—the Jinx wouldn’t catch me, nobody would ever know 
about it, and I’d grow up like everybody else. Actually, it became a 
bit hectic if you want to know the truth. 

So, as I grew, I worked hard at everything I did: scouts, track, 
music—everything. All the time I was growing up, I was conscious 
of the fact that I was keeping that Jinx away and proving it wrong. 

The years flew and, in addition to dodging the Jinx, or maybe 
because of it, I always seemed to outdistance my twin pretty 
obviously. That was its own hell. But the net of it was I would 
succeed at whatever I tried. 

By the time I graduated from junior high school, I had 
accumulated an array of awards: scholastic, athletic, and scouting.

I even won the cha-cha contest at my eighth grade graduation 
dance(!) at the Morton House Restaurant. 

If I knew how things were going to turn out later, I might not 
have worried about the Jinx. But for the next four decades, you 
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could say I was like a box of firecrackers, each ignited by a single 
lit match. And the Jinx was the match. 
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2 
Garage Genesis 

I was pretty preoccupied thinking about all this “jinx” stuff when I 
turned and saw Tom Sievers walking through the light rain up our 
driveway made of two parallel strips of cement. He was wobbling 
on one of the strips like he was on some kind of railroad track, his 
arms outstretched, one of them carrying a soaked paper bag in the 
shape of a little guitar. He was soaked too and his crooked glasses 
were foggy, but he smiled through the drips. 

Then something funny happened. The rain suddenly stopped. 
It didn’t piddle to a stop, it just  stopped. It was so weird that I 
peeked out the front of the open garage door and pointed skyward, 
“Hey, Tom. What gives? God?” 

“Yeah. Weirdo stuff.” He looked up. “Maybe the heavens are 
announcing my arrival.” 

Tom was tall and skinny and had this perfect blonde hair; the 
way it laid so straight all the time. I wished my hair was like his; 
mine was mousy brown and had a cowlick in back that always 
stuck up ever since I was a kid. Every time it rained my hair got 
wavy and hard to comb. But never Tom Sievers’. His hair was so 
heavy, it just laid right down. 

Along with that perfect hair, Sievers had this fairly unique 
voice. He had sung with me when we shared a tent at Camp 
Napowan that past summer. His voice was so mellow. It sounded 
like he had a permanent bubble in his throat, like maybe he was 
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talking through a cardboard paper tube. But it was soft on the 
edges, too. The combination of the mellow and the tube-effect 
made it sound quite unusual, somewhat like Mike Love in the 
Beachboys. 

As Tom walked up the walk, I looked over at the back door to 
our house. Through the storm door I could see Mom sitting there 
at the table, drinking her coffee and puffing on her cigarette. I 
wonder if she would’ve stopped if she knew all we know now about 
nicotine, tobacco, and disease. Naw, I’m guessing not. 

“Never saw that before,” Tom said, and shrugged, glancing up 
at the clouds and a beam of sun that was shining through. 

“Maybe a miracle’s about to happen.” I laughed. “Yeah, sure. 
We both disappear?” Tom had this incredibly dry sense of humor. 
He was pretty soaked having walked over from his house, a good 
four blocks away, maybe five. He put down his uke, took off his 
jean jacket, and tossed it down on my old shelf. 

“So, that’s it?” I said. I had never seen a ukelele up close. 
He looked at the little guitar shape, still in the bag. “No, it’s 

actually a bass fiddle I managed to squeeze into yesterday’s lunch 
bag.” 

We laughed. 
He began peeling the bits of wet paper off the uke. Before the 

drops could hurt the varnish, he dried them off with a towel he 
pulled out of a plastic bag he had carried with him—pretty smart. 

“Good thinking, man,” I said. Then another sun beam raced 
through one of two garage windows and landed on the uke. 

“Look at that!” He moved the uke over so it was clearly 
positioned in the beam of light. “A spotlight.” 

I nodded. “Means we’re gonna go far,” I said. “Right.” He 
snickered. 

The uke’s sunburst finish of multiple shades of brown had 
suddenly become a real-live “sun-burst” thanks to the ray of light. 
It was like a little guitar, except each of its strings were plastic, not 
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cat gut, like on my violin, which I had played since third grade. It 
gleamed there in that ray of light. 

Tom positioned it in his lap and strummed a little. Even 
though his main instrument was the saxophone, which he played 
in the Niles West High School Band, he strummed away on the uke 
like he had played it for years. He’d been practicing. He was a 
pretty musical guy. 

“See,” he said proudly, “you chord like this. Like a guitar, but 
a fourth different.” Tom always talked music theory, like 
whenever I returned to the tent at Camp Napowan after getting 
another merit badge and he’d be playing away on a guitar he’d 
bought for ten bucks at Mr. Beere’s garage sale. Every night Tom 
strummed on that old guitar in between explaining to me the 
circle-offourths, a handy chart for transposing the chords of a 
song from one key to another. Boy, that little chart opened up a 
whole new way for me to see music: It really was relative, and 
could be randomly switched from key to key to match our voices. 
Each key also exuded a unique sound because  of the pitch of the 
component notes. I liked the G major key in particular, and its 
companion minor chord, E Minor. 

“Tuned like a backwards violin, right?” I said about the uke. 
“Yeah, but each of the strings are tuned to different octaves, 

see. My dog has fleas,” he crooned as he played the strings. 
“I should be able to play that,” I said confidently. I had played 

the violin since age eight at Grove School. A year later, when I 
moved back to Park View School because they changed the school 
district boundaries again, I sat behind Marcia Johnson in the Park 
View orchestra. Orchestra was the one place I could sit closer to 
her than my buddy Jay Puccinelli could. He was stuck in back 
playing the drums. 

I remember I’d just gawk at Marcia while she played the long, 
flowing notes of Isle of Capri on her violin. I stared at her and Susie 
Bonetti’s bra straps as they stretched the back of their nearly 
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transparent white blouses. Boy, in junior high us guys got 
half-crazed over the simplest things. 

Anyway, Jay Puccinelli was always my competitor for Marcia. 
He seemed like her first choice, maybe because she always got this 
twinkle in her eye when he showed off. She always went ga-ga over 
Jack Zelienka, too. “Z-man,” as we called him, didn’t play any 
instrument or purposely show off. He didn’t have to. He was just a 
real good-looking guy—and acted real cool. Marcia really liked 
him. 

But even back in fourth grade I loved Marcia, more than you’d 
expect for my young years—it was no puppy love—even though I 
wasn’t as strikingly good-looking as Zelienka. If you would have 
asked me back then, I would’ve sworn that I’d love Marcia forever. 
How’d I know that? Gosh, it’s scary how at age nine you can 
commit to certain things that absolutely never change. Now, I look 
at my nephews Keith and Derek and wonder what they committed 
to at that age, and how their commitments will affect their lives 
years from now. 

I remember the night in seventh grade when Marcia’s folks 
drove Marcia and Karen Ginter and I down to Buffalo’s Ice Cream 
on Western Avenue in Chicago after Park View’s Christmas 
orchestra concert. It was Marcia’s birthday, December 14th, a 
snowy Friday night. The way her parents talked so kindly to me 
amidst all the dark walnut, red vinyl, black and white tile, and 
Tiffany lamps, it was like they accepted me as Marcia’s main 
squeeze, which was pretty overwhelming. I mean, that night they 
didn’t even invite Jay Puccinelli, who I thought would’ve gotten 
the nod. Or even Jack Zelienka, so good looking, perfect for Marcia 
because she was so beautiful, a cheerleader, and on the Student 
Council. Anyway, I felt privileged all night as Marcia licked her 
spoon, smiling at me with that twinkle in her eye like she was 
really glad I was the male contingent at that particular birthday 
celebration. I’ll never forget it. 
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By age fourteen, entering high school, I knew I’d never really 
get over her. I realized my whole life I’d long for her, like she was 
on the other side of some thick pane of glass. Instead of 
approaching her confidently all those years, I resigned myself to 
the notion that loving Marcia Johnson would forever be my secret 
living hell; actually, a sort of bittersweet hell. Free of any kind of 
commitment, sure, but full of a love that occupied so large a part 
of my heart that it ached at times. 

You might say that my love for Marcia was just another 
example of the effect of the Jinx, like when my first bike wasn’t a 
Schwinn like Jay’s, but only a J.C. Higgins from Sears. Or when I 
almost didn’t get to go on the church youth group retreat to the 
Wyoming dude ranch until Barbara Ann Potts, the adult advisor, 
called my folks and told them I was an important student leader 
and should go, even if it cost them $90. (But, it ended up costing 
them $180 since my twin brother Tom, of course, went, too. 
(“What’s good for the goose... ,” like my mom always said.) 

Anyway, Marcia was always my romantic dream, but also a 
symbol of what I couldn’t have. Sort of the Jinx rearing its head, 
this time as a manifestation of my unrequited love for her. 

But—and this is very important—I knew back then, down deep 
inside, that long after Jay Puccinelli and Jack Zelienka stopped 
contending for Marcia, I’d still be in the ring. Marcia’d have to take 
notice then, I figured. I was taking the long view even as a kid and I 
knew I’d prevail. 

But in my junior high years the possibility that that would 
actually transpire was way in the dark, like it was just my 
imagination—nothing real solid. Only  time would tell. But I knew 
it was possible. 

I guess I was enlightened as to my own capabilities because of 
something I learned from my gym coach, Coach Elmer Erbe. 

You see, I wasn’t much of an athlete as a youngster and Coach 
Erbe changed all that. During seventh grade our gym class had to 
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run the 600 yard run for The President’s Council on Youth Finess. I 
did pretty well. In act, I had one of the better times. 

Then, later in the school year, Coach Erbe encouraged me to 
enter the 880 yard cross country run he set up. 

I said like a real wimpo, “But I’m not a jock. And I’ve never run 
that far.” 

“Jackie Baby, there’s a thing called a second wind. Because 
you’re in good shape, half way through the race you’re second 
wind will kick in right when you feel exhausted. Suddenly you’ll 
feel refreshed enough to finish the race, even sprint at the end.” 

“Really?” I asked. Right, I thought. 
“Trust me. You can do it. I know you can.” 
But back in those days, I wasn’t used to having adults have 

that kind of faith in me! 
Anyway, I decided to enter the race on Coach’s advice. 
On the day of the race, as a group of twenty guys rounded the 

halfway point, I was—running dead last—that figures!. 
But that made sense. I was no athlete. 
Then, just like Coach had promised, my second wind kicked in. 

Suddenly I felt refreshed. I ran easily ahead, passing up a lot of the 
guys. By the time we got to the backstop about three hundred 
yards from the finish line, I was running first. Jimmy Persino was 
right behind me. 

Then I felt even more refreshed. I began sprinting toward the 
finish line. The distance between me and the “pack” increased. 
Pretty soon I was a full hundred yards in front—all alone. I ran 
across the finish line, and grinned at Coach, who stood at the finish 
line. I had won the race. I was amazed. But he just smiled. 

So, Coach Erbe was right. Right then he told me that I had won 
because I had built up my cardio vascular system from walking to 
school over the previous three years. Now, I knew that walking 
was mostly in order to escort Marcia home, but Coach didn’t know 
that. Anyway, he told me that walking day after day had made it 
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possible to finally win the cross country race and really be an 
athlete. 

Coach had taught me a lesson I would not soon forget: that 
persistence at anything would eventually pay out. All those 
walks-home were invaluable to honing my endurance. And also, 
taking chances, even if they seemed a stretch—like entering the 
cross country race—was the only way to test your capabilities— to 
see what you were capable of. 

Wow! those had been huge lessons! Persistence and 
chance-taking! I would never forget those two rules of life. They 
would ultimately dominate my life. Thanks, Coach! 

Anyway, back in my garage on that rainy day, Tom said, 
“Look, Jack, I can play ‘Pipeline.’ “ Tom itched his bent left ear, 
injured in some childhood accident or something—it was just a 
little bent at the top—and started playing the chugging Pipeline 
bass guitar part on his uke. Sounded sort of cool. The repetitive 
nature of it grabbed me. Tom could always make things musical 
cool. 

“All right!” I yelled. I started playing the lead guitar part I’d 
been practicing. Even though it killed my fingers to press down on 
the strings of my guitar from their high action(that’s the distance 
from the strings to the frets), Tom and I played Pipeline over and 
over for no less than two hours as the setting sun popped through 
the garage window at us. We made mistakes, but then we’d try it 
again. The “wrongness” we might have normally associated with 
the word “mistake” didn’t even enter our minds. There was no 
time taken to judge our blunders. Just persistence. That was a sort 
of creative determination I’d never experienced before, not even 
in the Park View orchestra for the prior six years. 

Just like when you were learning a sport for the first time, we 
had just played the same song over and over to get it right. By six 
o’clock it actually sounded half-way decent for a ukelele and a 
“Gene Autry” guitar from Sears. 
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As the sun hit the horizon, I think something was born in both 
of us, something unfamiliar, magical, joyful. We didn’t know it 
then, and I’m sure the bright late afternoon rays of sun added to 
the effect, but we would experience that joy again and again for 
the next decade—the joy of creation. 

And we had figured out we could do this music thing on our 
own, which felt new. We were no longer the useless kids our 
parents might have made us out to be. They weren’t around and 
we had just done this thing, something of significance, however 
limited, without their help or pestering. And I realized that this 
music stuff was something I had control over, too—safe from my 
parents’ criticism. 

“This is really cool,” I said, using the new vernacular. “I can 
picture learning more songs, then playing at places, then 
becoming famous.” 

Tom said. “Could be neat.” 
“Just us,” I said and slowly smiled. 
Then, this really big grin spread across Tom’s face. “Yeah.” 
I realize now that something even more subtle was also born 

in both Tom and me. Just a seed, mind you. It’s like we got the idea, 
but maybe not its full significance because, what the hell, we were 
basically kids. 

If you look up art in the dictionary, the very first definition is: 
“a human effort to imitate, supplement, alter, or counteract the 
work of nature.” From the glint in our eyes, I think our 
child-selves saw that maybe art—or some extrapolation of Pipeline 
in a garage—might be some vague, unencumbered route into the 
adult world, and, importantly, to our independence. 

Now, it gives me chills to think of the importance of that 
moment, its fragility, how lightly we took it, and how I almost let it 
go. 

At that moment, as time seemed to stop for us, my dad’s ugly 
pink Rambler-Nash station wagon rolled up the driveway. None of 
us boys were really sure of the real brand name of that car, but I 
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think Rambler had bought Nash, so while it looked like a Nash, it 
was actually a Rambler. Anyway, it was my dad. He turned off the 
car, and flashed his lights twice. We looked up and waved. 

Mom must’ve heard him drive up, too. She came outside just 
as he pulled up. 

“Supper!” she called. 
“Just in time,” my dad said as he got out of the car. He walked 

up to my mom and gave her a big hug and kiss, and lightly swatted 
her on the behind. He always did that when they got affectionate: a 
kiss and a hug and a swat. 

Right before supper—we called it supper, most of my friends 
called it dinner—was one time she turned real peaceful, never 
blowing a gut. (Although sometimes during supper she bitched 
about her day or us boys. Then my dad’d bark at her, warning her 
in this stern tone to shut up so he could eat in peace.) That’s one 
thing he hated: her bitching. 

Tom Sievers looked away, a little embarrassed at my parents’ 
affectionate greeting and said he’d better go home. He put down 
his uke and put on his damp jean jacket. Then he grabbed the uke 
and waved goodbye. It seemed like we were on the same schedule: 
Dad arrived home, Mom had food on the table, suppertime. 

He looked back. “Say, maybe we can get together again?” Tom 
asked. “I think it went pretty good.” 

Here’s where I almost let the opportunity of a lifetime slip 
through my fingers. “Yeah, I guess,” I said as my dad walked over, 
his Daily News in hand. But I honestly remember thinking I wasn’t 
so sure. 

“So, you fellows playing some music?” Dad asked. “Yeah. 
Playing the violin all these years really helped,” I said. 

“Glad those lessons were good for something,” he said. “By the 
way—” 

“What?” I asked. 
“We need to talk after dinner.” 
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3 
Lincoln’s Way 

After a dinner of pork chops fried down to these tough little 
patties—Dad liked everything well done, even his fried eggs—my 
dad called me up to his bedroom, where his little walnut desk was. 
Even from a distance his voice sounded monotone. So, as if to ward 
off the somber air that had just settled on 5735 Church Street, I 
loudly thumped up ever y other stair, each covered with a floppy 
brown rubber protector. We didn’t have carpeting like most of my 
friends, just these rubber covers that you tripped on if you weren’t 
careful. I walked into his room. 

He sat in the dark at his lit-up desk with the rounded corners. 
“We need to talk,” he said. I sat on his hard bed. 

He had this curly black hair and this swollen-looking nose he 
broke when he was young. His glasses were gray plastic on the top, 
silver wire under the lenses. He always wore this white plastic 
rubberized pocket protector with green print that said Merkle 
Korff Gear Company. That was the name of the place he worked as 
a Quality Control Manager. 

“So, what’s up, Dad?” It was dark in there except for his little 
desk lamp that lit up the desk and not a square inch more. 

“Look at this.” He pointed to this long list of companies with 
numbers next to them. I drew closer until I could smell him, the 
same smell he always had. It wasn’t from the cigarettes he smoked 
once in a while, not the coffee, not all the potatoes he ate; it was 
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just his skin that had this undifferentiated smell you couldn’t 
identify and never got used to. It smelled like an uncle or distant 
relative. 

Maybe it smelled so foreign because when I kissed Mom, she 
was always the standard for how someone was supposed to smell, 
and then he smelled different. Or maybe it was just because he was 
a man. I never have quite figured it out. 

“So? What are the numbers?” I asked. My dad had the most 
perfect writing. It always looked exactly the same, this week or 
next week. These long fluid strokes, perfectly controlled, and he 
made this perfect curly-cue on the bottom of the ‘E’ in Eadon with 
his old Parker. I used to practice doing that, from the time I could 
first write until high school, but I could never do it quite like him. I 
still can’t. Maybe it was the Parker and that’s why I started a pen 
collection in my later years—a latent drive to write like my dad. 

“It’s a list of the money I owe,” he said and itched the bottom 
of his nose. I remember he had this little trimmed moustache 
about a quarter inch wide, like Clark Gable, David Niven, Xavier 
Cugat, Zorro or Peter Sellers. There seems to be at least one of 
those small-mustached stars every generation. 

“Hmm.” I didn’t know what to say about the numbers, so I 
didn’t say anything, I just put on this frown. The hmm was to show 
that I had some appreciation for them, which I didn’t, although I 
remember they looked all perfect there on the page; I could tell he 
spent a long time writing them down. 

“Trust me, it’s a lot. I just don’t know what to do.” Then he 
shocked me. Tears started dripping from the edge of his eyes, 
down his cheeks. You see, I was used to my dad being a real stern 
guy. To see him losing it like that freaked me out. 

“... and with your mom, you know.” 
Actually I didn’t know, but he always drew that connection. 

Somehow, because of my mom’s mental condition, we always had 
this major money pinch. It was like he blamed her for everything. 
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I should explain. You see, my dad didn’t cry much. He seemed 
to reserve that for when he said something about Mom’s health, 
like when she had a nervous breakdown once or twice, I 
remember, he warned us in that teary voice a day or so before she 
went to Passavent Hospital, like telling us in advance would make 
a difference. 

“She’s jittery... and blue,” Dad said. “Blue?” Craig said. 
“Sad,” Dad said. “So, she’s going to take a break for a few 

weeks.” 
“A few?” we all said. 
“We’ll see how it goes,” Dad said. 
The next day we piled into the car and drove to the hospital in 

Evanston. Mom had on the pink wool coat Dad got her the previous 
Christmas. Everybody got quiet on the way there. The hospital was 
a large gray monolith that took up most of a city block. In contrast, 
colored leaves fluttered across the barren landscape of a lawn in 
front of the hospital. I remember the smell  of cold in the air. 

While Mom and Dad walked down the long curvy sidewalk, us 
boys waited in the car, that is, except Baby Scott. He was home 
with Grandma. Dad carried Mom’s suitcase down the walk and into 
the hospital. Then it seemed like a long time later, Dad came back, 
but without Mom, and without her suitcase, but with the hangers 
for her clothes. Dad didn’t say a word. He took us boys to the 
Prince Castle on Skokie Boulevard to have ice cream cones, even 
though it wasn’t summer. 

“Jack?” Dad asked, sitting at his desk and pointing at the sheet 
of paper. “You listening?” 

“Yeah.” I had drifted off there. “Sure. What?” “You see my 
problem here? The numbers—not good,” he said in his cloggy 
voice. 

But, I was still thinking about Mom. Hey, if your mom’s going 
to go in the loony bin, she’s going in the loony bin—that’s what she 
called it later. Whether it’s today or tomorrow, it was weird. I 
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mean none of my friends had that happen to their moms as far as I 
knew. 

And no crying in Dad’s voice’d make that any better, or stop us 
boys from wondering why she had to go there in the first place. 
Anyway, my Dad sat at his desk with these rows of numbers and 
guess what? His voice got all cloggy again. I wondered what he 
expected me to do. 

Suddenly. “It’s just—” he stammered. 
“What is it, Dad?” I asked. Well, I couldn’t think of what to say, 

and he didn’t say anything, so I just put my hand on his shoulder, 
thinking that would make him feel better about the numbers and 
my mom. “Dad, maybe you could pay ‘em each off, a little at a 
time.” See, even a young teenager could come up with a brilliant 
solution. 

“Right,” he said. But there was more to this. He shook his 
head. “You just don’t understand.” He smirked this laugh. “If I did 
that, I’d never be clear of the debt. Don’t you ever get it?” 

God, that ever hit me like a thud, like when he used to hit me 
in the head and I saw stars. He was always saying ever to me like 
that, like I was really some kind of lost case. 

He stood up, raised his finger, and walked past me. He was 
headed for the bathroom. But he turned back as he passed. “It’s 
worse than that,” he said. He  cleared his throat, then pulled out 
his handkerchief on the run and blew his nose. “It’s just not what I 
planned.” The way he was saying this, sort of defeated, it sounded 
like he was going to make some dreary announcement. “What is it, 
Dad?” I couldn’t imagine what could be so bad. 

Several minutes later, he came walking back into the room, 
looking somewhat relieved. 

“Well, Dad?” I asked. He sat down and sighed this big sigh, but 
it had nothing to do with the bathroom, I could tell. His brow 
furrowed and he slowly shook his head. 

“Well, Jack, just to keep up... “ And here’s where he suddenly 
talked in that crying voice again, almost a half-voice. “I’ll have to 
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spend everything I’ve saved for your college. And for your 
brothers’, too.” 

“Everything?” I gulped. “Wow. All four of us?” But wait, I 
thought. I remember thinking that didn’t sound too awful. After 
all, college was a long ways off—four years. Things could definitely 
get better by then. We could all get scholarships or financial aid. In 
1964, there were all these programs that helped you get to college, 
because college was the big deal. And, more important, I happened 
to be an especially smart guy, particularly in math and science, 
like my dad. So, somehow I knew the money would just be there 
when I needed it. 

But then he turned to me and grabbed my shoulders. He never 
clutched both my shoulders like that. “Jack, listen to me. If you go 
to college, it’ll have to be on your own dime. Do you understand?” 
he asked. 

Wait. I looked up at the ceiling, thinking back to the day I 
talked to my grandpa, with only his grade school education, and 
my Aunt Kitty, a teacher with a Masters degree. Both said, “go to 
college.” Ever since then I always assumed I would go. It had 
become part of my future in fact. But at that moment, standing in 
the dark of my dad’s bedroom, I felt like my future had just been 
ripped away. 

I shook my head like a sleepy dog. “Pay for college? 
All by myself?” A little dizzied at the thought, I reviewed my 

spectacular income: zero dollars per year at age fourteen. I wasn’t 
some big football jock. I was the long and lean variety, so forget a 
sports scholarship. It took me maybe two seconds to figure out 
that without some other kind of pretty big scholarship or winning 
some incredible aid, I wouldn’t be going anywhere fast. And Dad 
always wanted me to be an engineer like him, too. That was the 
way I always thought it would be. I never thought there’d be an 
issue. 

“I’m sorry,” he wept. He was even more shaken up than me. “I 
had to pay for my own college, Jack; I guess you will, too.” 
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He had paid for a couple of years college in the thirties or 
something. Now, he wanted me to match him even though he’d 
had a full time job in his day, and I had zilch. At best, my situation 
suddenly looked pretty bleak as far as college was concerned. 

“And you know, with your mom... “ he said. 
There, he stuck in the ‘mom’ excuse. But, I guess a lot of the 

expenses on the list on his desk were her pills and the hospital. 
Also, when she was away, we had to hire this awful nanny for six 
or eight weeks. God, she was a real witch, all right. 

I hated her for good reason, too. This one time, I accidentally 
poured salt instead of sugar on top of my cereal—just one of those 
stupid things kids do. But what was worse was that witch made me 
eat the whole bowlful with this pile of salt on top. She wasn’t about 
to pour me fresh cereal with sugar. What an idiot! It tasted 
awful—nowadays you might call that “cereal abuse.” 

Now, wait. To think that I had to pay for my own college 
because we hired that old witch to take care of us. Isn’t the world 
incredibly absurd? 

After all this college business, all I could do was squeeze Dad’s 
shoulder and half hug him, he seemed so sad. It was the right thing 
to do, I can see that now; it was probably the most honest moment 
I ever shared with the guy. But I was justifiably angry, too. I mean, 

I always thought I’d be going to college, and that was that. The 
money would just be there. Now, I’d have to find my own way just 
because of the witch and my dad’s great planning and the cost of 
Mom’s hospital and all those little pills she took every day. 

Talk about little pills? She had to take so many,  she always 
had a pad to thoroughly document her pilltaking: took Stelzine at 
three o’clock. took Stelzine at three o’clock. took Stelzine at three 
o’clock. took Stelzine at three o’clock. 

Boy, talk about compulsive. Her pads of paper grew into thick 
wads, three times their normal size, soft and fluffy. Then she’d 
have to start a new pad. And I remember noting as a kid, no 
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wonder we’re always in a financial crisis. All these pads must cost a 
lot of money. 

I think that was another example of how Mom and her illness 
always seemed to be the reason we couldn’t finish vacations or, in 
this case, go to college. 

Don’t get me wrong. I always loved her and everything, but 
after a while, with Dad crying and always saying “you know your 
mother,” it was a constant reminder that she was the cause of 
things being a little wacky in our family. This time the issue was 
going to college. It could just as well have been canceling a 
vacation. 

My dad tossed down his pen, looked up at me, and shook his 
head. God, he looked miserable. 

“Could you send Tom in?” he said, and he sort of groaned as 
he said it, like he couldn’t quite get the words out. He sniffled, took 
off his glasses, and blew his nose—his huge, familiar honk. 

So, now, Brother Tom was about to get the word on the 
disappearing college funds. I rose and slumped out of the room. 
Actually, I sort of slumped a little on purpose, I remember, out of 
respect for my dad’s somber frame of mind. 

Anyway, at that moment I felt like Abe Lincoln, and 
envisioned the struggle that would undoubtedly be my future. 

But it would be no worse than Dad, coming over from Scotland 
when he was ten, in 1928, right before the stock market 
crash—excellent timing. 

Then, after inspecting gears and other airplane parts during 
the war, he had to figure out this bustling post-war country after 
he had grown up in this quiet little village called Wellsbank, 
Scotland. (God, that town was so tiny his family owned the Post 
Office and the grocery store, and they were in the same building). 

So, then he married his first wife. Less than a year later she 
and their first child died at birth. Then his father died less than 
three months later. Three deaths in three months—not a great 
start for Dad in post-war America. 
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College on my own dime? I thought. I was ashamed for 
moaning about it after thinking about my dad’s life and how rotten 
it had gone. I was sure I could make things work. After all, it was 
the progressive sixties. 

But, wait, I thought, where am I going to get that dime? 
As I left the bedroom, Brother Tom’s big rectangular frame 

lumbered up the stairs. He had this smirking smile crowned by 
these two huge front teeth jutting out of his big square 
acne-ridden face. Those big teeth might have been a little obvious, 
but he had these twinkling blue eyes, just like mine. And Mom 
always said he had perfect little ears like Grandpa’s. 

For twins, we didn’t look anything alike. I had a pointed face, a 
big head, floppy ears, wavy brown hair, and a skinny body. But we 
shared those killer blue eyes. You could move them from my head 
to his and back. They were that much alike. 

Usually if Dad was yelling at us twins for something, I would 
get it first to loosen up the old man because they always called me 
the eldest twin. But actually I only beat Tom out of my mom by five 
minutes. It wasn’t till much later, the Christmas after our fortieth 
birthday that I got Brother Tom this book about being the “eldest” 
twin. I said at Christmas dinner that year, “I took it for the first 
forty years, Tom, so you can take it for the next forty.” He’ll get it 
eventually. 

But, anyway, back in the hall outside my dad’s room. This time 
Brother Tom was in for a real surprise! Dad was about to tell him 
he had the same screwed-up future I did—no college funds to 
speak of. 

“Hey, Tom.” I waved halfheartedly. “Dad wants you.” I pointed 
at the folks’ bedroom. Little did he know what was coming. 

“What is it, bro’ ?” Brother Tom said, and he swished back his 
hair, a lot darker brown than mine, but smooth like Tom Sievers’. 
By the way, ‘Bro’ was a new term that black folks were using for 
brother, and Brother Tom always used it, even though we were 
white. 
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I held my hands up. “Not good, kiddo. Better get ready.” 
He just looked at me with these cold expressionless eyes, 

almost like he was envious I had heard the news first. He’s always 
been naive like that, thinking there’s something neat about getting 
the news up front. Then he bounced past me employing his usual 
springy gait. He opened the door and walked into the folks’ 
bedroom, joshing with my dad, telling some joke like he always 
did. But to me it was like he was walking down the main drag in 
Hiroshima one minute before the Bomb fell. 

The door closed and you could hear his voice fade as my dad 
started to talk in this low rumble. 

Then it got real quiet. 
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4 
Basement Ensemble 

“It sounded great!” I said to my friends in the Morton Grove 
Community Church choir, as we hung around after rehearsal in the 
tiny church kitchen, lined by built-in counters. I had just described 
that rainy afternoon in my garage with Tom Sievers and Pipeline. 

From the looks on their faces, though, I remember imagining 
what they were thinking: “God, Eadon’s all jazzed again. Does it 
ever stop?” I had a reputation  for getting incredibly enthusiastic 
about any cutting edge opportunity that came along. And, I also 
had a reputation for acting real excited, something I usually 
expected everybody else to feel. My belief then, and now for that 
matter, is that enthusiastic commitment to a particular “cause” is 
always its best sales pitch. 

My dad has always been a proponent of Dr. Norman Vincent 
Peale and his positive thinking so I guess I borrowed that general 
outlook from Dr. Norm. And definitely from my dad. 

You know, being a creative type and thinking back to the 
church kitchen as an example, I’ve always pigeonholed people in 
one of several categories: the enthusiastic fickle ones, who 
endorsed any of my creative ideas, whether or not I was leaping 
for joy—it was just their nature to bubble; the envious 
opportunistic ones, who never had a productive idea in their lives 
because they spent all their time stealing from the creative ones; 
and the lazy ones, who were like sheep, naively responding to 
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every idea that sounded half way decent on the surface, as if great 
ideas always sound good at their germination, which I’ve learned 
they hardly ever do. 

Now, as an older and wiser person, I have found that there was 
a lot of truth to some of those observations I made as a teen. 
Especially as I reflect on my years in the corporate world where 
just about everyone belongs to one of those three categories. Back 
in the church kitchen, see if you can recognize some of these 
characters. 

“Eadon. Hey, I just got a great idea,” Bob Davis said, drumming 
with his hands on the counter. “Maybe we could get together this 
afternoon and play some music. That is, if you guys are up to 
jamming. What about it, Eadon? Jam a little?” 

Was it my imagination or did Bob just give himself credit for 
an idea I had already implemented and did he imply that we might 
not be up to his level of accomplishment when he dropped some 
jargon? 

But I didn’t let it get by me. He thought he was so cool, I 
thought, just because he knew how to use the right 
words—jam—and play some rhythms on the church kitchen 
counter. 

I looked at Bob’s wiry black hair, so kinky it would probably 
look the same length no matter how long it grew. But there Bob 
was, drumming on the counters like he was real cool, trying to 
impress everybody like he had some inner conduit to the world of 
rock combos. My dad would’ve called him a ‘wiseacre’ or a 
‘know-itall’. But, deserved or not, him drumming on the counters 
like that definitely gave him a start at achieving some sort of 
combo leader status. 

“I’ll play drums, you can play guitar,” he confidently ordered. 
“Tom can play his whatever and Heine his clarinet,” he said. 
Notice how by calling Tom’s uke a whatever, writing it off in a way, 
he actually accrued more power. 
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“Sounds weird, if you ask me,” I said. I was just being difficult. 
I’ve never known exactly how to respond to those kind of political 
maneuverings. 

“What, you not up to jamming, Eadon?” he said. “I’d rather 
play a regular song.” 

“Eadon, that’s right, after church you were bragging how you 
wrote some song,” he said. He laughed. “Right. Eadon, the song 
writer!” 

“Well, it’s true,” I barked at him. 
“So. What’s this song called, Eadon?” Bob said. 
You could see him cogitating, trying to catch me, as he 

performed a tight drum roll on a choir folder with two pencils. But 
I think I surprised him. 

“Balboa Blues,” I said confidently. 
He stopped the drumming and looked up. “Huh?” “I even 

scored the music,” I said. 
“But I bet not in the right keys for each instrument?” he said. 
“Sure, I did. So we could learn it quick.” 
Then Bob blurted: “But is it like the Beatles or the 
Dave Clark Five?” 
“I guess so.” I gulped. He got me. 
“Again!” I yelled as Balboa Blues spewed forth from my Gene 

Autry guitar, Tom’s uke, Bill Heine’s clarinet, and Bob Davis’ 
drums. We were down in 

Davis’ rec room that afternoon surrounded by this tan 
paneling on all the walls, acting like we were a real band. 
Apparently Bob’s parents didn’t mind us making all the noise, 
although they were out on the lawn sipping iced tea with the 
neighbors. Balboa Blues sounded like a polka played by Lawrence 
Welk’s Orchestra if it was time-warped back to its musicians’ teens, 
playing at the capabilities they might’ve had at that age. 

“Wait, Bill,” I said, waving my hands. I had assumed the role of 
combo leader for the rehearsal, probably because I had written and 
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arranged the song. Actually they probably let me be leader so they 
had someone to blame for the eventual outcome. 

“What now, Eadon?” Heine asked as he held his clarinet in the 
air. 

“Bill, can you play it a little smoother? Whole notes, less 
staccato?” I asked. 

We started again. 
It actually did sound better. Well, a little. 
We played all afternoon and slowly it sounded better and 

better. The fact that we had played the tune fifty or sixty times 
probably helped; although it was still a pretty weird-sounding set 
of instruments. Soon it was time to head over to choir rehearsal at 
church. 

“Wait. Maybe we should make it official,” Bob said, “and call 
ourselves something.” 

Bob crawled out from behind his drum set back in the corner 
by the shelves. 

“Yeah, let’s call ourselves the Turtles, like the 
Beatles,” I said. 
“No! That’s stupid,” Bob said. No one would ever call 

themselves the Turtles,” he said, stretching and yawning. 
But each Sunday in choir we had looked up to Davis’ 

leadership and basically trusted him. Even though he was only a 
year older, he had to shave with a razor blade and his five o’clock 
shadow proved he had an early start on manhood. The rest of us 
used electric razors, so we could skip a day; especially Tom, 
because his hair was blonde. Our voices were a little higher than 
Bob’s, too, and squeaked a lot during choir practice, particularly 
on certain notes that were marginally high or marginally low. We 
sang the bass part in the choir, which still seems a funny thought. 
Although I remember it sounding pretty smooth, even inspiring at 
times. 

Back in Bob’s rec room, we were discussing becoming a 
regular band. 
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“How about calling ourselves the Churchmen, since we met at 
church?” Tom said, plucking his uke. “Or the Laymen?” Decent 
ideas, I thought. 

But then I realized something. “Shit. I’m gonna need a better 
guitar—an electric one—just to be heard over the drums. My old 
man’s gonna throw a fit.” I remembered Dad crying at his desk 
when he announced the lack of college money. I could only 
imagine him jumping with glee when I mentioned getting an 
electric guitar. 

“Yeah.” They all nodded seriously like they understood. 
Actually I don’t think they had a clue. After I asked for the guitar, 
my mom would undoubtedly blow a gut because she had been 
playing the same rickety old turquoise-painted upright piano that 
my grandpa bought her years before. She bitched whenever my  
dad didn’t get her something Grandpa would’ve. She even 
complained when us boys got something fairly routine for a kid, 
and then used that opportunity to explain how she should’ve 
gotten a new something or other. 

For my mom, the “getting” possibilities were endless: learning 
to drive; going to the Dunes; getting a new brassiere; ordering new 
sheets from Sears—the lack of each was a cause of her depression 
or “illness” as she called it, although I had always heard she had 
gotten depressed after having had my brothers, Craig and Scott. 
Thinking back objectively, her desire for more and more things 
might’ve ended up in my genes. Or maybe it was part of the Jinx: a 
never-ending craving for more, more, more. The more you want, 
the less you’ll get—the bigger the difference between what you 
want and what you get—the Jinx. 

Anyway, I stood there at band practice picturing my dad 
fuming as my mom bitched about me getting a guitar. He’d 
eventually act like he was going to hit her: he’d “haul off,” raising 
his right arm. Then she would cower and yell, “wife beater.” Then 
I’d stand between them and raise both arms, yelling that they 
should both stop fighting. Maybe I’d even fake-cry to distract them 
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so they’d calm down. It was always pretty intense stuff, and 
predictable, too. 

“Well, maybe I could just play softer,” Bob said, quietly 
rat-a-tat-ting on his drum set. 

“But real bands have electric guitars and amplifiers, I said. 
“That’s why they have the amps in the first place—to be heard 
over the drums.” 

“Don’t you think I know that, Eadon?” Bob said, like I had 
really offended him. 

Ignoring the rest of us, Bob played a few tight drum rolls on 
his snare drum, a move he’d learned in the orchestra at Park View 
School, the same one Jay Puccinelli and Marcia Johnson and I 
played in. 

“I can picture it now. The Vibratos,” Bob said. He had these 
glassy, dreaming eyes as he played the roll. I admit he was pretty 
good at those tight rolls. 

“The what?” I asked. 
He stopped his roll with a rim shot. “That’s what we could call 

ourselves, dummy,” Bob said. “The Vibratos. You know, like the 
Ventures kinda.” 

 “Guess it’s not too bad,” I said. Actually I thought it was 
pretty good. 

“No kidding,” he said with this know-it-all tone. “Has a ring to 
it, doesn’t it?” Bob had a lot of Ventures albums back there on the 
shelves by his drums. They probably gave him the idea right there, 
on the spot. “So, you guys think the Vibratos would be a cool 
name?” he asked. 

“Yeah.” That’s outstanding, I thought. Having a band with a 
name like that. 

“Well?” Bob coaxed as he twiddled his drumsticks. You know 
the more I looked at him, the more I could picture him bald like his 
dad. He was sitting behind his drums like a king or something, 
playing the rims, all jazzy and everything, just because he had 
thought of the name. 
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Then Tom raised his hand like his dad did at scout meetings. 
“But will they laugh at us because of the ‘bra’ part?” Tom asked. He 
was sitting on this folding chair and started plinking on his uke. He 
did have a point. Vi-bra-toes. 

In those days, we were particularly sensitive to anything that 
had ‘bra’ in it. That subject had been on our minds throughout 
junior high, and now early high school. I think we were just 
fascinated that girls our age were wearing the same device our 
moms did. It marked the girls as future women. 

“No, stupid,” Bob said. “There’s nothing wrong with the ‘bra’ 
part. The whole name sounds so incredibly neat, they’d never 
notice it.” He laughed and shook his head. “Kids.” 

“Whatsa matter, Sievers,” Bill Heine snickered, “Got ‘bras’ on 
your mind?” Bill was a sophomore like Bob. He was this real tall 
guy, even taller than Tom, and he had this voice that sounded like 
a monkey, but I would’ve never said that to his face. He was a 
really nice guy and supposedly Davis’ best friend, although he was 
more a friend to Bob than Bob was to him. I don’t think anybody 
ever told him how nice he was. 

“Or ‘toes’!” Tom said back, brushing off Bill’s teasing. 
“Hey, maybe we could play over at the Legion Hall,” I said. “I 

heard they have live bands there every Friday night at the fish 
fries. They pay, too.” 

“Only fifty bucks,” Davis said. 
“So, that’s something.” It was then the idea flashed through 

my head. This band thing—if we could make a go of it—could be a 
perfect source of money for college. In fact, it might even be better 
than an hourly job where I would make less-than-minimum-wage 
because I was only fourteen. 

It could be a helluva lot quicker, too. Maybe I could even make 
so much money that my dad couldn’t order me around; maybe I 
could leave the house whenever I wanted and they couldn’t tell me 
how to spend every minute. Maybe it could get me loose of the 
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Jinx, too, because none of them could hold me back. Someday I 
might even be able to buy a car; then I’d really be free. 

“Who do we call about getting booked there?” Tom asked, 
rubbed the tip of his nose back-and-forth, something he always did 
when he was jazzed or pissed. 

“I don’t know,” I said, “but I’ll make sure to stop by there after 
school and find out.” 
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Embryo 

It actually took a month or so, maybe two, to realize we needed 
serious amplifiers and guitars if we wanted to play at the Legion 
Hall, or anywhere for that matter, so I finally got up the strength 
to beg my dad for both. One night at supper I sat there and 
couldn’t hide the worried feelings anymore. “What’s the pout for?” 
my dad asked. “Oh, nothing,” I said. 

“Go ahead,” Brother Tom snickered. “Tell him about the 
guitar thing.” 

“Shut up!” I said. But I was glad Tom brought it up rather than 
me. 

“What guitar thing,” Dad said, as he chewed on his steak. He 
had steak and us kids had mince, ground beef crumbled up with 
carrots and onions. Mince was a Scottish dish, I think, but Mom 
only made it for us guys, not for Dad. Now I recognize us eating 
mince as the emergence of the Hamburger Helper trend. 

“It’s just that I was thinking about college,” I said. 
This was perfect, I thought. My Dad lit up. “And?” 
“Well, if our band is really successful, you know, I could pay a 

lot toward it,” I said. 
“He wants a guitar, an electric guitar,” Brother Tom said in 

between chews of his mince. He was always good at spoiling—or I 
should say announcing— my requests like that, especially when 
the results might not be so favorable for me. 
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My mom looked at me, then Dad. “John? You let me continue 
to play that old piano, and he gets a new violin every time he 
grows a couple of inches. Now an electric guitar?” Mom asked. 

Didn’t I tell you before she’d raise a stink? 
She went on: “My father would’ve gotten me a new piano...“ 
See, didn’t I tell you before about her normal pitch? “Lois, the 

boy does have a point,” Dad said. 
And get this, I hadn’t said a word during the whole discussion! 

The whole family was discussing the pros and cons for me. 
“John,” My mom said. “You never took care of me like Dad.” 
“Oh, Lois.” 
“You foreigner,” she said. It was one of her regular digs. She 

always bitched at Dad because he was born in Scotland. How could 
he possibly know how to take care of us, or do much of anything 
compared to my mom’s dad, a fourth generation American. 

“Lois, shut up,” he said. 
“Don’t talk to me like that, you foreigner. I’ll call Dad.” 
“Call whoever you want,” he grumbled. 
“You no good foreigner.” This is where she bitched about how 

Grandma Eadon, her mother-in-law, had made her iron the sheets 
when they first got married(because she presumably didn’t know 
any better, being Scottish), when they all lived together in some 
compact apartment on the south side of Chicago. 

“I’m telling you, Lois, just shut up,” he said. 
“I live in this mess, the older twins’ room isn’t done after five 

years, and this boxy house isn’t big enough for all of us. And, we’re 
always in debt... “ 

My mom knew how to hit the low blow and make things sound 
pretty bleak. I mean, things were lean, but not that bad. 

As usual, though, my dad fell for her bait—tolerance wasn’t his 
strong suit. He raised his arm like he was going to hit her; we used 
to call it “hauling off.” 

“See, you’re a wifebeater! A foreigner and a wifebeater!” she 
said. 
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“Shut up or I’ll let you have it.” He “hauled off” higher. 
 “Ooo, gonna prove you’re a man?” she dared. “Lois... “ He 

fake-swung at her, then her arm went up and hit his. 
She stood part way and huddled behind her chair. “You 

wifebeater!” 
“I’ll give you what you deserve,” he said. 
“Wait, you two,” I screamed. I jumped up, ran over, and held 

my arms between them, like a referee stopping a fight during a 
hockey game. 

Then they roughhoused a little, but I had gotten between 
them, so the “fight” quickly turned to scuffling. “Can’t you guys 
just stop?!” I said in frustration. Then, as usual, I cried. 

To my utter surprise one night later that week my dad and I 
went to Karnes Music Company on Milwaukee Avenue over in 
Niles, the next suburb over and down the street from the new Golf 
Mill Shopping Center. The Karnes salesman brought out this really 
neat six-string electric guitar. It wasn’t a Fender, but it sort of 
looked like a Strat (ocaster). 

“Is this the kind you wanted?” the man asked. My dad eyed 
me. Boy, I felt under the gun. “Yeah, I guess.” I mean, it wasn’t a 
Fender, but it was close. It was better than nothing that was for 
sure. 

So, for just $2.50/week, I struck a deal with my dad. 
He signed for the guitar and a real live Ampeg amp with 

reverb and tremolo. They came with five free lessons, too. What a 
deal! I was shocked he did that, but there was a catch. 

“You’re going to save all the band money for college, right?” 
Dad asked on the way home. “Be an engineer, right?” God, he 
always pushed me in that direction, like that was the only 
profession there was. 

“Of course,” I said. I guess I meant it, too, but college was so 
far away. Things could change. In the meantime, I could easily see 
myself getting into the music thing. 
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But he continued. “After all, engineering is the only profession 
for someone nowadays,” he said, real confident. “Because of the 
Russians and the space race,” he said. “Understand?” 

“I guess.” But I really didn’t. After all, if they had one less 
engineer—me—the whole NASA organization wasn’t going to 
collapse. They had so many of those guys in that big room on TV 
with Shorty Powers; they would still get to the moon some day. 
Maybe not as fast, but eventually. 

Boy, come to think of it, Dad sounded so sure of himself 
sometimes. He reminded me of Bob Davis. But I could see past that 
narrow thinking. I knew there was more to life than being an 
engineer. 

So, anyway, I thought about the Vibratos for the whole next 
week: before school, after school, during school; even the next 
weekend. I drew pictures in my notebooks like some girl might 
who had a crush on the coolest guy in school. I knew I was setting 
the stage, just getting warmed up; there was no doubt I would 
work my butt off playing guitar in the band, just like I busted my 
butt in Scouts, getting my Eagle badge. 

Like the time during the previous summer when I got six 
merit badges at Camp Napowan in Wild Rose, Wisconsin. They 
were the hard merit badges, too, like Hiking, Camping, Swimming, 
Pioneering and Lifesaving—the ones you needed to get Eagle Scout. 
Most of the guys just had fun at camp, and maybe got one or two 
merit badges, one of them always Basket Weaving. But I always ran 
around camp from this class to that one, like I was on some kind of 
mission, carrying this little brown vinyl notebook to keep track of 
my progress on everything. I was real proud of that notebook. 

Ever since last fall, when I became an Eagle Scout at age 
thirteen, I think Dad has respected me more. I think I proved to 
him that I wasn’t quite so ‘flippant’— that’s what he used to say 
when I was growing up, like I took everything lightly—not a real 
accurate assessment. 
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And if he thought this band thing was another phase I was 
going through, I had news for him. As usual, I felt pretty serious 
from the get-go. The minute I got that guitar and amp, it was like I 
had this urge to justify the fact that my dad had taken out a loan. 

For the next few weeks all I did was practice on my new guitar 
and go to my five free lessons (where I learned about scales and 
chords and keys) and think about the Vibratos. 

Of course every night I had to ignore Brother Tom’s snide 
remarks. He was always so jealous. I was just waiting for him to 
start a band because the minute I had the guts to get involved in 
something, he acted  like he wanted to do the same thing. He was 
always just a copycat. Over the years, in fact, I’ve learned that 
twins are just official copycats. Even fraternal twins, like us. 

For instance, when I took the violin in third grade, he tried 
that, too. But he never practiced and got bored and switched to the 
trombone for a while. But he never stuck with that either. So, here 
we were in high school, and I had nurtured this interest in music 
while he just hung around making bombs and sour cream cakes 
with Jim Kornelly who, by the way, was really getting into sports of 
all kinds. I learned then that some people have interests in things 
and others don’t—they just seemed to exist. I’m glad I took the 
route of being interested in things. 

Anyway back to the band. Tom Sievers and I enlisted this little 
guy, Bobby Paulson—the one guy in all of Morton Grove with an 
amp that had multiple input jacks for several guitars—and we 
began having a practice session three nights a week—a lot. Bobby 
was shy, and not really that popular. In fact, I never met one of his 
friends, if he had any. He had this mole on his face in a rather 
fashionable spot near his mouth. 

Bobby took a guitar lesson every Thursday night, so the band 
couldn’t practice that night. 

God, I remember when he was little, my younger brother Scott 
had a mole on his face in the same spot as Bobby, and it required 
removal. I was terrified, but it ends up the surgery went well and 
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he recuperated fast. The Doctor said the scar would disappear 
eventually, too. Whenever I looked at Bobby Paulson, I wondered if 
he would eventually have to have his mole taken off. 

I don’t think Bobby was ever too crazy when the rest of us 
goofed off, like when we lit farts or talked about teasing girls. No, 
he was more like a little soldier the way he acted. He always wore: 
those regular checked short-sleeved shirts from Sears, black 
oxfords with thick soles, and a bowl-type haircut. The rest of us 
wore T-shirts and gym shoes, and let our hair grow a little 
scraggly. But I bet Bobby even dressed up in those regular school 
shirts for his Thursday night lessons—not too nifty. 

“What’s that song, Bobby?” I said one Wednesday night as he 
flew up and down his guitar’s neck using all four fingers, even his 
little one. He was pretty good. 

“Malagueña,” he said in a squeaky voice, looking down, shy 
and embarrassed. Bobby was one of those guys with a doll-like face 
who would look young no matter how old he got. But it was weird 
the way he restrained himself, automatically shy when he 
shouldn’t have been, the way he played with all four fingers. 

That forth finger(the little one) was always the one I had 
trouble controlling when I played the violin in grade school. I’d be 
looking at the back of Marcia Johnson’s head and my little finger’d 
be flailing around like it had a mind of its own. Meanwhile I was 
thinking about the front of her: looking at those amber eyes, 
kissing those perfect lips. I always thought about kissing her. I 
wondered what she tasted like—it had to be heavenly. But every 
time I watched her playing her violin, she would wiggle her little 
finger like Nancy Schlitter or Susie Bonetti, who were really good. 
Nancy, Susie, and Marcia could make vibrato on the violin, which I 
could never do, especially with my little finger—the flailing one. 
That’s why Marcia ended up in the first violin section with Nancy 
and Susie, and I was behind them in the third violin section. 

“Tom,” I said at practice that Wednesday night, as he plucked 
on his uke, “You know, I think the uke is going to wear out pretty 
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quick. That is, unless you can amplify it. You know, add pick-ups or 
something.” 

“Yeah, I guess.” He hung his head. “I’ve actually been thinking 
about getting an electric guitar.” 

 “You’re kidding.” 
“No, really. If I could get the right one, it could double as a 

bass,” he said. “I saw this blonde Supra over at Karnes—real 
neat-looking.” 

“Really? But only if you’re sure... “ I remember thinking we 
wouldn’t miss the uke at all; it fact, I thought it was sort of holding 
us back, but I was afraid to tell Tom. I didn’t want to hurt his 
feelings. 

“Yeah, really. I’m sure,” he said. “An electric guitar would be 
okay. 

“Then we’d have three guitars and drums,” I said, “just like 
the Beatles.” 

Tom made a smirk with his mouth. “So.” He generally hated 
anything that was a fad, which is what we both thought about the 
Beatles at the time, even though Paulsen thought they really had 
potential. 

The Fab Four—that’s what they had started to call them—were 
really smoking up the charts in England in late 1963. They were on 
everybody’s mind. But I still liked the Dave Clark Five. The girls 
liked the Beatles most, but that was probably because of their hair 
and suits. 

“I betcha DCF will be around longer,” I said emphatically 
before we split that night. I made up the ‘DCF’ part—sounded cool. 

“Oh,” Bobby said and laughed. “I’d bet on the Beatles... ,” 
Right. He knew a lot, I thought—not really. 

“I don’t know. I still think that’s a stupid name—The Beatles.” 
“Who cares?” Tom said, standing there rocking on one hip, 

like he was impatient. “So, you guys want to see the guitar I’ve 
been looking at over at Karnes. The Supra?” 

“Sure, I’m up for it,” I said. “When?” 
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“Let’s head over there in Bob’s car,” Tom said. 
We all looked at Davis. We knew he had wheels on Wednesday 

nights. 
Bob puffed up, all important. “Yeah. I got the Valiant tonight.” 

I thought Bob’d probably be a cop someday like his former-army 
uncle who always hung around. Or maybe a teacher. You know, an 
important job. “It’s stick, right Bob?” I asked. “The Valiant?” I 
wanted to learn stick but was a little chicken, I admit. “Yeah,” he 
said. “Of course. What else?” Like stick was the ultimate 
technology. 

“Can you teach me to drive stick, Bob?” I asked. “I have my 
permit, you know.” 

“Possible,” Bob said. “Maybe after we see Tom’s guitar, we can 
take a spin around Linne Woods’ parking lot. Plenty of room over 
there so you won’t crash.” 

I’d really go crashing into things, like he was the only one who 
could drive stick even though he was a sophomore. God, he peeved 
me sometimes! 

My dad drove stick on the spot once when he borrowed my 
Uncle Rick’s car. It seemed like grown-ups just knew how to drive 
stick automatically, like they were born with it. 

I wondered if I would ever be able to just do that, like my dad. 
I figured I’d get Bobbo to teach me to drive stick, just in case I was 
put to the test some day. 
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Legion Hall 

Weeks later, in the boomy Morton Grove American Legion hall, we 
set up our amps for our first performance as the people gabbed in 
front of us. They all sat on wooden benches pulled up to ten or so 
long tables for a Friday’s family-style fish fry. I always hated those 
family-style seating arrangements. They were so cozy, but the 
set-up seemed forced, especially if you didn’t know the folks 
sitting right next to you. 

I remember standing at the front on the little stage with the 
musty, blue velvet curtains feeling nervous as shit looking out at 
all the people and smelling their fish. I hated fish, and recalled the 
dried-out fish sticks my mom always made. 

For a second I really thought the whole band or combo thing 
was a big mistake. I was so nervous, I could feel my knees knock, 
like I was graduating all over again from Park View School, just 
across Harrer Park from the Legion Hall. 

What the hell was I doing up there in front of all these people? 
After all, we weren’t the Beatles; we were just pretending. And the 
audience wasn’t screaming at us. They were just chatting away out 
there, making an echoing sort of hum, intermittently clinking 
their glasses, and munching on their fish— ignoring us. 

That is, except for the real little girls— They stood at the edge 
of the stage and screamed like crazy! I pretended I thought that 
was a big deal—not really. 
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After a few minutes they’d go back to their table, eat more fish 
sticks, and slurp some Coke. 

Then, in the middle of their second or third stick, they’d put 
down their glasses, crawl off their benches, run back to the foot of 
the stage, and scream some more. Man, I bet they really couldn’t 
care less, except that they were competing with their little friends, 
seeing who could shriek the loudest at us. I looked over at Tom 
Sievers and he gave me one of his sarcastic sneers—little dweebs! 
That was a name he had for little kids. I was so nervous waiting to 
start playing, I felt like I had to pee bad. 

Since our first practice the Vibratos had changed somewhat. 
There was: little Bobby Paulson and his old gray amp with the 
multiple phone jack inputs; Tom with his new blonde wood Supra 
electric guitar (that substituted for a bass guitar) and a tiny eight 
inch speaker rigged up to his dad’s hi-fi amp; and me with my 
Ampeg and no-name guitar that almost looked like a Fender. We 
had just added Ron Gan, who played a neat-looking cherry-colored 
solid body Fender guitar through a brand new Ampeg. Ron was an 
okay guy, but talked a little queer, like there was a handkerchief 
stuffed in his cheeks. 

Then, of course, there was ol’ Bob Davis back there on the 
drums, his hair perpetually short and kinky. 

But I’ll give it to Bob, he really knew how to put-on the old 
cool: squinting his eyes, jutting out his lips, and swinging his head 
back and forth with the beat. 

We’d been really busy after school for the previous month, 
practicing only instrumental songs at practice, trying some 
original tunes, and chipping in to get our official Vibrato business 
cards. 

Because Bob’s dad was a graphic designer, he had designed the 
cards for free. They had an artificial pearl coating, the kind that 
looked really unique when you were fourteen, but stereotypical 
when you got older. We had them printed in blue. Each had a 
drum, complete with the Vibratos written on it which Bob’s dad 
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had drawn, and were quite acceptable I’d have to say. That was a 
lot to do in less than a month. Here we were at the Legion Hall 
playing our first performance—for fifty bucks! 

I stood there, sort of in a trance, picturing playing an inspired 
performance, but down deep my stomach churned. I acted 
‘A-okay’, like Shorty Powers, the NASA Flight Director, would have 
said. 

I reached for the mike to say hello to the crowd out there 
eating their fish. Simultaneously, I held my electric guitar neck to 
silence its humming strings. 

Bzzz ! An electric shock surged through me. 
I saw blue and tossed the microphone stand three feet into the 

air. Before I knew it, I had hit the stage floor. I didn’t get hurt. I 
just made a big thud when I landed. 

“That mike must not be grounded!” Bob Davis yelled, like he 
was in a cave. 

“Are you okay?” I heard a bunch of voices say as I wagged my 
head. Boy, if I was okay, I guess I wouldn’t be lying there, nearly 
electrocuted! 

The footsteps of lots of people pattered all around the wooden 
stage floor. They probably thought I was really hurt, but, as near as 
I could figure, I was just shocked pretty bad. I’d never before seen 
everything turn all blue—that was spooky. 

“Are you okay, Jack?” one adult with a particularly low voice 
asked. It was Mr. Foster, I think, or maybe Mr. Irv Zager. They were 
both grown-ups on the Boy Scout Troop 82’s Adult Committee, but 
they went to the fish fries too because they were members of the 
American Legion post, having been heroes back in World War II. 
Every year they donned their old uniforms and strutted down 
Dempster Street in the Memorial Day and Fourth of July parades, 
the crowd applauding as they passed. 

“Fine, I’m feeling better, I guess,” I said. With every second the 
shaky, buzzy feeling that had run through my body faded. 
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There would be two repercussions to the shock incident. First, 
the audience pitied us for the rest of that night, applauding after 
every song, even the bad ones. Second, we immediately decided to 
build our own speaker columns for future performances so it 
would never happen again. Bob said it wouldn’t because we would 
ground the mikes and PA amplifier properly. 

Because I felt a little woozy and weak, we played a token 
performance that night, maybe an hour or so. But that was okay 
because the whole fish fry only lasted two. The little girls 
screamed at every song, which really got annoying after awhile. 
But we got a 

lot of applause after “Wipeout,” which we played twice. 
The crowd was less than responsive to Tom’s featured song 

“Ferry ‘Cross The Mersey” even though it sounded quite mellow 
with his Supra. 

We struck gold on “Moon River,” though, and were asked to 
play that three times by this old guy with a shiny bald head who 
had had a little too much to drink. He kept asking for Glenn Miller 
tunes too, but Mancini was the best we could do. 

After wards, we sat outside by Bob’s Valiant and and gabbed 
like kids. 

“That was so neat,” I said. We were always saying neat. 
“We have to work on how to move up on stage,” Tom said. “I 

felt like I was flopping around and everybody was staring at me.” 
“Well, you did look pretty queer,” Davis joshed. 
Tom snickered, “Davis, I think we’ll have to stretch your hair 

for the next job.” 
“Up yours, Sievers.” 
“Hey, guys. This was only the start,” I said, picturing the 

possibilities. “We just have to work a little on this stuff.” 
After that things lightened up. We went over to MacDonald’s 

on Golf Road in Glenview. We acted  truly wild, jabbering like we 
were on our way. We blew smoke through our straws into our 
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cokes from some cigarettes Bob had gotten a hold of. As we drove 
home, I drifted away, feeling a little more comfortable that I’d be 
able to pay for my college tuition from the band’s proceeds. “Man, 
that was fairly easy fifty bucks to snag,” I said. “I’ll hold onto the 
check and open a bank account next week.” 

“Man, this is so cool,” Ron Gan said in his stuffy voice. Bobby 
Paulson just smiled shyly. 

Before the Legion job, reaching the top had seemed like it was 
beyond the end of some long vague path, but now it actually 
seemed reachable if we just busted our butts. 

After the American Legion performance, we all acted like 
big-shots at band practice. Maybe because we had survived our 
first job. 

“But we don’t look official,” Bob said the next Sunday 
afternoon. So, Monday after school, Bob drove us over to 
Montgomery Wards at the Old Orchard shopping center in Skokie, 
definitely the largest shopping center around, to try on some suits. 
It was the first time in my life I liked the idea of wearing a suit and 
tie. For our outfits we decided we would get black suits, pin-striped 
shirts, and black ties—somewhat like the Beatles. 

There was only one problem. Each suit cost $19.95; the shirt, 
at least $5.00; the tie $3.50 more—a lot of money for kids who 
basically made nothing back in 1963. How was a group of fourteen 
and fifteen year olds going to afford all that? The Legion job 
brought us only $50, and we had already agreed we needed to 
safely ground some new speaker columns we’d build ourselves 
with stuff from Radio Shack. 

“Maybe we should ask the folks,” Tom said. “They don’t have a 
clue what we’re doing. Except mine, from our practices,” Davis 
said. We always practiced at Davis’ place. 

“Yeah. But we really do need those suits to look official,” Tom 
said. 
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“Wait,” I said. “I got an idea.” I had an idea, all right, but when 
I told the guys about my plan, I felt myself acting more positive 
than I felt; like I was selling them on it while I had these gnawing 
doubts deep-down. They bought the idea, so we scheduled Parents’ 
Night. 
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Parents’ Night 

I met the guys early over at Ron Gan’s house, in his basement or 
rec room or whatever you would call it—it had walnut paneling 
and lightweight couches with foam cushions. Ron’s house was a 
bi-level across Church Street and down a block from mine, one of 
the newer sections of town. 

He lived almost across the street from Gail Wolf, who was my 
age and real pretty; she had this soft black pageboy, blue eyes that 
slanted down at the outside of her face, and this crazy sense of 
humor. She was always joking at everything. I remember when I 
first met her, back in fourth grade, I had this serious crush on her, 
even though all we did was climb up a big old tree behind her 
house. We must’ve stayed up in that tree for three or four hours, 
just talking and laughing while her little sister Marlee yapped 
below, wanting to be up there with us. 

I always wondered over the years if Gail and I might’ve gotten 
more serious, but by freshman year she had drifted off to hang 
around with the clique kids at Niles West. Still, when I saw her at 
school, she talked to me with that smile in her voice, like she 
remembered the old tree, and was ready to crack up. I think she 
always liked me. 
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Anyway, back at Gan’s house. I admit it sounded 
corny—Parents’ Night—but we had to advise the folks in an official 
sort of way that we needed the black suits to be a real band. 

We had practiced a whole variety of songs—some Beatles, 
some original, some other—but still all instrumental, just like the 
Ventures. Boy, we had been together almost two months already 
and getting pretty serious. At Parents’ Night we were hoping to 
show the folks just how serious we were about our music. 

Just so you keep it straight, the band, which we also started 
calling the group, and my mom insisted on calling the “combo,” 
was still comprised of Bob Davis on drums, Ron Gan and myself on 
rhythm and lead guitar, respectively, and Tom Sievers playing the 
bass guitar part on his Supra(powered by his dad’s old hi-fi amp). 
By this time, Bobby Paulson, with his gray amp and regular sport 
shirts, had started coming to every other practice, so we weren’t 
so sure how long he would stay with the Vibratos. 

It might have been a little coy, or maybe just plain looking 
ahead, but we purposely held Parents’ Night on a Thursday night, 
since that was the same night Paulson had his lesson and we knew 
he probably wouldn’t come. 

Before the folks arrived it took forever to get the volume 
balance between the instruments just perfect, matching the 
guitars to the natural level of Bob’s drums. We must’ve played 
Pipeline about twenty  times to get the lead guitar just loud 
enough to be heard over the chugging bass part, then the rhythm 
guitar, then the drums—that order sounded the best. It didn’t help 
any, but you could tell that Davis kept getting louder and softer on 
purpose. That guy could get you so frustrated at times, like he was 
trying to control the group by acting oppositional. 

But I wasn’t about to get sidetracked by his games. I knew 
better. A friend of mine, Jim Elarde, who lived across Dempster, 
had invited me over to his house the week before to listen to his 
brother Jerry’s band. They were real good, especially Nick Fortuna, 
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who played bass and sang. They called themselves the Centurys  
and were destined for greatness, you could tell. (They eventually 
evolved into the Chicago band called The Buckinghams and had 
hits such as “Kind of a Drag”  and “Susan.”) Their balance was 
perfect. I remember their band practice to this day because they 
seemed too good to be playing in the Elardes’ rec room. 

Just about the time we had nailed the perfect sound 
balance—maybe not as good as the Centurys, but pretty good—the 
folks started streaming in the front door upstairs. Mrs. Gan 
greeted them and they came downstairs. 

Boy, I was shocked that both my parents came. Hell, they 
hardly came to anything—especially together—except when I 
received my Eagle Scout badge. 

(That night my mom looked the prettiest I ever saw her, even 
though she had put on a few pounds. She had black hair, real red 
lips and this new pink dress with a white corsage. And my dad 
wore his ancient Scouter’s uniform, from 1940 or something.) 

Here was my mom at Parents’ Night, looking all drugged, 
moving slowly, and pursing her lips, like she was being careful 
with every action. That meant she had taken an extra sedative of 
some kind and had probably written it five times on her fluffy 
reminder pad. 

Two-by-two the grown-ups sat down on the rec room couches 
in front of us, poised to hear our sounds. Pretty soon they were all 
there, eight of them, squeezed onto two couches. Us guys were 
excited having all the folks in one room—that was a first. 

I hadn’t expected to be nervous, but I kept thinking how the 
fate of our new band was going to be determined in the next few 
minutes. And therefore, more importantly, I would or wouldn’t 
have a way to fund college. Maybe, if it didn’t work out, I’d have to 
be a lowly dishwasher at Murphy’s Steak House, the restaurant up 
on Dempster Street, kitty-corner from Mr. Donut, that paid seven 
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bucks a shift, the highest pay around. Man, it really grossed me out 
that there were rumors that their big fat cook pissed in the soup 
every night—nice place. 

If it went well at Parents’ Night, the band would definitely be 
on its way; if we blew it, we could forget any chance of making it. I 
admit that making money for college was already getting to be at 
the back of my mind at this point. Now, it was the fame that 
appealed, I think. Making it big-time. That had the ring of 
completeness! With all that individual power and freedom, I could 
easily picture the family Jinx disappearing for good. I’d be normal! 

“Well?” Mrs. Sievers said as she looked up from the couch, 
arms crossed. She repeatedly looked at her little watch like we 
were in some race. She had said it like she thought we couldn’t 
play a thing. She probably wanted us to hurry up and finish so she 
could go back home and watch more Channel 11. She was always 
watching that new public TV station when I went over to Siever’s 
house, probably because she was a teacher. Tom said she would 
watch PBS, then tell her class the next day what they should have 
watched on TV. Boy, she even looked like a teacher with her 
old-fashioned glasses, pointed-up on the ends, her formal suit-type 
dress, and a little old-fashioned blonde flip that almost went down 
to her ears. 

“First we want to show you our original material,” I said, a 
little shaky. Then I paused for a slow four 

count. “One . . . Two . . . Three... Four,” I yelled, waving my 
arm in the air to start the first song. 

That launched us into a little repetitive riff I had written the 
prior week. But when we started the tune, which I  called And If 
You Tell Me You Love Me, the parents cringed. 

“Phew! Well, maybe you fellows could turn it down a little,” 
Mr. Gan waved his hand and said in his low voice, getting us to 
stop. Why do grown-ups always call you fellows anyway, I thought. 
Like this Dickens novel we had just read. 
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“Sure, no problem,” I said. But when we started over, the 
volume balance we had worked so hard to achieve got screwed up. 
Now the drums became obviously too loud. 

But we shrugged at each other like it didn’t make any 
difference—you know, trying to cover it up—and ripped through 
Pipeline, our favorite tune, the one we thought would really 
impress them. But it sounded really weird, definitely like a 
beginning band. I kept having to motion back to Bob to quiet down 
on the drums. It wasn’t looking very good for our suits. 

Then Mr. Sievers raised his hand like he always did, sort of 
asking permission. “I’m somewhat concerned about the drug 
issue,” he said. He turned to the rest of the parents with a worried 
look on his face, motioning with his hands like he was giving a 
speech. “Generally, wherever there’s music, the drugs aren’t far 
behind,” he said. He crossed his leg and sat back. 

When he finished, Mrs. Sievers patted him on the thigh and 
whispered in his ear. 

They both nodded. Then the rest of the parents nodded. 
Grown-ups were always nodding. 

Then I spoke up. “Honest,” I said, “None of us are doing 
anything like that. We wouldn’t even know where to get that 
stuff.” We really didn’t. 

They still looked worried. 
“But the temptation,” Mr. Gan said in his rather 

impressive-sounding low voice. He was scratching his  gym 
teacher-looking crew cut as he talked. At this point, the mothers 
got that worried look only mothers get: like the drugs must be 
impossible to avoid or something. Even my mother, who looked as 
drugged as I’ve ever seen anybody, crunched her brow and 
nodded, like she agreed with everything that was being said, even 
though I bet she didn’t have a clue. 
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God, they probably thought that every night after practice, us 
guys’d hang out at Morton Grove’s local opium den. I didn’t even 
know if there was one. I doubted it. 

“Bill does have a good point,” Mr. Gan said. Bill is Mr. Sievers, 
by the way. 

Boy, I was getting pissed! The folks were more worried about 
their own stupid ideas than why we asked them there—to listen to 
our music. Boy, I saw the black suits fizzling away real fast. I 
started picturing me at Murphy’s again, working ten days a week 
for college, serving soup with piss in it. 

So, I paused for a second, you know, just till they were all 
quiet, and then introduced the next song in this real corny voice, 
loaded with enthusiasm, like a lounge act or something. 

“Ladies and Gentlemen.” Boy, that was corny. 
“This number is our instrumental version of a Beatles 

favorite.” Hell, we never called our tunes numbers,  but I figured, 
what the heck. Then, in a real low voice, sorta like Mr. Gan’s: “And 
I Love Her.” I really over did it, being suav-ay like that. 

See, I figured if we showed them all this professionalism and 
enthusiasm, maybe they’d figure we didn’t even need any drugs. I 
looked around at the guys. 

They seemed to get into the song right away, like they were 
reading my mind. 

We played our hearts out, smiling all the time. At first it felt 
sorta fake, plastering all those smiles on our faces, but we kept on 
playing. 

Yeah! It was really getting smooth. 
We were experiencing this mass mind, you could call it, maybe 

for the first time since that original Sunday afternoon practice. 
The band or group or combo or whatever you’d call us—the 
Vibratos—was working as a unit. Suddenly, there was no doubt. We 
were definitely reading each others’ minds, anticipating the next 
note and the way we’d play it, loud or quiet or hard or soft. We 
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made movements at each other with our hands or shoulders or 
necks of our guitars, and flashed expressions on our faces to each 
other—all cues. 

I knew Tom felt the vibes because he sorta slinked there in 
place, a little awkward, but a lot of well-timed body movement for 
him. To a lesser extent Ron did his thing, too, but he was younger, 
so he was pretty self conscious. Then Davis forgot his cool for a 
moment and started cruising on the drums. That was neat to see 
him cruise, sorta floating, all the while maintaining a perfect beat. 
And I bounced on my hip with the beat, which was pretty typical 
for me, but the bounciness turned out pretty good even though we 
were playing a slow song. 

We even nodded at each other as we played, grown-up like. 
The music sounded really good and a new kind of confidence 
spread from one of us to the other. You could feel it. 

Suddenly it really didn’t matter if we got the suits. 
I was having so much fun that I got this totally involved 

feeling inside. I know that must sound stupid, because everybody 
knows how important suits are, but it was true. 

As we grooved away, a funny thing happened. The parents’ 
concerned looks disappeared. You could see their faces relax, less 
frowning or tension in their jaws. I’m not kidding. Then their 
smiles spread. It was like they were surprised and happy at the 
same time. It was obvious they had caught our vibes. 

You could see them feel the excitement: Like some disease had 
spread to them. But it was a good disease. They even nodded at 
each other, which was normal, but this nodding looked a little 
silly, them being grown-ups, and us playing slow rock ‘n’ roll in a 
rec room. Then they started clapping along to the song with this 
really lame clap, even though everyone knows you aren’t suppose 
to clap to And I Love Her. 

Just as we finished the song, I scanned the grownups, whose 
clapping had turned into applause. Then they mumbled in this 
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excited parent mumble, like at the periodic orchestra concerts at 
Park View. I think they really liked the song. We must’ve hit a 
nerve. 

Thank God for this Beatles song! But then my dad cleared his 
throat. Oh no, I thought. 

“We’ll have to talk,” my dad said. 
Oh, shit, I thought. He was gonna blow it by talking seriously 

to all of them like he always did to me. But then all of them stood 
and went upstairs for coffee and cake. Why do grown-ups always 
have cof fee, anyway? I thought. Some kind of ritual? 

Anyway, while they were up in the kitchen mumbling and 
having their coffee, the other guys and I talked. 

“So, how’d you guys think it went?” I asked. 
“I think we blew it by being so loud,” Bob Davis said. “Now 

they’ll never buy the suits.” God, he was always so sure of himself, 
the way he said it. Like being negative was the cool thing to do. 

I tried to counter him. “But you have to admit, Davis, at first 
the balance was great. They just wanted us to sound like some 
old-fashioned band like Glenn Miller or Tommy Dorsey. And it 
looked like they really got behind us on that last tune,” I said. 

I was always the optimist, I admit: dreaming a lot and 
picturing how great everything could be. 

“Jack, maybe they seemed excited on the last one because it 
was the last one,” Tom said sarcastically. But none of us laughed. 
Well, we did a little. 

Then we got quiet and listened to the folks mumbling and the 
coffee cups tingling upstairs. We huddled together, whispered 
occasionally, and paced back and forth. 

God, it seemed to take forever. Soon we heard the grown-ups 
talking back and forth upstairs in a low rumble. You could tell Mrs. 
Sievers was a teacher by her voice because she sounded so sure of 
herself and started sentences with “our children” a lot. I didn’t 
think she wanted any part of bands or suits or drugs. 
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“Where did they get all that drug stuff?” Bob gruffed. “Jesus.” 
“Did one of you guys say something about us taking dope or 

something?” I whispered. 
They shrugged and shook their heads. Drugs were a new issue 

in America in 1963. But in Mrs. Miller’s history class we learned 
they were also big in the thirties when they were referred to as the 
scourge of evil marijuana. So, the parents might’ve remembered 
that real well. 

“I guess they’d still hire us over at the Legion fish fries 
without the suits,” Tom said. He shrugged dejectedly. 

“True,” I said. “But, with them we could play more places and 
make more money, I bet.” 

Just then the parents walked down the short flight of stairs, 
laughing like they had known each other for years even though 
they had just met; grown-ups get to know each other real fast. 
They crowded into the same seats as before. 

My mom smiled at me with this real caring smile she flashed 
at me once in a while, like the night I got my Eagle Scout badge. 
That night the District Scout Leader explained how getting Eagle 
was a symbol of becoming a man, how I would need to start 
making decisions on my own. But back then I was afraid of that 
kind of talk, I felt too young. Then my mother made her soft caring 
smile, and I smiled back, and ever ything seemed okay. 

But now, at age fourteen, just a year later, I wanted Mom to 
flash her caring smile, but for a different reason. I wanted it to be a 
symbol she was on my side, endorsing the new suits. But, then 
again, that wouldn’t matter because she was all drugged up and 
probably not real vocal with the other parents about her 
point-of-view. 

Mr. Davis started. “We’ve talked about it, and I speak for most 
of us when I say we’re a little concerned on a number of fronts.” 

Fronts? God, what bullshit grownup talk! I thought. 
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I stood up, thinking I could change what Mr. Davis was about 
to say. “Whats-a-matter? Don’t you all trust us or what?” I pleaded. 

“It isn’t that,” he said, and he rolled up his sleeves as he 
talked. “It’s just that we need to know that this won’t turn into a 
regular thing, having these meetings, you guys asking for money 
for the latest equipment. 

We’re just afraid this music of yours might be throwing money 
down a bottomless pit.” 

God, that was weird, I thought. Bottomless pit? “That isn’t 
what this is all about,” I said. “Our plan—there wasn’t one—is to 
pay for anything we need out of the money we make from our 
performances. It would all go in one account. Then we’d buy any 
stuff we need from that account.” I had just made it up on the spot, 
but it sounded good, and most of the parents nodded, except for 
my dad. 

“And what about making money. You know, for college. 
Remember our discussion?” Dad asked, looking directly at me. If 
he could pay for his own college—dammit—his four sons would. I 
wished he would shut up so he wouldn’t spoil everything. 

I had to think fast. “Well.” I cleared my throat. “After we 
spend what we need for equipment, we’ll save what’s left,” I said 
with the utmost confidence in my voice. “There’ll be plenty. I 
mean, who knows how famous we might get. There’d be plenty for 
college.” Hopefully, I thought. 

At this point I was saying whatever I had to, pulling out all the 
stops. 

The guys smiled at what I said like we had already discussed 
this brilliant plan in great detail. Tom even winked at me. I got the 
impression that what I said sounded pretty convincing. At that 
moment, you could say that a way to run the band was born. 

But what about the black suits? I thought. I mean, this other 
stuff about accounts and college was great, but we needed the suits 
now or there wouldn’t be any band. Everybody knew that. 
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The parents looked at each other. No one said a word for a few 
minutes, like each parent was waiting for somebody else to talk. 
My mother sat there smiling. She was always sitting there smiling. 
She was such a sweety when she wasn’t blowing a gut or wrecking 
a vacation. 

“But, we might be able to help you on the shirts and ties and 
suits,” Mr Gan said in his low voice. 

What? Was it true? What a shock! We guys gulped at the air 
and breathed a sigh of relief together. I swear you could hear it, 
like a huge weight had been taken off our shoulders. Now there 
would be a future for the Vibratos. 

“As long as you guys guarantee us you won’t fool around with 
the drugs,” Mr. Gan said. 

We all nodded our heads together, like we were grown-ups, 
like doing drugs was the farthest thing from our minds, which it 
was. Who needed drugs when we were more interested in getting 
suits? 

“And you just might want to look into that talent show over at 
Niles West. What is it called? POW WOW?” he said. “That’s coming 
up, you know.” 

We mumbled a pretend-mumble together, like we had already 
thought about being in POW WOW, which we hadn’t. Parents 
always knew those things because they read the paper every day, 
even the local one. 

This POW WOW wasn’t a bad idea, though, I admit, because it 
would be incredible exposure for us, especially in our new suits. 

So, that night, thanks to our parents, it was clear that the 
Vibratos were going to have a future since we’d be getting the 
black suits from Wards. 

About a week later, we went over to Wards to get the suits. We 
got fitted one after another like we were celebrities. 

“What about the ties?” I asked. 
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“Look. All they have are these iridescent ones.” Tom held one 
up. “They don’t seem as black as the suits.” 

Then Davis said, “Listen, guys, I already have a red pinstriped 
shirt with a snap-tab collar that’ll look fine.” 

“I’m not so sure, Davis. We oughta all get the black stripes on 
the shirts,” I said. God, it was just like he was trying to start an 
argument, being a big shot again. 

Then Bob folded his arms across his chest, all put out. 
There was silence. Tom shrugged at me and smirked, like he 

was pissed off at Bob for raising a stink, but he would really rather 
not fight about it. Tom hated fights. 

So, just to move things along, I took Tom’s cue and didn’t raise 
a stink, even though I was pissed. We didn’t force Davis to buy the 
black pinstriped shirt. 

Nobody’d see his shirt in the back when he was playing his 
drums anyway. 

But the shirt incident wasn’t the only problem with el Bobbo. 
You see, he had started spending a lot of  time with his friend John 
Gillulli, a real “flippant” jokester, like my dad would say. Instead of 
going to practice, Bob started going out with John and goofing 
around. It definitely seemed that John G. was pulling Bob away 
from us. 

So, I went out with them a few times, you know, to eat a dozen 
Mr. Donut glazed donuts or six White 

Castle “sliders.” But, even after that, Bob missed some 
practices, out fooling around with John, driving who knows where, 
eating a dozen of who knows what. I admit I felt royally pissed off. 

But for various reasons, all this stuff about the suits and Bob’s 
red pinstriped shirt and John Gilluli 

being flippant and me getting pissed about all of it wasn’t a big 
deal a month or so later. 
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Pow Wow 

I sat in Mrs. Miller’s history class at Niles West  High School, just 
after lunch. I gazed across the room at Shelly Lenzen, this girl I 
had started going with since the day we hung around on a field 
trip we took to downtown Chicago to see the Bolshoi Ballet. She 
was pretty and smart and had a perfect brunette flip down to her 
shoulders, and she always wore those stretchy shell tops with 
v-neck sweaters over them everyday— like a uniform. They really
looked good on her. And when she walked in them with a pleated
skirt and her loafers, she shuffled, her skirt swaying side to side. I
liked that a lot.

Suddenly, she looked across the classroom at me and smiled 
this loving smile. At least I thought it was loving. I got chills! It 
wasn’t every day a girl did that to you. 

Hell, if Marcia ever did that I would about die. 
About ten minutes later the principal—Dr. Nicholas J. 

Mannos—announced on the intercom, a little speaker next to the 
clock. He, or anyone else, never came on the intercom in the 
middle of the day unless it was urgent. 

“The president has been shot,” he said. 
What? Holy shit! 
Then you could hear him sniffle, like he was holding it back. It 

was hard to picture Dr. Nick getting upset about anything, he was 
such a macho guy. But he was plenty upset at this. 
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Instantly, the kids in the room exploded into tears. 
God, I was stunned as the wave of emotion took me over. I 

mean, even though Jim Bode and I had been Nixon’s campaign 
managers in the mock election we had held in 1960 at Park View 
School, I admit I had taken a liking to JFK ever since. 

Getting shot? No. This sounded like some kind of cruel joke. 
In the couple of years since 1961, Kennedy had started the 

President’s Council on Youth Fitness, probably the first time 
anybody did that. I even got one of the certificates with Kennedy’s 
signature from Coach Elmer Erbe at Park View when I scored more 
than the 90th percentile. Not bad: a certificate from the President. 
I wonder if he really signed it. 

And because Kennedy was so young, he was quickly becoming 
our president, meaning anyone under thirty. In fact, after he was 
elected you could sense that an “us(kids) vs. them(grown-ups)” 
kind of thinking had begun. You see, when I was a kid in the fifties 
being like an adult was the idea, the goal; now, we were proud of 
who we were as kids and had a separate identity—we weren’t just 
lousy kids waiting to be grown up. For once, since JFK wasn’t as old 
as the other presidents. What us kids thought actually mattered. 

Anyway, while the kids kept mumbling and sobbing, Miss 
Miller went up and down the aisles saying everything would be 
okay. But minutes later, a little after one, Dr. Nick came on the 
intercom again—if you’re old enough you probably remember the 
precise moment yourself. This time he spoke in a real heavy voice. 

“Students, I’m sorry to have to tell you this, but the president 
is dead.” It hit me like a ton of bricks. 

I looked at Shelly and all the girls. Their tears stopped. Then, 
after a minute of silence and gasps, they started all-out balling, 
like their parents might have just died. I felt embarrassed because 
I was a boy and I felt all shaky. I felt my insides tearing apart. 

Our class was dismissed early. Mrs. Miller really didn’t have to 
let us go. It just happened. Like zombies we huddled together and 
wandered out of her room. 
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Out in the hall the kids wailed like howling dogs. 
Others slammed their locker doors over and over. They were 

angry and sad at the same time. 
I slouched to my next class on the third floor, but when I got 

there a sign was posted on the door saying it was canceled. Nobody 
was in the mood I guess. A 

lot of kids hung around the hall in a daze, just shaking their 
heads and looking at the floor. 

Not long after that, Dr. Nick came on the speaker a third time. 
His deep voice echoed through the hallway. This time he said we 
would be dismissed from school early, which I thought was a good 
idea because everybody was so freaked out. He also said we would 
be getting a few days off to mourn for Kennedy. 

Even now, decades later, I remember that afternoon like it 
happened a few minutes ago. 

That night, before supper, I called Tom Sievers. “It wouldn’t 
be too neat if we practiced,” I said. “I don’t think I could 
concentrate.” 

“Yeah.” 
So, the band didn’t practice for a few days. None of us were in 

the mood. 
The days we stayed home from school were eerie. Us brothers 

sat around at home all day watching the details of the Kennedy 
funeral on TV. It was so-o-o depressing. I think the sadness was 
emphasized by the black and white television. 

God, our president had died; he was OUR president. 
And there was little John-John saluting, not really knowing 

what was going on. And Jackie kissing the casket good-bye. I don’t 
ever remember feeling that empty. And the procession in 
Washington. Even though we could have felt good because they 
gave us the days off of school, we weren’t even thinking about 
that. 

On the third day, Tom and I got together over at his place and 
sat on the floor of his messy little room and stared into space. God, 
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his room was about one tenth the size of mine, but it had about 
twice as much stuff  in it. One of his many Avalon Hill army games 
just lay there on the floor, the pieces spread all over. It was always 
hard to tell if Tom had a game going because he played the 
advanced army board games—the kind where he didn’t even need 
a gameboard. 

We just sat there amongst all these individual game pieces, 
not talking much. 

 “So, you want to go down and play any tunes?” he asked. 
“Naw.” 
He leaned against the bed, hung his head, and looked at the 

floor. I sat next to him, fiddling with some game pieces. 
“Is it okay that I move these pieces?” I asked. “Yeah.” He 

shrugged. “I don’t care.” 
“God, I feel worse than when my grandmother died,” I said. 
“Yeah,” he said. “Stinks.” 
“But I was younger back then, twelve, maybe,” I said. “Even 

though I’m older now, this is worse.” 
“The guy didn’t deserve this,” Tom said. “I hope they hang the 

sonafabitch that killed him by his balls.” When Tom talked, he 
really let go. 

That night we heard about Jack Ruby killing Lee Harvey 
Oswald and saw the film of that shooting over and over on TV. 

The next day we felt even more fucked up, sitting in Tom’s 
room again. 

“Now, we’ll never know the truth,” he said. “They’ll speculate 
for years.” He threw a game piece against the wall. 

“If Oswald really did it, I think he went too easy,” I said. 
“Yeah. He shoulda suffered. Now, nobody’ll ever finish what 

Kennedy started. Johnson? No way.” 
See, this was like a major version of the Jinx of Incompleteness 

that I was living. The damn thing hit Kennedy big-time. 
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By the time the new year started, a sense of purpose drove us 
guys in the band, especially me. Maybe because there was still an 
undercurrent of anger in us from the assassination. We even added 
“the driving sound” under Vibratos on the next set of business 
cards, to describe our sound to the people who would get our 
cards. That was our main advertising. Well, our only. We upped 
practices to three days a week, every week. 

I’d say we were getting pretty smooth, practicing up for POW 
WOW, that Niles West high school talent show Mr. Gan had 
mentioned at Parents’ Night. 

When we auditioned for POW WOW the student directors 
picked us on the spot to be in the show—they needed bands—and 
said we should play “Pipeline.” 

Onstage we would be playing amidst props that represented a 
mock beatnik club they called the Inferno. That was significant 
because we had just read Dante’s book during first semester of 
Miss Zelznick’s English class, so we all knew about his inferno. 

The first night of the show, we were on the stage, all shaking 
and giggling while several hundred kids and grown-ups sat out 
there in the auditorium. 

“God, there’s a lot of people out there,” I said. But I kept 
looking back at Bob. I wondered how much better we would have 
looked if Bob had worn a black pinstriped shirt instead of his red 
one. Although I bet with all the colored lights on us, it was hard to 
tell if his shirt was black-striped or red-striped. 

“Just pretend they’re wearing under wear,” Tom whispered. 
His dad had told him that. 

All of us totally cracked up! It helped us relax. 
Then, as they put some of the final props in place, we took 

turns telling fart jokes. 
Tom told a good one. “If the people out there were blowing 

farts and each one was a colored puff of smoke, we’d be seeing all 
these little puffs of colored smoke float across the auditorium.” 
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That totally cracked us up. 
Then the director cued us from offstage. The announcer, Don 

Perlman, who sorta imitated Ed Sullivan, stepped up to his mike 
and introduced us in a real studly voice. But when we started 
playing our song, even though we played it pretty good, we kept 
giggling because we were really thinking about the fart jokes. The 
giggling was contagious. I guess we could all imagine the floating, 
colored puffs out there.  

The applause was really loud after we played. We ran down to 
a temporary dressing room in the cafeteria that some of the 
directors had set up. Man, they treated us like we were rock stars. 

“Here, you guys can have your own place to change into your 
suits for tomorrow night’s show,” one of them said. Pretty 
impressive, I thought. 

Later, while we sat down in the temporar y dressing room, our 
main competition, The King’s Court, played. 

We didn’t want to hear them, except for one peek from the 
back of the auditorium. I guess they weren’t too bad. 

“I think the audience applauded more for us,” Bob Davis said, 
as we drove in his Valiant to the Golden Point restaurant later that 
night for fries and a Coke. 

“But did you hear the girls scream when they started playing 
those Beatles tunes?” Tom asked from the back seat. 

My arms were folded across my chest. “They were just taking 
the easy way out,” I said. “Just cheating.” 

The next night the student master-of-ceremonies, Don 
Perlman, said in his studly voice, “The winner of the rock category 
is…the King’s Court!” 

God, us guys in the Vibratos were really pissed, especially me. 
They undoubtedly won because they had played those Beatles 
songs, I thought. Since the Fab Four were going to appear on The 
Ed Sullivan Show soon, we definitely saw it as the Court 
brown-nosing the judges, loading the deck. 
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“Those prissy rich shitheads,” I said later, after the show. That 
night Bob drove us down Dempster Street in his Valiant to the new 
Burger King. “They can afford the best equipment. Their lead 
guitar player even had a Vox amplifier like the Beatles do.” 

Tom sat in back with Ron Gan, who was looking out the 
window at the Korvette’s department store being built at Dempster 
and Waukegan. Tom didn’t say anything about losing at POW 
WOW, but made a noise that sounded like a fart. Boy, he really had 
a way with words, even if they were fake-fart words. 

Bob Davis just steamed as he drove, window rolled down, 
shifting gears real hard. 

But several weeks later, something happened. I was sure it 
would help us make up for the loss to the King’s Court. 
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Arts Club 

One morning at school my homeroom teacher, Mr. Hintz, gave me 
a yellow folded note. That was unusual.  

I went back to my desk and unfolded it. “Dear Jack…” It was 
from Mr. Gragg, one of the English teachers at Niles West. I didn’t 
even know him. 

He wanted the Vibratos to play at Arts Club! He was the 
faculty advisor of the club, had seen us perform at POW WOW, and 
apparently liked our sound. I was real excited at first but then 
realized he might also invite certain other local bands to perform 
at meetings. So, at lunch, to verify he hadn’t also invited the King’s 
Court, I casually asked some of their friends who verified the Court 
missed this opportunity. 

That night at practice I told the guys my thoughts on the Arts 
Club opportunity: “Since the Court won the rock category by 
singing, we should probably try to play more than Pipeline.” 

“Like what?” they asked. 
“Maybe we ought to play a few Beatles songs.” “But we can’t 

sing,” Tom said. 
“What about church?” I shrugged. “That’s religious stuff,” 

Davis said. 
“Music is music,” I countered, sounding fairly confident. 
So, over and over that night, we practiced some 
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Beatles tunes from a songbook I had gotten at Karnes. 
Listen, you guys,” I said at our break, “I figure by the time we 

play at Arts Club, the Beatles’ll play on Ed Sullivan.” 
“So?” 
“Well, playing their songs will be a good idea because all of 

America will know who they are by then. And what could possibly 
be so hard—singing?” 

That Sunday night, February 9, 1964, I sat there on the living 
room floor staring at the TV we won from the contest at Kroger’s . 
You might have been watching that night, too. Ed introduced them 
like they were his young friends even though they had probably 
just met:... Ladies and Gentlemen...let’s hear it for the Beatles!” 
Chills shot up my back. 

They played She Loves You perfectly. All us brothers 
applauded, except for Brother Tom, who looked pretty bored. 

“But they’re so together,” I said. I was staring at the TV, 
studying their suits, their guitars, and their amps—all the details. 

Brother Tom pointed and snickered. “Naw, look at their hair. 
They look like all those screaming girls,” he said. 

God, I thought, he’s so narrow-minded sometimes. 
“Wait, Tom,” I said, “forget the girls or what they look like, 

that’s not the point. You have to listen to them play!” 
Later, they played I Want to Hold Your Hand. The camera 

zoomed in on John. Right then I sorta fogged out: I pictured I was 
him up there on that stage, looking out at the crowd, and worrying 
about playing every chord correctly for all the fans around the 
world who were watching. 

I shook my head. “God, that was weird.” “What?” Dad said. 
“Oh, nothing. For a second I really felt like I was up there in 

front of all those kids.” 
“Sure you were, Elvis,” Brother Tom snickered. “Up yours,” I 

said. 
Then, I shot a look back to the TV. “Shoot. It’s over!” 
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“Big deal, Elvis,” he said. “I like Frank Gorshin better anyway.” 
“Screw you!” I stood and ran up to my room. I just wanted to 

be alone and picture their performance again. I threw myself on 
my bed and covered my head with my pillow, but I could still hear 
the screams on the TV, all the way through Frank Gorshin’s 
routine. 

I remember how I felt at that moment. I wanted to see them 
again, to study them, to copy them—to be them. 

It was just incredible how smooth they were. But you 
could tell—if you knew anything about playing guitar—that 

some of their playing was made up of some incredibly hard licks: 
Paul on bass, playing real melodically compared to other bands, 
but always in perfect synch with Ringo’s bass drum; George on lead 
guitar, filling in the dead spaces with real clean riffs; John on 
rhythm guitar, emphasizing individual strings and using ninth 
chords to end songs; and even Ringo on drums, pounding out a 
shuffling sort of  beat, hitting his loosely sandwiched high-hat 
cymbal. 

But, despite all the individual complexity, it sounded so simple 
together. 

How do they do that? 
I just wanted to know all their secrets! George on his Gretsch 

guitar and John on his Rickenbakker. And the Vox amps. That 
equipment must’ve help them create their sound. It was part of 
their magic. 

And their voices. Wow! They just blended together perfectly; 
their harmony sounded like one voice. And they also sung these 
jazzy inversions, especially at the endings to songs. 

Anyway, to sing like them at the Arts Club performance I knew 
the Vibratos would have to work extra hard. 
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The next day at practice, I talked to the guys about it. 
“We really need to work extra hard. I think 
Paulson was right: They were the standard we need to match.” 
Tom grumbled. “What?” I said. 
“Right. We’ll match the Beatles in our dreams,” he said with a 

futile laugh. 
“But we can sure try!” I sounded inspiring, and paced across 

Tom’s basement like a football coach. The other guys looked all 
jazzed up as I talked. You could see it in their eyes: how they 
flared, up for the fight. 

“We’ll have to match or beat their sound,” I said. What a 
leader! What a challenge! 

“I guess,” Tom said softly. “What was that?” I said. 
“I said ‘I guess’,” Tom said, grumbling. “But—” He hung his 

head and looked liked he had his doubts. The others nodded in 
agreement, except Bob, who made some comment about the 
Beatles not being around for very long. 

But the rest of the night, we worked extra hard. We knew 
what we were up against. 

When I got home from practice late the night before the Arts 
Club job, my dad was sitting up at his desk, eating soda crackers. 
He always ate them when he had gas. 

“Now I don’t want you getting carried away with this band 
thing,” he said. “You should get a job after school so you can save 
money for college. You’re brother Tom’s even saving for a car.” 

“Band thing? God, Dad, we were only asked to play at the Arts 
Club meeting. It’s pretty cool that they picked us, isn’t it?” I asked. 
“You have to keep the faith about the college dough. If we keep on 
at this pace, it’ll come.” 

“But you’ve been coming in after eleven every night,” he said. 
“Practicing, Dad. Then we go to the new Whoppers up on 

Dempster to unwind.” That’s what we always called the 
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Johnopolos’ Burger King down on Dempster Street, kitty corner 
from the Big Boy. 

“So I bet that’s why you’ve been picking at your supper,” he 
said and shook his head. “You need more sleep, too, or you’ll get 
sick.” 

Then I figured I would hit him with the perfect answer. 
“Listen, Dad, if you want me to pay off the guitar and amp, and 
make money for college, you have to let me do this.” 

He tapped his pen on the desk and munched another cracker. 
“But your grades can’t slip.” 

“They aren’t! Jeez! I always make the Honor Roll.” 
 “They better not,” he said. “You’ll need ‘em if you want to get 

a scholarship to go any decent place, like Downstate.” He meant 
University of Illinois at Urbana, a good engineering college. 

“So, now you’re saying I have to go Downstate?” I asked. 
“You have to set your sights high, Jack.” Then he shook his 

head again. “You really don’t have a clue about what I’m talking 
about, do you?” 

God, like he did? I hated when he talked down to me like that, 
like he didn’t have any faith in me. Man, the pressure! I felt like it 
was coming from all directions. 

I walked out of his room and leapfrogged every other step of 
the nine stairs up to my unfinished bedroom and lay there in bed, 
thinking about band practice and how the singing was progressing. 
I guess I had really been getting away with ver y little studying. It 
was like Dad had been seeing inside my head or something: ‘grades 
slipping.’ I had never even given it a thought. 

Then I closed my eyes and pictured performing at Arts Club. 
They had their meetings in the large student lounge area with a 
refreshment table in back. I pictured the Vibratos singing their 
Beatle songs real smoothly. Then all the kids would realize that the 
Vibratos should have won the best Rock band category at POW 
WOW. I suddenly opened my eyes. 
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Wait a second! 
The band was still saving up for those speaker columns we 

were going to make. So, we had been practicing our singing 
without amplification. From the sound of it, we were learning the 
songs and the harmonies were blending perfectly, but I guess we 
really couldn’t tell for sure. 

I had a hard time falling off to sleep that night. 
Deep down inside, not knowing for sure about the singing 

bugged me. 

A few minutes before we began to play at Art’s Club, I got a 
queasy feeling in my gut. 

It’s not too late to back out. Maybe we shouldn’t do this. 
We were crammed into a small room used mostly for 

detention and study hall at Niles West High School. We were 
plugging in our cords, tuning our guitars, and talking to each other 
like everything was going to be all right. But I was getting a little 
nervous. One wall of the room was closed; it was a wooden sliding 
door that opened onto the entire student lounge which was set up 
with 10 or 15 round white tables, four or five kids at each table. 

When Mr. Gragg had asked me in that note if the Vibratos 
could play at the Arts Club, I naturally thought it would be better if 
we sang like the King’s Court. But, now, as I stood there, I realized 
this would be the first time we sang in public and the first time we 
ever sang with mikes. I was getting pretty nervous. 

Precisely at 4:00 P. M., Chuck Davis, this little  punk of a guy 
with a crewcut and wise-ass grin, pushed aside the wooden sliding 
door. A bunch of kids swarmed around the tables out there. They 
sat all the way from the sliding door to the Teacher’s Lounge, 
across the next corridor. 

Just then Mr. Gragg walked up to me, smiling. He looked a lot 
like a gangly Fred MacMurray, but with noticeably thinning hair 
and thick black glasses. 
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“I’m really excited to have you fellows here today,” he said. I 
really liked your music at POW WOW even though you didn’t win 
the competition. It takes a lot of guts not to follow the crowd, do 
all this Beatles malarkey.” 

“Well, Mr. Gragg,” I said, clearing my throat, “you see, we 
thought we’d put together a few vocals for the Arts Club. In fact, 
all but one of our songs is Beatles.” 

“Oh, really?” Mr. Gragg’s long face drooped. “I was looking 
forward to those instrumental songs. I didn’t know you guys could 
sing, too.” 

“Sure,” I said, but my smile was forced. 
“Well . . . okay then. I’m sure they’re great.” Let’s get started,” 

he said. He turned around and motioned to the kids to take their 
seats. 

Our first song was “If I needed Someone,” written by George 
Harrison. It was one of the tunes the King’s Court had played at 
POW WOW. 

“Two, three, four,” I yelled. Then I made a fist and yanked 
down at the air like I was turning off a lamp. 

The introductory instrumental part sounded great. We had 
modified the Beatles version by emphasizing this ringy, 
twelve-string guitar part. 

As we played, I spied Joy out there, this girl I knew. She was in 
my English class, had real red hair, and sported lots of freckles. 
She played in a girl’s rock band called the Four Uniques—pretty 
unique back then. I had a crush on her because she laughed at all 
the jokes I passed to her in notes. Guess I was always  a sucker for a 
girl who laughed at my jokes. 

Anyway, we sang the first line strongly into the mike. 
If I needed some one to love. 
So far, so good. Then the second line: 
You’re the one that I’d be thinking of. All right! Joy flashed a 

smile at me. If I needed someone. 
Some tentative looks from her and a few from the other kids. 
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Then the audience, about 100 kids or so, began chuckling and 
glancing at each other. 

I about died. We sounded awful. Our words rang loudly 
through the halls of the school completely out of tune. Because of 
its tight three-part harmony, it was a bad song to sing out of tune, 
too. Pretty soon the students giggled and talked as we sang. Even 
Shelly chortled with some of her girlfriends. And Marcia Johnson 
was out there giggling with her clique friends. Any sign of a smile 
vanished from my blushing face. 

After that song we sang a second one, then a third. 
The chuckles out there only got louder! 
Could we, the Vibratos with the driving sound, sing harmony? 
In your dreams! 
By the fourth song, each of the guys stood hunched at his 

mike. We mumbled like you do in grade school chorus or church 
choir when you don’t know the words to a song, hoping no one will 
notice. But it was too late. The mikes amplified our stupid 
mumbling. People got up to leave we were so bad! 

Finally, to salvage some of our dignity, in the middle of 
singing, I turned to the guys and yelled, “Wipeout!” 

Bob started playing the drum introduction, and I came in with 
the lead guitar part everybody knows. The audience, noticeably 
thinned, put their jackets back down and started clapping. 

That night we slammed our equipment into Bob’s Valiant, 
outside the side door to the school lounge. 

Nobody said a word, we were so pissed. I mean, where could 
we go from there? Go back to doing only instrumental tunes? 
Change to admittedly bad singing? We felt pretty miserable and 
confused about the whole band thing. 

Davis sulked more than the rest of us because he hadn’t even 
sung. “We should only do what we do good, not what we do bad,” 
he said as he crammed his bass drum into the trunk. 
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I argued: “Listen, maybe we should plan on some of these 
screw-ups once in a while.” It sounded real wise, but I felt 
devastated. 

“Not if we have a choice,” Bob said. He acted like he wasn’t 
even part of the group; like, because he hadn’t sung, we had let 
him down. That was real teamwork. 

I put down my guitar case hard. “Davis, you shit! 

John Gilluli was out there in the crowd laughing at us with the 
rest of them, the asshole; that’s probably why you’re so pissed.” 

He put his hands on his hips, sneered, and didn’t say anything. 
“Well, Davis, suddenly you weren’t so cool back there, playing 

the drums,” I said. 
“Fuck you, Eadon.” He climbed into his car. 
The trunk was part way open, so I untied the rope and yanked 

my guitar case out. I walked home, all the way down Menard 
Avenue. Then, once home, I steamed up to my room before supper. 

“What’s the matter, Elvis?” Brother Tom was sitting at his 
drawing board-used-as-a-desk, doing his homework and adding up 
his proceeds from selling Elmira greeting cards. He didn’t even 
look up. 

“Just shut up, asshole!” I said. 
He looked up. “What’s your beef?” 
He always said that: “What’s your beef?” 
I felt so embarrassed. I swear to God, I was still flushing. I 

never wanted to go back to school again. I had been blown away in 
a good way by the band, but now I felt stupid. I was so pissed I 
skipped supper or dinner or whatever you call it. Now the whole 
band or group or combo idea seemed like a big waste of time. I 
would’ve rather served soup with piss in it. 

It was just no fair! Brother Tom never went through any of 
this bull because he never stuck his neck out. This was just another 
example of what happened when I did: Everything always looked 
rosy at first, but before I could complete it, I’d get my head royally 
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chopped off. But I couldn’t blame it on my mom—I couldn’t deny 
it—it was me. 

El Jinxo had risen. 
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PAR T II   
Cherry Town 
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The Hut 

For the next two years, the band played places like St. Martha’s 
“Hi” Club, Morton Grove Community Church, and Explorer Post 
82—not great jobs, but okay. 

Bob and I always got pissed at each other over some stupid 
thing, maybe because I had a crush on Joellen Johnson and he had 
won her over. 

The band’s singing got a little better after we bought some 
decent mikes and built speaker columns. We even started 
practicing up to four nights a week. On weekends, when we 
weren’t playing a gig (we started calling band jobs ‘gigs’ because 
that was cool.) we checked out the competition at the local dance 
clubs: the Hut in Des Plaines, the Deep End in Park Ridge, and the 
Cellar in Arlington Heights. Even though I was officially going 
steady with Shelly, she always thumbed her nose at dancing at 
those places, like it was some kind of pagan ritual only the less 
intellectual kids performed. So I’d go to those clubs with the guys, 
but without her, to act cool and pick-up girls for the night. Maybe 
it was just my way of getting back at Shelly for her cheesy attitude 
or a way for me to assert my independence. 
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One Saturday night the guys and I crowded into the entrance 
to the Hut. God, the place was overloaded with kids that night. 
Each of us wore cool bell bottoms and tank tops. That is, except 
Bob. He wasn’t even there. Out with John somewhere eating a 
dozen of something probably. 

As I stood in the line, right outside the front door of the Hut, 
this old house made into a dance club, this girl’s big boobs pressed 
against my back. As the minutes passed we rolled together with 
the crowd until we had wandered a full ten feet from the guys. 
That gave this girl and I a kind of privacy amidst the mob. I stayed 
close to her, not moving too much, so she wouldn’t become aware 
that I was enjoying her closeness. 

I thought she must’ve been reading my mind because she 
didn’t move from her position the whole time we wandered 
together through the crowd. Man, her breasts kept rolling against 
me as the crowd heaved. It was easy to imagine she moved them 
just for my benefit. But there’s no doubt, as I look back, that my 
imagination undoubtedly added to the effect. 

Then she leaned forward and whispered right into my ear, 
“You like?” 

Oh shit, I froze. I could smell her sweet breath against my 
neck. I sniffed this flowery perfume she was wearing. Lilacs—it was 
like lilacs. 

“Yeah. Uh, sure,” I stuttered. But I doubt she heard me 
because it was so damned loud. 

Then I felt her hand wandering across the waistband of my 
low-cut bell-bottoms. God, that sent chills up and down my spine. I 
pretended I didn’t notice anything, hoping that would encourage 
her to continue. 

“Well, you like?” she asked. This time her voice was low and 
moaned a little as she talked, right into my ear. 

I said, ‘Oh, yeah. Perfect.” But I felt a little stupid; I didn’t even 
know what I meant. 
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As the crowd pushed us around, she lightly stroked my butt, 
then my bare skin right above it. Man! 

No girl had ever come on to me like that. I started to look 
down. 

“Don’t look,” she said. Her hand reached up and turned my 
head forward. “Look straight ahead.” 

“Whew,” I said. I was getting fairly hard, I can tell you that. 
“Just relax,” she whispered. 
“Man—” Right. 
Then her other hand reached around front, slithering like a 

snake. Then it went down the front of my pants! I started to turn 
around. 

“Don’t look,” she said harshly. 
The crowd was so loud, I could barely hear her now. “You’ll 

never forget me,” she said. 
No kidding, I thought. 
 “Never-never-never,” she said. 
“But—” I started to turn and she held my shoulders straight. 
“Deanna Carlson,” she whispered. 
“What?” I asked. Man, I was breaking out in a sweat. 
“It’s my name, stupid.” Then she squeezed me up front where 

the sun don’t shine. It was incredible! 
The noise faded around me and everything got blurry. I didn’t 

care if anybody was aware of what was going on. 
“Good boy. Remember,” she said and let go of me. “Don’t ever 

forget me.” 
Are you kidding! After a second I turned around. I had to see 

her, but she wasn’t anywhere. 
I popped looks around. “Where’d she go?” I asked the guy next 

to me. I was frantic. 
“Who? The girl with the black hair?” he asked. “I don’t know, I 

didn’t see her.” 
“Then why do you care?” he asked. 
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Then I looked farther back in the crowd. I saw this brunette 
pushing her away through the ocean of kids. She glanced back 
over her shoulder and smiled this mind blowing smile that seared 
through the crowd right at me—it had to be her. Then she was 
gone. 

“Did you guys see that?” I called to the guys, a little closer 
now. 

“What?” they asked. 
“That girl with the black hair.” “What girl?” 
“Man, just forget it.” God, my heart was pounding, I felt weak 

as the crowd pushed me along, then finally started moving. I knew 
I’d never forget that name or that smile or that hand or that ten 
minutes of my life. Deanna Carlson. 

Anyway, I calmed down by the time we paid our cover charge 
and got inside the Hut, but I was sad at having all the crowd antics 
with Deanna stop. They could’ve gone on all night! 

The Riddles were playing. A local band of older guys, they 
were the most advanced act that played at the Hut or Deep End. I 
have to admit, they were pretty polished, like a lounge act or 
something: They had great equipment, smooth vocals, tight 
instrumentals, tighter endings, confident stage presence, nice gray 
suits with velvet collars, and great haircuts—like the early Beatles. 

When I compared them to our band I was pretty impressed. I 
imagined us playing at the Hut or the Deep End some day. I 
pictured hundreds of kids coming from miles around to see us. 
Boy, that was hard to imagine—but, some day. 

I was grooving to the Riddles while they were playing Sweets 
for my Sweet—one of their great harmony songs—all lined up in a 
row singing into their Shure Unidyne mikes—and I noticed this 
long-legged girl sitting on the edge of the stage. She had 
shoulderlength, blonde-brown hair and wore these slim pinstriped 
bells. Her legs looked terrific. They went on forever. 

“So, you like ‘em?” she said. “Yeah . . . uh... sure, I guess.” 
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“No, the Riddles, I mean.” She smiled. She had caught me 
looking at her legs, I could tell. Did I feel stupid! 

“Yeah. They’re pretty good,” I stumbled. “We could get a few 
ideas from them.” Boy, that was an understatement. 

“We ?” 
“Yeah, I’m in a rock group, too. The other guys are around 

here somewhere.” I looked around so she’d know I wasn’t faking it. 
But by this time, the guys had melted into the crowd. 

“Really? What’s it called?” she asked. 
It’s funny how people always asked me the name of our band 

first, like that was the most important thing. She didn’t even know 
my name. 

“The Vibratos,” I said. 
“Spiffy name,” she said enthusiastically. 
‘Spiffy’? I thought. She must like Herman’s Hermits. 
All night I hung out with this long-legged girl. I eventually 

found out her name was Jen. She had a pretty face; raised cheek 
bones, long brown hair, a soft voice, and a long, lanky, athletic 
bod. I wasn’t surprised when she said she was a sophomore and 
cheerleader at Taft High School. (Sort of a Marcia clone if you want 
to know the truth. 

Except Marcia’s eyes were deep rusty brown, a color nobody 
else ever had. Jen’s were this mushy mixture of green and blue and 
brown, so you couldn’t tell what they really were. I wondered what 
she would put on her driver’s license when the time came. 

Later that night us guys drove Jen and her younger sister 
Debbie home. Man, on that ride I got a surprise. 

Even though Debbie kept sneaking peeks at us from the front 
seat, Jen and I necked like crazy. Boy, could she kiss! Gently 
fluttering her tongue at mine— real soft and delicate. She even 
tasted good. 

By the time we pulled up to her place on the north side of 
Chicago, near Canfield and Talcott, we lay crunched on the floor in 
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the back seat, her hand all the way down my pants. And she had 
started it too, just like Deanne Carlson had! God, I thought, was it 
common that a girl would do this kind of stuff? 

As we lay there, parked under the streetlight in front of her 
house, I even got hard. But Jen didn’t even flinch, which I sort of 
expected; she just squeezed away. It really felt good. Then a few 
minutes later, we kissed good night pretty dramatically. 

I flushed all the way home—sort of in heaven— thinking about 
my adventuresome night. First there was the mysterious Deanne at 
the Hut, a perfect stranger, whispering and touching me. Then 
there was this sweet Jen, kissing and squeezing me. Man, did I feel 
drained! 

“Pretty successful night, Eadon.” The guys teased me all way 
down Harlem Avenue. 

“You’re just jealous,” I moaned from the backseat with this 
shit-eatin’ grin on my face, staring into space. 

I played like the whole night was a successful conquest on my 
part. But silently, I felt angry they were making it sound so dirty. I 
actually thought it was pretty heavenly. I remember wondering 
which was the “right” way to feel: dirty or heavenly. 

That next week, when Shelly declined my halfhearted 
invitation to go on the church hayride, I called Jen. To my utter 
surprise, she accepted. 

I have tell you, when I was a younger kid I never pictured 
anybody going out with me in my whole life. Absolutely nobody. 
And forget marriage! 

I guess I never figured I was that good looking compared to 
Jay Puccinelli or Jack Zelinka or even Jim Bode. On Sundays, during 
grade school, my mom would say I looked handsome and that I 
looked like Prince Charles, which was true to a certain extent, 
especially my ears. But, as Charles grew up, he  stopped looking as 
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cute as he did when he was a kid. So, quite logically, I’ve always 
wondered if I turned out less good looking, too. 

Wait, I know. Maybe Jen accepted my hayride invitation so 
readily that night because I was the leader of a band—one cool guy. 
For whatever reason, the invite went off without a hitch. 

The night of the hayride, as I walked downstairs to leave the 
house, I felt a little apprehensive because you’re usually supposed 
to neck on those hayrides. 

“You aren’t going anywhere,” my mom said. “Not till you do 
the dishes.” 

She always made me do the dishes like it was some kind of 
punishment. She did it all through my childhood while my friends 
waited at the back door. 

“But I’ll be late for the hayride, Mom.” 
“And I suppose you’re taking the car, so your father can’t take 

me to the Pit ‘n’ Grill for some lousy fried chicken.” 
“But Mom,” I moaned. “Please.” “Just do the dishes.” 
So, I stood there at the sink, fumbling through the dishes 

while my mom sat at the kitchen table in her robe, as usual; 
smoking, as usual; and drinking her coffee, as usual. 

“I know perfectly well what you do on your fancy dates,” she 
said with this witch-like sneer. “Especially the hayrides.” Her black 
hair had turned ragged and salt-and-pepper over night. 

“Mother—” I said. “Will you cut that out?” “Well, I do. I wasn’t 
born yesterday,” she said. 

As I washed the dishes, I thought back to when I was ten years 
old and my friends rang the back door bell. She’d be sitting at the 
table. “I’ll get it,” she would say, “you keep washing the dishes.” 

“But Mom! I want to go out and play ball.” “Not until you 
finish.” 

Sure enough, while I stood there washing the dishes, my 
friends would wander off to play ball. Happened all the time. 
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Now that I was a teenager it was the same story, except this 
time it was the damned hayride or dates. Some things never 
change, I thought. 

“So, Mom, I’m finished. The hayride’s at seven,” I said, looking 
at my watch. I wiped my hands with a dish towel and headed out 
the back door. 

“Don’t you be home late now!” she yelled. “Eleven o’clock.” 
I stopped and turned. “Mom, it isn’t over till 11:30.” “Lois!” 

Dad called from the living room. You could 
hear him flipping a page to the newspaper. “Just leave the boy 

alone.” 
But Mom continued, “I know what he does on his dates... !” 
“Man, this is unfair,” I said. “I’m out of here.” I slammed the 

back door behind me, silencing her crazy screams. 

About midway through the hayride, under the blankets, Jen 
tossed back her long hair and put her hand down my pants again. 
Boy, she really seemed to like doing that. 

Then I tried to put my hand down her jeans, but they were 
real tight. We squirmed around under the blankets as I tried to get 
into the right position. Then she freaked me out by starting to 
half-cry, like she was frustrated or in pain. That brought things to 
an abrupt ending. I just had to pull out of there. 

A little after midnight I got home and pulled open the back 
door. Mom sat at the kitchen table in the dark, smoking and 
drinking coffee. 

“How was it?” she said real calmly. Boy, that was a switch. 
“Fine,” I said. “Mom, why are you up so late? You and Dad 

have a fight?” 
“No,” she said. “Jackie, I didn’t mean what I said before.” 
“Oh, Mom, it’s okay.” 
“No, I just lost it,” she said. “Please, sit down for a minute.” 
“Do I have to?” “Please?” she said. 
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“What is it? Man, I’m real tired,” I said. I didn’t want to end a 
great night by arguing anymore. 

“I just want to tell you that you were always my favorite son.” 
She puffed real deep on her cigarette, lighting her face in the dark. 
Then she hacked a deep cough, reached out, and squeezed my 
hand with her cool one. 

“Mom, you’ve probably said that to each of us. And you 
shouldn’t smoke so much.” 

“I’m sorry.” She coughed again. “It’s just hard letting you go; 
you’re growing up so fast. And you’re the most like me, too. You’re 
music and drawing—” 

“Okay, Mom. Say, can I go to bed now?” I stood. 
“I’m really tired.” 
“I love you, Jackie,” she said. She reached up and pulled on my 

left arm. I leaned over and we kissed. I liked the way she kissed. 
“Mom, I love you, too,” I said. “You going to bed now?” “In a 

little bit,” she said. “Thank you, son.” 
As I walked through the dark, upstairs to my room, I heard her 

cough as she poured another cup of coffee. 
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Changing Faces 

“What was that whimpering on the hayride when I went down 
your pants? You okay?” I said to Jen on the phone the next night. I 
said it in a concerned way— not angry or anything—even though I 
was pretty confused for the whole second half of the hayride. 

“It’s just that my jeans were so tight, it was hurting my bone 
when you put your hand down there,” she said. 

God, I thought, which bone was that? Was there a special bone 
down there I was suppose to know about? The way she said it: the 
bone, like it was something I should know about. I thought back to 
health class; they had never mentioned the bone. 

“I thought you didn’t want me to do anything,” I said. “Like 
you were sending me signals or something.” 

“No,” she said. “I didn’t mind.” “Really?” I was confused. 
“Really,” she said. 

“So, you want to get together again, then?” I asked. Man, I 
hated change and confrontation, and felt myself getting the 
nervous stomach I always got. Things had been so comfortable 
with Shelly for a long time. I understood her, laughed at her 
cynical humor, knew how to push her buttons; we even had 
nicknames we had picked up from Russian class: Ban-ya and 
Pussya. 
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“I’ll give you a call in a couple of nights, then,” I said to Jen. 
“I guess,” she said tentatively. 
Boy, those lousy girls don’t play it straight, do they? 
They really keep you wondering like when she said, “I guess.” 

Boy, if you think back to what she just said, I’d swear she was up 
for a future date, wouldn’t you? 

Shelly was so straight and easy to understand! 
But, the more I queried Jen, the less sure she sounded. What is 

that? It’s like she took my wantingto-make-sure as a cue to be less 
sure with me. Man, that was confusing! 

And, just so I’d get the facts straight for the next time I got 
together with her—assuming we actually got together—I planned 
to read up on the bone. 

Quite casually Jen and I kept running into each other at 
several of the local dance clubs over the next few months. Before 
you knew it, I felt like I was falling for her. And not just because 
she liked sticking her hand down my pants. 

Also Shelly started to be less present in the back of my mind, 
like she was drifting away, even though we went to the same 
school and we saw each other all the time. She kept referring to 
going-down-state for college, which I wondered if I would or not. 
Occasionally, she would even say something a little cynical about 
music or dance clubs or the Arts Club debacle(“You guys better 
just do instrumentals,” she always said), and that pushed me away 
a little harder since music was becoming a bigger part of my life. 
And the band was trying hard to conquer its vocal weakness, too! 

The way I figured it, since Shelly wasn’t that crazy about 
music in general, and dance clubs in particular, and Jen had her 
own folk singing group with her girlfriends and she loved to dance, 
I figured she might be a better match for me. 

So, one Sunday night I invited Jen to a church youth group 
party over at Joellen and Belinda Johnson’s house(they were twins) 
on Cleveland Avenue in Morton Grove. I might have invited Jen 
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just to see if she’d like me when there wouldn’t be much of an 
opportunity for her to stick her hand down my pants. 

After the party, out by the cars, I got totally crazy. 

I asked Jen to go steady, even though I was still “officially” 
going with Shelly. I felt guilty doing it, but exhilarated at the same 
time. 

At first the idea seemed reasonable because I was going with 
my honest-to-goodness feelings, which were switching from pert, 
political, brunette Shelly to lanky, brown-haired, musical Jen. But 
then I realized that the next day, Monday, I’d have to own up to 
my actions and have a serious talk with Shelly. 

Shit. I wasn’t looking forward to that. 

The next morning Shelly stormed up to me in the crowded 
halls of Niles West High School, screaming, “How could you do that 
to me!?” A crowd instantly gathered, like there was some kind of 
high school soap opera going on; they all knew we were a couple. 

“Jim Bode told me about your little party last night, you 
schmuck!” she said. 

Bode, my friend? 
“I was gonna tell you, Shell,” I said and shrugged. “It’s just 

that—” 
Tears dripped from her eyes. “But we were going to go to the 

prom,” she said. “What are you going to do now? Take her, I 
suppose.” She stomped on the floor like it was a bass drum. 

“Yeah, I guess . . .” I said. I knew I would probably take Jen, but 
I was waffling, thinking that might take some of the sting out of 
my admission—not likely. 

Later, before gym class, I confronted Bode. “Why’d you go and 
tell Shelly, Bode? Don’t deny it. I know  you did.” 

Bode was such a pretty boy and a teacher’s pet, maybe because 
his dad was the mayor of Morton Grove. He had this fakey short 
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blonde hair and this pearly white, fake smile. He shrugged at me, 
like he didn’t have a choice in the whole Shelly matter. Right. 

I was so mad. “Ya know, you are truly an asshole, Bode,” I said 
and walked away. After that I never felt the same about Jim Bode, 
my supposed best friend all the way through Junior High, when we 
swam every day during the summer at Harrer Park pool, and 
played tennis, and, in the late afternoon, we shot baskets over at 
Mansfield Park. Now he was obviously more interested in being the 
bearer of other peoples’ bad news than in being true blue to me by 
letting me be the one to break it to Shelly. 

I honestly thought breaking up would be better for both 
Shelly and me. She could find somebody like Stuart Weiner who 
liked politics as much as she did, just like I had found Jen, who 
liked music as much as I did. 

Shelly was a really nice person, too. She didn’t deserve to hear 
the news like that. Sometimes I wonder if she should’ve ever 
gotten that news at all—we always had this natural thing for each 
other and shared a sort of caustic sense of humor. 

I knew I’d always feel guilty about that whole incident; and I 
knew I’d always feel real close to her for a lot of reasons. Back 
then, I was sure she’d never forgive me. 

But over the years, we’ve warmed to each other, and now, 
years later, when I saw her at the class reunion, she made it pretty 
clear that she had forgiven me a long time before. That made me 
feel close to her, and not because I had regressed to high school 
years and had finally mended something torn—like she might have 
thought—but because I’ve always liked the person Shelly was, 
considered her a unique jewel in my life, and I am genuinely glad 
she has become an occasional part of my life again. 

Meanwhile, in the years since, I doubt that Bode’s even given a 
thought to the Shelly episode. 

Anyway, after I had settled into dating her steadily, Jen came 
to band practice once in a while. Even 
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though her voice sounded real pretty when she sang on a few 
songs, the band didn’t get noticeably better. It just plateaued and I 
began to feel real stale about the whole music thing. 

Weeks later, I just got home from cross country practice 
having run five half miles. I was exhausted. 

“Tom Sievers called,” my mom said. “What’d he say?” 
“He wanted you to go over to his house; he said it was 

important.” 
 “Gotta skip supper, Ma.” I ran out, listening to her 

complaining, and ran over to Tom’s house. 
He was standing on his front lawn with his knees locked in 

their characteristic backwards position: resting on his haunches, 
looking pissed off. 

“So, what’s the deal, Tom?” I asked as I walked up. I figured it 
was something really serious by the way he purposefully rocked 
back and forth. 

“Oh, I don’t know,” he said. But he did, you could tell. His eyes 
winced in the light breeze. And he kept wiping his nose with his 
index finger. 

“What is it?” I asked. “It’s not the old Arts Club deal, is it?” I 
said. “We’re getting a lot better gigs than that now.” 

He rocked more. 
“Wait, I know: it’s Jen? Forget it. She doesn’t have to come to 

practices anymore.” 
He shook his head. 
“Come on. What is it, then?” I asked. 
“Well. We’ve been at it a couple of years now, but the group 

has really leveled, you know? Let’s face it.” He stared me straight 
in the eyes. “We’re not getting any better. We’ve leveled.” A 
teen-aged rockster’s angst dripped from his face. 

“Man,” I simply said. He had just said what I was beginning to 
realize. “Those assholes,” I said. Meaning anybody who refused to 
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tell us the cold honest truth: We weren’t really that great; nor 
were we getting any better! 

“I just think we oughta make some changes or we’re never 
gonna make it,” Tom said. “That’s still the goal, right?” 

“‘Course.” 

Just then, and for the first time, I realized I had brought my 
personal Jinx into the Band. It was a corollary to the one that was 
prevalent in my family. By always pretending things were better 
than they were—being afraid to face reality—we weren’t taking the 
necessary steps to improve them. Today they’d call it denial. But 
today Tom was the hero; he was telling the honest truth. 

I said to Tom, “You’re right.” That was a major truth he taught 
me; maybe the most major truth I learned in my whole life. We will 
never get any better if we think we’re all right to start with? 

I shook my head. The Beatles had already released four major 
albums since their invasion: new arrangements; new techniques; 
new instruments. We would never catch them if we didn’t do 
something fast. 

“But what changes, Tom?” I asked. I had opened the door to 
change and opportunity. Now I had to be ready to listen to Tom’s 
ideas. 

“Add a lead singer,” he said. “Really? Who?” 
“Maybe Bill Wilander,” he said, “my neighbor.” “But can he 

sing?” I said. 
“No worse than us!” Tom snickered sarcastically. “Bill’s an 

okay guy, too.” 
As I found out later, Tom Sievers frequently had the right 

answer at the right time. His approach was never hard sell, so it 
never seemed like a breakthrough at the time, so your first instinct 
was to doubt his ideas because they weren’t showy. But later you’d 
think back and remember: “That’s right, Tom recommended that.” 

Anyway, he had this look of resignation on his face like he had 
been thinking about this lead singer idea quite a while. 
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“If you think Bill’ll work out, we’ll give him a try next week,” I 
said. When I said that, it was like a light turned on at the end of 
Tom’s tunnel. 

A little smile appeared on the edge of his mouth. “You wanna 
jam tonight?” he asked. “Just the two of us.” 

“Sure.” 
None of the other guys could make it that night anyway, so 

Tom and I went in and played until ten, nothing in particular. We 
turned out the lights and played in a minor key, sort of like a mix 
of the Doors and Ravi Shankar. 

Tom loved to jam even when there was just the two of us. As 
we lay there in the dark, each of us on one of the basement 
couches, Tom really got into grooving to the eerie sounds we 
made. 

While he was getting into experiencing the present, I think I 
was more into imagining the future. I listened to the sound 
fragments we created: cataloging possibilities for future material 
or arrangements. “That’s why I like writing so much,” I said. 

“What do you mean?” he asked. “The possibilities are 
endless.” “Oh, writing? Yeah.” 

Anyway, that night we got into this stupor after a while, sort 
of like being on drugs was probably like, but we just grooved to the 
weird music we played. 

During a break we talked openly about the other guys, like we 
were the coaches of a team, changing the first string. 

“I think Bill Wilander’ll really help the group,” he said. 
“I’m a little concerned about the other guys.” “Yeah.” Tom 

pulled at his chin, like Sherlock Holmes. 
“They’re getting to be dead wood,” I said. I looked over at him 

to see if my dead wood comment came off a little drastic. After all, 
the guys in the band were supposed to be friends. That’s what 
initially got us together, except for Paulson and his cool amp. 
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But Tom didn’t flinch. He just stared at the ceiling. “Yeah, I 
know what you mean,” he said. He kept fiddling with his chin, 
though, like he didn’t necessarily disagree. That was a surprise. 

I guess we realized “being friends” wasn’t the issue driving us 
any more. Being a great band was what it was all about. 

At that moment I realized my motivation for being in the band 
must not have been saving money for college, or even the fame. I 
mean, I still planned to go to college eventually and being famous 
would be cool. But the limited success I had with the band already 
overshadowed any desire I had to go to school. I just had this 
urge(Shelly always called it my “drive”) to prove I could succeed at 
this music thing. It was all mine and I didn’t want it to end up a 
mediocre situation, like everything else jinxy in my life. 

“Tom, you still planning on college, aren’t you?” I asked. 
“Yeah, sure. Taking history at North Park. Remember?” 
“Well, but will you stay with the band?” I asked. “Sure. You’re 

going to college, too, right?” he asked. “Some day,” I said. “But I 
want to push the band thing more than ever.” 

“Hmm. Does your dad know that?” He knew my dad had been 
a scout leader of Troop 82 at one time and had a reputation for 
being a real hard-ass. 

I said, “Yeah. He’s still pushing me to take engineering. That 
day’ll come, but maybe not right away.” 
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Trapped 

Bill Wilander wasn’t a great singer like Bruce Springsteen or 
anything, but he was at least as good as the rest of us and the tone 
of his voice was even a little reminiscent of Jim Morrison. He also 
had a sense of humor that changed the group, too. At first we had 
been timid, you could say; now we got a little goofier. 

With Bill in the Band we also got ballsier and less chicken 
when greasers in restaurants or at performances teased us about 
our long hair. Bill always had us in stitches! Surrounding this 
big split between his two huge front teeth, he had this wise guy 
smirk, like he was holding back the next great punch line. 

He was a born trouble maker and had a pretty wild sense of 
humor. I mean, Sievers used to have this cat named Boots who was 
a little skittish. So, one night at practice at Tom’s, Bill surprised 
that cat. The little kitty jumped about ten feet in the air. 

Now, when I watched little Boots flying through the air, all the 
guys laughed, but I felt sorry for her—sorta. It was pretty funny. 

“Just fuck ‘em,” Bill said later that night about Davis, Gan and 
Paulsen. They had missed practice again. 

That was a pretty cut and dry attitude, I thought. “But they 
were original members,” I said. 

“So what?” he said. 
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“You’re right, I suppose. I guess it’s not enough “cool” for Bob. 
And without him showing up we did start to practice in smaller 
sub-groups of the band, which helped us improve, even on the 
vocals.” 

“And Gan always seems bored,” Tom said. “Maybe that’s just 
the way he is.” 

“True,” I said. “And I think Paulsen never really liked the rock 
stuff anyway.” 

At that moment I realized I had to do something to save the 
band from all the negativism the absent members had caused. So, I 
stood up real forcefully and pointed into the air. “Okay, you guys. I 
think we have to make some major changes, then.” 

God, the minute I said that, they started chattering away, all 
excited. The rest of practice turned out  great: trying new songs 
and changing old arrangements, both the instrumental and the 
vocal parts. 

Suddenly, everything about the band got fresh all over. 
The next Monday, the changes started in earnest. 
Gary Geni, this little guy from Skokie, came over. I forgot how 

we found Gary. Funny thing, though, little Gary was better than 
Bob Davis! I listened to him as he worked the old high-hat cymbal 
like a pro. 

“Outstanding!” I clapped and about kicked myself for taking 
so long to lose Davis. Gary’s style sounded more contemporary, 
too. Where Bob always sounded like a drummer trained by Mr. 
Palm for the Park View orchestra, Gary had taught himself on a 
regular trap set—like Ringo—so he sounded more genuine rock. 

We replaced Paulsen and Gan with a single rhythm guitar 
player named Dave Skipton, a short guy a couple of years younger 
than Tom and me. We had met him in Scouts, where everybody 
teased him. 

Skipton sat there in the corner of Tom’s basement the night 
he tried out. He played his cherry Gibson* ES* guitar and a pretty 
cool Vox amp. It had a real smooth sound. 
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But Tom scrunched his face at me, like he wasn’t that 
impressed with Dave. 

I took him aside. “What is it, Tom?” “I don’t know. He’s not 
that great.” 

“But I think he’d be perfect for rhythm guitar. 
Besides, he really has a good sense of humor, he’s got great 

equipment, and he’s trying real hard. I bet you he’d never miss a 
practice.” 

Tom’s little sister Carolyn had just starting bouncing down the 
basement stairs. 

“Poose!” Tom said. That’s what he called her. Her real name 
was Carolynn, which was a lot prettier, but not as funny, that’s for 
sure. 

“I’m going! I’m going,” Poose yelled. Then she scurried back 
upstairs. 

“I think we oughta change our name,” I said. I thought that 
sounded right because the group was suddenly sounding so 
different. “Besides, Bob thought up the Vibratos name. And I think 
we need a clean start.” 

“Maybe now we can become the Laymen, since we started 
after church and before choir rehearsal,” Tom said. 

“There’s a subtle sexual sound to Laymen, too,” I said. “The 
Lay-men. Might be cool.” 

“I guess. As long as they’d still hire us for church jobs,” Tom 
said. 

“I don’t think the ‘lay’ part is that obvious,” I said. “Besides, 
we can always say we meant it only as the church reference if 
somebody mentions it,” I said. 

“Okay, I guess. Let’s try it,” Tom said. “The Laymen.” 

That Saturday afternoon the Laymen went down to a mansion 
on Sheridan Road in Evanston, where Bill’s cousin Randy and his 
Aunt Rose Eller lived, to take pictures for our new business 
cards—sort of goofy like the Beatles in Hard Day’s Night. We all 
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wore Ringo caps, Raider boots, bell bottoms, and pea jackets. (See 
photo gallery.) 

On the way home from Evanston, we stopped to have some 
broasted chicken at Wesley’s on Dempster. Wesley’s had been 
there forever. It tasted like fried chicken but without the grease. 
As we sat there, intermittently singing and munching away, the 
old bald guy looked out at us suspiciously from the little window in 
back where he served the chicken. “Hey, you guys mind the 
singing?” he said. 

“What the hell’s his problem?” I mumbled. “Old fart,” Bill 
talked as he munched. 

Tom said to me, “Listen, Jack, we’re getting better at the 
vocals, but we ought to take singing lessons to make us sound less 
like a bunch of screeching birds.” Tom was wise sometimes... and 
his timing was incredible. 

I have to admit, the minute we started taking the private voice 
lessons in Des Plaines at the Fontaine Music School, you could 
really hear a difference. More and more, week after week, it was 
hard to find Tom, Bill, and I not singing together. We sang on the 
train, in buses, even cars, especially where there was a little echo. 
We quickly went from cackling to singing pretty smooth three part 
harmony. The important thing was that we weren’t afraid to do 
vocals anymore. I even wrote this song, I Wish You Were Here, 
Girl, to Jen. It had some pretty intricate harmony parts modeled 
after the Association and the Beach Boys—heavy on the ooo’s and 
ahhh’s. 

One day on the train, everybody started clapping to our 
singing! Mrs. Kerns, our voice teacher, was really proud when we 
told her about that, and she graduated us in eleven months. 
“Always warm-up with the reeo’s,” she said. (Those were scales 
sung in phrases that got progressively higher in pitch.) “And keep 
up the practicing,” she said. 
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Boy, did we. Singing scales and vocal-only practices became a 
regular part of how we rehearsed. 

Over the next few years Bill’s bullishness gave the group a real 
attitude. Our harmony got tight, our showmanship on stage got 
free-wheeling, and we added some pretty decent equipment. 

I even bought a used Super Beatle amp, the old tube variety 
they had before they came out with the solid state model. It had 
four 12 inch speakers, lots of power(I think 240 watts rms), and, 
best of all, a serial number of #000049—one of the first—maybe 
even played by you-know-who—our mentors—el primo. 

Pretty soon the Laymen developed a regular following around 
Morton Grove, Niles, and Skokie. But, we never landed the Deep 
End or Hut. You had to be a really good band to play those clubs. 

One night, Bill Wilander said: “Maybe we oughta try horns on 
a few songs, just for kicks. Be like Chicago.” They were getting real 
popular at the time. 

So, one night I asked my brother Craig and his friend 
George—both played cornet—to come to a practice. They sounded 
pretty good, so we made the decision right on the spot to keep 
them for a few songs. 

After another year, we were playing pretty decent gigs with 
the horns: the Harrer Park Pool, Maine East, and Niles West. Also 
we played “out of town,” like at Northwestern’s fraternity row and 
a wedding down in Tinley Park, a southern suburb of Chicago, 
thanks to my Aunt Ruth, one of our biggest fans ever. I even 
managed to put away a few bucks here and there. 

But our forward progress totally bit the dust in 1967. I had just 
graduated from Niles West high school with about $500 in the bank 
when I first heard Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band, the 
greatest collection of rock music ever recorded. Once and for all 
the Beatles established themselves as significantly apart from 
anyone else. But Pepper was depressing, too. No longer could I 
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imagine the Laymen ever catching up with the greatest rock band 
in the world. Ever. There was just no way. 

(If you’re not convinced that Pepper was the greatest 
assemblage of rock music ever, I dare you to listen to it right now. 
Okay, okay, the White Album or Abbey Road weren’t bad either. So, 
listen to all three.) 

One night after we had moved the equipment over to 
Wilander’s house, two doors down from Sievers’, we sat down in 
the basement amongst all the equipment and talked. 

“Maybe we shouldn’t let Pepper be such a downer,” I said. 
“But it makes you feel like not practicing,” Tom said. “They’ve 

done it all. What else is there?” 
“Well, maybe we should consider it a door that just opened for 

us,” I said. “Maybe now we can do some pretty wild stuff, you 
know?” 

“Right. So where do we find that stuff?” Bill said. “Just play 
the cuts off Pepper or something?” Dave 

Skipton said. 
“But they’re so studio-produced, we couldn’t hope to copy 

them any good,” Bill said. 
“We don’t need to copy them exactly, just be inspired by 

them,” I said. 
“Right,” Wilander said sarcastically. 

The next night I went home and was cornered by my dad. 
“What is it, Dad?” I asked. As if I didn’t know. “We have to 

talk. After supper.” 
Supper was slow; my stomach gurgled the whole time. I 

caught my dad looking at me seriously several times, then he’d 
look at Brother Tom. God, Dad could torture me with that look! 

Later, up in his room, he unloaded on me. “So, I think it’s 
great that you’ve won the Illinois State Scholarship.” (I didn’t tell 
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you, but I (and about a million other kids) won this state 
scholarship.) Anyway, Dad was patting me on the back, so I 
should’ve acted happy, right? 

“Gee, thanks, Dad,” I said. 
“But it’s not great that you didn’t qualify for any financial 

aid.” 
“Well, $100 a year is something,” I said. “Guess you make too 

much money.” 
“With four boys? Right.” 
“Well, they save most of the scholarship dough for city kids 

from the ghetto.” 
“So, I guess you won’t be able to go Downstate then,” he said. 

Here we go. Now he was really hooked on the University of Illinois 
at Urbana option. 

“But, Dad—” I said. 
“Well, it is a great engineering school, Jack. That’s where your 

Uncle Rick went and now he owns his own engineering firm. What 
do you think of that?” 

 “Dad, I’ve already talked to Mr. Sortal, my counselor, about 
college.” 

“And?” 
“When I told him about the money situation, he recommended 

I look at U of I at the Circle (Campus), right down in Chicago. Their 
engineering program is pretty good, too. I could commute every 
day and afford it, too. I’d also stay at home. And—” 

“The Band, right?” he said and shook his head. “Well, of 
course I’d keep the band up,” I said. “You think so? What’s Tom 
Sievers going to do?” “He’s going to North Park College, on the 
north side.” 

“And your girl?” Dad said. “Jen?” 
“What about her? She’s a year younger,” I said. 
“I just don’t see how you can keep up the Band and date your 

girl and do well in school. How much have you saved?” he asked. 
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“About eight or nine hundred.” God, that was an outright lie. I 
felt guilty as shit, lying like that. 

“That’s not nearly enough,” he said. “Remember you’ll need 
books and have expenses. And how can you keep up this 
schedule?” 

“I can do it all. Honest.” 
He turned back to his desk, looking away from me, tapping his 

pen. “Well, if you’re going to be staying at home, you and your 
brother Tom’ll have to contribute around here.” 

“I already take out the garbage, do the dishes, and mow the 
lawn.” 

“No, I mean you need to start paying room and board.” 
I coughed a huge cough. “You’re kidding.” God, what was he 

trying to, kill me? 
“You not feeling well?” he said, squinting at me. He took off 

his glasses and rubbed the little dents he always got along side the 
bridge of his nose. 

“No, I’m okay,” I said. 
“Listen, I just don’t want you to screw up your future, Jack. 

You have to start taking responsibility.” 
“God, Dad, don’t you ever have any faith in me?” 
“Oh, don’t be so dramatic,” he said. 
I wiggled in place on the bed. “Uh, Dad?” “Yes?” 
“There’s something I need to tell you,” I said. “What?” he said. 

He went back to writing something. 
“Well, see, I really plan to go to school. Honest,” I said. “But—” 
He looked up and tapped his pen louder. “But?” “It’s just that I 

need to prioritize things,” I said. “Prioritize? You?” 
“I’m gonna be giving the band priority for now. 
That’s what I’ve decided.” I shrugged. 
Then we locked in this stare. 
“Excuse me?” He cleared his throat in a real authoritative 

manner. 
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“Well, engineering’s not really my thing,” I said. “Thing? What 
do you mean?” he asked. “Jack you’re going to louse things up, I’m 
telling you,” he warned. “Lord, I always pictured so much more for 
you.” He raised his voice like he was going to get angr y. But then 
suddenly his arms fell limp and he sighed. He started talking in his 
teary, cloggy voice and hung his head. “I always pictured more.” 

God, I was a sucker for that voice. I stood up and put my hand 
on his shoulder. “Dad, okay, listen. I’ll give engineering a shot. But 
at Circle, okay? I’m going to keep the band going, too.” 

Then he turned away from me and didn’t say a word. My arm 
fell from his shoulder. That was the first time I ever remembered 
him turning away like that, like he had just given up. 

Then, I didn’t know what else to say, so I turned around, 
walked out of his room, and flew up the stairs to my half-finished 
bedroom. 

The Jinx is undoubtedly going to settle in now. This was 
how I was going to fail in life. I’d go to Circle campus because that 
was all I could afford, I’d never get a decent job, and I’d end up 
panhandling on some filthy corner on the near west side of 
Chicago. 

Or I’d fail at Circle Campus and my dad would eventually make 
me go Downstate; that is, when I could afford it, which would be 
about never. I’d finally graduate when I was about 30. My whole 
life would be fucked up. 

I’m trapped. I slumped down into the purple recliner next to 
our bed. Brother Tom was over studying at his drawing 
board-used-as-a-desk. 

I remembered back to art class in seventh grade, after Miss 
Oettinger was hired as the art teacher. She had these huge breasts 
and always wore clingy sweaters. I’ll never forget the day in class 
when we were drawing her for an exercise. She sat up on the 
counter by the windows, posing for us. Jim Bode, who really 
couldn’t draw, sat next to me, and drew this hysterical drawing of 
her. He scratched a couple of really pointylooking boobs on her. I 
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think the only thing he got right was her bushy black hair—not too 
tough. We all laughed hysterically at his drawing; that is, until 
Miss Oettinger slinked down from the counter and walked over to 
his desk. 

She looked down at his drawing, shook her bushy hair, and 
smiled. She leaned over so her boobs were real close to his face and 
told him he should’ve drawn them about four times larger. 

“Like this,” she said. She scribbled these incredibly large oval 
breasts on his drawing. All the time her real ones were less than a 
foot from Bode’s face! His face and ears flushed all over. Later, in 
gym class, we gave Bode all sorts of shit. I swear, that joke lasted 
all year. 

Anyway, I was lying there in the recliner in my bedroom, 
smiling as I remembered Bode’s drawing. 

Unlike him, I was always a good drawer. Once in eighth grade, 
I did this drawing that had this network of shapes—green and 
yellow—covering the whole page. Some of  them looked like a row 
of trumpets, others like ancient lutes, and others like angels’ 
harps. Then there was this one different shape right in the middle 
of all the rest. It was shaped like a little spider’s web with my 
initials in the middle. 

It was actually a pretty good drawing for a twelve year old and 
I even won a blue ribbon in the Scholastic Art Fair. 

I entitled the drawing Trapped because the little spider web 
shape was totally engulfed by the others. 

That’s how I felt as I lay there in the torn, purple recliner. In 
fact, even now, many years later, when I think back to those days 
in junior high and high school, I remember how I felt trapped most 
of the time. 

Among us four boys, I think I was always the artistic one. My 
mom had her music, and had even tried her hand at writing. My 
Aunt Marge had her painting. Boy, she could paint these incredible 
little paintings that looked microscopic. She also wrapped 
professional-looking presents at Christmas and married Uncle Jim, 
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who could paint, too! He was an artist for the Air Force. I guess the 
art was all around me as I grew up! 

I think, though, it really started when I was four. I remember 
my mom playing our piano every afternoon. Brother Tom and I 
would lay there on the living room floor and baby Craig would be 
gurgling upstairs. She’d play Rhapsody in Blue or the Warsaw 
Concerto or 

Tammy or Clare de Lune—all favorites. I would lay there and 
listen to every note as Brother Tom slept. 

So, I think the artistic side of me came from my mom’s side of 
the family. Not like my dad, who was always good with numbers 
and analysis. 

But, and this is an important but. I was good at numbers, too: 
algebra, geometry, and science. But I never liked them as much as I 
did the artistic things. After a while, I think the idea was drummed 
into me, primarily by my dad, that I should do what I was good at. 
What I liked to do didn’t necessarily matter as much. Today I still 
think about that and wonder how many people are doing the 
things they’re good at, but they don’t necessarily like. 

I think maybe all my mom’s piano playing put the sense of 
music in my head. Even my artistic sense, in general, might have 
been nurtured by that. I could always feel it buried deep inside of 
me, like it was the real me, waiting to get out. 

I looked over at my brother. “Oh, Bro! Sorry, I forgot,” I said. 
 “Humph?” He looked up. He was working away on his 

drawing board-used-as-a-desk. 
“The old man said he wants to see you,” I said. “You’re just 

now remembering? It’s been an hour!” he said. 
“I’m sorry.” 
“You rock star dreamer. What does he want now?” He went 

back to reading. 
“You’ll see.” I was wondering how I was going to cover room 

and board. 
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“Well, did he buy the Circle bit Mr. Sortal recommended?” he 
asked. 

“That’s all we can afford,” I said. “Can you imagine? He says he 
just doesn’t want us to screw up our lives. He even wants us to go 
Downstate like Uncle Rick.” 

That got Tom. “Downstate?” He looked up. “No way. That 
costs a mint.” 

“I know.” As I rocked in the recliner, it squeaked as usual, 
which always annoyed Brother Tom. 

“Will you cut that out!” he said. 
“And,” I said, “he wants us to pay room and board to him, 

too.” 
“Shit. You’re kidding.” He slammed his book closed, then 

sucked up his anger. He climbed off his rusty old drafting stool and 
headed downstairs. Boy, certain things really steamed Brother 
Tom, but mostly he held them back until every once in a while, 
he’d really explode. 

I got up, walked over to his drawing board-used-as-adesk, and 
picked up an empty spiral notebook and pen. Writing lyrics and 
stuff always helped me feel less trapped. 

Then I totally forgot about my homework. I put Rubber Soul 
on the little dinky black and white phonograph 

Brother Tom and I got from Sears, and sat back down in the 
torn vinyl recliner. On the outside I felt all tied up. Then Mom 
called me downstairs. 

“What now, Mom?” I asked. Was she going to double-team 
me? 

She sat at the kitchen table: cigarette in hand and cup of 
coffee waiting for the next sip—as usual. 

“I just wanted to tell you,” she said. “I know how you feel.” 
“About what?” I asked. 
“The combo.” She always called it that. “Music.” “What about 

it?” 
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“When I was your age,” she said, “my parents didn’t 
understand why I liked music.” 

“Honest?” 
“Really,” she said. “I liked to write, too. I wrote a story about 

your great grandpa’s farm in Indiana.” 
“I didn’t know that.” 
“I even sent it into the Reader’s Digest. But I kept it a secret.” 

Then she whispered, “When I’d come up with a song or story, 
they’d make me throw it out.” 

“Why?” I asked. 
“Back in those days, some people thought coming out with 

creative things was the work of the devil.” 
I laughed. 
“No, really,” she said seriously and inhaled a deep drag. Then 

she exhaled the smoke and sipped her coffee. “They were afraid of 
all the stuff that comes from nowhere,” she said and coughed. 
“You know: writing, songs, painting.” 

“But the devil?” I snickered. “That’s a little heavy.” She 
nodded. “You can see how they thought that. 

Especially if they never had it come out of them. They’d look 
at somebody who did all that and it seemed magic.” 

“I guess,” I said. 
“So, when you feel it inside you, Jackie—” “Yeah?” 
She looked around, smashed out her cigarette, and whispered, 

“Let it out. Don’t be afraid.” 
“I won’t, Mom,” I said and started to stand. “Jeez, that’s 

weird.” 
“No, really,” she said and reached up and hugged me. “It’s 

meant to come out of you. You’ll see,” she whispered. 
I pulled away and started to walk out of the kitchen. “Jackie, 

remember that, okay?” She coughed. 
“I will. I will, Mom. Honest.” As I walked up the stairs to my 

room that night, listening to her ragged cough, I remember feeling 
a little less trapped 
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12 

 Concepts-Connections 

Up in my bedroom that night, after Rubber Soul had stopped, I 
started writing these crazy lyrics to a song about a town in the 
clouds I called Cherry Town, one song from a would-be concept 
album about a bunch of people who lived up in there. It was sort of 
like Sgt. Pepper, except all the songs had something to do with the 
town. So it all fit together real tightly. Even the Beatles hadn’t 
done that yet. I mean, Sgt. Pepper was a cool collection of songs, 
but they didn’t necessarily hang together as a result of one 
theme—more a motif, or more generally a “school” of rock music, 
like impressionism is a “school” of painting. 

By the time Brother Tom had returned to his drawing 
board-used-as-a-desk an hour later, I had this Cherry Town idea all 
sketched out and was pretty excited about it. I even forgot all 
about the college and room and board bullshit. I guess because I 
had just invented this little town in the clouds with its various 
cartoonish/metaphorical citizens, each experiencing their own 
tough life, my life didn’t seem as hopeless. 

“Will you cut that out?” Brother Tom asked. I was squeaking 
the torn recliner chair again. 

I chewed on a Bic as I reviewed my notes on the background of 
each song. Chilly Penguin was the song about a squat little 
penguin man who was a real nonconformist. He was afraid of not 
being accepted by his fellow citizens. Happy-go-Lucky’s Pool Hall 
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Gang was a bunch of kids who blindly copied the latest trends 
which seemingly made them real cool, but actually made them 
totally predictable and bland. 

Old Miss Crankhouse was a teacher in Cherry Town. She was 
based on my eighth grade teacher, Miss Blanche Borg, who had 
died at age Sixty-five or so. Until years after her death, when the 
district named a school after her, she wasn’t recognized in any 
special way, despite her forty years of service. 

Mrs. Murphy’s Purple Grocery Store was this song about a 
crazy lady who had this magical grocery store with all sorts of fun 
things in it for kids or other Cherry Town citizens who longed to 
stay kids. And just outside of the town, Lilly Lime Lagoon shed a 
green mist, enveloping the town, keeping all its citizens 
perpetually high and stopping each of them from getting what 
they really wanted in life—the truth about the effects of drugs. 

If you dissected each of the song ideas, they were about 
growing up and facing issues like conformity, maturation, and 
drugs—the issues that were confronting me at that time. 

“Want to hit the hay?” Brother Tom asked. He always asked 
me that. 

“Yeah, sure.” But after he turned out the light, I lay there in 
the dark, listening to his breath coming from the bunk bed above 
me, and imagined hearing the songs in my head. I lay awake on my 
back with my arms tucked around the back of my head for a long 
time, sure I had stumbled onto something pretty cool with the 
Cherry Town idea. 

That night I must’ve come down with my yearly throat 
infection because when I woke up the next morning, it was all 
scratchy and sore, and I had a fever. So, for the next three days, I 
lie in my bed coughing as I wrote all the songs to this Cherry Town 
concept album I had imagined. There were eight or nine songs! 
And I wrote them in three days while I was sick! 
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They just gushed out of me, like all the music and words were 
in me all along. At first I felt like I was copying the Beatles since I 
kept thinking concept album—that’s what the press had coined 
Pepper, the first concept album—but when I finished, none of the 
songs reminded me of theirs. I guess just the idea of a strong 
concept album had been enough to sizzle my creative juices: This 
little town had become a vivid illusion in my head. I couldn’t wait 
to get well so I could go to practice and show the guys the songs I 
had written. I wondered if Cherry Town would qualify as crazy 
enough for them, like we had talked about at the previous practice. 

A few nights later I felt good enough to go to practice. Actually 
I was still coughing a little. I stuffed my songs in an old manila 
folder, grabbed a quick bite, and headed to practice, eager to show 
the guys. 

As I walked down Mango, this tree-lined street a half a block 
from my house, I saw “old William,” this guy whose last name I 
never knew, walking toward me on the same side of the street. He 
was about ten years older than me. Everyday, when I was a kid, I’d 
see old William walking with a huge stride down Church Street, 
past my house. His toes were always pointed to the outside of his 
gait at a forty-five degree angle. 

As he approached, I wondered if I should’ve said anything, 
because, after all, I was older now and there was no reason to be 
apprehensive of him like I used to be. 

Old William was walking closer, closer, closer. 
Should I say something? 
Then he was right there in front of me, clearing his throat. 

“Hello.” 
He stopped, so did I. 
God, he was still pretty big and had dark, curly hair and a deep 

voice. 
“Say, William,” I said. I was almost his size now, except for his 

massive head. 
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“Yes?” he said with his deep voice. “I remember you, kid. 
Hair’s getting long, huh? Hippy?” 

“Naw. In a band.” I swiped my hair. “Say, William, I always 
wanted to ask you ‘Why do you walk everywhere all the time?’ I 
mean, all these years—” 

“According to every study on aerobics, it’s good for me.” His 
voice wasn’t just deep, it sounded intelligent, too. “It’s not just 
good for athletes, you know.” 

“Why is that?” I asked. I was starting college, so I should’ve 
known this, and I did remember something from Mr. Campbell’s 
gym class when we talked about the effects of exercise on the 
human body. 

“Haven’t you heard about aerobics ?” he said. “Helping the 
cardiovascular system?” 

“Uh, I guess.” God, I sounded dumb. 
“Didn’t think so.” He laughed this snooty laugh. “You will.” 

Then he walked past me with his huge stride, probably eight feet 
long. 

God, that pissed me off that he acted so superior. But I 
thought back to winning the seventh grade cross country run. 

But, as I continued on my way to band practice, I thought back 
to fifth grade, when I used to walk home from Park View School, 
hoping to see Marcia Johnson on the way. I walked every day, 
matching the lines in the sidewalk with my stride, three steps for 
every two squares of sidewalk. I realized that all that walking back 
then explained why I became such a good runner in junior high, 
and then later a good long distance runner in high school, where 
my favorite race was the mile. (My best time was 4:34—not bad.) 
Maybe William was on to that aerobics thing. Makes sense now. 

Then I thought back to fifth grade yet again and remembered 
how I finally bumped into Marcia a block from her house, on 
Meade and Davis Streets. I asked her if I could carry her books 
even though it was only a half a block to her house. The girls’d 
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always let you carry their books. Why not? It was like you were 
their personal ser vant! 

Anyway, right at the corner of Meade and Davis, that same 
day, I asked Marcia that if my family moved to Homewood, which 
was a possibility at that time, would she would let me kiss her once 
since I hadn’t done that yet. 

“We’ll see,” she said. 
Can you imagine that? A guy who’s crazy about her is about to 

move away forever and all she could say was we’ll see.” That was a 
little noncommittal! I wondered then if I’d ever get a chance to 
plant just one juicy kiss on her lips. 

Well, the long and short of it is that my family never moved to 
Homewood and I never gave Marcia a big kiss, only a little one 
under the mistletoe at a party she had in eighth grade—big deal. 
I’m being very honest when I say that not ever giving Marcia a big 
smackeroo was one of the greater disappointments of my life. 

But since fifth grade, while I’ve always felt this hole in my 
heart for her, I have to say that the pain of not having her in my 
life wasn’t that different from the pain that drove me on to 
complete this band thing. 

They were sort of similar. Like different versions of the Jinx 
phenomenon. 

I was the last one to arrive at band practice that night, 
probably because I had stopped to talk to old William. We were set 
up over at Sievers’ place. I hopped down the long flight of black 
tile stairs into the basement. The guys had already tuned-up the 
instruments. 

“Well, what about those songs you wrote?” Tom said. “That 
town whatever.” He seemed a little preoccupied since he had 
started at North Park College. In fact, during the first couple of 
minutes of practice, he looked at his watch a handful of times. It 
looked like there was something on his mind besides the band— 
maybe some pretty heavy-duty homework. 
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“Okay. While I sing the words to Cherry Town, you guys can 
read along on these summary sheets,” I said. I passed them out. 

“Cherry Town. Whoop-de-do,” Wilander said. 
The rest of them had these skeptical looks on their faces. I felt 

I was competing with the Stones or Grand Funk or Led Zeppelin or 
the boys from Liverpool. But, 

I turned on my amp anyway and started to play. 
I think when I finished, their silence was because there was so 

much variety in the songs: Happy High Day was sort of 
psychedelic; Mrs. Murphy was sort of cartoonish, like some of the 
songs on Pepper like When I’m Sixty-four; and Lilly Lime Lagoon 
was mellow and jazzy, like nothing I had heard. The guys nodded 
their heads slowly. 

“Well?” I asked. “Should I play them again?” “I guess,” they 
said and nodded. 

I played each one again. 
 “Not bad,” Skipton said when I finished. I like Lilly Lime.” 
“I don’t know; a little weird, if you ask me,” Wilander said. But 

Skipton’s right, that lagoon one isn’t bad.” 
“I guess we could try ‘em,” Tom said. “I sort of like ‘em.” He 

shrugged. “Good variety.” 
Actually I think they liked all of the songs except the one I 

called Luvva. (But I had some pretty unusual arranging ideas for 
that one.) 

Later that night, by the time I got home and went up to my 
room, I was in a pretty bad mood. 

“Whatsa matter, bro’ ? “ Brother Tom asked. “Nothing.” 
“Bullshit,” he said. “I can tell.” He could always tell; after all, 

he was my twin. 
“What do you care?” I asked. But that was the one and only 

time in my entire life that Brother Tom reached out an unsolicited 
helpful hand to me. I sulked as I got undressed. 

“Bro’ ? “ he asked. “What’s the beef ? “ 
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“Okay, you know those songs I’ve been writing?” I said. 
“Yeah? That Cherry thing?” he said. 
“I don’t think the guys are that crazy about them.” “So, who 

cares what they think?” he said. 
“Well, if they don’t like ‘em, they’ll never get into playing 

‘em.” 
He just shrugged. “Guess that’s important, but maybe not. 

How do you know they’re right? Besides they might just need some 
time. You did say they sounded pretty different.” 

A few minutes later he turned out the light and climbed up 
onto the top bunk. “You okay now?” he asked through the dark. 
“Yeah. Thanks, bro’.” I realized Brother Tom had made a real 

good point. People always need time to adjust. 

Three weeks later Tom Sievers actually started creating some 
pretty unusual chugging bass parts for the songs from Cherry 

Town and the other guys got into a few of them. Pretty soon, with 
a little practice, Chilly Penguin’s Bar could compete with any song 
on our playlist. It was pretty unique, mostly because of Tom’s bass 
part. 

Then came Lilly Lime Lagoon  , which had a mellow chording 
construction of a D minor seventh chord resolving to a G Seventh, 
a sound I always liked. It ended up really cool, particularly when 
we arranged the heck out of it. (To this day it must be the only 
rock song ever recorded in a basement or studio with a 
stand-alone 9/4 measure in it—nine beats to the measure, each one 
worth a quarter note—something you might hear Dave Brubeck 
play.) 

“This is excellent,” Tom said. He liked jazzy things and 
unusual arrangements; he was responsible for that 9/4 measure. 

http://jackeadon.com/got-to-make-it/01_Cherry_Town.mp3
http://jackeadon.guru/got-to-make-it/01_Cherry_Town.mp3
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After all, it was complex and unexpected, and after Sgt. Pepper, 
complex and unexpected seemed the way we should go. 

One night at practice over at Sievers’— 
“Well, what should we do with these songs, anyway?” 

Wilander asked. “They are sort of weird.” He was the only guy who 
made it a point to not endorse the Cherry Town songs. 

“Record ‘em, dummy,” Skipton said and fiddled on his Gibson 
guitar, playing some new leads his friend Greg Miliotto had taught 
him. “Except for Happy-GoLucky and maybe Mrs. Murphy, they’re 
recording-type songs, not dance-type songs.” Skipton could be a 
pretty superficial know-it-all punk, but every once in a while he 
said something a little break through. The idea of recording these 
songs was an example of something a little breakthrough. 

So, all summer and fall of 1967, not long after Pepper, we did 
exactly what Dave Skipton suggested. Since his mom was a 
substitute teacher for the District #70 school system, we borrowed 
a little tape recorder from her school and recorded the Cherry 
Town songs down in his basement. 

Before we recorded each song, we practiced it over and over, 
creating different sounds and styles. We were definitely inspired 
by our mentor band—youknow-who. 

Then we tried something really different with Luvva, a song 
about the beauty of childish love. First, we recorded the 
instrumental track, including the horns, at 7 1/2 IPS, the normal 
speed. Then we recorded the vocal track at 7 1/2 IPS while we 
listened through headphones to the instrumental track playing 
back at 3 3/4 IPS—half speed. That was difficult! 

Then, we played back both tracks at normal speed. 
We had created a vocal track that sounded a lot like the 

Chipmunks, while the instrumental track, cornets and all, sounded 
normal. 

“That sounds cool,” Bill said. 
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“It makes a point, too,” I said. “True love is childish and pure. 
Not all this fake girly shit like the Bond movies.” Sounded 
reasonable, I thought. 

“But why make that point?” he asked. 
“I don’t know; it’s sort of a legitimate point if you ask me. And 

a far out way to make it, too.” 
Anyway, at our next break he walked up the stairs, shaking his 

head and half laughing. He turned and looked down the stairs. 
“Don’t you get it, Eadon?” he said. “In the real world love is getting 
a good piece of ass.” Then he pushed open the rattling aluminum 
screen door and walked out. 

“Hey, where you going, Wilander?” I yelled. But it was too 
late. I just sat there, shocked at what he had said, which sounded 
more like a gross marine than a rock artist. The fact that he left a 
practice so suddenly was a shock too—nobody had ever done that. 

I glanced over at Penny Cohn, one of our local “groupies” who 
had started hanging around at our practices. She had a frown on 
her freckled face; she obviously didn’t care for Wilander’s 
comment either. 

“I guess practice is over tonight, the asshole,” I said. I took off 
my guitar and put it on its little guitar stand. 

“He’s so crude,” Penny said, arms crossed, sitting behind the 
amps. 

“So we’re through?” the other guys asked. “Looks like it,” I 
said. 

They turned off their amps and started splitting, stomping up 
the stairs one at a time. Penny hung behind with me. Even though 
I was going with Jen, I have to admit, whenever Penny talked, the 
way she said things like “that stupid war” or “Ew! you gross pig!” 
made me laugh. And besides, she had these enormous breasts even 
though she stood barely five feet tall—the first time I had ever 
seen that combina tion. 
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I walked over behind the amps and sat down on the couch 
next to Penny, my bare arm against hers. Nobody else was around, 
so I put my arm around her. 

She was wearing this stretchy shell top and I was wearing my 
favorite brown tank top. Now normally Bill and Joan-Rita and 
Penny and I would lie on the floor in the dark, playing eery music, 
just being close. 

But this time Bill was gone, Joan-Rita just left, and Penny and I 
were alone. 

I glanced at her. Her cute smile teased me, but her flitting eyes 
cautioned me. She knew I was going with Jen, so I remember 
thinking that the last thing she’d consider would be making-out 
with me. 

You know, in those days I was convinced girls had this 
unwritten bond between them, protecting them from us evil 
guys—sort of a club. But, I gotta say— club or no club—I would’ve 
liked to make-out with Penny at that moment behind the amps. 

I felt like I’d better say something to her to show her I meant 
no harm. But when I did, it came out all wrong: “So, Penny, d’you 
ever get high?” 

She looked at me like I was crazy: “Of course not. 
You?” 
“Never. I did get drunk once at a frat party we played. But it 

wasn’t so great and I got this incredibly bad hangover. We were 
drinking Boone’s Farm Apple Wine.” 

“Then how did you write that song Happy High Day?” she 
asked. “It sounds like you’ve been high.” 

“I just wrote that for the album. See, in the town all the people 
walk around blitzed from the green haze thrown off by Lilly Lime 
Lagoon; that is, until they 

find out that they’re only high because they think that, to find 
happiness, they have to be. But the catch is that, meanwhile, 
they’re not tending to the real goals in their lives that could make 
them happy.” 
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“Deep,” she said sarcastically. 
“Well,” I said, “in the end they find out they don’t need an 

artificial high when there’s a real one.” 
Now, that was more succinct and sounded brilliant. “What 

exactly would that be?” she said. 
“A real high?” I just shrugged. “I guess they find out that life is 

the high, but I’m not sure why yet. 
Seems pretty tough to me. All the decisions—” 
“Yeah, remember when all us kids used to go to the Harrer 

Park pool during the summer?” she said. 
Saved by a shared recollection! 
“Yeah, those were outstanding times,” I said. “I remember the 

summers when Jim Bode and I used to swim over at the pool in the 
morning and play tennis and shoot baskets later.” 

“Yeah, those days seemed to melt together, didn’t they?” she 
said. 

“Into one big high, day after day,” I said. “It’s because we were 
totally into what we were doing.” Boy, that sounded cool. 

“Yeah, then we went into high school and it suddenly got 
tough,” she said. “We had to do all this new stuff.” 

“Like jobs after school,” I said. “I worked over at Mr. Donut 
and the Chicago Health Club at the same time I was starting the 
Band, you know? God, I made $1.10 an hour at the donut shop and 
$1.50 an hour at the club. Somehow I managed both despite band 
practices and track.” 

“I never knew you were doing all those jobs and 
track and the band! When did you find the time?” “Just fit it 

in,” I said proudly. 
She said: “It seems harder now: the dates, the jobs, the 

school—whatever.” 
“Yeah, especially college,” I said. I thought back to all the talks 

with my dad: his disappointment that I should be satisfied going to 
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Circle instead of Downstate; how I wanted to prioritize the Band 
for now. 

But, I was still feeling his pressure. 
“And the folks want you to study constantly,” she said. God, I 

should have that kind of trouble, I 
thought. 
“And, of course, there’s the War,” she said. She meant 

Vietnam, of course. I’m sure that pressured her a lot. 
“Yeah. That’s affected me,” I said, “I’m too young to go over 

there. But give me a year, I’ll be primo. Depends on who’s in the 
White House.” 

“Well, at least Johnson is better than Goldwater. 
He’s scary.” 
“I guess,” I said. “But Barry would have nuked ‘em and ended 

the thing fast. Wonder what Kennedy would’ve done?” 
“Yeah—” she said and sniffled. 
“You know, most species kill in order to survive,” I said. “But 

we’re the only one that kills just to kill.” 
“Because we’re so intelligent maybe,” she snickered 

sarcastically. 

All the recollection of the Assassination and talk of the War 
seemed to get to Penny. Her eyes winced, maybe picturing me in 
fatigues in some rice field in “Nam” with Napalm incinerating 
jungles all around— Dow’s greatest invention. 

“Don’t worry, Penny, for now the good old 2-S deferment,” I 
said. “That’ll keep me out.” 

“But that could go away. They might have a draft lottery you 
know,” Penny said. “That’s what my mom said.” 

“I heard that’s just talk,” I said. But, at that moment, I saw an 
uncertain future ahead. I pictured myself with all these other 
soldiers over there, lying in the slush of a huge rice paddy. Feet 
apart, all of us are crawling through the muck. Then an artillery 
shell lands and ten of us die instantly—no screams—just gone. The 
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rest of us sniff the dank, smoky air. The jungle nearby explodes 
into flames and billows black smoke. Then another bomb drops. 
The flames and artillery shells are moving closer to us in a 
predictable course. I want to run or magically fly home. 

I shook myself out of my thoughts and shivered. 
Even though I was going with Jen, I put my arm around Penny 

Cohn. She surprised me by cuddling up, even leaning up to me and 
planting a sweet kiss directly on my lips. We stared at the back of 
the amps and said nothing. At first her skin felt cool; then after a 
second, it warmed up and felt especially soft. 

I said, “God, I’m sick of all the changes in my life: dating, jobs, 
college, war. For now I don’t want anything to change, not even a 
little.” 

“Yeah,” she whispered. Then she snuggled her head into my 
armpit as I stroked her extra fine hair. “I know what you mean.” 
Then she made this breathy sigh and slumped closer. 

There. For a second I felt safe. 
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Cor y Wade 

“You’re kidding?” I said into the phone to Spencer Wright, this 
fifty-year-old German guy with curly gray hair. Spencer had a 
great sense of humor even though he was legally blind and wore 
these bottle-thick glasses. We had just recorded our first 
semi-professional session in his cramped little living room a 
couple of months before; his hearing was awesome. 

Before every song he had said: “Achtung, vertech, loze; 
German for ready on the right, ready on the left.” Then he 

started his professional-grade Sony recorder and we started 
playing. At that session we recorded “Cherry Town,” “Happy High 
Day,” and “The Great Airplane Strike” by Paul Revere and the 
Raiders—a fairly good mix of songs. 

“In fact, listen to this, Jack,” Spencer said through the phone. 
“I have to go down to RCA for some other business, and Jerry, their 
A&R Man, said he’d take a listen to your tape.” 

“RCA?” I said. “Man! The RCA? I have to tell the guys!” This 
might be our break, I thought. 

Later that week, I got a call from Spencer. 
“Well, did Jerry like the stuff?” I asked. My stomach gurgled; 

my fingers hurt they were crossed so tight. 
“Not really,” he said. “Sorry.” I sank. 
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Spencer had said it so casually. “But I do have a surprise,” he 
added. “Might make up for his response.” 

“Sure. What?” I asked. But I doubted anything could make up 
for another letdown. 

“While I was down there, the Guess Who walked in.” 
“Who?” 
“You know. The band Guess Who from Canada. Burton 

somebody or other?” 
“Really?” I knew their sound. I even liked the band. 
 “In fact, Jerry got them to listen to your tape for a little 

while.” 
“So?” 
“Well, one of them said you guys sounded like they did just a 

handful of years ago,” Spencer said. 
I was disappointed when I heard that. “That probably means 

we sound like they did before they were any good. Before they 
made it.” And none of us could sing anywhere-near-close to that 
guy Burton Cummings— and probably never would. 

“Well—” Spencer said. 
I felt my whole body slump while I held the phone. That 

totally killed me. “I guess we have a long way to go before anybody 
takes us serious,” I said. 

Then Spencer said, “Not so fast. You guys are really pretty 
good, no kidding. Even that vocal.” I imagined Spencer on the 
other end of the phone, squinting through his bottle-thick glasses, 
careful of what he said so he wouldn’t hurt my feelings. 

“Well, what do you think we should we do, Spencer? 
We’ve practice four nights a week. Can’t do anymore than 

that.” 
“Hmm,” he said. “Well, I know this other fellow— an 

independent A&R man with a lot of connections— who might be 
able to help you break out. And I know he’s looking for an act to 
handle.” 

“Really?” I said. 
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“Yes. His name is Cory Wade.” 
“Sounds good.” God, anything to tell the guys. “Listen, I’ll call 

him up,” he said. “Outstanding!” I said. 
“But be forewarned,” Spencer said. “He likes really slick 

presentations, so put something together on the 
Laymen and your Cherry Town concept, okay?” 
At practice that night, I told the guys about the Guess Who 

hearing our songs, but I made a bigger deal about the fact that 
Cory Wade, a contact-friend of Spencer’s, was going to listen to the 
Cherry Town tape. I built up the facts a little, just to bolster the 
spirits of the guys. Whatever I did worked because we had a great 
practice and pounded out all our regular songs with extra gusto. 
You could tell we all thought that a breakthrough with this Cory 
Wade guy might be on the horizon. 

For the next week I worked late, skimped on the homework, 
and pecked at my mom’s old typewriter. I typed the lyrics to each 
song on the Cherry Town tape, a list of our equipment, plus a little 
information about the session we did with Spencer. Then, about 
midnight on Thursday, I put all of it in a red plastic portfolio. 

Monday I hand-delivered the tape and presentation to Mr. 
Cory Wade’s office at the Water Tower Inn offices off of Michigan 
Avenue about a mile north of Chicago’s Loop. 

I rode the elevator up to the third floor, got out, and walked 
down the hall to this dark wood door with a pebbly glass window 
with gold letters on it: #320 CORY WADE PRODUCTIONS. I jiggled 
the smooth, worn, brass door knob—locked. 

“Damn!” I said. I should’ve called first to make sure he was in. 
But no way was I going to make another trip downtown and deal 
with all the train transfers and connections just to deliver a stupid 
package. 

I leaned down and looked at the bottom of the door. 
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There was a good three quarters of an inch of space down 
there between the door and the floor, more than enough to slide in 
the red notebook. But I needed a pen. 

I stood up and looked around. A lady, walking by— 
I spoke. “Excuse me, ma’am.” I lowered my voice and tried to 

sound real adult. From her eyes darting up and down, I think my 
long hair and trendy clothes put her off. She probably thought I 
was an 18 year old hippy mass murderer. “Ma’am, do you have a 
pen I could borrow... for a second?” I asked. 

The paranoid-looking lady fidgeted, looked around, and 
almost dropped her black and white checked cylinder hat. She 
fumbled through her patent leather purse and finally pulled out 
this Bic with blue ink. The little blue tip was gone from the end; 
only chewed-up clear plastic remained. 

“Here, keep it.” She waved the pen at me and smiled an abrupt 
smile. I took the pen. Then she  turned and clicked away, her shiny 
heels echoing down the hallway. She looked back every second or 
so: definitely nervous; definitely in a hurry. 

I tried the pen on the inside of the palm of my hand—it 
worked. 

“All right!” I said. I carefully tore out the last page of my 
presentation, which was blank. I wrote a note, using my 
knee-as-a-desk: 

Dear Mr. Wade: 
I didn’t find you in, but here’s the write-up Spencer Wright 

asked me to prepare for you. Please call me at 966-3936 to discuss 
it. 

Sincerely, 
Jack Eadon 
The Laymen 
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Then I slid the portfolio and Cherry Town tape under the 
door—not bad under pressure. 

All the way home, the “L” train squeaked and wobbled. 
Currents of air from the windows blew my hair around; its length 
was getting to be a nuisance. I wondered if the Wade presentation 
and tape would impress him and help launch our stardom. 

I pictured the colorful album cover design I had included in 
the portfolio. Then I thought about the different citizens of Cherry 
Town I had introduced in each song. I pictured the album on 
record store shelves and throngs of kids buying it around the 
country and the world—just like the Beatles. 

Wait a second! How would any one of the kids out there—even 
some adult illustrator who helped produce the album 
jacket—know what actually went into  inventing a town in the 
clouds? All the details? No one but me. God, I felt suddenly alone; 
like, in reality, all of the stuff I had created was mine and would 
always be mine alone, no matter how famous we became. 

I wondered if all my work had been worth it. I thought about 
the other guys. How skeptical they always were. I realized I might 
be doing all of this for guys who really didn’t care the same way I 
did. 

For a minute I felt like running away to Indiana or Wisconsin 
or somewhere. 

Already Bill Wilander, like Bob Davis before him, seemed 
mostly interested in the band being fun or cool. But mostly he 
loved to joke around. 

And, while he occasionally showed flashes of real insight, Dave 
Skipton seemed like he might be in the band for similar reasons. 

I thought about my brother Craig and his friend George Gates: 
how they probably liked the band because it made them feel 
important, hanging around the older guys. That was a sort of 
coolness, too. 

Only Tom Sievers, the guy who had been with me when we 
started the whole thing on a rainy day in my garage, seemed really 
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serious about making the band succeed. Maybe because it had 
utilized his tremendous creative output. Since senior year, when 
the Laymen had begun making a name for themselves in multiple 
towns—Morton Grove, Niles, Skokie, and Lincolnwood—here was 
no doubt that the band had helped put Tom on the map. 

And even though he tended to be a shy kind of guy, he was the 
only one besides me who got irritated when the other guys in the 
band or the roadies goofed off— Tom and I never considered 
straying from the path-tostardom we were on. 

Yep, it was clear that Tom had become my right hand man, 
you could say, cuing me in various ways: His nose would twitch or 
his eyes would squint when he mildly disapproved of something; 
he would rock on his locked knees if he was impatient; or he would 
make disapproving sounds(faux farts, grunts, or various 

other indistinguishable noises) that would demonstrate his 
disapproval. They were all signs I had come to recognize over the 
handful of years since that rainy day in my garage. 

The train lurched into the Dempster Street station, where my 
dad and us boys used to pick-up Grandma Eadon in the old days 
when it was the north branch of the North Shore line instead of 
the Skokie Swift. I still remember Grandma bringing us comic 
books she’d buy at the downtown station. I used to get all excited 
when she brought us boys Superman or Spider Man. She always 
brought us the right ones, too. I wonder how she knew. She 
must’ve called my parents in advance of her visit. On second 
thought, maybe she just knew. 

I stood and shuffled with the crowd out of the last car of the 
train. I thought back to Sievers. I realized that I had not only 
learned to read his little signs; I also helped resolve whatever 
problems were bugging him at the moment. 

For instance, when Wilander or the guys goofed off, getting 
drunk at a frat party, or messing up the caravan of cars as we 
drove to a job out of town, Tom would get pissed. When I 
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reprimanded the bad guys harshly, they’d listen, you could tell, 
but not without throwing me an indignant, rebellious smirk. 

So, it would be: Tom, the judge; me, the henchman; the guys, a 
bunch of kids. It became the typical dynamic that occurred in the 
band. 

After I got home from the train station, I ate a quick supper 
and ran to practice. By eight o’clock that night I noticed all the 
guys seemed antsy and had been playing sloppily. 

“Let’s break early and head for Whopper’s instead of running 
these songs into the ground,” I said. 

The guys exploded with a joint sigh. In a second, they each 
turned off the amps and rushed upstairs to the line of cars that 
waited in front of Sievers’ house. 

But Tom hung behind. “It’s the pressure from that Cory Wade 
thing,” he said. “It’ll probably be another letdown—figures.” 

“You think so? Must be something, the way everyone split so 
fast.” 

 “Every once in a while we need to take a break like that, Jack. 
Takes the pressure off a little.” 

“It’s bugging them that much?” I asked. 
“Yeah, the way you talk about it. You’re always promising the 

world and we always run into these creeps. I think the guys are 
really counting on this Wade guy to come through with our big 
break.” 

The phone rang a couple of days later. It was Cory Wade. 
“Jack, can you and your band meet me at my office this 

week?” he asked. 
“Wednesday?” I couldn’t care less what day it was. “That’ll be 

fine,” he said. “About ten?” 
The very idea that Cory Wade, noted A&R man and 

contact-friend of Spencer’s, would call me and invite the whole 
band down to his office really flabbergasted me. That sounds 
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pretty good, I thought. But like Tom said, I shouldn’t have got my 
hopes up because most everybody who said they could help us 
ended up being creeps. 

That Wednesday those who had to—the younger 
guys—ditched school. (When you’re in college, if you don’t show 
up for class, nobody cares.) Anyway, we met at Tom’s house at nine 
in the morning. We had all gotten spruced up in various band-type 
clothes: silks and nehrus and bell-bottoms. We drove in Bill’s old 
beat up station wagon over to the Skokie Swift station, climbed 
aboard, and headed downtown. From our goofing around, it was 
obvious most of us were excited or nervous to hear what Cory 
Wade had to say. Except Wilander; he looked bored. “What’s the 
big deal,” Bill said as we rattled and squeaked into the Howard 
Street train station. It looked like he had purposely dressed 
grubby—like his attitude was starting to get. 

“It’s just that Cory Wade might like the Cherry Town tape and 
then we’d be on our way,” I said. 

“On our way where?” Bill laughed. He had started assuming 
the role of minimizer, like he was purposely pessimistic or 
something. Vaguely reminiscent of El Bobbo. (Since then I’ve 
noticed that there’s always one downer in every crowd, but now I 
realize they can be good to formulate a balanced view, as long as 
they don’t dominate.) 

“We’ll see,” I mumbled. I just ignored him and watched the 
gray scenery flying by as we passed through an older part of the 
city. 

After almost an hour, we were walking into Cory’s building. 
The hallways were dark like on my first trip. The floor had been 
freshly waxed so you could slide on it if you were wearing the right 
shoes or had huge cleats. 

We walked up to Cory’s office. Everything was the same as on 
my solo trip except this time when I turned the worn, dented brass 
door knob, the door opened. 
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Behind a desk sat a good-looking blonde lady, thirty or so. She 
was chewing on gum as she looked up from her typewriter. “What 
can I do for you young men?” My voice shook. “I’m Jack Eadon. 
We’re the Laymen. We have a 10 o’clock appointment with Mr. 
Wade.” 

The lady scoured the group, then yelled into the back room. 
“Cory!” His office door was ajar and labeled Cory Wade—Artist & 
Repertoire. That’s what A&R stands for. 

“Yeah?” a male voice said. 
“The kids are here,” she said. “The Laymen.” When she 

referred to us as the kids it didn’t necessarily sound negative, even 
though most of us were eighteen and nineteen. In fact, it sounded 
pretty cool, like they had been talking about us before we walked 
in. Like we were the next star act. 

Cory’s office door opened the rest of the way. “Hi, guys.” It 
was Cory Wade himself. This was the first time I had ever seen him: 
a tall guy, about twenty-five 

or thirty, long, dark hair, and black eyes darting all around at 
us. He wore this really stylish-looking rust suit with trim 
bell-bottoms and these really cool, sleek-looking black boots with 
huge heals, like the early Beatles. 

All the guys tossed a casual wave his way, trying to stay cool. 
He pushed aside some papers and sat on the corner 

of the lady’s desk as he talked. She quickly moved to organize 
the papers. Actually the more I looked at her, the older she got. 
There was a lot of gray hair mixed in with that blonde. 

“Cherry Town, huh?” Cory Wade said. He laughed a little. 
“Well, how did you like it?” I said with a defensive tone in my 

voice. 
“The lyrics are downright metaphorical; that is, if they’re not 

by accident. I’d call them naively lucky in a way.” 
“Accident? Naive? Lucky?” I didn’t like the sound of that. 
“Yeah, it’s like your minds are way ahead of your fingers and 

voices. If your performance could catch up with your minds, I 
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think you’d have something pretty unique.” He slapped the red 
notebook against his leg over and over. 

“But not yet?” I asked. 
“You’re Jack, right?” he asked. I nodded.  “Don’t be so eager,” 

he said. To be a top act you have to age like fine port.” 
“Port?” I thought that was weird. 
“Trust me, you fellows need work, but not where most bands 

need work. You’ve put the cart way before the horse. This stuff is 
actually pretty amazing for your experience level.” 

“But—” 
“You’re like Zappa or the Beatles must’ve been before they 

could play. But I just don’t know if the material is commercial 
enough.” 

“Commercial?” we all asked together. 
“Whether the mass market would buy it.” Cory’s eyes squinted 

as they wandered across each of us. “I don’t know . . . “ 
Man, I saw the doubt drip from his eyes, then I looked around 

at the guys. Each of them shuffled in place like they were being 
scolded by a grade school teacher.” 

“That’s it?” I asked. 
 “For now.” He shrugged. “But keep at it. There’s something 

here.” He slapped the notebook again. 
Something here? Thanks, I thought. We turned around and 

walked out as quickly as we had come. So much for Cory 
Wade—another creep. 
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The Horn Band 

“I don’t care what that asshole thinks,” Bill said as we walked to 
the train, “I think the stuff’s pretty good. Who is he anyway? Cory 
Wade: I never heard of him.” 

“Spencer said he was a real mover-shaker in Chicago; that he 
could really help us,” I said. “Maybe we should listen to him.” Age 
like fine port? I kept thinking. 

“Right,” Bill said sarcastically as we pulled out our quarters 
for the train ride home. “Maybe we should just forget all this 
Cherry Town stuff and add horns permanently, like Chicago,” Bill 
said. 

“That would be cool,” Dave Skipton said and grinned. 
“Tom, what do you think?” I asked. “The horns have worked 

out pretty well on some of the songs.” 
Tom looked really disappointed. “I guess so.” He shrugged. “I 

don’t care.” 
That night I had a serious talk with my brother Craig, who 

played cornet. He said he and his pal George Gates would jump at 
the possibility of playing in the band permanently. 

“When?” he asked, and went away to call George. 
“Tomorrow’s practice?” I called. Why wait? I thought. 

Within a month the band sounded a lot different. 
Not only did we use Craig and George on the song “Cherry 

Town,” but also on the final versions of “Miss Crankhouse,” and 
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“Luvva,” two songs from the Cherry Town album. Of the three, 
“Miss Crankhouse” sounded the best; the guys really liked how the 
horns blared in unison during their center cut. 

But the best of the best was when they played the American 
Breed’s song: “Step out of Your Mind.” The horns really made that 
song. We even mimicked the hopping choreography the Breed 
used when they played the chorus: 

Jump, Jump, outa your head Step, Step, outa your mind. 

At first all the jumping up and down seemed awkward, and 
darn hard to do while you were playing, but after a while we got 
pretty good at it. We thought we looked cool, too, with 
different-colored pea jackets, 

Ringo hats, and tall, shiny Marc Lindsay boots. Or 
we’d often wear our new alternative outfits: satin Nehru tops 

with wild-colored bell-bottoms, inspired by that song “Incense and 
Peppermint.” 

You have to picture it. 

One day Spencer Wright called me up out of the blue and 
totally made up for the Cory Wade disappointment: “How’d you 
guys like to cut “Cherry Town” as a privately-released record?” 

“Our first record?” I asked. “Maybe we can put “The Great 
Airplane Strike” on the back. That would be cool.” 

“I can get you 150 copies for a good price,” he said. “Let’s do 
it!” 

Now, don’t get me wrong. Getting a record cut was really cool, 
and we appreciated Spencer helping us out. But, the only thing is 
that when they produced the records they spelled “The Great 
Airplane Strike” wrong on the flip side. Instead, they spelled it 
“The Great Airplay Strike.” I guess things can’t always be perfect, 
but I have to admit, that single error took 

away some of the excitement of cutting our first record. 
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Today, looking back, I speculate that the incorrect spelling of 
Airplane had everything to do with avoiding copyright 
infringement and little to do with them screwing up the record, 
but we didn’t know about that stuff back then, and they never 
bothered to tell us. 

About that time, we met Ilyse Gottlieb. She showed up at a job, 
then a practice. When I met her I swore she must’ve been sixteen, 
but she was only fifteen! Anyway, Ilyse had long flowy amber hair 
and this outstandingly smooth voice. She started hanging around 
practice like Joan-Rita, Penny, and Julie had, except there were 
always stars in her eyes. She swooned over us like we were the 
Beatles. 

“I can start a fan club if you want,” she said casually one night. 
God, that voice. 

The other girls looked a little jealous, but didn’t offer to help. 
We all laughed: “Far out!” But none of us really knew what 

we’d be getting into. 
In just a few months Ilyse had pulled together a list of 400 

kids. Can you imagine?! Some were already friends of the group; 
some had heard us only once; and others were from Niles North, 
our sister school, where Ilyse went. All I know is that after she put 
together the Laymen Fan Club, attendance at our gigs started 
going up, and pretty soon girls we didn’t even know wrote to us, 
and told us the names of their cats, as if we cared. But it was pretty 
cool getting fan mail. 

What really worked out great, though, was the night Ilyse 
rallied the troops and everyone started calling WLS radio, Chicago, 
requesting the single “Cherry Town.” We had heard that to get 
something played on the radio you had to get on the station’s 
playlist—approved by the Committee, whatever that was—but 
apparently we were going to be the exception. After several hours 
they said the switchboard was so jammed with callers requesting 
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the song, they buckled: “Okay, if we can get a copy of this Cherry 
Town record, we’ll play it.” 

In a few days Ilyse mailed her copy to the station and, just like 
they promised, they played “Cherry Town” on a Thursday night: 
Summer’s come in the City And the brick’s ablaze of heat. 
Multitudes of people Walking through the streets. 

They all know that there’s a better place Where the cool 
breeze blows. 

And they call it, Cherry Town. Things are sound . . . 

Now I realize that, while the lyrics to Cherr y Town weren’t 
too bad, the production quality of the song was awful. So, the 
reason they played our record was more a product of the 
groundswell of demand we created than the quality of the 
recording. 

In fact, when I listen to that record now I find it truly amazing 
that something so bad ever played to all of Chicagoland. I guess I 
found out that there must be some magic to protesting, like when 
the older college kids picketed against the bombing of Cambodia 
and Laos, or when Lyndon Johnson bowed to public pressure and 
said he wouldn’t run for president again— pretty effective. 

One night, a few weeks later, I got a call from this older guy, 
thirty or so. His name was Dick Noble, a friend of Spencer’s and a 
booking agent. Dick told me he could probably get us some jobs 
over at Northwestern University’s frat house parties. 

“Pretty good bread and butter work, “ he said. 
I told him: “I’ll have to talk to the guys before we sign with 

you.” 
When I talked to the guys one night at practice, I was 

surprised that they responded with sour faces and negative 
comments. “We were supposed to play frat parties before, 
remember, Jack? But we only ended up playing the one.” That was 
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some “toga” party on Sheridan Road—pretty hoaky. We had left 
that one early because all the kids turned out the lights and 
started making out. 

Sometimes it’s tough being the leader! I thought. 
Even though things were going well with the horns and the 

records and the fan club, the guys still reacted cynically, like every 
new opportunity would turn into another Cory Wade mess-up. I 
guess they had really gotten their hopes up about Cherry Town. Or 
maybe it was the optimistic talk that I constantly hit them with. 

I guess I did have a habit of trying to “sell” them with my 
rosy-colored expectations. I figured the only way to shake them 
out of their negative attitudes was to shock them. 

So, one night, I sent my brother Craig to band practice over at 
Sievers’ without me. He brought a letter I wrote: 

Dear Guys, 

I don’t feel that I can be your leader any more. 
We’ve been together over four years, and you guys seem to 
think that this is suppose to be a picnic, but it isn’t. 
We just have to keep working on stage presence and 
interesting arrangements, and choreography, too. Even 
though I might have led you to believe we’re close to 
making it, we shouldn’t expect to get anywhere fast. We just 
have to keep working on this stuff. If you’ll still 
have me, I’ll return as leader, but I’m upping practices to five 
nights a week on the weeks we don’t have gigs, four when we 
do. 

Jack 
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Boy, my letter had an impact all right. Gary quit as drummer 
and the other guys called up and apologized for being so negative. 
Except Bill, that is. He stayed on, but he never apologized for 
anything. 

Over the next couple of months we auditioned three different 
drummers, and ended up with Keith Klauss(rhymes with house, 
not with jaws), a guy with thinning red hair and glasses with thick, 
black frames. He went to decrepit Niles East High School and was a 
greaser. Keith seemed like a nice guy and was a half-way decent 
drummer. I think being in the band bolstered his reputation with 
the greaser crowd, too. 

In addition to the horns and the new drummer, we added an 
organ player. Paul Mermel, who was just a tad on the obnoxious 
side, but was funny as hell, played a high-end Farfisa Organ that 
was cool, and added a lot of personality to the band. 

So, just like that, we had grown to a fully-staffed “horn” group 
of eight: three guitars, two horns, drums, organ, and a lead singer. 

That December 14th, I did something quite amazing that I’ll 
never regret. Out of nowhere, I decided to call Marcia Johnson. I 
hadn’t really talked to her since eighth grade, maybe a few 
pleasantries freshman year, but nothing much after that. And she 
had become this outrageously beautiful homecoming queen at 
school, too! What would she want to talk to me for? 

God, I remember that night I shook as I held the phone. 
“Happy Birthday!” I said, trying to be relaxed—fat chance. 

“Jack, it’s you,” she said. “You remembered it.” I was praying 
she didn’t think I was Jack Zelinka. 

Then I got pretty romantic: “Marcia, I’ve actually thought 
about you every December 14th.” 

“Really?” 
“Ever since the night you and Karen Ginter and your folks and 

I went to Buffalo’s Ice Cream on Western Avenue for your birthday; 
I think it was 1962 or 3.” 
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“You remember that?” she asked. 
“You kidding? I figured since I always thought about you on 

your birthday, I’d call you for once,” I said. That sounded pretty 
romantic; I didn’t make a point about me going with Jen, 
either—well, I did mention her briefly. 

“I really don’t know what to say,” she said. 
Well, say I love you and knock me off my feet, I thought. God, I 

felt intense. 
“This is really special,” she said. “Really.” “Marcia, I swear, I’ll 

call you every year on your birthday from now on.” 
And I swore to myself I’d do that, no matter what. 
Every December 14th. 

Not long after the momentous call to Marcia, I met a tall, 
gangly minister’s daughter—Nancy Anderson—at a church 
fellowship that Morton Grove Community Church had with 
LaGrange Presbyterian Church. Nancy let it slip that she was on 
the board of the Lyon Township high school’s Dance Committee. 
What an opportunity! 

Well, after a little pestering, I got the Laymen booked at the 
Corral, an old free-standing teen club on the L.T. campus, adjacent 
to the high school, that had just been redesigned into the perfect 
teen club. The place had a significant past, serving as the 
launching pad for several highly successful Chicago bands, most 
notably the Cryan’ 

Shames, who had recorded the hit Sugar and Spice. Then, 
when they re-released Up on the Roof, they became a 
nationally-recognized rock band over night. 

This one night I walked all the way down Menard Avenue, 
across Dempster, past Blanche Borg School, to Dave Skipton’s place 
for practice. I walked down his basement stairs, beaming like I 
carried a mysterious bag of goodies. All the guys were already 
there. “You guys ever hear of the Corral ?” I asked. 
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“No, why?” They barely looked up, tuning up or fiddling with 
the tone controls on their amps. 

“No, why? They serve horsemeat there?” Bill asked. All the 
other guys chuckled. 

“Ha-ha,” I smirked. “It’s a place in LaGrange where the Cryan’ 
Shames got their start.” 

“So?” they said. 
“It may end up that important to us …” I stopped 

mid-sentence and froze with my mouth open. 
They looked up at me. I had gotten their attention. “... that is, 

after we play there!” I said. 
They yelled: “All right!” 

I held my hand up to silence them. “And guess who’s going to 
be there with us?” 

“Who?” 
“Joel Sebastian!” If you lived in Chicago back then, you’ll 

remember Joel was a top DJ at WCFL in Chicago. 
“Far out!” 
“So,” I said. “We have some serious work to do.” “You really 

got Joel Sebastian to be the MC?” Dave asked. 
“Yeah.” 
“How’d you do that?” Tom asked. 
“A little luck and $150. We have to put down $75.” Within a 

couple of weeks, we had signed the con- 
tract to hire Joel Sebastian, put our $75 down, and plastered 

fliers around L yons Township High School. 
After one thorough creaming of the school, Ilyse and the 

Laymen Fan Club took over. They covered the walls of the school 
again and again till Laymen fliers— pink and orange and blue and 
canary—were everywhere at good old L.T. 

“The administration’s given up taking them down,” Ilyse 
announced proudly at band practice one night. 
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She had ditched school and driven with a few of her friends 
down to LaGrange to finish the job. That’s what I called passion! I 
couldn’t believe they were that devoted to us. 

“Will we get into trouble?” I asked. But I really didn’t care, 
they had done such an outstanding job. 

“No,” she said, “but you guys’ll draw quite a crowd, I bet.” 
“Hope so,” I said. 
“I betcha. You’d have to be a mole not to hear about that 

dance,” she said. 
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The Corral 

On Saturday night April 19, 1968, we walked into the Corral in 
LaGrange, Illinois. You could still smell the sawdust and varnish 
from the remodeling of the place. As we rolled and lugged our 
equipment across the floor, all the guys’ jabbering echoed—they 
were so excited. It was one huge light maple surface: two hundred 
feet long and one hundred feet wide. The stage, at least twenty feet 
wide and fifteen feet deep, had been built on the long dimension of 
the room and would easily accommodate all eight of us. 

We passed the amps up from floor to stage. A white wall at the 
back of the stage ran its length, and extended up to the ceiling. 
Toward the left side of it was a door. 

“Wonder what this door is for,” Bill said. He opened the door 
and disappeared down a flight of stairs. 

“What’s down there, Bill?” I called. 
“Another door!” I heard him open it. “It’s a huge dressing 

room!” he yelled. 
“Far out,” I said. 
“Hey, guys!” he called from the bottom of the stairs. “We can 

stash our wardrobes down here.” Some of the guys clunked across 
the stage, went through the door, and down the stairs. 

“Cool.” You could hear their voices mumbling as they entered 
the dressing room. 
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You see, we had just started changing clothes between sets at 
gigs. It was great showmanship—all the changing colors and 
fabrics—and it gave us fresh clothes each set, since we normally 
sweated our butts off as we bounced around. 

Anyway, we had brought along three or four regular roadies 
to help us set-up, strike our equipment, and handle the wardrobes. 

“Hey, Rock!” Bill yelled up the stairs. Rock was one of the 
roadies. “You can stash the clothes down here.” 

“Right,” Rock said. With both hands he carried a rainbow of 
satin on hangers to the rear stage door, then disappeared down 
the stairs. 

I looked around at all the other bodies on the stage: rolling 
equipment into place and lugging more clothes to the stage 
door—pretty impressive. I walked up to the front edge of the stage 
in the center, turned around, facing the rear of the stage, and 
scoped out how we were going to set up. 

Tom walked up and looked around. “So, man, what’s the 
deal?” he asked. He always said that. Man, after all those years, he 
still had this perfect blonde hair, only now it was longer and 
accompanied this cool, bushy, multi-colored beard. 

I pointed like a director: “Trumpets stage right; then Mermel; 
then me and Bill; then drums; then you and Skipton, stage left.” 

“Sounds good,” Tom said. 
“Hey, Bill! Can you set up the PA?” I said. “Me and you’ll be 

about here.” I pointed to a spot on the stage floor. 
“Correctomundo, oh wise leader man.” He saluted. “Bob!” I 

called to Bob Hollinger, another roadie. 
“Can you help Bill with the PA?” 
“Skipton, you can set up the lights, right?” I asked. “Yeah.” 
“Rock’s got that down pretty good, so ask him if you need 

help,” I added. 
A security guard with a police-type cap and shirt, and a gut 

drooping over his belt, stood at the front edge of the stage and 
looked up. 
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“Hey, guy, you the leader?” he asked. Then he looked around 
at all the guys. “Big band, huh?” 

“Why, you got a problem?” I could be a real wiseass in my day. 
He smirked. “They’re saying you guys expect quite the 

crowd,” the guard said in a grizzly voice, still looking around 
everywhere but me. 

“I hope so,” I replied. I didn’t care for the uppity attitude of 
security guards, especially the overweight kind who never looked 
at you. 

“Just soze you know,” he said, “the record attendance here is 
1,750—the Cryan’ Shames set that two years ago before we 
enlarged. Now we can fit 2,000. But that’s it—period. New fire 
regs.” 

“So. Why are you telling me this?” I asked. “Well. Just in case.” 
“What? You going to hold me responsible for how many kids 

you guys let through the door?” I said. I tuned my guitar 
mindlessly. 

He gruffed. “Well, you guys are the ones that put up all the 
fliers around campus, right?” 

“Our fan club did that,” I said and smiled. “They must’ve done 
a pretty good job.” 

“Don’t get wise, son.” 
“What? It’s just that you’re making this major deal—” 
“Listen, just soze you know,” he said sternly and waggled his 

fat index finger in the air. 
The security guard made me recall something I had heard 

about the definition of IQ. If IQ measures median intelligence, 
then, by definition, 50% of the population has an IQ over 100 and 
the other 50%, below 

100. You could call the latter group the sub-one hundred club. This 
guy was definitely sub-one hundred.

“Say, thanks for the obvious concern, man,” I said, haughtily 
tossing back my long brown hair just to annoy the asshole. 
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“Remind me to call you during the next natural disaster.” The guy 
was talking like something could really get out of hand. 

An hour later our set-up looked ready-to-go. Cords were all 
over the stage. All four of the mikes were mounted on their stands, 
making a row across the front of the stage. 

“Check!” Bill called into his; his voice echoed this cool echo: It 
wasn’t heavy reverb like in a cave, like the inexperienced bands 
used, it was echo, and repeated twice after each time he said 
‘check.’ “Rock, give Tom a little more treble,” Bill said. “Brighten 
him up.” 

“Sounds good,” Rock said. He was down in front of the stage, 
at his station by the lights and mike mixer, turning knobs. Bob, the 
other roadie, took notes in our “stagebook,” so if we ever played 
the Corral again, we’d know instantly how to balance the volume, 
tone, and echo on our PA system. It looked like we were ready for 
final checks. Bob ran across the room. 

“Jack, sounds good from here,” Bob said. “Rock! 
How’s it sound over there?” 
“Dynamite!” he called from across the floor. “Where’s Joel, our 

famous DJ?” Bill asked sarcastically. 
I looked at my watch. “He should’ve been here by now,” I said. 
“Everything sounds pretty good,” Tom said. “It looks like it 

could be a really outstanding gig, with or without Joel 
what’s-his-name.” 

“And?” I asked. 
“Maybe we should play the gig even if the turd doesn’t show.” 
“Maybe so,” I said. “This is going to be super, I can feel it. Him 

not showing cost us seventy-five damn bucks, though.” 
Tom shrugged. “The cost of dealing with creeps.” 
At nine o’clock the first kids trickled in. Some of them came 

up to the stage. 
“So, how long you guys been together?” “Do you have a record 

out?” 
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Pretty cool. They treated us like we were famous or 
something. 

“Hey guys,” I said, “We all ready?” 
They strapped on their guitars and turned on their amps; all 

the electric hums started up—we were live. 
String-by-string we each matched our tuning to Paul’s organ. 

Just as we finished, the crowd noise blossomed. “Set?” I yelled 
again. 

They nodded. 
I turned to my mike. “Hello, LT!” Echo, echo. I looked around 

the crowd. “Mannn... tonight I feel like ‘sssteppin’ out’!” 
The kids cheered. 
“Two, three, four!” I yelled. Keith hit a rim shot on  ‘four,’ I 

yanked my fist through the air on the next beat, and we were off 
and running. 

At precisely nine-thirty we had started our first song, “Step 
Out of Your Mind,” the one that we had spent so much time 
practicing the choreography: the hops and steps and jumps. Soon 
all eight of us were rocking to the beat. The two horn players stood 
together for maximum sound output. With the acoustics of the 
place and our perfect balance and stage set-up, it looked and 
sounded pretty outstanding! 

Suddenly the whole place was bouncing up and down with the 
beat, like a big pulsing worm. 

I looked across the room at the front door. The kids had 
formed one long line stretching into the parking lot. The two 
students at the gate—one taking money and the other clicking a 
counter and taking notes— kept looking out at the line. 

“God, it looks like a thousand kids!” I yelled to the guys over 
the growing din. But it was hard to tell how many because the 
place was so huge; that could’ve made it look like there was more 
kids than there were. Or less. 
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Next, we played some of the songs from Cherry Town, then 
our version of “Gimme Some Lovin’,” featuring Paul Mermel’s 
raging organ. That song really turned the crowd on: 

du-du-du-du-dunt, doomp 
du-du-du-du-dunt, doomp . . . 

Then we played our rearrangement of “Ninety-six Tears” by 
Question Mark and the Mysterians. Paul’s organ and Tom’s bass 
worked together as Keith slapped a backbeat snare, creating a 
super rhythm. I looked around at the other guys, each grooving in 
their own way: Tom, rocking on one hip, looking at the neck of his 
guitar; Bill, shuffling around in place, head  down, clutching his 
mike with two hands; Paul  Mermel, grooving on the organ, 
nodding his head and pursing his lips; Skipton, bouncing with this 
shit-eatin’ grin spread across his face; Craig and George, 
puffycheeked, blasting on their horns; and Keith, hitting that snare 
drum, holding both drumsticks like they were baseball bats. 

By ten-thirty, the crowd had filled the place wallto-wall. 
“We’re gonna take ten,” I yelled into my mike. “Be right 

back.” 
The crowd screamed. 
“Let’s go, guys!” I pointed toward the door at the back of the 

stage. 
A bunch of the kids had just scurried from the stage through 

the door that led down to the dressing room. They were suddenly 
all over the place like bugs. 

Where the hell is that fat old security guard? I thought. I 
looked around for him—nowhere. 

The rest of the guys pushed through the kids and down to the 
dressing room. 

“Are you coming, Jack?” Paul Mermel yelled back. 
He had already made it to the little door and was leaning out, 

waving his hand. 
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“I’m trying!” I called, but I’m not sure he could hear me over 
the racket. I followed a little path he had opened up to the door. 
But suddenly it disappeared in front of me; the bodies of the kids 
melted into one another. 

I finally shoved my way to the door. “Please move away!” I 
yelled at the crowd. “And stay away from the equipment!” I left my 
guitar behind and pulled the door open, thinking there’d be relief 
on the other side. But when I looked down, I saw that the stairway 
to the dressing room at the bottom of the stairs was covered with a 
million L. T. bodies. The other guys had already made it into the 
dressing room and closed the door. 

So, I stood alone at the top of the stairs. 
“There he is!” the kids yelled. Before I knew it, the mob pulled 

me down on top of them, head first. I started swimming over 
bodies down the stairs, upside down, suspended only by the 
pulsating heap of hands and heads and shoulders! All their digits 
groped at my legs, my arms, my chest, and my stomach. 

I looked down and saw the door to the dressing room. I kept 
pushing myself upside down over the sea of hands God, I was 
getting claustrophobic. The kids were everywhere. 

“Get him!” they screamed. Then they started tossing me up 
and down, touching me all over, and ripping my clothes. 

“Hey, ease off!” I said, panicked at the helplessness I felt. 
Then I saw the dressing room door push open a crack. Two 

hands appeared. 
Inches away. 
I reached for the outreached hands and missed. I tried 

again—another miss. 
The crowd tossed me around like they were the trampoline 

and I was a lousy gymnast. It must’ve been the first mosh pit! 
“Hey! Please,” I yelled. I was getting banged as they juggled 

me. I kept grunting a panicky grunt, hoping they would stop. 
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I lunged for the door again as the outreached hands flailed at 
me—just short. 

“Where the hell is the damned security guard?” I asked no 
one. I was getting scared. 

With a surge, I reached for the hands from the door. I finally 
connected. “Help me, please. Help!” I yelled. The hands pulled me 
hard. Then I banged my head on the door jamb as they yanked me 
through the door. 

“Phew! That was scary!” I said and wobbled to a standing 
position. The door slammed behind me. “God, my head.” I held it 
as I wobbled in place. It was throbbing. I was cut and bruised 
slightly. “Ooo. 

That’ll be one helluva bump.” 

“You okay, Jack?” It was Tom, helping me regain my balance. 
“Yeah, just a few rips and bruises. God, hope I can repair this 

shirt. It’s satin,” I said. Man, I was disoriented. 
“Those bastards, what the hell are they trying to do?” he 

asked, hands on hips. 
“I don’t know,” I said, “but this must’ve been what it was like 

to be a damn Beatle. Scary, huh?” I didn’t know if I was more 
petrified or excited. 

“Let’s just leave,” Tom stewed. 
“With all those kids out there?” I was panting and my face felt 

flushed and bruised, like during wrestling class in high school. “I 
guess it is getting pretty out of control.” 

“That guard was all pissed off, too, “ Tom said. “What’s his 
problem, now? Where the hell was he when we needed him?” 

Tom shrugged and made a fake fart sound. “Ignore him, Tom. 
He’s just an asshole,” I said. “He’s blaming us ‘cause the crowd’s 
gone over fire code.” 

“2,000?” I said. 
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“That’s what he was saying. The student monitors let in 2,300 
by mistake. He was talking about closing the place down,” Tom 
said. 

“Holy shit, we broke the record!” I said. “The Shames only 
pulled 1,750. We have the new record. I wish Ilyse and Jen could’ve 
been here.” 

“So what. This sucks,” Tom said and rubbed the bottom of his 
nose. 

“Tom, we can salvage this. Really.” “Right,” Tom said 
sarcastically. 

“This is wicked,” Skipton said. His shit-eatin’ grin stretched 
across his face; his pea-head poked through the collar of his blue 
and gold Nehru top. 

“Listen,” I said, “we can extend “Light My Fire” by playing 
long solos in a peaceful Indian-sounding thing. Remember, Tom? 
When we jammed that night way back. The kids’ll ease down,” I 
said. 

“Could be,” Tom said and crossed his arms. 

After a few minutes we pushed up the stairs, opened the door, 
and ran into a wall of applause and screams. We slowly made it 
back to our mikes as the last of the kids jumped off the stage and 
down onto the dance floor. 

“ ‘Light My Fire!’ “ I yelled into my mike. 
Once we started playing that song, everything calmed down. 

All the kids got out on the floor and started dancing as Bill sang: 
You know that it would be untrue You know that I would be a 

liar 
If I were to say to you . . . 

He sang that song better than he ever had. He really did sound 
a little like Jim Morrison. 

While he was singing I saw the fat guard push along the front 
of the stage through the crowd to a position right in front of me. 
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I leaned down during Paul’s solo. “Say, mister, can you clear 
those stairs?” I pointed back. “I was almost injured.” 

“I knew this would happen!” he bitched, looking around. “I 
had to call in more guards to help.” He sounded really put out. “I 
should’ve shut the place down.” 

A few minutes later several other guards showed up and stood 
in front of the stage. The fat guy yelled commands as he pointed to 
us. I think he hated it, because I kept watching him smirk as he 
yelled over the crowd noise, “for the band’s safety’, for the band’s 
safety... “ 

For that last set, we played our hearts out. It was like we could 
do no wrong with the crowd. Everybody was rocking on beat to the 
music, screaming their heads off, and having a great time. 

We played till twelve that night, even though the place 
normally closed at eleven. The kids wouldn’t leave. I guess even 
though we had been a little scared by the throng, that gig ended up 
pretty cool. I mean, how many people in this world can say they’ve 
been treated like a Beatle. 

Now, I may have exaggerated some of this, recalling the 
excitement of the event. But I swear, not by too much. It was one 
experience I’ll never forget— unbelievable. 
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Resurrection 

After the Corral, bookings went to hell in a handbasket. I can’t 
explain it: We had experienced the top of the mountain, and had 
absolutely no incentive to push any more. 

So, over the next couple of months, we recorded another tape 
with Spencer Wright in his living room as his kindly wife fed us 
cheese and crackers. But that tape ended up an eclectic bunch of 
songs that was real experimental. We had reached out in a variety 
of musical directions, searching for the perfect sound. As a result 
of our lack of direction, the tape wasn’t breakthrough for us, 
except for Electric Man, which was a social commentary about how 
mankind thirsted for conformity—that was a frequent theme of 
mine. The song was filled with fuzzy distortion and other 
pseudoelectric sound effects, and tried to characterize mankind as 
a mindless machine, similar in theme to the Beatles’ “Nowhere 
Man” or the ctizens in George Orwell’s “1984.” 

Maybe the fact that Martin Luther King had been assassinated 
on April 4, then Bobby Kennedy in June had affected my thinking, 
too—I was feeling pretty cynical. In fact all of us guys felt numb 
from the  events and how prevalent assassination had become in 
our lives. Since JFK had been killed, Bobby had become our hope. 
His showing in the California primary had gone so well that it 
looked like justice was finally being served after his brother died. 
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It looked like a new beginning. Then along comes his assassin 
Sirhan Sirhan. May he rot in hell. 

And for years Dr. King had been shouting a dream that us 
naive suburban kids thought already existed— maybe for us it did. 
But if you were black, you were still pissed because there was 
obviously a long way to go. Some day us whities will catch up with 
King’s vision. But not until we open our eyes and minds, and make 
significant changes to our institutions and to our hearts. 

For the rest of 1968, the band practiced less and less, and we 
drifted, bored with the direction we’d been taking with the horns. 

Then, in one tumultuous week that fall, fed up with being 
Laymen, Dave Skipton, Paul Mermel, Keith Klauss, and Bill 
Wilander all quit. I talked to my brother Craig after supper one 
night. 

“I just don’t know what to tell you, Craig.” I shrugged. “I’m 
sorry.” 

“George’ll probably want to quit, too, you know,” he said. 
“You?” 
“It would sound pretty stupid with one horn, wouldn’t it?” 

I ran up to my room and slumped into the tattered recliner, 
more ripped up than ever. Brother Tom wasn’t even there to yell 
at my sqeaking. He had quit college and was baking donuts. 

Shit! This band stuff is fucked! I threw aside my spiral 
notebook with all the band’s songlists. All there was left was Tom 
Sievers, me, and our wild dreams. I thought back to that rainy day 
in the garage when we started the dream. Now, after years of 
work, the band had crumbled: in a few months from a high of 
being mobbed like we were Beatles to a low of absolutely nothing. 

In December, when I called Marcia Johnson on her birthday, I 
told her about the Corral, how wild it was, and how I thought it 
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would magically bring us a flood of record offers, but that it had 
brought us nothing. 

Then I sniffed a little. “I just don’t know what to do, Marcia.” 
“I’m sorry it isn’t working out, Jack,” she said. “But somehow I 

can’t picture you and ‘don’t know what to do’ in the same 
sentence.” 

Maybe she had a point. I couldn’t let the band’s hassles prove 
that the Jinx had finally beaten me. 

Two months later on a dreary Saturday afternoon in January, 
Tom and I sat mumbling and moping in 

his room. We both commented on how the place barely fit us, 
like it had shrunk over the years. 

“You and I can sing, right?” he said. I barely glanced up at 
him. I was down, and I guess it showed. 

“I guess.” 
“Say, Jack, I’ve never seen you like this.” 
“I called Ilyse, you know,” I said. “I was gonna tell her the 

whole thing was over but she wasn’t home so I left a cryptic 
message.” 

“ ‘Over’?” Tom said. “Shit. You’re serious?” “Well, what the 
hell else can we do?” I said. 

“Maybe we can get a new organist,” he said. “And a 
drummer.” 

“Right. Like who?” 
“Well, I know this guy named Steve Yates. He saw us play at a 

dance last year. He’s in the band at school and talks to me all the 
time. Always asks about the Laymen. He’s really good.” 

“At what?” 
“Plays organ and a bunch of other instruments: reeds, horns, 

keyboards—the works.” 
“Really?” I said. “But is he just a kid?” 
“He seems pretty together even though he’s a little younger 

than us.” 
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“Okay. Call him, then.” 

Within a week we auditioned Steve Yates. He was pretty 
incredible: Besides playing all the instruments you could think of, 
he was classically trained in music theory. 

Steve pointed to himself. “To balance the age thing out, maybe 
we can call Steve Hilkin and try it with the four of us,” Steve said. 
“He’s a pretty fair drummer.” 

“Sounds okay,” I said. Tom nodded. 
Both the Steves even lived a couple of blocks away from Tom, 

too. Without much sweat, things seemed to fall into place 
perfectly. 

A week later, like an injured bird, the Laymen struggled to put 
together a few songs. By mid-Februar y, we sounded halfway 
decent. 

“Because both you guys are Steves, Tom and I decided we 
should call you other names.” 

“Like what?” Steve Yates asked. 
“We’ll call organist Steve ‘Al’.” He was sort of a big guy, like 

Bill Cosby’s boyhood friend, fat Albert. 
“And what about me?” Drummer Steve asked. He pointed to 

his long nose—a distinctive feature—and shrugged. “Nose?” 
“How about Crow?” Steve/Al asked. 
“Al and Crow.” Tom smiled. “There, that sort of makes things 

a little easier. We ain’t got no Steves in our band anymore; we just 
got an Al and a Crow.” 

All through February I put off calling back Ilyse to tell her we 
were splitting up. But I called her one night. 

“What do you mean you aren’t splitting up?” she asked. 
“What’s with the ‘splitting up’?” 

“Well, I thought we’d have to because six of the guys quit,” I 
said. 
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“What?” 
“Don’t worry, we’ve reconfigured the group over the last 

month; it sounds pretty good.” 
“Is that why you’ve been avoiding me?” 
“Just busy, practicing every day. We added two new guys: an 

organist and a new drummer. Lost the horns. We’re thinking it’s 
time to play all originals—take a shot at the roses.” 

“What’s that mean, Jack?” she said. “Are you starting over?” 
God, her voice was so-o-o smooth. 

“Hey, Leesie, you should really do something with that voice,” 
I said. “It is truly unbelievable.” 

“Shut up, you flirt! This is amazing—a whole new band,” she 
said. “Will you still be the Laymen?” “Not sure. Might be time for 
another name change.” 

By adding Al and Crow and losing the horns, the band sounded 
totally different. And even though we practiced almost every 
night, none of the guys bitched—that was a new level of devotion. 

So, in just over a month we put together a completely new 
sound: the guitar “heavier,” the organ more dominant, the bass 
punchier and melodic, and the drums more pounding. We sounded 
like the Iron Butterfly or Procol Harum or Moody Blues, or maybe 
the Doors and Santana put together. 

“What should we call ourselves?” I asked the group as we sat 
on Tom’s lawn one day on an unseaonably warm day in March. 

“How about Magic?” Crow said. “That sounds cool, sorta 
mystical.” 

“Or Magic Lantern, maybe,” I said. 
“The Hobbits or Khazad Dûm, from Tolkien” Tom mumbled. “I 

think Magic and Magic Lantern are already taken.” 
“What did you say, Tom?” I asked. “Khazad Dûm?” he said. 
“What’s that?” 
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“In Lord of the Rings. Khazad Dûm’s a mountain in Tolkien’s 
Middle Earth; it has seven levels inside.” “That sounds pretty 
cool,” I said. “Sort of like us. 

We have levels we have to climb.” “Before we make it,” 
Steve/Al said. 

“Yeah!” I said. “That’s it. How do you spell that, Tom?” 
Tom said, “In the book it’s Khazad Dûm, a circumflex over the 

‘u’.” 
“A what?” Crow asked. 
“You know, an upside down ‘v’,” Tom said. 
“We could just spell it ‘Doom’,” I said. “Easier to remember. 

Sort of cool.” 
“Maybe,” Tom said and spelled it slowly: “K-h-a-z-a-d 

D-o-o-m”
“Yeah,” I said. “Khazad Doom.” (pronounced: Kah’zud doom, 

accent on the ‘kah’.) “I like that.” 
“Cool,” Steve/Crow said. “Not bad,” Steve/Al said. 
“So that’s what it is, then,” I said. “Khazad Doom.” So it was. 
“Why don’t we sponsor our own dance?” I asked one night the 

next week, as we took a break from practice outside in Sievers’ 
basement stair well. 

“With our new name?” Al said. “No one would know who we 
were.” 

“Yeah,” Crow said. “No one would come.” 
“I got it! Why don’t we change to our new name during the 

performance!” Tom said. “First we could play some of the old 
songs, then change our name to Khazad Doom with some kind of 
ceremony.” 

“We could reappear as the new band: change to new clothes, 
have a new stage style; play all original music,” I said. “Maybe all 
of the above.” 

There was silence. We all looked at each other. 
Our eyes widened. 
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“Are we ready for all originals?” Tom asked. “Well, aren’t you 
guys sick of copying?” I said. We all looked around at each other. 
“Cool.” “Like we’re from Middle Earth,” Tom said. 

“I like the levels bit,” I said. 
“Khazad Doom,” Crow repeated. “I could do a new psychedelic 

cover for the bass drum with Day-Glo paint. Even shine a black 
light on the drum head.” 

“Cool ideas, guys,” I said. “But it sounds like we’ll have to plan 
this name-change real carefully,” I said. 

“Script it and everything—a real production. Al? Got some 
paper?” 

Over the next couple of weeks, all we did was get ready for 
what we started calling the name-change dance. We rented the 
basement of Morton Grove Community Church 

on Lake and Austin Streets for $35 and hung up fliers all 
around Morton Grove: the Austin-Dempster shopping center, Niles 
West, Sun Drugs, the Legion Hall, and all the stores on Dempster 
Street. It announced the upcoming “funeral” of the Laymen on 
Saturday March 29, 1969 at the church. (You see, by this time 
everybody knew who the Laymen were; we were one of Morton 
Grove’s “resident” rock groups.) 

Then, as the plans for the dance came together, we found a 
bunch of interested people to help us: first, other musicians and 
second, our Moms, who sewed up some outrageous new outfits. By 
the end of March, we were ready to go. 
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A Funeral 

 On Saturday night the 29th of March, we were nervous, probably 
because we had made such a big deal out of the name-change 
dance. All the fliers throughout Morton Grove must’ve stirred a lot 
of interest, because quite a variety of kids were walking into the 
church basement: older kids, younger kids, and even some adults. 
This was definitely the first time they would be attending a funeral 
for a rock group. 

One of the men was Mr. Conrad, who was a TV commercial 
producer and a Sunday School teacher at church. He was 
surrounded by the kids as he set up a tape recorder at the far end 
of the basement. I think him doing that must’ve added to the 
anticipation. I mean, the namechange dance might not end up as 
cool as Woodstock, which was supposed to happen in a couple of 
weeks, but we expected it to be pretty important for us—a stepping 
stone, say. 

Us guys had set up all the amps and drums and Al’s new 
Hammond in a line across the front of the stage. Earlier that 
afternoon Ol’ Mike, the church janitor, had let in Jen and her sister 
Debbie so they 

could hang colored streamers across the ceiling. Later, us guys 
quickly set up folding chairs around the perimeter of the forty by 
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eighty foot room. We expected about one hundred or one hundred 
fifty kids—that would be pretty packed. 

I looked at my watch. It was seven o’clock. I sat on a stool at 
center stage and read over my notes. I pictured the ending song, 
my voice echoing through the church basement as lots of kids 
watched. Then I glanced over at the tall stage curtain, pictured it 
rustling, and instantly got chills. We had some pretty cool stuff 
planned. 

“Pretty good turnout.” Tom interrupted my thoughts as he 
walked up. His new steel-blue Fender Jazz Bass was strung around 
his neck. “Maybe two hundred?” 

“Just enough to fill the room,” I said. Like birds, the kids 
mingled out there, looking back and forth at the decorations, 
acting sort of inquisitive. I bet they thought that was all there was 
to the funeral of a rock group. If  they only knew. Actually, I 
remember at that point I had no idea how the dance would turn 
out. I admit picturing it turning out a big dud even though we had 
planned it so carefully. 

Al sat down at his organ and Crow at his drums. We all picked 
up our scripts and gave them one last look. I studied the long list of 
things to do and was wondering if maybe we had gotten carried 
away. 

“We all set?” Al looked up. His voice was shaking. I think he 
was especially nervous because a lot of his family had shown up 
early and were huddled over on the right side of the room. 

“Man, I hope so,” Tom said. “Here goes nothin’.” “Ready!” 
Crow yelled from the back. He hit a few rim shots like Bob Davis 
used to. Maybe all drummers do that. I wondered if he was nervous 
under all that showiness. Being the leader of the band, I was 
probably more nervous than anyone—like a mother about to give 
birth, you could say. 

Just then Ilyse walked up to the stage with a few of her 
friends. “It looks like you guys did a nice job setting up,” she said, 
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looking around. “That’s the new bass, Tom? Cool! So, Jack, where 
are the new outfits?” she asked. 

I crouched near the edge of the stage with my guitar resting in 
my lap and whispered, “Shhh. First we wear the old wardrobe and 
play the ancient songs. Then we change into the new stuff and play 
the originals.” 

“Far out,” she cooed and stood there waving up at all the guys. 
She glanced around: her amber hair bounced across her face, her 
hands hung by their thumbs from her jean pockets, and her big 
bright smile lit up the place. She really did have this incredibly 
wide smile, all across her face. Her bottom lip hung there in the 
middle, making her whole mouth appear even larger. But that 
voice— 

“You just wait, Ilyse,” I said. “It’ll blow you away. Honest.” 
“What?” she said. “Is that why you guys’ve been so secretive?” 
“You’ll see, you’ll see. Just wait.” I crossed my fingers, I was so 

excited. She didn’t have a clue what was going to happen! But if I 
told anybody besides the Band—even Ilyse—the whole damn show 
would be jinxed. I wasn’t going to let that happen. 

At eight o’clock we started playing some of the old standards 
we had become known for around Morton Grove: “Pipeline,” 
“Sugar & Spice,” “Wipeout,” “Light My Fire,” and “The Beat Goes 
On.” Tom and I had no problem getting into the songs, since they 
were something we had played over and over, since the beginning, 
but Steve/Al and Steve/Crow were a little less enthused about 
them because they were so new to the Group. 

Then the crowd really started to groove. A lot of them had 
seen us do the old songs over the previous five years. They just 
danced away and shouted to their friends. 

Even Bob Davis, our first drummer—you remember old 
Bobbo—came up to the stage between songs. I was shocked. He was 
wearing exactly the same clothes as five years before: that red 
pinstriped shirt and black pants. And his black hair was just as 
short and kinky  as ever, like it hadn’t grown an inch. 
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“You guys sound pretty good, you know,” he said gratuitously 
as he looked up at us. “Really, I’m not kidding.” 

“Gee, thanks, Bob,” I said. Who gives a shit what you think, 
Davis, I thought. 

Anyway, another shock! Davis didn’t even have his buddy John 
Gilluli with him. Instead, he had brought Joellen Johnson, this girl I 
had dated for a short time in freshman year before I met Shelly. I 
wonder if he had brought her along just to piss me off. Except for 
Marcia Johnson, Joellen was my first honest-to-God girlfriend, 
except she was always sort of standoffish toward me, like she 
didn’t like me as much as I liked her. 

Well, anyway, we went back to playing and we were having a 
pretty good time. The songs got better and better as they got more 
recent, and, I have to say, the kids out there seemed to be having a 
blast, rocking away to whatever the beat was. It was cool how they 
were grooving to our old tunes even though they were the older 
ones. 

Then we started to play a mellow, more recent version of “Run 
Run Run” by the Who, except we didn’t bash up our equipment like 
they did—well sort of. After our roadie, Rock, turned on the strobe 
light, I cracked my old Gene Autry guitar to smithereens across my 
shoulder-high amp. I thought it would raise the level of 
excitement. But, come to think of it, I don’t think it did a damn 
thing except destroy the old Gene Autry guitar! 

After about an hour of playing, us guys glanced at each other 
and nodded. We were each a little fidgety because the 
name-change “act” was about to begin. Everything got real quiet. 

The roadies assumed their positions by the lights and some 
back-up instruments, poised for what was about to happen. 

We had enlisted Brother Tom to help with this part. Over the 
previous two years he had turned into this wild and crazy guy and 
was now the band’s business manager. He and his girlfriend Diane 
Flammini huddled close together just out of sight of the crowd on 
the right side of the stage. 
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Brother Tom made some last minute notes and kissed Diane. 
They were always kissing it seemed. 

She trained a flashlight on his piece of paper. Then he waved 
at me and tapped the mike he was holding. 

“Okay, let’s go, guys!” I yelled in a whisper. 
After we all played this huge atonal swell—like at the end of 

Day in the Life—the strobe light turned on  for a few seconds. Each 
of us who were standing contorted ourselves wildly and fell to the 
floor like we had just died. The crowd hushed. 

Crow hunched over his drums and began playing a rat-a-tat 
funeral drum beat. Then Rock pulled the cords that made the 
curtains completely close and hide us from the crowd. In the dark, 
we each got up and scurried around, knocking into each other as 
we ditched instruments, stripped off clothes, and pulled on the 
new outfits. Then Rock passed out candles to each of us and went 
around lighting them one at a time. Meanwhile, as Diane hugged 
his arm, Brother Tom recited these (actual) words into his 
echo-laden mike: 

“The Laymen have died. Along with their name, five and a half 
years of hard work are gone. After lots of changes, there are four 
left to carry on. To continue changing. But these four are not the 
Laymen any  more. 

Their new name stems from a book written by J. R. 
R. Tolkien. The setting is the Middle Earth, a mystical world

with Dwarfs and Orgs and Khazad-Dûm, a huge underground 
cavern beneath a mountain. There are seven levels in the great 
cavern. 

The group before you has gone through five of these levels as 
the Laymen. There are only two levels left. 

The music you will hear from now till 11 o’clock... is from the 
sixth level... “ 

I peeked out through a split in the stage curtain. 
Most of the faces out there seemed to be gaping at the stage. 
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I looked around backstage at the guys, who were whispering 
to each other. Then I told them to get into position. I told Crow to 
turn on the black light trained on his new Dayglo bass drum head. 

Then the curtains slowly rolled open. Only Crow’s 
multi-colored drum head popped out of the darkness, lit by the 
single black light, laying on the floor in front of his bass drum. He 
had painted the head with all these Day-glo colors on a black 
background. It was an intricate depiction of Khazad-Dûm from 
Tolkien’s Middle Earth, and the drum head had Khazad Doom 
written across the middle of it in these cool scripty letters. I swear 
Crow could’ve sold it at some art gallery. It was proof Crow was 
destined to be an artist. 

Tom, Al and I stood there in the dark holding our candles; 
they lit up only our faces, barely exposing our new outfits. We kept 
glancing at each other so we wouldn’t jump the gun. Al hunched at 
his organ with a candle burning in front of him. Brother Tom 
continued: 

“…Picture an incomparably bright light, its beam long and 
thin. If you look away from it, you will see nothing but darkness. 
Look into it and you will go blind. The light, the life, is caressing 
your soul and moving every drop of emotion you have to 
accomplish one end: Ripping your mind from your body, causing a 
throbbing, jolting, crushing electric experience which you can call 
nothing but Khazad Doom! 

From the dark, Crow’s snare drum suddenly exploded like a 
Gatling gun as we blew out our candles. He hit 32 sixteenth notes 
right in a row. The curtains were open. That is, almost. 

Al sat straight at his organ. He started playing a pulsating, 
raunchy, Bob Seger-type organ part as Crow slipped into a funky 
beat. Both of them pounded out staccato quarter notes: one, two, 
three, four . . . 
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Then, Tom Sievers and I joined the other guys with our guitar 
and bass parts, buzzing bolts of planned distortion. We had begun 
playing “Electric Man,” one of our new tunes. It sounded really 
unique, just like  we had practiced it. 

Just then, on cue, Rock flashed on a few of the colored lights 
and Tom and I lit up! We both stood there with our backs still to 
the crowd, wearing these full-length crushed velvet capes: mine 
was gold and his was purple. Each of the capes had two foot long 
curved collars that swept high above our heads and ended in 
graceful points. He and I twirled around toward the crowd, 
clasping our instruments, and we revealed puffy, satin shirts that 
glowed in the spare light and slim-leg bells whose white pinstripes 
lit up from the black light. Large, shiny, “peace medallions” spun 
around to the front of our necks on sparkling gold chains. As we 
twirled we took two steps toward the outside of the stage. More 
lights turned on and the other guys lit up: Crow on drums and Al 
on organ, wearing blue and red capes. 

Really cool! Different. Electric Man pounded on. But the last 
third of the curtain still hung conspicuously closed. 

The kids in the crowd screamed. I guess they had never seen a 
rock group dressed like that. 

In back of the crowd you could see Mr. Conrad, who was a 
pretty tall guy with horn-rimmed glasses. He stood there clapping 
alongside his tape recorder, which sat on a small table, recording 
our first set of totally original songs. 

After “Electric Man,” Tom handed his bass to Al, who had run 
across the stage. Tom reached down, took his sax from Rock, and 
put it on. Then I took off my guitar and handed it to Rock who ran 
over to the organ. We started to play “I See the Sky,” another new 
original, this one smooth and jazzy. 

Then we switched back to the first set of instruments to play a 
third original called “Four Man Band,” a hard rock tune, but with 
great vocal harmony, reminiscent of the Doobies. 
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After “Four Man Band,” we played another new one, then 
another, then another . . . 

Each of the new songs was rhythmic enough to clap your 
hands to, lyrical enough to groove to, thundering enough to really 
get you going—definitely more than simple rock ‘n’ roll. You could 
call the new sound pulsating classical rock. 

The vocals were intricate, the bass lines melodic, and the 
guitar leads smooth and flowing—like George Harrison, but a little 
heavier—and the drums sounded almost African, emphasis on the 
tom-toms. It was sort of a combination of the Doors, the Moody 
Blues, Santana, and Floyd. It was really incredible how the new 
sound had come together. 

But there was more. The curtain was still partially closed. 
After we finished that set of songs, which had  lasted over an hour, 
I gave an out-of-breath speech into my mike as sweat dripped 
down my face: 

“Khazad Doom might not have made the switch to all original 
material if it hadn’t been for a few close friends. Now we want to 
play this song in their honor because they’ve been our true guides 
over the last five years.” 

We each whipped off our capes and handed them to Rock. I 
stood over by a bar stool we had placed at center stage. Bob 
Hollinger reached up from the basement’s floor level and handed 
me an amplified Guild acoustic 6-string guitar. 

I checked the tuning real quick, then sat on the stool, and 
strummed the beginning to “Hey Jude.” Then my lead vocal joined 
the strumming. I remember to this day how it was so simple and 
clean. Like magic, at least to me, it rang across that church 
basement. Everybody seemed to stop in place and watch me. 

Now, I might not have sung that song as well as Paul always 
did, but I was imagining exactly that as I sung. 
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Toward the end of the song, the guys joined me at their mikes 
to sing the ‘Na na na na-na-na naaa. . .’ part. 

As the song began to swell with the na’s—more, more, 
more—the tall blue partially-closed curtain jiggled. The crowd’s 
eyes wandered toward it. Then, it flung open. 

A fourteen piece orchestra! 
They sat there in four rows, bass fiddles standing behind. They 

wore identical white-over-black outfits: Six violins, two violas, one 
cello, one clarinet, two cornets and the two bass fiddles in 
back—the works! For cello we even had Gary Stucka; everybody 
knew he was the best musician in Morton Grove and was surely 
destined for greatness. 

After they played a few bars of the thundering background 
whole notes, the cornets—Craig and George—stood up. That 
emphasized the blaring notes even more, just like in the Beatles’ 
recording. 

Mr. Conrad come up front and put his arm on his lanky son 
Jon’s shoulder. Jon wasn’t normally that crazy about rock ‘n’ roll 
music, but he clapped and sung along as he flashed this big 
freckled smile. I scoured the crowd. Everybody stood there, singing 
along, swaying back and forth, singing the na’s. 

After we played “Hey Jude” for almost half an hour, I saw Bob 
Davis huffing across the floor of the church basement toward the 
exit and dragging Joellen, who kept looking back. Maybe Bob was 
just pissed that he was missing out on the fun. 

Later, about eleven, as the crowd thinned, Mr. Conrad came 
up front. “Wonderful, boys! Really great! You must be very 
excited,” he called up to us. “Exclusively doing your own material? 
That takes a lot of guts.” 

I said confidently, “Mr. Conrad, this is only the beginning!” 
“But, it can really make you or break you, can’t it,” he said. 

Later that year, I had trouble with my grades at the University 
of Illinois at Chicago Circle campus. I really didn’t like engineering 
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at all and was doing poorly: It was the worst I had ever done in 
school in my whole life, even though I was normally good at 
quantitative stuff. My heart just wasn’t in it. 

Down on campus I sat across the perfectly ordered desk of the 
blinky-looking Dean of Engineering one day. Actually I stared past 
him, out the window at the dripping rain. 

“Jack, afraid your grades are bad enough that you may want to 
consider leaving the engineering school…,” he said. 

“Really?” I asked. That actually didn’t sound so bad. 
“… and Circle altogether.” “What?” Wait a second! 
“In fact, from the looks of things if you ever want to get back 

into the University of Illinois, or any other school, I suggest you 
take some time off, get your priorities straightened out, then 
readmit some time in the future... on probationary status.” 

 “Whoa.” That sounded scary. “ ‘Probationary’?” “It means 
when you re-enroll, you’d need to maintain a 4.0 average 
indefinitely to stay in.” “But that’s Dean’s List every quarter.” 
“Exactly,” he said. 

“That bad?” I said. 
His tall forehead wrinkled, his brows arched, he took off his 

glasses and put them down. “Sorry.” 

That night I asked my dad if we could have a little talk up in 
his room after supper. I didn’t want anyone else around to add 
their two cents to my dilemma. 

After supper, everything went well upstairs until I told Dad 
about the details of the day. He looked down, tapping his pen. 

After he threw his pen down, he turned to me and mumbled, 
“Jack, I swear you’re a worthless hippy.” At that point my hair was 
shoulder length, even a little longer, so part of his description was 
right-on. 

“But, Dad—” 
“It’s this damned band thing,” he said. “Shit. I just gotta do it, 

Dad.” 
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“Jesus, Jack. You’re just going to screw up your college.” 
“Dad. I just can’t make school a priority right now. Please.” 
“The way you throw around priority—” He snickered and 

shook his head. “Whatever you want,” Dad said hopelessly. He 
stood, pushed his chair back real hard, and walked out of the 
bedroom, swiping his right hand through the air at me. I just sat 
there on his bed, stunned. He had just given up on his “eldest” son. 

The next week I answered this ad for a job for a recording 
assistant at Audiocraft, this company that recorded grade school 
orchestras and afterwards “pressed” the records for sale to the 
kids. Only thing about taking that job: I’d have to drive way down 
to the south side of Chicago, about a two hour commute. It wasn’t 
going to be pleasant in the little Corvair I had just bought for fifty 
bucks from Mike Stern: It had a “non-synchro” first gear (I had to 
stop every time I wanted to downshift to first); panty hose and 
rubber bands for air filters; and continuous fumes. 

But, I decided to do it. For sixty-five bucks a week. 

That December 14th, on schedule, I called you know who. 
“Jack,” Marcia said, “I’m sure your dad’ll eventually get 

behind you. He’s just not tuned into you right now.” 
“No kidding,” I moaned. “Say, are you okay?” 
“Things aren’t good for me right now,” I said. So, what else is 

new, I thought. 
“Maybe because you have your mind on the Draft Lottery?” 

she said. “Coming up, you know.” 
“Right. With my luck, I should be nervous as hell.” 

Three days later, I moped up in my room watching Johnny 
Carson after band practice. Everything seemed to be pushing in 
on me: leaving school involuntarily, never “realizing” Marcia as 
part of my life involuntarily and, now, facing the Lottery 
involuntarily. 
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God, was there anything I controlled? And Johnny Carson just 
confirmed the reports that the Beatles would split soon, so my 
mentors were about to disappear. 

Just then, I looked at the TV. Tiny Tim was up there joining 
Miss Vicki in holy matrimony on the Carson show. God! Everything 
seemed so absurd. 

But, watching that old guy with the curly mop of a haircut 
marrying that young ingenue made me realize something. They 
had decided to get married despite the public ridicule. So, maybe I 
could control my own destiny if I just focused on it, no matter how 
bad things seemed. Maybe the Jinx I thought was so inevitable was 
only in my head all along. 

I slumped back. 
Nah, I thought. Actually it was beginning to look like the 

feelings I always felt for Marcia were just youthful foolishness. 
Maybe, after all the years of pining for her, I’d end up lying fatally 
wounded in some jungle in Viet Nam. My last thought would be 
about her. Yeah, that made sense. 
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Streeter ville 

As the night of the lottery neared, the kids at Circle campus hung 
around a lot in this lounge called the Gold Room. They talked 
about Lyndon Johnson, Cambodia, the inevitability that the 2-S 
Student deferment would never come back, and the likelihood that 
some of us would eventually die in the war. It was a depressing 
time to say the least. 

One night, Bryan, this buddy of mine who was also in a band 
out in the western suburbs, encouraged me to go to a party on 
campus, so I stayed at school after class, hung around in the Gold 
Room for a couple of hours, and headed over to this old house one 
block west of Halsted, next to Beef & Barrel. 

I rang the doorbell. “Who invited you?” this scraggly-looking 
guy asked as he opened the door. Immediately it smelled like 
incense or what I guessed was marijuana, though I admit I was just 
guessing because my experience with the stuff was zilch. 

“Bryan did,” I said. “Wysocki?” 
“Yeah.” I thought I remembered that was Bryan’s last name. 
So the guy let me in and led me down these skinny stairs to a 

dark room two flights down. All these kids were hunched around 
the walls of this empty room, barely talking. The smell in the room 
was overpowering. 
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“Hi, Bryan,” I said to my buddy and coughed. “Eadon, you 
made it. Cool.” His voice dragged as he talked. “Get a place over 
there.” 

I sat down against the wall and hunched down to act like the 
rest of them. “Hi, man,” I said to this afroheaded white guy on my 
right. 

“Peace, it’s Greg,” he said and made the sign. “This here is 
Art.” He pointed to the black guy sitting next to him. 

“Peace, brother.” Art reached out and palmed my hand with 
the grip everybody was using then. Man, I was really in some sort 
of hippy den or something. 

I took a deep breath and almost fell over when Greg handed 
me this regular old pipe. The pipe was covered with aluminum foil 
and a bunch of ashes were laying on the foil’s indentation on top of 
the bowl. I figured they weren’t necessary so I flicked the ashes off 
and poked a hole through the foil so I could suck air through the 
pipe. 

“Hey, Man!” Greg yelled at me. “That’s a hundred bucks worth 
of hash, you asshole, and you busted my pipe.” 

“Nice going,” Art added. 
“Hey, Eadon, what are you screwing up now,” Bryan called 

from across the room. 
“Hey, I’m sorry guys,” I said, “My first time at this.” “Fuckin’ 

rookie,” Greg mumbled. “The hash sits on top of the damn foil that 
has a little hole in it. You light the damn hash kernel, then draw 
the pipe like normal. The hash smoke goes through the hole in the 
foil and you take a toke, mixing it with air.” 

Shit, did I feel stupid. These pros should have charged me for 
my ignorance, but all they did was ignore me the rest of the night 
and, needless to say, watch me every second when another pipe 
came around. 

I got real high that night, but, being down at Circle Campus in 
not such a great neighborhood with some guys who couldn’t care 
less about me, I had an awful time. After a couple of hours I stayed 
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in the john for another hour until I got totally straight, then ran to 
my car and headed home, not even saying good-bye to anyone. 

Being a boy scout type like I was, I gotta say after that I didn’t 
jump into my next drug party real soon, in fact never. I had been 
so embarrassed by that experience that to screw up again like that 
was more than I could fathom. And after that, I was like a 
scoutmaster with the band. I squelched any idea of drug 
experimentation the minute it came up. The guys didn’t realize it, 
but I knew all there was to the so-called cool drug scene was a lot 
of uncoolness. In order to get cool it meant taking more drugs than 
I ever wanted to. 

December 1, the night of the Draft Lottery, my stomach was a 
mess. Some chunky Selective Service guy was about to randomly 
pull a bunch of balls out of a contraption and nail my fate 
forever—even life or death. 

All evening long, Brother Tom, Tom Sievers, and I watched the 
Lottery on TV in Bruce Norman’s living room. Bruce was a friend 
of Tom Sievers who lived near Tom, so we had gathered at his 
house to discover our fate. One by one the SS guy was to call a 
birth  date and its corresponding draft number(1-366). 

I looked up at Tom Sievers as he stared at the TV when his 
number was called. 

“147?” Tom said drearily. “Not good.” He hung his head. “I 
guess I’ll go if... screw Nixon.” 

“We don’t know how bad it is yet, Tom,” I said. “Don’t kiss it 
off like that.” 

He shrugged. “What’s gonna be is what’s gonna be.” He 
sounded so empty. 

“We have to keep our hopes up,” I said. “We could get lucky.” 
“Right,” Bruce Norman mumbled. He hung his head. Bruce 

hardly ever talked. “But I’ll serve proudly if I get called.” 
God, it was like we were the victims of some huge Big Brother 

machine about to pick us up, have its way with us, and spit us out. 
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Because we had started listening to the lottery late in the 
evening, we weren’t sure if Brother Tom’s and my birth date, July 
6, had already been assigned a number—that was drama. By 
midnight we all were nodding off to sleep, maybe from the 
overwhelming stress. When we woke up at one-thirty, the Lottery 
was over. “Damn! Now we won’t know till tomorrow,” I said. 

Brother Tom and I put on our jackets and left in a tizzy, 
storming across Norman’s frost-laden lawn and out to my dad’s ‘65 
Bel Air. God, talk about pressure: To us this was literally a life or 
death situation, and now we had to wait all night to find out our 
number! 

The next morning, as I lay in my bunk bed halfasleep, I heard 
my mother calling me from down a long, dark tunnel: “Jackie, 
Tommy, 346! 346! You’re safe! You’re safe!” I ran toward her, arms 
open wide. 

“346!” My mother shocked me awake. She thudded up the 
stairs to our unfinished bedroom. I sat up straight. I’d never heard 
her race up the stairs or scream like that; unless she was blowing a 
gut, which she seemed to have outgrown over the years. “346! 

346!” she yelled. 
“Holy Shit!” I sat up and shook my head thinking it was some 

kind of wishful dream. Then I plopped back on my pillow. It was 
true. “346? Tough to beat that, Bro’,” I said to Brother Tom, lying 
above me in the upper bunk. (Remember, since Brother Tom and I 
were twins, we shared the same Lottery number. The highest 
number—least likely to be drafted—was 366,  so 346 was 
exceptional—not likely to be called into active service. I lay there 
truly relaxed for the first time in several years. 

“I guess we’re not gonna die in some jungle,” Brother Tom 
said. 

“Can you believe it?” 
My mom smiled. God, I had never seen her that happy; her 

grin was so wide that her (dental) partials showed. She leaned 
against the upper bunk. “If you boys got a low number I would 
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have been the first to pack you for Canada,” she said. She held her 
right hand up, like she was swearing to that. 

“Mom, that’s the first time you ever said anything, I don’t 
know, activist-like,” I said. “You really mean it?” 

“You bet. Keeping my sons alive is more important than some 
old war.” 

That was incredible. 
“I love you, Mom,” I said. Boy, I hadn’t said that in a long time. 
Brother Tom said it, too. 
She smiled that caring smile of hers, and leaned over and 

kissed me and Brother Tom. 
“Oh, my boys—” she said and sighed, her hands clasped 

together ike she was praying. “I love you both so very much.” 
She looked up and closed her eyes for a few seconds. Then she 

opened them and sighed again. I’ll never forget that look on her 
face. 

The next week, through Bill Combellick, my boss at 
Audiocraft, I found Preston Wakeland, this guy who used to work 
for Bill C. before he had become the main engineer at Streeter ville 
Studios, a sophisticated sixteen track recording studio near Rush 
Street, just north of downtown Chicago. It wasn’t long before I was 
calling Preston, asking him about how Khazad Doom could record 
at his studio. 

“Well, Jack, it’s not like the owners can give you free time,” 
Preston said. 

“What if we promise Streeterville a percentage of any future 
income that comes from the songs we record there?” I asked. Not a 
bad approach, I figured. “And 

we can record on a Saturday.” 
“Hmm. Maybe. They might buy a 2% royalty on anything you 

make from the song,” he said. 
“Deal.” I was amazed how proficient I had become at 

negotiating. This was too easy! 
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So we set up a session, and Preston called in a producer he 
knew: some twenty year old guy named Mike Dixon. He was to be 
our “George Martin.” Man, I was screaming inside as we ironed out 
the details and set a date for the session. 

The weeks dragged until we were due to go into Streeter ville 
Studios one Saturday morning. We had practiced and practiced 
and I had dreamed constantly about the session, picturing every 
detail. By the week before, we had polished a couple of Al’s songs 
till we were sick of them. But we were ready. 

By ten o’clock that Saturday morning we were at Streeterville. 
Right away I thought we had gotten in over our heads: They had all 
these procedures with special condenser recording mikes; Preston 
whizzed his hands over this mixing board that had pan pots, one 
for every one of a dozen mikes; and had equalization for each 
one—a little high tech for us. We were quickly looking blurry-eyed 
and, at the same time, feeling like giddy kids. 

The studio proper was only thirty feet long. Mikes and stands 
and baffles—little walls between us— cluttered the place. It all 
sounded real dead. “Wind screens” were placed between the vocal 
mikes and our faces to stop any pops we might make as we sang, 
and miles of cable covered the studio floor. 

I gathered it sounded better in the control room, located 
behind a six-by-ten foot pane of glass, slanted so the top of the 
glass leaned into the studio. 

“What is all this shit?” I whispered to Tom. “Must be 
important,” he said back with a comical smirk. 

We both giggled. 
“All quiet, please. Rolling.” Preston’s voice came out of these 

little, black speakers on each side of the huge pane of glass. 
We looked up. 
“Okay, guys. Let’s try ‘Nothing But Fear’ .” As we did, 

Preston and Mike Dixon, back there in the control room, nodded 
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their heads to the beat. I guess they could hear the full effect 
behind the soundproof glass. 

“Cut!” Preston’s voice barked through the speakers. Then he 
and Dixon talked and motioned to each other in the control room. 
We couldn’t hear a word they said. 

Then Mike walked into the studio-proper, leaned over, and 
put masking tape on the front of Crow’s bass drum. 

“Hey, what’s that?” Crow asked. 
“We just have to deaden you a bit,” Mike said. “There’s a little 

ring we’re hearing.” 
“Now it won’t sound like me,” Crow said. Crow thudded the 

Bass drum—a dead sounding thump. “See.” “It will on the tape. I 
promise,” Mike said, “We’ll add back some real clean reverb” Mike 
was so patient even though Crow acted like a know-it-all. Gosh! He 
had only been in a sixteen track studio for an hour. 

Mike stood there contemplating for a second, leaning on the 
piano, and reading Al’s “cheat sheet” with all the words to the 
song. (Al always used a cheat  sheet because he could never 
remember the words, even to his own songs.) 

We started chording again, listening to ourselves through the 
headphones, tuning up, and getting levels like a small orchestra. 

Crow had a finicky look on his face and Al goofed off, 
mimicking Crow being all put-out. Tom smirked at them both. 

Mike waved his hands. “Hey, guys, please keep it to a low 
roar.” 

Then I said over to Al and Crow, “Cool it, guys.” Mike looked 
up from reading Al’s song sheet. 

“Guys, I don’t really like this ‘Nothing but Fear’ lyric,” he said. 
Suddenly Al stopped smiling and winced. “What’s wrong with 

it? That’s the way I wrote it.” 
“Maybe we could change it to ‘Nothing to Fear’ ?” Mike asked. 
“Why?” Al said. He always hated me or Tom or anyone fooling 

with his creations, let alone this perfect stranger. 
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“It would make it happier, more commercial,” Mike said. 
“Really would.” 

“Wait. I’ve heard this one before; sell more, right?” I asked. 
“Right,” Mike said. 
I shrugged to Al: “The real world, Al. It has to sell.” 
So, we all turned off our instruments and halted the session 

we had barely started. Mike and I stood at the piano and tore apart 
the lyrics, making them warm and fuzzy instead of depressing. Al 
sat there on the piano bench and faked like he was helping, but 
you could tell his effort was halfhearted. And that little pout on his 
face looked obvious because, remember, Al was a pretty big guy. 
Anyway, about an hour and two Cokes later, we finished. 

“What do you guys think?” Mike asked after he read the lyrics 
to us. 

At first, the new lyrics sounded cheap, like an ad, but as we 
played them over and over, I noticed they sounded like they might 
be about Jesus Christ or Gandhi or the Buddha, even though we 
never mentioned a specific name. With that in mind, I started 
getting into them. Especially the last verse: 

So, the man set out to tell his tale To people cross the land. 
He told them should live their lives According to his plan. 
He put the hope in their hearts That put the power in their 

minds, To break down the wall 
And leave their troubles behind. 

Then the Chorus actually made me chill: 

Everybody’s got to find for themselves The hope that life 
gives: 

That’s the reason for living. Life is happy when there’s Joy in 
your heart, 

‘Cause with happiness near You’ll have nothing to fear. 
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I have to admit, the new lyrics were simple, but man, they 
inspired me, too. Al surprised us all when he said he liked them, 
too. 

Then we sang over-dubbed multiple background “ah” tracks 
during the chorus, creating a rich Cryan’ Shames or Beachboys 
quality. That was pretty cool. 

After “Nothing to Fear” we recorded “Love Which we Share 
Among Us,” another one of Al’s songs. I don’t know if he meant 
that title as deeply as it came off,  but today, as an older gent, it’s 
taken on a whole new meaning to me. Was he really seeing the 
universal quality of love? That makes me think—that guy was 
pretty deep. 

Anyway, to finish “Love Which We Share,” we added some 
cool harmonies to the background and overdubbed them like we 
had in “Nothing to Fear.” Then we overdubbed a piano over the 
organ during the “cut”; Mike said that would add texture. I guess 
we got a little crazy with all that overdubbing, but it was a brand 
new technique, and, I have to admit it really sounded great, 
especially through Preston’s huge monitor speakers inside the 
control room. You could tell by the way we jabbered between takes 
that we knew we had entered a brand new world. 

When the session was over, Preston did a preliminary mix of 
both songs. They might have sounded commercial, I guess, but it 
was good commercial. The session had been a stretch for us; we 
had jumped to a whole new level. And it was surprising how easy it 
was. I think we were ready for it. 

On the way home in Al’s car, we sang the same damn songs we 
had just recorded! We couldn’t get enough of them. 

http://jackeadon.guru/got-to-make-it/08_Nothing_To_Fear.mp3
http://jackeadon.guru/got-to-make-it/02_Love_Which_We_Share_ Among_Us.mp3
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“They turned out pretty cool, I think,” Al said. “Yeah, but it’s 
only a stepping stone. I’m sure we can do even better,” I said. 

“God, Jack, can’t you stop pushing, just for a second?” Tom 
asked. 

“Listen, really,” I said. “We got through it, and it turned out 
real good. A helluva lot better than that old Cherry Town tape, 
right?” 

“True,” Tom admitted. 
“And look: “Cherry Town” played on the radio all over 

Chicago.” Always the inspirational leader, implying the next 
breakthrough was right around the corner. “So, this is a real 
beginning for us, isn’t it.” 

Then nobody spoke. I think they were all silently admitting to 
themselves that the road might be longer than we ever expected, 
but now we realized we were up for it. 

“See, you guys, like in Al’s song, we need to have the ‘hope in 
our hearts and the power in our mind.’ We’ve gotten the recording 
bug, but this is only the beginning. In a few short months we’ve 
changed our name, changed the band’s members, developed a new 
sound, and recorded at a sophisticated sixteen track studio,” I said. 

“Well. Maybe you’re right,” Al said. “It is basically incredible.” 
I turned to him. “You mocking me, Al?” “No, I’m serious. 

Honest.” 
“Good.” 
Tom and Crow chimed in from the back seat. “Yeah!” 
As Al approached my house in the “Beater”—our affectionate 

name for his noisy ‘61 Chevy with the weird exhaust system with 
twelve little pipes shooting straight back—the setting sun shone 
the last orangey rays of the day. They flickered through the trees, 
a half a mile down Church Street, at the entrance to Linne Woods. 

When we pulled up to my house, the oil truck was parked out 
front. Its serpentine hose meandered up the two cement strips 
that were the driveway. Maybe it was the truck’s relative size, but I 
swear my boxy, orange brick tri-level, with the scrawny purple 
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plum trees centered in two postage stamps of lawn, looked smaller 
than it ever had before.  
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Stanley 

The next Spring, news of the Kent State Massacre shot across the 
countr y. National Guardsmen slaughtering innocent students? It 
shook us all. It was the height of the “us versus them” kind of 
thinking. To this day I remember the feeling in my gut that April 
evening: We suddenly lived in an unfamiliar country where 
strange, unexpected acts of violence happened at random. I have 
to say for the first time in my life I honestly felt afraid and 
paranoid. 

Before Kent State there had been part of me that thought 
supporting the peace cause was sort of frivolous; you know, part of 
growing up—a pretend game. Each night as we watched the news 
after they listed the body counts in Nam, my dad would proclaim, 
“Iwo Jima was worse.” I might’ve bitched because he seemed to be 
discounting “my” war, Viet Nam, but secretly I bought into that 
“WWII was the grand daddy of all wars” routine. I was a kid, right? 
What did I know? 

But now I was an 
adult-kid-who-was-old-enough-to-diefighting-in-a-stinking-war. 
And here, on their Ohio campus, some students were gunned down 
as they protested their beliefs. 

“They had no business being there,” my dad said. “It was 
school, Dad. They were carrying their 

damned books,” I said. “Well—” 
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“They only said what they believe,” I said. “Iwo Jima—” 
“Wait!” I turned, raised my hand, the vein in my head 

throbbing, “I’d say this beats anything you ever saw or heard 
about, Dad.” 

He hung his head. “I suppose so.” 
They played the news clips over and over again. 
And there was the picture on the cover of Newsweek of a girl 

at Kent State kneeling over a dead student— It made you feel sick 
inside. But I swore to myself those kids hadn’t died in vain. I 
prayed that eventually some good would come from their deaths.  

About that time the song “For what it’s Worth” characterized 
the paranoia that had sprung up across the country, especially if 
you were under thirty: 

“... everybody look what’s going down.” 

The first sign that Kent State had profoundly affected me was 
that I instantaneously felt proud of my long hair, now wavy and 
shoulder length. I also 

donned a scraggly black goatee and futile blonde moustache. 
For the first time in my life I wasn’t self conscious about my 
cowlick either. When people saw my hair and my facial display, 
most of them probably assumed I was anti-war, which I was. After 
those 

Kent State kids had died, being against the war seemed more 
right than wrong for the first time. 

In the weeks and months following Kent State, the whole 
country slowly woke up. In fact, you could say a real moral 
conscience was suddenly born in everyone, even the adults. You 
could feel it at school, in teen clubs, and at church. It was even 
reported on the news. At groups of mixed ages, an anti-war 
sentiment always seeped into the discussion. 
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One night even Jen’s mom, who used to argue with me all the 
time over the war, turned into a pacifist as she served up her 
magnificent baked macaroni. “There’s a limit,” she said. “And I 
think this is it.” 

“So, now you’re joining the kids on this, Girt?” Jen’s dad asked 
as he chomped with his mouth half-open. 

“Well, I guess so,” she sung in a shrill voice. “Does that make 
me a hippy, Harr y?” 

We all looked at Jen’s dad. He smiled, then sobered. “Well, I 
suppose it’s pretty bad now,” he said. “The Kent State thing—” He 
looked down at his macaroni. “This is real good tonight, Girt.” 

That’s probably how the change resounded across America. 
Subtle but obvious. 
There was no doubt Kent State was a turning point. 
Because Bill Combellick, my boss at Audiocraft,  and his 

teacher-wife, Wanda, were going to Europe for all July of 1970, 
Taylor, this other guy who worked for him, and I were furloughed 
from Audiocraft for three months without pay. (We were his only 
full-time employees.) 

But I had just turned twenty-one! 
Since I needed the money for room and board, I decided to 

take my dad’s offer of a summer job at the Merkle-Korff Gear 
Company, where my Dad worked as an engineer. The company had 
just moved from downtown Chicago to Franklin Park, a close-in 
western suburb of Chicago, not far from where Jen and I always 
went to park and make-out just off River Road. 

It was a place where she could stick her hand down my pants 
and nobody could see. 

The night before I started at Merkle-Korff, I lay on the oval 
rope rug in our living room to watch TV. 

Don’t ask me why, but as I scanned the channels, I stopped 
when I saw the beautiful image of some wolves running across an 
endless field of snow: There was a pack of seven or eight of them 
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running across the virgin white. It was beautiful how they ran so 
gracefully together. 

Suddenly, out of nowhere, a helicopter swooped down. The 
rear doors flew open. When the copter hovered twenty feet or less 
from the ground, a machine gun erupted. 

One by one, the seven wolves fell limp to the snow. 
The camera zoomed in. Blood gurgled from their twitching 

corpses onto the snow. 

Like a metal monster, the copter seemed to hang in the air, 
examining its prey before it flew away. 

“My God!” I shouted. “Did you see that?” “Gross,” Brother 
Scott said, sitting nearby. 

“Jack, you guys shouldn’t be watching that stuff,” Dad 
mumbled from the couch as he read the paper.  

 “I didn’t have much of a choice! That was disgusting!” 
“Yuck!” Scott got up from the easy chair across the 

room. “I’m outa here.” He headed upstairs. Scott was only 
thirteen then, but had always hated violent things. 

“Jack, just turn the channel,” Dad said. He turned the page of 
his Sun Times. 

“That had to be the most brutal thing I’ve ever seen,” I said. 
As I watched the sit-coms that night, I kept thinking about the 

wolves, the machine guns, and the blood in the snow. How could 
anyone commit such a crime? 

The next day, I went to work at Merkle-Korff Gear Company 
with my dad. As my summer assignment, I was supposed to recopy 
the entire file of blueprints: All day I was supposed to stand at a 
large commercial blueprint machine in the Quality Control 
Department on the mezzanine level that overlooked the clanging, 
sprawling plant below. 
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As I got the hang of copying the blueprints, I noticed that the 
purring of the machine’s motor, the slapping of the blank paper, 
and the clicking of the ejected copies created a kind of rhythm, not 
altogether unpleasant. 

In my head I began humming a descending bass line over and 
over. Then, once I committed the bass line to memory, I noticed 
how I could hear it in back of my mind as I hummed various 
melodies. It was cool how it worked. During the first day at 
Merkle-Korff, I managed to make an amazing number of copies as I 
grooved to the music in my mind. 

By the Friday morning of my first week there, while I had been 
having a blast singing in my head with the blueprint machine, I 
noticed my mood had 

slumped, so I decided to ease off the blueprint copying for the 
morning and process some files at my desk. I guess I still felt bad 
after having seen those wolves die so violently that night before I 
started at Merkle Korff. Also the war’s nightly body counts on the 
news were contributing to my low spirits. Anyway, at about eleven 
o’clock in the morning I sat there at my desk, rested my head in 
my hands, and thought back to the PBS-TV special about the 
wolves. I started imagining a story about an imaginary wolf family 
running across a golden yellow meadow: 

After hearing a shot ring out, I was one wolf fleeing with my 
family. We were escaping from an arrogant hunter who stood 
there laughing on the knoll of the meadow with a spent rifle in his 
hands. 

“Brother Courage!” I shouted. “You must be braver now than 
ever before.” 

“Why is that?” “Our Mother . . .” 
“Mother Prudence? What about her?” Courage looked 

worried. 
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“I’m afraid to tell you this,” I said. “You see, you see…she’s 
gone. The evil hunter killed her.” 

Brother Courage—each of us in the wolf family was named 
after one of the seven virtues—wailed and slumped to a helpless 
crawl when I told him our mother had been killed by the arrogant 
hunter. He lay there in the golden grass, pounding the ground and 
bellowing. 

That evening the hunter was gone. We returned to our 
mother’s lifeless body, now covered with bugs. We built a funeral 
pyre and struggled as we lifted her body to the top. The way each 
of us felt gave us angry strength. We lifted her higher and higher. 
Then my father set the pyre ablaze. As the flames crackled away, 
all of us howled into the night to the Glorious Wolf, creator of the 
virtues: “Why maim and kill?” we yelled. Then, after the fire in the 
den burnt out and our eyes grew sleepy from the smoke, we 
drifted off as our Father warned us never to go alone into the 
Golden Yellow Meadow. He explained how the evil hunter might 
easily see us there and mow us down or poison us, or do something 
to kill us. 

The next morning Brother Courage, who wasn’t  afraid of 
anything, was acting weird. “No hunter’s gonna run my life; no 
hunter’s gonna make me die,” he said, blankly looking into space. 

But then Courage made a mistake he was bound to regret. 
“Brother Love,” he said to me, “I’m gonna go out there and reclaim 
the meadow.” 

I said, “No, my foolish brother. I think I see the hunter out 
there.” 

He scampered out through the golden grass anyway. Then up 
on the knoll, I saw a reflection flicker from the morning sun—the 
hunter’s gun. He laughed a grizzly laugh and breathed steam as his 
snickering echoed through the meadow. Then he drank from a 
long-necked bottle—spirits—booze. 

Not a minute had passed before the hunter raised his rifle. He 
took aim and a second later gunfire cracked. Brother Courage 
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instantly hit the dirt—he had taken a bullet in his leg. He flicked 
his leg at the air, trying to dislodge the bullet. But the laughing 
hunter wasn’t finished. He walked up to Courage. He poured the 
rest of his bottle all over him. The rest of our family cringed. The 
hunter tossed a match on him. Flames roared! 

“Help!” Courage cried. The flames overwhelmed him quickly. 
“Help me, please!” 

The evil hunter roared laughter. 
Brother Courage shouted for only a minute. Then he was 

silent. The hunter strolled away humming, his gun perched on his 
shoulder. 

“Jack! Jack!” It was a trembling old voice and a hand was 
shaking me at my desk. “You are Jack, right?” he said. “Garsh. 
You’re mumbling some mighty strange stuff.” 

“Sorry,” I said and shook myself awake. I sat up and 
straightened my desk. “Uh, I was just picturing a song, sir. Sort of 
dramatic.” 

“That’s okay. I get it, now,” the old man said. “That long hair? 
Music, eh?” He laughed like Santa Claus, not like the hunter’s 
grizzly roar I had just been imagining. 

“Stanley Juran, here, “ he said and smiled. “Chief  Inspector at 
Merkle Korff. Been here thirty years, in fact. Almost every day.” 
Stanley was about sixty, had a friendly face, messy pearly-white 
hair, and a cardigan sweater loaded with fuzz balls. His short 
stubby frame suited him. 

“Nice to meet you, Stanley. I’m Jack Eadon. I’m recopying the 
blueprint file this summer.” 

“Quite a job!” Stanley said. 
“Yeah I know,” I said drearily. “I’ll never finish it.” “Oh, you 

will. Why, you should see my aquarium,” he said proudly. 
“Aquarium? What does that have to do with blueprints?” 
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“Not much, I guess,” he said. “But, there was a time when 
finishing my aquarium seemed impossible. After all, it is two and a 
half by three by four.” 

“Feet? That is big,” I said. 
“Ever since my Betsy died—1960. She was my first and only 

wife.” 
“Oh, I’m sor—” 
“It’s okay. Been a long time.” He paused as his glassy eyes 

drifted. 
“So what about your aquarium?” I asked. 
“Well, I finished the aquarium in her honor. Yep. I’ve kept 

buying little castles and colored rocks and pumps and plants and 
filters, little by little, over all these years.” 

“Great, Stanley.” 
“Well, you see,” He put his hands on his hips like Mr. 
Clean and beamed, “after ten years, I must say it is definitely 

the finest aquarium on my block, maybe even in all of Chicago. 
Incrementalism, I call it. Made up the word myself.” 

“Incre— What?” 
“Well, you see,” he said seriously, “doing a little at a time, but 

with real focus, can work wonders—it’s a secret. And, just trying 
that hard, day after day, makes you feel darn good while you’re 
doing it, too.  Hell, I figger trying is the purpose of life, you know? 
And I’m an old guy and only found that out since Bets died. Yessir. 
The reason for life is in the trying.” He waved his index finger at 
me, like he was scolding me, or cluing me in.  

 “Real interesting,” I said. “Sorta.” It wasn’t that I was bored 
with Stanley’s lessons. It was just that I wanted to get back to my 
hunter’s story, which I thought was turning out pretty cool. If I 
could only write the whole thing down. Maybe I could since 
lunchtime was coming up soon. 

“Ever seen the ocean, son?” Stanley asked. “Yeah. Once when I 
was a kid. Why?” 
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“Just wondered. I, myself haven’t had the occasion to make it 
there.” 

He said ‘there’ like there was only one ocean.  “Say, Stanley?” I 
asked. I sat at my desk looking up at the old guy. His thick, bumpy 
hands were in his pockets, making two large lumps on each side of 
his sweater. 

“Yessir?” He said it fast, like ‘yes ‘ and ‘sir’ were one word. 
“How come everybody else in this place ignores me, but you 

stop and talk?” I asked. 
“Why not?” he said. 
“I don’t know. My long hair probably— Do they think I have 

the cooties or something?” 
“Garsh... You got the hair because you’re in the music, right?” 
“Yeah, sure. All of us guys in the band have it long.” 
“Well, garsh. The way I figger it, you’re a young fella, right?” 
“Yeah.” 
“And how long you been doing the music?” 
“I don’t know: the band’s been around six-going-on-seven 

years. I even started playing violin when I was eight.” 
“Well, that counts. Garsh, that’s something! You fellers should 

get credit for tryin’ at the music so much. Maybe it’ll work, maybe 
it won’t, but all the time you’ve been tryin’.” He smiled widely. 
“Betcha it’s been glorious, hasn’t it?” 

“True. But we haven’t made it yet,” I said. 
“Make it? Well, maybe you will. Maybe you won’t. 
Or maybe ya already have! Remember—” “I know, life is in the 

trying,” I said. 
“That’s it!” he said with a wink. “Trying’s the only thing.” 
“Thanks, Stanley,” I said. “That’s really far out.” 
He tossed a wave back at me as he fumbled like an 

absent-minded professor down the stairs leading to the first floor. 
What a neat old guy, I thought. He had just said the right thing 

to me at the right time. To me as far as the band was concerned, 
the trying part was getting a little tedious, but I guess Stanley had 
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a point. If we kept on trying, as bleak as it often looked, something 
positive was bound to happen eventually. 



206 

The Hunters 
I guess Stanley had inspired me. Now as I made blueprints the rest 
of the morning, I felt like I was on a mission with my music all over 
again. And I didn’t mind that the guy who pushed me onward 
could’ve been my Grandfather. When the lunch whistle finally 
rang, I whipped out my spiral notebook and started 

writing. The whole story was in my head! So, the words to the 
songs just shot out of me, like a baby. I couldn’t write fast enough. 

I drew a staff and wrote down the descending bass line, the 
line I had kept repeating in the back of my head. Then I imagined 
Al’s organ. Its chords would start with an E Minor chord, then the 
root—that’s an E note in an E Minor chord—would descend with 
the bass line. With that in my mind, and still feeling pissed about 
the TV show with the dying wolves and the men in the helicopter 
shooting them, the lyrics gushed out of me: 

Read along with the words to The Hunters . . . 

The Hunters 
Words and music by Jack Eadon 

—the Prelude 
Kill the Wolf. Smash his head. Spill the blood. (Chant 
adapted from the movie Lord of the Flies.  ) 
The hunter. The hunter. The hunter. The hunter. 
(Intro lead and background vocal.) 

Hiding, eager for the kill—the hunter. (Lead vocal, then 
background.) 
The shotgun’s evil warmth declares—the hunter. 
Why-y-y must human animals disguise (Building harmony on 
‘Why.’)  

http://jackeadon.com/got-to-make-it/03_The_Hunters,_The_Prelude.mp3
http://jackeadon.guru/got-to-make-it/03_The_Hunters,_The_Prelude.mp3
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The ha-a-a-te reflected in their evil eyes? (Building 
harmony on ‘Hate’.) 

And now, you see them set to fire at will. (Staccato on 
‘now.’) 

Oh, God! The hunter seeks to maim and kill. 
(Staccato building harmony on ‘God.’) 

That’s what he does: See him sanctify death. 
Smash, maim and kill—that’s what they do. 

(Lead and Background vocal) 
Smash, maim and kill—that’s what they want. 

Sing the last word of each line at same as first word of next 
line. 
Smash, maim and kill—that’s who they are. 
Well, the hunters are the murderers who of next.) 
use their lives to kill and maim. It’s all the same. 

Instrumental Only The hunt, chase, and kill scene: 

The wolf wanders innocently through the woods. 
He spies the hunter. The hunter eyes him. A chase 
ensues. After the wolf makes an all out run for his life, the 
hunter raises his gun, takes aim, and kills the wolf. 

The hunt has ceased. A wolf is dead. (A funeral march beat.) 
The murderers have left the body lying there. Their trophy 
claimed, they leave the blood  To fade away in the shadows of 
their guiltless crime.  
The other wolves, standing six abreast, 
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Carry the corpse of their mother to eternal rest. With loving 
hearts and saddened souls; 
With anxious minds, they pray to the God who gave them life: 
“Glorious Wolf, crusader of the virtues. 
Why must we be the trophy of the murderers?  
Life is love and death is hate. 
So, why must hunters turn our lives from love to death? Tell 
me why. Tell me why.” 

“Why maim or kill? That’s what they do. (Background Singers
 howl. 
—Maim or kill. Because they need. 
—Maim and kill. Because they want. 
—Maim and kill. Because they are. 

Well, the hunters are the murderers who use their lives to kill 
and maim—it’s all the same. 
Why? Why? Why? Why? (More howls by background singers.) 
Why? Why? Why? Why?” (More howls.) 

We must revenge the death of that mother of ours. 
We need to show him the love, the love in our hearts. 
We want to share the truth that we are . . .” 
(fade) 

—In the Den (Part II) 
Hiding in the den, waiting for the hunter. (Lead Singer.) 
Mother Prudence dead and gone away. 
Pleading for our lives to the God who made us happy. 
“Selfish Pride just took our mum away. “Save your life,” father 
begs the children. 
“Stay away from shot guns, spears, and knives. 
Your prudent mum, she might as well have died of poison, 

http://jackeadon.guru/got-to-make-it/04_The_Hunters,_In_The_Den.mp3
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Although it was a gun that took her life. 
And he shoots and maims and poisons his prey. 

“Never go alone to the Golden Yellow Meadow. If you do your 
sure to lose your life. 
And never take a drink from the dark and evil waters 
If you do you’re sure to lose your life.”  

“Guard your souls,” father begs the children. “That’s the only 
thing the Hunter won’t let you have. 
Only eat berries and plants and keep your head up, children. 
Or else the hunter’s gonna take his gun and mow you down. 
And he’ll smash or maim or poison you dead!” 

“Love ‘im when he hates ‘Cause that’s the Golden Rulin’ 
Make it right where the hunter’s made it wrong. 
Revenge ‘im with your heart ‘Cause he needs our love and 
pity. 
Show ‘im life is love and death is wrong. Revenge with love 
and not hate, baby.” 

Instrumental 

We must revenge. We must revenge. (Lead and Background 
singers.) 
We must revenge. We must revenge. Revenge with love and 
not hate, baby. 
(Lead singer only) 

“Never go alone to the Golden Yellow Meadow. If you do, he’s 
gonna shoot you dead. 
And never take a drink from the dark and evil waters 
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If you try, they’re sure to turn a bloody red. 

Now, get yourself to bed ( Modulate up 1/2 step) 
And remember what I’m sayin’. 
Dream a dream of warnin’, love and livin’. 
And never go alone to the Golden Yellow Meadow. If you do 
you’re sure to lose your life. 
If you do you’re sure to lose your life.  

If you do you’re sure to lose your life... “ 

The young wolves drift of f to sleep and dream: 

Never go alone to the Golden Yellow Meadow. 
<<<<< (Slow down here... Do a dreamy background harmony 
and repeat this line three times.) 

Or else you’ll die. 

I say, “you’ll die and maybe even lose your soul.” ‘Soul’ is on 
the same beat as the first bass note of the Golden Yellow 
Meadow.  

—The Golden Yellow Meadow(Part III) 

Intro 
Well, early the next mornin’ 
Minor blues 1-4-5 riff in 

Em: 
I say, we went a-walkin’ through the trees. 

Am >>>Em 
And my brother said, “There’s the meadow 
Am 

http://jackeadon.guru/got-to-make-it/05_The_Hunters,_The_Golden_Yellow_Meadow.mp3
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With all its pretty flowers and buzzin’ bees.” 
Am>>>Em 
I said, “Remember what father told us: 
B7 
Don’t go out in that meadow alone. 

Em 
(Modulate 1/2 step, then 1-4-5 minor chord series in new key.) 

But my brother said he’d make it 
Fm. 
If he’d just hide his head and run. 

B flat>>>Fm 
But I said, “No, my foolish brother. 
B flat 
I see the hunter and his gun. B Flat>>>Fm 
And he has a long-necked bottle: 
B7 
Spirits o’ life, I think he’s gonna have some fun.” 
B7>>>Fm 
But my brother didn’t listen 
Same 1-4-5 minor progression 
‘Cause he had the courage of a fire. He said, “No hunter’s 
gonna run my life. 
No hunter’s gonna make me die.” 
I said, “That evil barrel scares me; I’m afraid he’s gonna shoot 
you dead.” 

modulate up 1/2 step 

But my brother Courage went a runnin’ 
And a-pantin’ right into that meadow alone. And although he 
kept his head low 
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The hunter and his sights, I think they brightly shone. 
And a zing of hate and evil. 
Bam! 
I say, my brother got it in the leg. 

He lay there cryin’ loudly: 
“Oh God! I can’t believe it but it’s true.” But the laughin’ 

Hunter wasn’t finished. 
He emptied his bottle and left it aflame. 
And my brother lay there dying and screamin’ and burnin’. 
Oh Lord! He’s had it. He’s dyin’. He’s dead. 
Whew! I put down my pen. I guess I had gotten 
carried away with my writing. It was already three o’clock and 

I hadn’t started copying any more blueprints, but I had written 
down the lyrics and some music to three songs! I felt exhausted. 

The rest of the day, as I stood by the blueprint machine, 
glancing at my spiral notebook, I listened to the flapping and 
clicking of the machine and sang the lyrics to the Hunters in my 
head. That’s the honest-toGod truth—it all just flowed out of me. 

That night at practice, the guys were skeptical to say the least. 
“Wolves?” Crow asked. “Jeez. Nobody does songs about 

wolves.” 
“A hunter killing a wolf?” Al added. “No offense, but that’s 

more depressing than Nothing But Fear.” 
Tom just shrugged. You could tell he wasn’t blown away by 

the other guys’ reaction. “But, maybe—” 
But they agreed to at least try the tunes out since I already 

had made such a major dent in writing the music. When they saw 
what I had in mind for the arrangement—the classical structure of 
it with a wolves’ theme and a hunters’ theme, which Tom 
especially endorsed, the powerful hunt, chase, and kill scenes, and 
a blues riff in a minor key for the “Golden Yellow Meadow”—they 
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got into it, and even added to it. Although we sounded shaky at 
first, we worked through the songs a measure at a time. Pretty 
soon the guys started coming around, in fact really contributed to 
a really wild arrangement. 

“Man! This can sound as funky as we want it to be,” Crow said. 
“Tom, I like how you and Al sound like wolves when you sing the 
ooo’s.” 

“Howoo!” Al yelled. He was teasing me, I think. 
“And, Al, that instrumental part is so cool. Almost like Floyd,” 

Crow said. 
“It sounds pretty decent,” Tom said. “We haven’t done 

anything like this before, that’s for sure.” 
After a few more tries they began to dig it, I could tell. And 

practice ran a little long that night which was always a good sign.  

Later, at Whoppers, we discussed the progress we had made. 
“Not more than six months ago we really got into all that 

studio overdubbing,” I said. “And now, without the bells and 
whistles, we’re playing this complicated set of songs. They’re 
really sounding advanced.” 

Al just smiled; he had just contributed a lot to the 
arrangement of The Hunters. 

Tom nodded. “Really.” 
“Well,” I said, “the songs still have a long way to go, but I 

think they have potential,” I said. “I just have 
this incredible finished trilogy in my mind. And we’re going 

beyond my vision pretty fast thanks to you guys.” 
“It’s incredible,” Crow said. “It sounds like Procol Harum or 

Moody Blues or King Crimson or Floyd. 
This is really your best tune yet, Jack.” 
“Humph,” Al mumbled as he gobbled down his Whopper. He 

was pouting. We all looked at him. The way he chomped on that 
thing it was obvious he had just gotten royally pissed. 

“What is it, Al?” Tom asked. 
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“I don’t see what was wrong with the stuff we recorded at 
Streeterville.” 

“Nothing,” Tom said. “It’s just that this is really different.” 
“Come on, Al,” Crow said. “You have to admit: these are pretty 

cool songs,” Crow said. 
“Do you have to keep saying that Hilkin?” Al asked. “ ‘They’re 

pretty cool,’ ‘They’re pretty cool,’ ‘They’re pretty cool.’ “ 
Then I hit a nerve: “Al, are you pissed because you wrote the 

other songs, and I wrote these and they seem cool to everybody?” 
Al just stared at me with this pissed attitude all over his face. 

He looked away. 
“Hey, I’m sorry, Al,” I said. “Really.” 
“Fuck you, Eadon,” he said. “Let Crow drive you guys home.” 

He stood up, left his trash, and walked outside to the ‘Beater’. 
“I knew this would happen,” I said to Tom and Crow. 
“With both of us writing songs there was bound to be 

competition eventually. Especially after Mike Dixon, the producer, 
tore apart Al’ssong Nothing but Fear at the studio. That started it, I 
bet.” 

“Jack,” Tom said. “It’s not your fault. I think the band’s been 
making him really feel strong, you know? Now this.” 

“What do you mean?” I asked. 
“I know things aren’t that great for him right now; I think he 

needs the band as a foundation.” 
“Well, he doesn’t have to walk out. Jeez,” I said. “He’s acting 

like Wilander.” 
“But don’t you see?” he said. “Us focusing on your songs takes 

his foundation away.” 
“But he acts like he doesn’t know his songs and arrangement 

ideas are great,” I said. 
“Jack, he’s having a tough time with his girlfriend, too,” Tom 

said. “Just like that: Marcie dumped him.” 
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“I really didn’t know,” I said. I guess people can seem pissed at 
something when it’s really something totally different bugging 
‘em.” Boy that was a new thought! 

“Shit. We can’t let girl bullshit slow us down,” Crow said. 
Tom shrugged at me, then rubbed his nose hard. “Crow, 

listen,” I said. “Al needs our support and 
understanding now.” 
“I guess,” he said and chewed his fries. 
“Listen, maybe we could make this all better. We could record 

the Hunters and some other stuff, I said. “Bill Combellick said he 
knew a contact-guy down in Gar y, Indiana at a studio—Bud 
somebody-or-other.” “Maybe we could record some of Al’s songs, 
too,” Tom said. 

“Yeah,” I said, “Sure. We could do “It’s not Happening to Me,” 
“In this World,” and “Music”—some of Al’s best ones.  

Crow added, “Maybe between now and the time we record, all 
of us could write a song together.” 

“That’s a super idea, Crow,” Tom said. 
So, that night at Whoppers, we didn’t blow smoke through 

straws like we did in the old days; we didn’t get kicked out of there 
for making a mess or a lot of noise,  either. Instead, we got a little 
closer to one another and learned that when somebody was pissed 
it could be at something unknown to us. And caring seemed like an 
okay thing to do. 

Later that night, as I lay in my bed pondering the evening and 
our concern about Al, I realized something pretty profound: In our 
thoughts we had given something to Al without him knowing 
about it. And, in the process of reaching out to him, we had never 
lost a thing. 

In fact, these days, years later, I look back and recognize that 
at Whoppers that night, we had actually found something. In fact, 
we had found out several things that I’m just now relearning as a 
seasoned adult.  
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Mass Mind 

The next Saturday we met for practice at Tom’s house. Instead of 
having a normal practice, busting our balls on our playlist, we all 
sat on his front lawn under a tree, which was fairly relaxing. With 
the help of some books on Greek mythology I had brought 
along—another crazy idea—we started to write a song called 
Narcissus which was about the real Greek myth, not the one 
everybody thinks exists. 

(You see, Narcissus wasn’t really vain per se like everybody 
thinks. He was actually a fairly regular guy. His real sin wasn’t 
being shallow and thinking he was incredibly cool, like Bob Davis 
might have. It was scorning love. So, as punishment, Nemesis, the 
Goddess of Revenge, magically made him fall in love with the 
reflection of himself in a pool, so he could see what it was like to 
never get back any of the love he felt for others.) That’s the real 
story and much cooler than the one most people think it’s all 
about. Boy, those ancient Greeks could write a story. 

Anyway, sitting on Tom’s lawn, we started with the title of the 
song, Narcissus, and discussed the concept. Then we split up and 
wrote possible lyrics. We wrote the story like a poem. Then, we all 
went downstairs to the basement to work on the music. 

First, ignoring the lyrics we had written, we considered what 
the song was about—this guy being punished for his sin—and, as 
the basis for an introductory chorus, we borrowed rough chording 
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from King Crimson, a heavy British group we liked. We decided to 
have Narcissus—in the chorus—realize his sin of scorning love and 
cry out in pain for how sorry he was—a decent start. 

Then we told his story in each verse, using a dainty little 
combination of guitar, organ, and bass. In the first verse, we 
showed Narcissus scorning love; in the second, getting punished; 
and in the third, dying and disappearing, leaving behind only a 
lovely flower—the Narcissus—very cool.  

In the cut Al chorded and I played a George Harrisontype lead 
guitar, while Tom played a cool, melodic bass—a beautiful counter 
melody to my guitar. 

“Try it again!” I yelled. And we did, for several hours. 
Eventually the rough construct of the song came to life. We each 
modified our parts as we listened to the other guys—adaptive 
creativity they call it nowadays. We evolved the song toward an 
image of it we had formed in our minds through constant feedback 
from each other. 

“Tom, I sure do like that bass run,” I said. Tom played it again. 
“Right.” 
“That’s great,” Al said. “But I think I oughta just do a little 

staccato organ here, like a piano. What do you guys think? We are 
telling a story here, so I don’t want any big swells to get in the way 
of the lyrics.” 

“Sounds right,” I said. 
“What do you think of this?” Al asked. 
“Perfect. The way it intersects rhythmically with Tom and 

me,” I said. 
“How’s this for the verse?” Crow said as he toyed with the 

core of his cymbal. 
“Outstanding,” Tom said. 
After all the hours of practice we’d been through, it was 

apparent that Khazad Doom had really perfected becoming a mass 
mind. It gave me chills as we grooved, and the song “Narcissus” 
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evolved into the first song you could say we truly created jointly. 
In a way, it may even have been our best one, too. It flowed from 
each of us so easily: like the Hunters had flowed from me. 

The contrast between the pretty verses and the chorale-type 
chorus sounded unique, too. By the time we were done, the song 
had become something none of us could have created on our own. 

“This’ll end up being one of our coolest songs we ever do,” 
Crow said. I think he was right. See if you agree: 

Narcissus
Hilkin 

Words and Music by Eadon, Sievers, Yates, and  Introductory 
Chorus(instrumental background, lead guitar, and vocal ‘na’s’ 
only)
Verse 1 

Sitting by the pool of love. Image of the gods above. Scorning 
love is what he’s done. 
Righteous Anger chained him to the pool of love. 

Chorus 
Narcissus: “Now I really know how they have suffered. 
Burning with the love of my reflected soul. Someone help me 
touch the mirrored loveliness For I know only my own death 
can set me free.” 

Verse 2 
Pining by the pool of love, 
Dying for the sin of scorning other’s love. Praying from a 
loving Goddess. 
Life is gone and death has come. Farewell. Farewell. 

Jack Eadon
Highlight

http://jackeadon.guru/got-to-make-it/06_Narcissus.mp3
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Chorus Guitar/voice duet 
Introductory Chorus  

Verse 3  
On the river ‘round the world of death, Reaching for a final 
glimpse of loveliness. No one ever found his body. 
All they ever found was a lovely flower. 

Chorus Ending 

“Maybe we could record this one, too,” Crow said, “you know, 
in Gary with that Bud guy.” 

“Well, if we can get some recording time down there, we’ll cut 
this one, the Hunters, and some of Al’s songs,” I said. “What do you 
guys think?” 

“Super,” Al said. “We’d really go all the way to Gary to 
record?” 

“Yeah,” I said. “That’s what Bill Combellick said. When he gets 
back from vacation, I’ll ask him to call his contact-friend, Bud 
somebody-or-other.” 

“So, you really going to record again?” old Stanley said at 
Merkle-Korff Gear Company that next week. “Pretty impressive, 
young man!” 

“Well, like you said, Stanley,” I said, “practice makes perfect.” 
“That is true. The trying. It’s all in the trying. So, keep it up. 

Maybe you boys’ll be famous some day. “ 
“Right,” I said sarcastically. 
“Really! Say, Jack. Did I ever tell you about my workshop 

downstairs?” he asked. 
“No, why?” 
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“Oh, ever since Bets died, I go down there every night, you 
know: work on my lathe, oil up some old engines, play the Miller 
78’s she loved.” 

“The what?” I said. 
“Glenn Miller. You heard of him, haven’t you?” 
“Oh, sure. Actually Glenn Miller’s my dad’s favorite,” I said. 
 “Back when Bets passed away, I couldn’t sleep,” Stanley said. 

“So, I started going downstairs in the middle of the night. Now it’s 
a habit. I’ve built some pretty incredible things on that lathe at 
three in the morning listening to Miller. That persistence’ll pay off 
some day.” 

“How long did you say you’ve been at Merkle Korff, Stanley?” 
“Thirty years.” 
“That’s older than I am!” I said. 
“Yessir. Been here every day, too. Except three days after Bets 

and my folks died. 
“You’re Chief Inspector, right?” 
“Well, I mighta done more, if it wasn’t for that John Brown 

feller—” 
“The VP?” 
“Yeah, the feller with the cocked eye looking out to the left. 

And his boss, the president—old king John I call him.” 
“Guess they’re all Johns around here,” I said. “They’ve got no 

patience, those Johns. Always asking us to drop what we’re doing 
to work on their 

latest pet project. If we get an idea, it always costs too much, 
but if they get one, it’s bound to work right away. Then they push 
it, no matter what it costs.” They’re always looking for the single 
invention that’ll cure all their ills and make the company boom.” 

“A panacea?” I said. 
“Whatever. Darn!” Stanley was getting riled. “Persistence is 

what they really need,” he said. He jammed his fist through the air. 
“I keep trying with the Band,” I said. “I love playing music. I’ll 

play it forever.” 
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“Well, all I know is my aquarium wouldn’t look like it does 
today if I never worked at it so regular.” He waggled his finger at 
me like he was scolding. We must be willing to try new things, and 
not just their ideas.” 

“You tell ‘em, Stanley,” I said and smiled. 
“I’m serious. There is one thing in this world we absolutely 

know for sure,” he said. 
“What’s that?” I said and laughed. 

His face dripped serious and flushed beet red. “If we don’t try 
something, we absolutely will not know if it works,” he said. “Trust 
me, Jack. This I know to be a fact. When you’re playing your rock 
‘n’ roll music you remember that.” Then he steamed away in his 
serious-but-cute way. 

I’ll tell you, I had a hard time not liking that old guy. 

During the fall of 1970, I resumed my grueling commute to 
Audiocraft on the south side of Chicago in my Corvair, starting and 
stopping because of the “nonsynchro” first gear, and enduring all 
the fumes. 

“Were you going to need some records after you record down 
there in Gary?” Bill Combellick asked. Audiocraft had a pressing 
plant where Taylor, this handsome young black guy, came in every 
day and pressed records on an ancient machine after having 
driven a bus all day. He worked at Audiocraft till late each night. 

“Actually, I hadn’t thought of records,” I said. “Real live 
albums?” 

“If you’re interested, I’ll give you a good deal and Taylor’ll 
press ‘em up,” Bill said. 

It was the first and last time I ever remembered Bill 
Combellick going out of his way to be really nice to me. Otherwise 
he was sort of cold. Maybe his vacation to Europe with Wanda had 
really relaxed him, the way he offered to press the albums. 

Anyway, the idea of Khazad Doom having their 
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very own album, with a cover and everything, sounded really 
cool. We could sell it at gigs, and, if we had any left over, we would 
keep them till we were old and gray. 

“Well, what would that cost?” I asked Bill C. I expected him to 
say thousands of dollars. 

“Well, let’s see. If you design a simple album cover and do all 
the typesetting yourself, I could produce a couple hundred albums 
for $500.” 

“Really?” I said, aghast. “I thought you were going to say 
several thousand.” I figured if we sold the albums at gigs for $3.75 
each, we could make back a total of $750— that would be a 
profit—not bad! 

Suddenly the recording session in Gary became our point of 
focus. At practice each night we polished up The Hunters and 
“Narcissus,” and determined the  other songs to fill the album. At 
work, I stayed past rush hour, but not so I would be late for 
practice: typesetting and pasting-up the mechanicals for the cover. 
I thought this could be our Sgt. Pepper, you  could say, or the 
closest thing we’d ever get to it. 

The guys and I were getting so excited! In less than a month, 
our heads spinning, we rented a van, packed up our instruments, 
and drove down to Gary, Indiana and Bud Pressner’s Recording 
Service on Main Street.  
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The Pressner Session 

The “Pressner session,” which we had started to call it, was a 
dream. Not only did we record the Hunters and “Narcissus,” where 
I really wailed on my guitar, but “It’s Not Happening To Me,” a 
song called “Music,” two of Al’s other songs, and a few more. 

When we got to “In This World,” maybe Al’s best song ever, 
the session peaked. 

Bud said, “How would you guys like to get some strings from 
the Gary Symphony Orchestra? Only a hundred bucks.” 

“Violins?” we asked. He nodded. 
“But we’ve never recorded with any violins,” I said. Ever 

ybody automatically went along with what I said, blowing off the 
fiddles. Maybe my visions of the Park View Orchestra’s perpetual 
dissonance and Mr. Palm’s beet red face haunted me. 

Right at that moment, as I looked at the guys, I thought about 
what old Stanley had said to me: ‘the one thing you know for sure 
is that if you don’t try (something), you’ll never know if it works. 

“Wait.” I pulled at my chin. I turned to Bud and hesitated. 
“Maybe let’s give ‘em a try,” I said. 

“But, Jack—” Tom said. He itched his nose. He looked a little 
nervous. 

“Wait, Tom.” I held up my finger. “Al, can you write the string 
parts?” I asked. 

“Sure.” He nodded. “I think it’d be okay.” 
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I thought for a second. “Good enough, then,” I said. “Okay, 
Bud. Call ’em in.” 

The guys perked up, especially Tom. Al instantly assumed a 
sort of serious posture. His little dark eyes glanced here and there, 
like he was looking for ideas for the string parts. Like a large 
beaver, he chewed his pencil as it rotated in his pursed mouth. 
Two sheets of staff paper laid ready before him and he stashed his 
bushy hair behind his ears. Suddenly his eyes glistened, he looked 
at me, and he smiled—some great idea had just entered his mind.  

Over the next two hours, as we waited for the violinists to 
show up, he wrote the string parts. Constantly moving his lips in 
sync with his brain, his eraser and pencil were alternately called 
into service. 

At three or so, this short guy with a hunchback and a taller 
lady, who looked like a first grade teacher, walked in. They acted 
real professional: They didn’t say much; they unpacked their 
fiddles, wiped them off with soft cloths; applied resin to their bows 
with long, sweeping motions; and tuned their fiddles. Meanwhile, 
Bud sat in the control room and played back The Hunters stuff we 
had already recorded. The short hunchback guy seemed to be 
listening to the monitor speakers intently. I figured since he was in 
a symphony orchestra, he must know something, so I asked him. 
“What is it?” I asked. “You like it?” 

He giggled like a little gnome. “Now, don’t get me wrong,” he 
said as he continued to laugh a squeaky little laugh as his curly 
hair bounced. “I don’t know if it’s good or bad, but you fellas got 
ideas here that are lightyears ahead of your skill level. This 
Hunters  thing is amazing, has quite a classical sense about it! 

And it sure is intense, like Night on Bald Mountain is.” 
“Hey, thanks,” I said. “I sure hope Korsakov would approve.” 
Crow was still lounging on the floor near me since he had just 

finished listening to the playback of my blues lead vocal part to 
“The Golden Yellow Meadow” song from The Hunters. 
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“God, Jack. That gave me chills at the very end,” Crow said. 
“No josh, it was really cool! When you said ’dead.’ ” He shook his 
hands like they were wet. 

“Really?” I asked. “I never thought I sang any good.” 
Crow wrang his hands again as he got up. 
“And, by the way,” the Hunchback said,” these are really 

beautiful violin parts.” He was studying the sheet music for “In 
This World” Al had just written. “You just wrote these?” 
Apparently, he could picture them in his head or something.  

I pointed to Al. 
“You?” the Hunchback asked. 
“Yeah, “ Al said, looking proud that this little guy would really 

like them, even though he was only this hunchback violinist from 
the Gary Symphony who was picturing them in his head. 

Then the Hunchback and the lady 
violinist-wholooked-like-a-teacher sat down and, after counting to 
four, played the violin parts Al wrote. It was amazing! They played 
them right the first time, all alone in that dead-sounding studio. 
And I have to say, they were really beautiful. I didn’t know Al could 
write stuff like that: They were like a sweet dream or as smooth as 
melting butter. 

“Ready Strings?” Bud called through the little monitor 
speakers. 

“Ready,” the violinists said and, after putting velvet cloths 
between their shoulders and violins, they propped up their 
instruments. 

Then they recorded the string parts. It took them only three 
takes. And after each take they were the  ones who called for a 
another one, you know, to perfect it. 

Afterwards, Bud held up his finger back in the control room. 
“Say, why don’t we over-dub these strings. Do several takes and 
mix them to make them sound like a whole orchestra,” he said 
through the little speaker. 

So they recorded a few more takes. Still no mistakes! 
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Even though it might not seem like a big deal—The Gary 
Symphony Orchestra—the strings ended up sounding really great, 
especially after Bud added some echo to put them in the 
background on the tape. It did sound like the entire string section 
of an orchestra! 

“Hey thanks,” we said to the Hunchback and lady as they 
packed up their stuff and left—no big deal. God! To us it was.  

We worked on another cut called Uncle Gilroy’s Crazy Son,
about a runaway boy chanting and marching into town with 
hundreds of other kids. It turned out cool because at the end we 
reversed the tape(alà Strawberry Fields) which made the wa-wa 
effect and bass guitar parts sound particularly unusual, sort of like 
a synthesizer. 

But, by the end of the session, nothing had matched the 
beautiful simplicity of “In This World,” the one with the strings—I 
still think it was Al’s best song ever. 

The week after we finished the album, I completed designing 
the cover and prepared the nickel record “stamper” in Bill 
Combellick’s ancient plating tank. 

Less than a week later, Taylor, that handsome black guy, 
pressed one hundred eighty copies of the album on that rickety old 
vinyl pressing machine over at the Audiocraft plant. 

Bill Merrit, one of Bill Combellick’s part-time helpers and an 
okay guy, helped me inspect the finished records for bubbles in the 
grooves. Then we packaged each one in a printed cardboard jacket: 
first the record was put in a paper sleeve; then a printed song 

http://jackeadon.guru/got-to-make-it/07_In_This_World.mp3
http://jackeadon.guru/got-to-make-it/09_Excerpt_From_Uncle_Gilroy's_Crazy_Son.mp3
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sheet I had typeset for hours was slipped in; then loose cellophane 
was wrapped around the cardboard jacket. 

Then I sealed the end of the loose shrink wrap with a 
primitive hot wire set-up and, to shrink it tight, we  used a low 
wattage hair dryer. It was pretty cool to see the whole project 
come together even though it was a pretty makeshift operation. 

So, after that, during each gig, we sold that album, Level 6 1/2 
we called it, after Tolkien, for $3.75. We figured that was a pretty 
good deal. “These could be  worth something some day,” we would 
say to the crowds. 

You never knew. 
Throughout the fall of 1970, we hit our stride. We played 

almost every week at Rivendell in Wilmette or the Barn in 
Naperville or the Hut in Des Plaines, or at  a variety of fraternities 
at Northwestern, too. 

We even played the Deep End a number of times. That big old 
painted-over lounge building on Busse Highway in Des Plaines had 
gotten pretty popular. 

The fans treated us like we had become local stars, like the 
Riddles had been in our early days. In fact, from 

the way the kids cheered us, I would have to say that we had 
become as popular as the Riddles’ had ever been, maybe more. But 
maybe I was just dreaming it all. 

We sold a bunch of those albums at each of the gigs. We had 
titled the album Level 6 1/2 because there were seven levels in the 
mountain called Khazad-Dûm. We felt we had almost reached the 
seventh level. 

At the end of October, I was suddenly admitted to the hospital. 

It ends up that because of all the driving back and forth to 
Audiocraft, one of the seams in the waist of my bell bottoms had 
been rubbing at the top of my butt crack. So, a cyst formed there 
and was real painful, so it had to be removed. 
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After the surger y, Ilyse, Barb Kramer, Crow, Al, Tom Sievers, 
and even Bill Wilander all came to visit me in the hospital. But 
Ilyse’s first visit was really special. 

“So, how do you feel today?” she said. She put some flowers in 
water next to the bed. 

“Sort of in a stupor. I guess it’s the Demerol they keep giving 
me.” 

“Feelin’ no pain, huh?” 
“Actually, sort of horny, if you want to know the truth.” I 

really was.  
“Oh, Jack, you flirt.” Nothing I ever said seemed to faze Ilyse, 

she just put up with me. 
“Well, I can’t help it,” I said. “It’s true.” 
“Horny after surgery? What did they really give you?” she 

asked. 
“Ilyse? Wait a second.” It was like I was under the influence of 

a truth serum and I needed to tell her how I honestly felt. 
“What is it?” she asked. 
“This will be one of those moments I’ll never forget, 
I swear. You won’t either,” I said. I might’ve gotten her 

attention with that. 
“What?” She turned to me. She pulled the curtain closed 

between my bed and the next one. 
“I have to confess something.” I breathed in real deeply. God, I 

was suddenly nervous. 
“Something wrong?” She looked concerned. “No, it’s not a 

problem.” But my stomach was all queasy. 
“What is it, then?” 
“It’s just that I have to tell you: You’ve always meant a lot to 

me, ever since we first met.” 
“Jack. Really?” She cuddled up to me on the bed a little. 
“Yeah. A lot. Really,” I said. I felt a little guilty, coming on to 

her like that—me a patient, her a visitor; me a legal adult, her a 
teenager. But I was feeling real emotional and spaced out. 
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I carried on like that even though I still felt pretty serious 
about Jen. And I’d forever feel linked to Marcia Johnson. I thought, 
“Can a person really love multiple people at once? What is that? 
Siamese Love?” 

“Oh, Jack. You’re special to me, too,” Ilyse said, and she cooed 
it to me in her pretty voice and stroked my hair. I melted. 

Anyway, I’m going to skip all the juicy parts, but we did get a 
little romantic, sharing our feelings. 

We weren’t acting passionate like girlfriends and boyfriends. 
We opened up to each other like real special friends do. There was 
a difference between that and the gushy stuff. 

So, at Lutheran General Hospital in Park Ridge, even though I 
didn’t feel too great after surgery, Ilyse helped me discover the 
difference between romantic love and this real deep love I felt for 
her, and how they both could share my heart. I thought about 
Marcia, and how I had always loved her, and how I would never 
stop, and suddenly I felt this relief. I realized I could love Marcia 
and Jen and Ilyse all at the same time, and that was okay. 

When I was feeling a little better, Ilyse surprised me one night 
at the hospital. “A girlfriend of mine is on the committee to get a 
band for the National Hunger March, Northside Chicago Chapter. 
You know it’s coming up in a couple of weeks.” 

“Yeah?” 
“Well, would you guys be interested?” 
“You mean the National Hunger March?” I shook my head like 

a wet dog. “You mean the one that’s been in all the papers and on 
TV? It’s happening all over  the world?” 

“That’s the one,” Ilyse said. “The north suburban Chicago arm 
of the March.” 

“We’d be the only band?” I asked. 
“Yeah,” she said. “But they don’t have a budget for a band.” 
“Who the hell cares! It is the National Hunger March, isn’t it?” 
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Hunger March 

Ilyse called me at home the next week. The Hunger March was a 
solid booking. Far out! I thought. 

Khazad Doom was going to be the kick-off band for the 
National Hunger March, Chicago Northside Chapter, the first 
weekend in November. 

“But, won’t it be cold?” I asked her. 
“They’re expecting unseasonably warm weather, a real Indian 

Summer,” she said. “But they’ll have heaters standing by for you 
guys, just in case.” 

Everyone was talking about the Hunger March, scheduled to 
occur all across the country, and even around the world on the 
same Saturday morning. If you can just imagine, millions of 
marching people, taking to the streets on behalf of a single cause. 
The thought was overwhelming. Something like this had never 
been attempted. 

Each person, or Marcher, as they were being called, 
had a sponsor who donated “x” cents or dollars per mile 

walked, the total course spanning thirty miles. The idea was so 
cool. 

Just think of all the money something like that could raise, 
even if some big-mouth sponsors pimped out and didn’t come up 
with their pledged amounts— there’d undoubtedly be some of 
them. 
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No telling how many people would show up for the Hunger 
March in our chapter, either. Maybe hundreds, even thousands. 
Who knew? 

Anyway, the next week we busted butt at practice on ten of 
our best songs, especially one I threw together that was a 
song/chant for the march kickoff, something to inspire the 
Marchers. Over and over it went: 

Feed the hung-ary peo-ple. Walkin’ for peace and love. Feed 
the hung-ary peo-ple. Walkin’ for peace and love.  

The guys basically liked the idea, but it was obvious they 
weren’t crazy about its simplicity, except for Crow. 

At the end of every line he smacked his snare drum twice, 
which gave the chant a rhythmic sound you could really groove to. 

We practiced every night till several days before the March. 
“Isn’t this good enough? I get the idea already,” Al said, sitting 

at his organ. 
“Just wait,” I said, “when we do this over and over, get that 

rhythm going, the crowd will clap along with Crow’s smacks.” 
“Sure,” Al said. He puffed on his cigarette; they let us smoke at 

Yates’ and Hilkins’ houses. This was the Hilkins’. “That’s if there is 
a crowd.” 

Here was a skeptical challenge once again. And another 
example of me putting my foot in my mouth, predicting something 
was bound to work out great. 

But if the Hunger March failed for some reason—if no one 
showed up, or the PA system was bad, or it rained, or the stage was 
shoddy—one of the guys would undoubtedly hold me personally 
responsible. The whole idea gave me a sort of sick feeling inside. It 
was the inevitable fate of Jack, the leader: the one born with the 
Jinx. (But I had always been the optimistic one, too, probably 
because I had always been trying to escape the big “J”.) 

I scanned the guys’ droopy faces. At that moment I pictured 
chucking the band all together. I was so sick and tired of being the 
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only one who, without a thought, regularly stuck his neck out and 
saw the glass as half full rather than half empty. 

Later, at home, I called Ilyse to get a positive fix. 
She came through. Not only did she sound optimistic, she 

painted pictures of grandeur: 100,000 kids marching worldwide for 
a single cause, a massive throng marching slow motion through 
the fog with the national anthem playing and an oversize flag 
waving gracefully in the background—now that sounded cool, 
although, American flags and anthems weren’t the most popular 
symbols back in the sixties. 

I lay in bed after Ilyse’s call, hands wrapped behind my head, 
praying that I could show all the doubters that her dreams could 
really come true. I dreamt: 

It was midnight and I was fast asleep. In my  dream I woke up 
to the sound of marching children. I sat up in bed. At first it 
sounded like the sound was coming from inside my head. I shook 
it. Then I realized it was coming from outside my window, on our 
street, just on the edge of Pleasantville, over the nearby hill. It was 
the sound of marching children. Their chanting grew louder and 
louder: 

Sing it louder, Sing it stronger, 
Sing it till you’re free. Uncle Gilroy’s Crazy Son, 
He’s gonna make it for you and me! 

The chant repeated itself over and over, then faded away. 
After it faded, it returned, but as a different chant. And now I was 
with the kids, marching into town. We all raised our hands in 
the air: 

Feed the hung-ary peo-ple.(clap clap) 
Walkin’ for peace and love. 
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Feed the hung-ary peo-ple.(clap, clap) 
Walkin’ for peace and love. 

That Saturday morning we were setting up our equipment at 
the west end of the huge parking lot around the Old Orchard 
shopping center, where we had first gotten our black suits, 
iridescent ties, and pinstriped shirts over at Wards. The crisp, cool 
morning felt similar to a cross country track meet over at Niles 
West.  

The huge parking lot at Old Orchard spread out 
beforeus—totally empty. Across the lot you could see the cars of a 
few early Marchers arriving. A crew, hired by somebody, 
suspended electric wires from the stand-alone Sears Auto Store to 
a twenty foot wide set of risers, where we were supposed to set-up 
our equipment. 

Large “exponential” horns, like those used at political rallies, 
each of them three feet in diameter and fifteen feet off the ground, 
were going to serve as the PA system. 

I was pretty impressed that such an ad hoc event would go to 
the trouble of renting these horns, complete with their heavy duty 
stands—almost like somebody expected a real crowd. And, just like 
Ilyse promised, these four tall space heaters stood idle near the 
risers in case it got cold. 

Inside my gut as I set-up my amp, I thought how stupid the 
people who planned the thing would feel if nobody showed up. I 
might feel stupid for coming, but, they had rented these risers, 
about eight feet by twenty feet, and the heaters and the speaker 
horns and and the monster stands to shoot sound out hundreds of 
feet... and then there’d be nobody—they’d be really pissed off, I 
think. 

Jen arrived early with her sister Debbie. Jen seemed pretty 
impressed that any people showed up. 
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“Looks pretty far-out so far,” she said, looking around at 
nothing. She had just cut her long brown hair, which made her 
look even taller than five-nine; sort of like a cute version of Olive 
Oil. 

“You might not need that jacket,” I said to her. “S’posed to get 
warm.” 

“So where’s all the people?” Debbie, her sister chided. Debbie 
had this real dark reddish-brown hair and this pale, lightly 
freckled skin—a real Irish colleen. 

“They’ll be here,” Jen said. 
“So, where are they?” Debby sneered. “It’s early, stupido. Just 

wait.” 
“I bet,” Debby said. 
Well, they kept arguing. In a few minutes, this guy who 

introduced himself as Stuart hopped onto the risers. 
“I’m here to wire the PA,” he said. “You the band?” “Help 

yourself,” I said and pointed to the speaker 
horns and the crew. I hope you know what to do.”  
“No problem.” 

By the time I finally played my first A chord, Stuart said he 
figured out how to wire all our amps and mikes into the monster 
PA horns. Stuart looked out and said he thought about 1,000 bodies 
were strewn across Old Orchard’s parking lot—pretty impressive. 

But it was clear none of them really knew where to go, so we 
played a few little licks to beckon the Marchers. You could see the 
bodies out there redirect themselves toward the risers. 

Little by little more people dribbled into the lot— endlessly, 
like a leaky faucet. 

I admit I was getting a little nervous, seeing this crowd getting 
bigger than I ever expected. Except for the Corral, I didn’t 
remember playing for this large a group. I looked at my watch. It 
was only eight in the morning. But you could see the cars continue 
to stream into the far end of the parking lot. 
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Twang! 
I strummed my guitar and, suddenly, with one deft 

connection, Stuart brought Khazad Doom to life. 
“Cool!” I gave Stuart the thumbs-up sign. He threw one back 

at me. 
Now, any note I played reverberated across the huge lot and 

back. It sounded like Woodstock must have. 
Twang! TWANG! TWANG! 
“Far out!” I yelled to my brethren, who suddenly perked up. 

Now we were this infinitely powerful orchestra: testing our 
instruments and echoing across the lot with musical authority. 

Spontaneously, we started playing “Electric Man,” pulsing the 
deliberate beat, led by some of Al’s raunchy Hammond organ 
sounds: The wavering organ sound from his wooden Leslie speaker 
cabinets spread across the lot, now about half full of cars and 
marchers.  

By eight-thirty the throng buzzed like a swarm of locusts 
across the lot and around our risers. It was obvious that the crowd 
had grown to thousands of people—maybe even two or three 
thousand. 

Before long, this guy with curly salt-and-pepper hair, a white 
shirt, and an official-looking name badge climbed onto the risers. 
He mumbled a few words to a few younger kids who gathered 
around him and turned to me: “Hi. I’m Larry Nathan.” 

We shook hands. 
Then he turned around and cleared his throat into the main 

mike. There was no doubt Larry was the head guy. 
“Good Morning!” he boomed. 
His welcome shot across the lot. The crowd raised their hands 

and cheered as the sound of his voice reached them. 

“Welcome to the first annual National Hunger March!” You 
could hear his echo, there and back. He slowed down his speech. 
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“Around the world…there are groups just like yours…who have 
gathered… to prove a point: We can work together…to solve a 
problem …that continues…to plague our planet. 

Today…we’re going to…do something about it!” 

You could hear cheers ripple back over the crowd like a wave. 
“Today we’ll each do our best . . . to hike thirty miles...  and 
eradicate hunger! 

Cheers. All the hands shot into the air again. 
“Thank you for coming... Now here’s your send-off 

band...Khazad Doom!” 
I chilled. The crowd had grown way beyond my 

expectations—maybe 10,000. Our risers felt like a postage stamp in 
the middle of a basketball court! 

Bodies filled the entire parking lot. But there was no time for 
staring out at that endless crowd. 

It was time for the song. A bunch of kids in front stared 
at me with expectant faces. I looked around at the guys. I 

could tell they were nervous. 
“Ready?” I yelled. 
I’m sure they couldn’t hear me with the crowd noise. They 

must’ve read my lips and nodded. 
I turned and faced Crow. “Hit it!” Crow was always good under 

pressure. He slapped his drums sticks high in the air four times 
and yelled: “One, two, three, four!” 

Then Tom, Al, and I started singing into our mikes in three 
part harmony; no instruments, except Crow’s drumsticks: 

Feed the hung-ary peo-ple. (Smack! Smack!) 
Walkin’ for peace and love. 

Feed the hung-ary peo-ple. (Smack! Smack!) 
Walkin’ for peace and love . . .  
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After two times we added the rest of the instruments. Over 
and over again we played the chant. Any of us with free hands 
clapped over our heads in time with Crow’s smack-smack. About 
the fourth time, a little guy in front joined in. Others followed, and 
after a few minutes, the chant got bigger and bigger and bigger. 
Pretty soon all these kids were waving their hands in the air, 
clapping along. The chant spread across the parking lot. It seemed 
to go on for an hour. The crowd was getting all psyched up for the 
march. 

After a while, the leaders used bullhorns to coax the throng 
out of the parking lot. The whole group, probably 12,000(!), headed 
down Golf Road like a massive serpent of humanity. 

“This is just incredible,” I said to myself. The other guys were 
standing there, shaking their heads and smiling. 

We stood there on our little wooden risers, the biggest part of 
our deed done, and stared as the crowd went on their way, some of 
them waving to us as they passed. I don’t think anyone thought 
that many people would show up. 

After the last of them passed the risers, we struck our set and 
began loading our equipment into the Dodge van we had just 
bought the month before. 

“So, now we meet them at the halfway point?” Crow asked. 
“Right,” I hollered. “At Edison School. That is, whatever kids 

make it that far.” 
Then, this policeman with white hair and a fancy, dark  blue 

uniform, carried a clipboard and clunked onto the risers. 
“Can I help you, sir?” I asked. 
“You fellows interested in the crowd size?” he said. 

He explained he was the guy from the Skokie Police 
Department in charge of estimating crowd size. He told us how he 
hadn’t seen a crowd like that since Henry Cabot Lodge spoke in the 
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very same place, a political rally when he ran for vice president for 
Nixon in 1959. 

“How many, do you think?” I said. “Conser vatively we’re 
estimating 15,000.” 

We looked back at the crowd heading down Golf Road.  15,000? 
Truly unbelievable. 

At the halfway point of the Hunger March, the cool air and 
thin overcast that had dominated the morning gave way to 
unseasonably hot temperatures and blue skies. Sweat poured from 
the Marchers, who carried stripped off layers of sweat shirts and 
jackets and sweaters and T-shirts. 

The mystical quality of the morning’s throng had dissipated 
completely. Now, a random, stretched-out dribble of walkers 
hobbled into the grassy lot next to Edison School. There they 
flopped onto the ground, exhausted. Water-runners dashed 
between them, carrying little paper cups they had filled from 
water jugs. Temporary nurses with Red Cross crosses pinned to the 
back of their T-shirts roved from marcher to marcher, tending to 
cuts and blisters that everyone had, since most of the kids had 
worn their Keds or regular shoes or even sandals—not exactly 
recommended hiking shoes, or socks. 

As we set up our equipment on this cement slab next to the 
school, sweat poured from us, too. The heat really beat down and 
rose from the slab. But it didn’t matter. Whatever discomfort we 
felt couldn’t have matched the pain the marchers must’ve 
endured. 

There were groans and smiles and tears and sighs out  there as 
the kids sprawled onto the lawn. As minutes passed, you could see 
the group in the schoolyard pulse: growing bigger, then turning 
thinner periodically, then swelling again. Some marchers rested 
while others gave up and piled into waiting “rescue” cars. 
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I saw Ilyse out there passing water and comforting the 
marchers. As they walked up to her, she embraced them with her 
open arms and patted their backs. It was like she had known them 
her whole life. 

The sense of community was incredibly cool. All the happy 
tears and relieved laughter and aching moans formed an adhesive 
that bonded everyone together. 

Pretty soon, after we played some songs, some marchers came 
up to me. 

“Thank you, man,” they said. Then some of them actually 
hugged me. 

“Hey! I should thank you guys.” 
Some of them were crying; we were crying. It just felt right. 
All that afternoon I played my heart out, just wanting to give 

whatever I could. 
We played the chant song some more, but also some other 

songs from our regular playlist. But I have to admit that all the 
time I felt like a fixture, instead of part of the action, like the 
marchers were. But, at about three o’clock, the group voice that 
had been grabbing at me all day finally took me over. 

“Say, Man. We’re doing this together, you know?” one 
marcher said to me. I cried more. 

Then I hugged him and sent him on his way. That was so cool; 
I didn’t even know him. 

By late afternoon, we stood alone in that school yard, our 
sweat dried. The crowds had dissipated. I stood there picturing the 
Marchers: Some would finish the thirty miles, but without any 
fanfare—there wouldn’t be a band or an award or anything—just 
the end.  

But they’d know they had conquered the distance. 
Because of their efforts some little hungry kid wouldn’t be 

hungry for a month or two. 
The National Hunger March: No kidding, even to this day, 

years later, it remains the coolest experience of my life. 
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Not more than a month later it was time for my annual 
birthday call to Marcia. I was still flying high from the Hunger 
March experience and couldn’t wait to tell her. 

“That sounds absolutely incredible!” she said. I guess an urge 
for real honesty hit me. “So, Marcia, when I call you every year—” 
“Yeah?” 

“I just need to know how you feel about it. Every year I really 
give you part of myself when I call. It means a lot to me,” I said. 

“Jack?” she said. 
“Yeah?” Here was the putdown, I figured. “There’s Bruce. And 

now Abigail. And you. I know you’d be there for me if the others 
couldn’t. You’re that special to me. So, don’t forget it.” 

I felt really good when she said that, like she was trying to say 
‘I love you’ in that deep kind of way I had experienced with Ilyse. 
But she was holding back a little, like maybe it wasn’t too cool to 
say it obviously. 

“That means a lot,” I said. But I must not’ve sounded 
convincing. I had really wanted to hear more. 

“Jack, do you really understand what I’m saying?” she said. 
Wait. That was it. She was making sure I understood. I heard 

this inflection in her voice—emphasis on the really—like I always 
wished I would have heard in the old days when I would call her 
for those painfully short phone calls. Just for a second, I swore she 
felt the same way I did toward her. 

Naw, I had to be imagining it.  
After that, I have to admit I was flying high for a few months: 

the Hunger March, Marcia’s call. Life looked the best it could be. 
Then, just like that, I heard it on the damn radio. They were saying 
the Beatles break-up looked like it would really happen. 

I went up to my room, slumped down on my recliner, and 
listened to Sgt. Pepper. I tried to picture the world without the 
Beatles. I couldn’t. It won’t sound the same, I thought. Where 
would the sound go now? 
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Then I pictured each of the Beatles on their own and felt sad, 
but knew how they must have actually felt some relief, having 
struggled together so long with the world always watching them. 

Especially I pictured John, my mentor. I had always identified 
with him. He was not only the poet in the band, but I also sensed 
he played the same sort of role I did in my band: having an endless 
craving to make it to the top. I felt like I understood him.  
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Soaring 

Early one evening, a month and a half later, on a night we weren’t 
practicing, I lay on the rope rug in the living room watching 
Walter Jacobson do the news on Channel 2. I heard my dad drive 
up the driveway. When he came in the back door, he didn’t say 
anything to my mom as she made supper, like he normally did. No 
smooch, no swat on the behind, there was nothing. Instead he 
walked straight across the living room and hung up his coat in the 
crowded front closet. He didn’t say hello. Instead, in staccato 
fashion, he turned to me and sighed before he asked gloomily: 
“Talk, Jack?” 

Just then the phone rang. 
“Jack!” Mom called, holding the kitchen phone. “For you. Mr. 

Joe something.” 
I got up, glanced back at my dad, and held up my index finger. 

I ran into the kitchen and took the phone from Mom. Dad probably 
wanted to pressure me more about going to college Downstate or 
ask why the band wasn’t generating more cash, although he sure 
was acting awful down. I couldn’t imagine what might be on his 
mind. 

“Yeah?” I spoke into the phone. 
“Hi, Jack? Bud Giovaninni here.” Bud was the owner of the 

Deep End. 
“Hi, Bud! What’s up?” 
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“Listen, Jack,” he said, “The Riddles just cancelled for Friday, 
February 12th.” 

“Oh?” Man, this sounded good already. “You guys wanna do 
it?” he asked 

“Only a week away?” I pouted. We wouldn’t have any time to 
promote the gig with fliers like we had started to do. 

“I know it’s last minute,” he said. “But if you want it, I can give 
$450 plus 10%.” 

“Man, sounds great!” I loved playing at the Deep End and Bud 
had upped our fee again, but by asking us to sub for the Riddles, he 
had really blown me away. 

As I hung up, I saw my dad slump as he walked up the stairs. 
Something sure looked peculiar. I hoped he didn’t plan to hit me 
with another one of his serious talks, or worse, some new surprise, 
like more room and board. 

“You coming, Jack?” he mumbled. “But I thought after 
dinner—” 

“Jack, you heard your father,” Mom said tersely, and pointed 
upstairs. I swear: Sometimes it was like they worked together. 
Even though he gave her shit sometimes, and she gave him shit 
back, they also obviously worked together to control me, like I was 
some kind of raging bull that needed to be quelled. 

“Okay, okay,” I said to my mother. “I’m going.” So, I followed 
Dad upstairs to their bedroom. He was hulking over his little desk 
with the desk lamp on when I walked in. 

“Come here and sit down, Jack,” he said. He patted the bed 
softly. Wait, he never did that. This was proof something was 
different. 

I went over and sat down. “So, what’s the big deal, Dad?” I 
asked. “You look upset.” Even though his glasses partially hid it, 
you could tell his eyes were red and puffy, like he’d been crying. 

“I don’t have good news,” he said in that cloggy voice. 
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“What?” I said. Suddenly a lump formed in my throat, the way 
he said it. Was Mom going back in the hospital? I thought all that 
stuff was over. 

“It’s Stanley,” he said. 
“The sweet old guy at work?” Oh shit, I thought. “A stroke,” he 

said. “He passed away last night.” “Oh, God,” I sniffled, not holding 
back my tears. 

“What a nice old guy. Like Grandpa.” 
“I’m sorry, Jack,” Dad said. “I know you really liked him.” 
“Yeah.” I was a stone. I didn’t know how to respond. I kept 

trying to remember the last time I talked with the old guy; then I 
didn’t realize it would be the last time I’d ever see him. 

“I wish there was something I could say,” Dad said. “But that 
time comes for all of us.” 

“Shit,” I moaned. I stood up and left the room, dragging my 
feet. As I headed upstairs, I sniffled away, but the real tears 
wouldn’t come. 

Brother Tom was bouncing down the stairs to dinner. “What’s 
the matter, rock star?” 

“Shut up, asshole,” I mumbled. Once I reached upstairs I threw 
myself down into the old purple recliner with the vertical tears 
down the back. Now the fuzzy stuffing was sticking out. 

“I don’t feel like eating!” I called out to no one, but I bet they 
heard me. After a half an hour of just sitting there, I picked up my 
pen and spiral notebook, and wrote down some lyrics: 

If only I had known, 
The last time that you spoke to me. If I had only known, 
The last time that I heard you laugh. If only I had known, 
The last time that you counseled me. 
If only I had known. If I had only known. 

I couldn’t explain why Stanley’s death seemed to be rocking 
me so hard, but it was. After I stared at these lyrics for a couple of 
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minutes, I tore out the page they were on, crumbled it up, and 
tossed it into the waste basket. I was frustrated because they might 
have said how I was feeling at the moment, but they didn’t say 
anything about Stanley: who he was or what he had taught me. 
These lyrics could’ve been for anyone. 

Just then the phone rang on Brother Tom’s drawing 
board-used-as-a-desk, startling me. 

Then, simultaneously, a muffled voice, I think it was Craig’s, 
called from downstairs. “Jack! For you.” 

I picked up the phone. “Hi. It’s me.” It was Jen. “Oh, hi, babe,” 
I said. 

“Boy, you sound disappointed,” she said. 
“No. It’s just that Stanley, that old guy at work—” “What about 

him?” 
“He died last night—a stroke.” 
“That’s too bad. I know you and him got along real good.” 
“Yeah. He was real cool, you know?” I said. “I mean, to him I 

wasn’t just a goddamned long-haired hippy.” I sniffled. “I was a 
real person.” 

“Yeah,” she droned. 
“I think he liked me because I took his advice, too.  And he got 

so urgent about everything, like his stupid aquarium,” I said, “and 
his lathe downstairs. I wondered if he knew this stroke could 
happen? If he had high blood pressure or something.” 

“Oh, Jack. I feel so stupid,” Jen said. “I was just calling 
about—” 

“What is it?” I said. I thought she might help distract me from 
thinking about Stanley. 

“Nothing. Maybe this is a bad time.” “Honest. Go ahead,” I 
said. 

“Well, it’s just that we should start thinking about our future, 
you know?” 
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“What about it?” I said, a little flustered. I guess I wasn’t in 
that good a mood after all. I couldn’t even raise a clear thought 
about our future. 

“It’s just that maybe you ought to go back to school and we 
ought to get married and... “ 

“You’re right! You’re right! You’re right! You’re right!” I 
exploded. “This is a bad time.” 

“God, I’m sorry,” she said in a miffed tone of voice. “Jeez.” 
“Jen, I just haven’t felt so good lately. Thinking about school. 

A job. The band. Us. Now, Stanley. 
It’s a lot all at once.” 
“You don’t have any room left for us, do you?” she said. “I can 

tell. It’s like that old guy was going to carry your baby some day!” 
“Jen, maybe I should call you back tomorrow night.” 
She said bye and hung up hard. Then I put the phone down as 

I stared out my bedroom window. The dark seemed endless. 

Later that night, I half-watched WGN Presents, a movie  
starring Van Johnson as a fighter pilot during World War II. As I 
studied the brilliant black and white sunset on the TV screen, I 
pictured Stanley flying away to heaven, maybe to the life he always 
wanted, a way to make up for his Bets dying. As WGN played Dave 
Brubeck’s Take Five, introducing the commercial break, I drifted 
off: 

Jack woke up confused. Nothing looked familiar: the old 
tattered room, the dusty smell, the overgrown plants, the piles of 
clothes strewn around the bedroom. As he climbed out of the puffy 
bed, Jack’s back ached. He walked to the bathroom. 

He looked into the mirror. 
“Stanley?” he asked, nonplused, as he looked straight ahead. 

He only saw an out-of-focus image of the old man in the mirror. 
He swung around. 
There was no one behind him. 
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What is this, some kind of weird joke? he thought. Then he 
looked back at the mirror. 

Stanley’s image again. 
Jack shook his head like a dog. 
Then he involuntarily picked up a turquoise blue toothbrush 

with old, flared bristles, and looked back into the mirror. 
Again, Stanley! Coming awake, he realized he was Stanley! 

What was going on? 
Involuntarily he brushed his teeth in a methodical fashion: 

outside upper right, outside lower right,  inside upper right, inside 
lower right... Then he found himself contemplating vague, 
unfamiliar details of his day as he walked back to his room. From 
the crowded top of the scratched-up dresser, he picked up a pair of 
wire-rimmed glasses that looked like John Lennon’s. He slipped 
them on. 

There! 
Everything around Jack came into clear focus. 
Yessir, this was day things were going to be different, he 

thought. 
He walked into the kitchen and had his tea—three dips and a 

squeeze, as usual—and fed his fish—the only two  male Beta 
fish—Leonardo and Marco Polo—to ever get along on the face of 
the planet. They patrolled a monster aquarium that dominated the 
living room. 

Afterwards, he patiently cleaned up the Formica kitchen 
counter-top in just the same manner as he had since Bets died. But 
this day will be different, he thought. He had planned it for 
months. 

It was May and so far the weather was looking perfect on the 
near North side of Chicago, near Clark and Diversey, where Stanley 
Juran had grown up. Since his overbearing parents and Betsy died 
within the space of one sad year—back in 1960—Stanley had 
transformed the old apartment into his own: He had bought the 
aquarium in Betsy’s honor, stocked it with two exotic fish, and 
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continued his job as Chief Inspector at a small gear company 
whose largest customer was a tiny supplier of IBM. 

By 1962 Stanley had started his other project down in the 
workshop where he spent all of his free time and many nights. 
Today he finally believed it was time for this project to be 
successful. He walked down stairs to the workshop and over to the 
lathe. 

He had created literally hundreds of propellers on his lathe, 
but not one of them was perfect till the one he finished the night 
before last. He stroked its smooth surface as it spun freely, 
attached to an engine. 

Scores of the engines, all gasoline powered, had chugged atop 
his workbench, but none of them had lasted long enough, or 
minimized unpleasant fumes created by the afterburn, until this 
particular one. 

In his workshop, next to the lathe, was what he called his 
canopy-box: a relatively light affair, four  feet square and five feet 
deep, made of rows of bamboo taken from the menu of some poor 
Panda hidden away in Oriental forests he had read about. The 
one-piece, two inch thick barrel-bottom construction made the 
floor of the canopy-box incredibly sturdy. 

The canopy-box sat beside an eighteen foot long balloon 
shaped like a yam that lay on the floor. It had been painstakingly 
fabricated by Stanley down in his workshop. Made of scraps of 
used weather balloon material he had procured from the Great 
Lakes Naval Air Station, up the coast of Lake Michigan, the balloon 
was Stanley’s greatest feat. He had proven vulcanized material 
could be mended by heating individual pieces to just the right 
temperature— their theoretical melting point—to form an airtight 
seal between them. 

He picked up an edge of the balloon. Stanley had painted its 
entirety with stripes and polka dots, which made the previously 
hideous appearance take on a homogeneous finished look—sort of 
cartoonish. More than the rest of his flying machine, Stanley loved 
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his balloon, and was proud of it. Without it, the Machine had no 
chance of working. 

To soften the Machine’s overly mechanized appearance, 
Stanley mounted to the rear of the canopy box a large green 
pennant adorned with a pink “S” he had sewn himself on Bets’ old 
Singer. 

To make the contraption float, Stanley at first thought of 
using Hydrogen, but had eliminated that gas because of its 
instability. For his maiden flight, he had chosen a more 
conventional burner approach, heating an inert mixture of 
gases—primarily Helium— that would keep the balloon aloft for 
long periods of time. The long, thin balloon shape and an obvious 
rudder is all he felt he would need to steer the Machine through 
what he termed the Sea of Skies. 

Stanley looked upstairs to the open door that led into the 
kitchen. Out the kitchen window stood his sturdy elm tree. There 
it grew, centered in the tiny back yard. He remembered the tree 
from his childhood. It hadn’t been a great climbing tree, but it had 
always been there, and had gotten fuller and prettier with age. To 
Stanley, its thick trunk represented the security that had 
dominated his life. He looked at his watch. It was almost time to 
leave the great tree behind and strike out. To leave Chicago and fly 
Southeast. 

In about four or five days, assuming he lasted that long, 
Stanley calculated he would be flying over the endless forests of 
North Carolina he had read about, stretching like a smooth carpet 
across the state. He pictured 

traveling over the Smoky Mountains, blue-green and misty. 
Then to the Ocean—a first for him. 

Ever since his parents suddenly died, one after the other, and 
then Betsy, Stanley had been itching to strike out. He felt 
motivated to do one thing in his life that would be great, unusual, 
unpredictable. This flying machine business would be it. 
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He threw his jacket over his shoulder, opened the backup 
refrigerator in the basement, and pulled out three poly bags filled 
with sandwiches and fruit. He peeked beneath an oily, oversized 
tarp at his Flying Machine. 

Chrome parts jutted out and faintly glowed in the early 
morning basement light. The shape of the huge propeller, partially 
covered by the tarp, dominated the room. The balloon laid 
carefully across the irregularly stained basement floor. 

For the next two hours, Stanley pulled the pieces of his flying 
machine through the garage door onto the gravel driveway 
adjacent to the workshop. All the while, he was careful not to 
puncture the balloon—that was precious. 

In the burgeoning morning light, a small crowd of kids formed 
on the knoll just outside the chain link fence that bordered 
Stanley’s lot. They numbered fifteen by the time the old man 
started to inflate his balloon with the small gasoline-powered 
burner. At first they mumbled politely. Then the neighborhood 
bully, thirteen year old Dickie Beeze, shouted some mild mockery. 
The others joined in—it appeared the thing to do. “You’ll never 
fly!” they yelled together. 

Undaunted, Stanley wobbled on his worn wooden step stool as 
he attached the wheat-colored basket to the growing balloon, 
tossing a system of nets over the balloon until it was totally 
encompassed. At this point the Machine looked a little silly: a 
half-inflated, striped and polka-dotted balloon attached with rope 
to a basket-box affair that carried a small gasoline-powered 
burner. The old man’s pennant of pink and green waved in the 
snappy breeze while the red propeller, attached to the back of the 
burner, awaited the magic moment when Stanley would pull the 
obvious starter switch, mounted with wire onto the basket wall. 

As the minutes passed, the crowd grew. Until this particular 
morning, the neighbors had only seen Stanley each day when he’d 
come home from work and take his daily walk to Dahm’s Drug 
Store on the corner. Minutes later he’d come walking back home 
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slurping on the Dahm’s malt he had gotten for his late afternoon 
treat. This morning, though, his neighbors had come out in force, 
apparently curious at the old man’s unusual activities. 

Eventually, the innocent jeers turned to heckling and 
intermittent stone throwing by insensitive kids led by Dickie. It 
sounded like all of these people got a particular thrill out of 
watching Stanley struggle to assemble his flying machine. Mrs. 
Qualiardi even served free lemonade in little paper cups to the 
small throng as they jabbered away, more preoccupied with 
Stanley than if a car had crashed into their front yards. 

Suddenly, Stanley cleared his throat. The crowd hushed. He 
ran through his checklist aloud, one item at a time, and 
hesitatingly turned the switch that would send his strange-looking 
flying machine skyward. 

“%&$#@$&%*&^.” The Machine groaned an impotent 
mechanical grumble, like a car without a distributor cap and a 
barely-charged battery. 

“Garsh,” Stanley said, “and I’ve tested you so thoroughly, too. 
Now, what is it?” 

“You can’t fly, old man!” Dickie Beeze yelled. Some of the 
other neighbors waved their hands at him. 

Stanley sniffled as he double-checked his list. He looked at his 
machine, then up at the puffy clouds. It will be an utter failure, he 
thought. Even after all his work, night after night— 

Then he noticed an elfin little blonde-haired boy gripping the 
chain link fence. The boy smiled at Stanley, his eyes sparkling. His 
right hand flashed a thumbs up-sign. 

“Try again?” Stanley said to little Derek. 
“But, you don’t understand sonny,” Stanley said, “I’ve already 

tried so hard.” 
Then Derek’s younger brother, Keith, another cherubic blonde 

kid, ran up. 
“Try it again!” the boys shouted together. “Try it again, Mr. 

Stanley!” 
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“Really?” Stanley said. 
“Yeah. Try it again!” the boys shouted. And the chorus of their 

sterling voices rang above the crowd’s chiding. 
“All right, kids. All right.” Stanley smiled through his sniffles. 

He closed his eyes, counted to three, and pulled the switch. 
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The Operetta 

”Jack! It’s time to get up!” Dad called me from the hallway 
downstairs. It was morning already. 

“Ouch.” My back hurt. I had slept in the old recliner all night. I 
shook my head and rubbed my eyes. Brother Tom was snoozing 
soundly; he had started baking donuts at night and had just gotten 
home a couple of hours before. 

“I’m staying home today, okay Dad?” I called quietly. “I don’t 
feel so good.” There was silence downstairs. 

“Stanley?” Dad said. “Yeah. I guess.” 
“Okay, you take the day, then,” Dad said. “Thanks,” I said and 

sighed. I flopped back into my 
recliner. I was still disoriented from my crazy dream. It was 

like I had actually been there. Kerkle-Morff? 
“Shit,” I said as I sat up, wide awake. “Man! I have to write it 

all down before I forget!” I whispered. 
Brother Tom stirred. 
Then I slowly squeeked the recliner as I got up, went over, and 

grabbed my notebook and Bic sitting on top of Brother Tom’s 
drawing-board-used-as-a-desk. I sat back down and started 
writing. 

At six o’clock that night My mom looked confused when I 
appeared at the kitchen door, dressed in some bell-bottoms and a 
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tank top for band practice. “If you had to stay at home all day 
today, how come you’re suddenly feeling well enough to go to 
band practice?” 

“Sorry.” I raised my hand in the peace sign, looked straight 
ahead, and kept walking past her: out the kitchen door, across our 
backyard, down the alley, south one block on Mango Street, east 
two blocks on Davis Street, and south 2/3 of a block on Parkside 
Avenue to Tom’s house. I hopped down the long flight of black tile 
stairs. The guys were already there:  lazing, tuning up, and joking 
around. “You guys’ve got to hear this,” I said. “What is it?” They 
sat straight up. 

“It’s a long story, but Stanley—this old guy at work—died the 
night before last.” 

“So?” Al said. 
“Well, I wrote this set of songs to honor him. Based on this 

incredibly cool dream I had.” 
“A dream?” Crow said. “First wolves, now it’s old guys and 

dreams. Bet it doesn’t sound like Zeppelin, any of the funky 
bands.” 

“Maybe not.” But I didn’t feel like taking any bull that night 
from the perpetual doubters. I turned on my amp and, standing 
before Tom and Al as they sat on the couch and Crow sat behind 
his drums, I started playing. I sang all three songs I had written, 
each a part of the rock “operetta” I had entitled Stanley’s Visit To 
Kerkle-Morff. 

When I finished, I looked around at them, but they didn’t say 
anything. They just looked at me with these dumb stares; Crow 
sort of avoided eye contact. 

“Hey. Please, give it a shot,” I said. “I’m really picturing a lot 
in the arrangement: sound effects, crowds... “ 

“Hmm. It’s, I don’t know... incredible, I guess,” Tom said. 
“Really, it’s different, like a Broadway show tune, followed by a 
polka, followed by real funk.” 
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“It’s . . . uh... different, all right,” Crow said and he played a 
rat-a-tat-tat on his snare. 

“Let’s give ‘em a try,” Al said. “They might have possibilities.” 
I have to admit, that night we all but hobbled through that 

trilogy of songs. The guys were confused at first, but Tom caught 
on, then the others. Al really made the second song cool with his 
calliope interpretation. Then he equally blessed the third song 
with a cool second lead guitar. Tom added really cool bass parts. 
The more we played it, in fact, the more they got into what I was 
calling Acts I, II, and III. 

By the end of practice, Crow still seemed a little skeptical, but 
I think they had all basically embraced Stanley. I think they had 
begun picturing the end result I described. 

“If we work hard, we’ll be able to feature it at the Deep End. 
Oh, I forgot!” I said. “We’re playing there next Friday, February 
12th. We’re subbing for the Riddles.” 

“A week away?” Crow said. “Right.” 
Tom hung his head. He hated being under the pressure I 

created sometimes. 
“You want to introduce this Stanley thing there?” Al said. 

“Great. Not likely.” 
“Well, I admit we’ll have to work extra hard,” I said. 

By Tuesday of the next week, the bitching had stopped and all 
of us were into this mode of working our butts off. We played 
Stanley over and over, trying to get it ready for the Deep End gig. 
The odds were definitely against us getting the songs all set 
because they weren’t our normal style, which had been leaning 
toward the Doors or Floyd or Iron Butterfly.    Stanley sounded 
more Beatles:  like their “visual” Pepper tunes (Lucy in the Sky, 
Lovely Rita, When I’m 64) or a cartoon version of Magical Mystery 
Tour or a Broadway musical version of Yellow Submarine—not 
exactly your stereotypical rock tune. 
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On Wednesday night that week, I went home after practice 
and lay there in bed, picturing us at the Deep End job in front of a 
large crowd. Ilyse and Jen would pass out yellow song books I was 
having printed over at Insty Prints. Then, the Band would play 
Stanley, complete with sound effects that Rock and Bob would help 
us on: crowd noises, the flying machine starting, hammers and 
nails, etc. At first all the kids would smirk, I pictured, but I 
imagined them slowly coming around. Pretty soon, the audience 
would even sing along and clap. Well, maybe not, but it was nice to 
dream that. 

By Thursday, the day before the Deep End job, sure enough, 
Stanley sounded really different than anything we had ever done 
before; hell, it sounded different than anything anybody had ever 
done. Like the combination of a Broadway musical, a soundtrack of 
a Disney animated movie and the music to Yellow Submarine. We 
all agreed it was ready to go in its own quirky way: a 
playful-cartoony-funky show tune. Friday, before we packed up for 
the Deep End job, I swung by the printers to pick up the song books 
I’d had printed. 

At the Deep End, the crowd mingled around out there, 
squished into what used to be the Continental Lounge back in the 
fifties: walls painted black, ceiling painted black, a few lights 
scattered around. Perfect for making-out. 

The eclectic-looking crowd of about 200 seemed to like our 
regular intro songs—”Four Man Band,” “I See the Sky,” and 
“Moonshine Coolshine”—a little hard rock, a little jazzy, a little 
funky. When we played some others, like “Music” and “Narcissus” 
and a rearrangement of “Beat Goes On,” they didn’t seem to react, 
except with mumbling between songs, like we weren’t even there. 
Probably because there was more than your average share of 
greasers out there. 

The stage barely fit us. Stuck in the corner of the place and 
about three feet off the ground, the trapezoidal shape did allow 
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each of us to have our own little nook up there. Tom, Al, and I 
managed to line up across the front, roughly in a straight line. We 
all fit, despite Al’s monster Hammond organ. And Crow set  up the 
drums on a one foot platform in the back: that was great because it 
highlighted him, but the ceiling was really low, so he had to be 
careful about twirling his drumsticks in the air. The wires for the 
lights and PA system were strewn everywhere across the stage 
floor. 

“Hey, hippies! How about some Temptations,” one little guy 
shouted up to us. He was wearing a white sleeveless T-shirt. A 
silver St. Christopher’s medal hung from his neck. He had long 
greasy blonde hair, swished back on the sides. He bounced back 
and forth, real cocky-like, looking around—showing off, you know, 
like greasers did back then. 

“What about Proud Mary?” His girlfriend walked up carrying 
their Cokes. She wore hot pink lipstick, had teased hair, and 
smacked her gum. It was a real different crowd, all right. It 
occurred to me: It might not be the perfect audience for 
introducing Stanley to the world. 

Nonetheless, call it a ballsy move, or just taking Stanley’s 
advice, or maybe I was just exhibiting my normal state of righteous 
indignation towards anything anti-hippy, but I decided to go ahead 
and introduce Stanley. 

At about nine-thirty Jen and Ilyse started passing out those 
little yellow song-books I’d had printed. They listed the complete 
lyrics of Stanley’s Visit to Kerkle-Morff. 

I figured the crowd could follow along as we played. I was 
shaking a little. Of course the crowd was looking restless. 

I could hear the first fight of the evening break out over in the 
corner: scuffling and supportive yelling from stand-by 
friends—greaser stuff. 

Meanwhile, I was hoping there might be some interest out 
there because some of the people were reading the yellow booklets 
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and talking to each other. But the greasers were mostly snickering 
and laughing at the booklets or throwing them on the floor. 

Anyway, a couple hundred of these little yellow song book 
fliers waved around like fans on a hot summer day. On the floor 
you could see flashes of yellow paper once in a while. Just then, 
Bud Giovaninni walked up to the stage. 

“So, what’s all this hand-out crap, Jack? I assume you guys are 
helpin’ clean up after.” 

“Bud,” I said, “we’re just going to try out a new 
‘listening-type’ song and thought the crowd would want to follow 
along, you know?” 

“Follow along? Right. Remember, this is a dance club we’re 
running here, not a hippy hangout.” The guy had a real open mind. 

“Right. But could we just give it a try? Please?” I  asked. “Just 
this one little song?” I talked in a kid’s voice thinking that would 
help my case. 

“Okay, I guess,” he said and smiled, “but you’re hearing what 
I’m saying, right?” God, Bud was like a grown-up greaser. 

“No problem. We’ll clean up if there’s a mess. I promise,” I said 
and made the Scout sign. 

“Okay.” 
“Great!” Before he could change his mind, I signaled to the 

guys that it was time to start Stanley. 
I turned to my mike. “Now we’re gonna show you a trilogy of 

songs we just wrote! In fact this is the first time we’ve ever 
performed it.” 

“Temptations!” the crowd yelled. Giovaninni stood there in 
front of the stage with his hairy arms folded, shaking his head. 

“Not quite,” I said. I ignored their catcalls, figuring that was 
best. “In fact, this may be the weirdest set of songs you’ve ever 
heard. But we hope you’ll be hearing them in your head 
tomorrow!” I figured, what the hell, go for it. “So, follow along in 
your song books while we take a little trip!” I said. 
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Follow along like the crowd at the Deep End did. 

Actual contents of song book: STANLEY’S VISIT TO 
KERKLE-MORFF THE PLAYERS 

Jack Eadon...  Stanley, Narrator “Al” Yates... King John 
Tom Sievers... neighbors, crowd, misc. “Crow” Hilkin... flying              
Machine, F/X Jack, “Al”, Tom...  birds, clouds, etc. 

Bob Hollinger... neighbors, crowd, misc. F/X 

ACT I 
Narrator: Stanley was a man, Juran, who loved the sea, 
Though never in his sixty years swam he. He’d sit beneath his 
shady elm and watch the sky; 

No one ever told him why: 
The birds would soar; the clouds would cry. No one told our 
Stanley how to fly. 

Neighbors: Stanley, what are you looking for? Stanley, will you 
find it at Kerkle-Morff? 

Narrator: Stanley took a big balloon and filled it up; colored 
stripes and polka dots drew he. 
He made a wooden box and put it on with string. A Stanley flag of 
pink and green— 
That crazy red propeller thing— 
Then he heard the neighbors start to sing. 

Neighbors: Stanley, what are you looking for? Stanley, will you 
find it at Kerkle-Morff? 

http://jackeadon.guru/got-to-make-it/10_Stanley's_Visit_To_Kerkle_Morff.mp3
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Narrator: Then he took his can of gasoline and poured it in, 
Hoping that propeller thing would spin. 
He pulled the switch to make it run and then it died. 

The people laughed: “You’ll never fly!” Stanley wept: “Again 
I’ll tr y?” 

He looked up at the clouds and then he cried. 

Neighbors: Stanley, what are you looking for? Stanley, will you 
find it at Kerkle-Morff? 

Little boys: Try it again! Thumbs up sign. 

Stanley: Again? 

Two little boys: Try it again!  

Machine: @!x+´¶=!! (The machine rises into the air.) 

Neighbors: Stanley, what are you looking for? Stanley, will you 
find it at Kerkle-Morff? Will you find it at Kerkle-Morff? 

Will you find it at Kerkle-Morff? 

Machine: Putt-Putt … Putt-Putt … (The Machine flies away.) 

The Deep End crowd stood there reading along in their song 
sheets like they were at school. I don’t think they knew what else 
to do. Some of them sat 

down in clumps of two or three around the dance floor. That 
was cool. Then we started Act II, with a strong quarter note bass 
part (root, then down a fourth; root, then down a fourth), like a 
tuba or calliope: 
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ACT II 

Stanley: Saying good by to a life full of lies, (in sky) Now it’s 
history and I’m free. 

Kissing the wind of a little boy’s dream, It’s a fairy tale, but ya 
know I love to sail. 

Birds, Fly, Stanley. Fly! clouds, Fly, Stanley. Fly! etc. & Fly, 
Stanley. Softly fly away. Stanley: Hey, hey, hey . . . 

Stanley: Making my way seven nights and a day Through the 
sea of skies. I can’t believe the crowds my eyes! 

There through the clouds, far away from town. 

It’s a paradise found: my little Kerkle-Morff 

Birds, Fly, Stanley. Fly!  clouds, Fly, Stanley. Fly!  

etc.: Fly Stanley, softly fly away. 

Machine: FX(a rough landing at Kerkle-Morff... ) 

By now the whole crowd had started clapping—and about a 
third of them were sitting on the floor! Almost all of them had 
started singing along, especially on the chorus: “Fly, Stanley. Fly.” 
The sitting ones rocked left and right, shoulder to shoulder. 

Without stopping, we started the third and final song, a real 
rocker, but parts of it something you might hear on Broadway. The 
crowd started clapping with Stanley’s first answer to the King, 
when the beat and bass part kicked in. (I marked that line below so 
you could picture it.) 
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ACT III 
(Enter King John amidst the rubble... ) Musical Intro 
King John: Welcome to Kerkle-Morff. I am King John. I say 

hello. 
This is my royal ripe valet: his name John Braun; he is strange. 
May I ask who you are? Did you come from afar? And what is 

this thing of yours? 
It seems to me that it flies, pulling tricks on my eyes. 
What is it and who are you?  
>>Stanley: I am Stanley and I come from world beyond the sea

of skies.Yes, this is a flying machine and I hope you believe your 
eyes! 

King John: Stanley, glad you arrived. In fact, I’m glad you’re 
alive.You can build me a flying machine. A royal grant you shall 
have; and I bet that you’re glad that you found your way to 
me...through the sky of seas. 

Stanley: I would like to build your flying machine, but I need 
big balloon. If I had a big balloon then flying machine would go to 
moon. Thank you for the royal commission. It honors me and 
flying machine. But like I say I need a big balloon and you will fly 
away! 

King John: Stanley, glad that you asked. The problem will 
come to pass if you listen to me. 

(with cool calculation) Since your planning to stay, I think 
you might find a way by using your balloon! 

Stanley: Yes, that is a good idea, and now you 
have your big balloon. I will build your flying machine and 

surely you will sail away soon. Bring me all your wood and string; 
hammers, nails and cutting things. 
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Bring me cloth to make your flag, and then I’ll make propeller 
thing. Then your flying machine will ring. Then you’ll hear your 
people sing! 

F/X: (Stanley and helpers make the Official King John 
Flying machine: pounding, sawing, etc.) eight days later. 

King John: Stanley, glad that it’s done. And I can see that it 
runs. Now I have my way away. So, with thanks from the throng, 
my golden crown shall belong to the king of Kerkle-Morff. The new 
king of Kerkle Morff. 

Crowd: (Cheers, shouts . . . !) 
Stanley: I would like to thank you for the opportunity to serve. 

I will wear your crown forever, a crown I hope I  do deserve. And 
when you’re sailing far away to find the life that makes you smile, 
send my  love to good old elm tree. 

Tell her that I’m doing fine. Tell her ‘bout this land of mine. 
Tell her she can can come in time. 

F/X: King John, John Braun, and the royal court fly away as 
Stanley—that is, King Stanley—bids them farewell from atop the 
royal mountain. 

Birds, Stanley waved good-bye. Clouds, Stanley waved 
good-bye. etc.  Stanley waved good-bye. 

Cast: Stanley, what were you looking for? 
Stanley, did you find it at Kerkle-Morff? Stanley, what were 

you looking for? 
Stanley, we think you found it at KerkleMorff! 
FINIS 

“Stanley’s Visit to Kerkle-Morff” ©1971 Jack Eadon 
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Credits: Words and Music . . . Jack Eadon Arrangement... 
KHAZAD-DOOM Lead Guitar (Act I)... “Al” Yates Rhythm guitar (Act 
I)...  Jack Eadon 

Lead Guitar (Act II, III)... Jack Eadon Rhythm guitar (Act II, 
III)...  “Al” Yates Organ, recorder... “Al” Yates  

iams 

Bass, F/X... Tom Sievers Drums, F/X...  “Crow” Hilkin 
F/X, Assistance... Bob Hollinger, Rock Will 

[Dedicated to the memory of Stanley Juran, who could never 
sail the sea of skies, but always wanted to.]  

GOT TO MAKE IT! 
======== 

By the last chorus, the whole place was rocking and the kids 
were clapping and singing along. No kidding! It was pretty 
incredible to see a dance place transform itself into a concert hall 
before your eyes, but that’s what really happened. They were all 
sitting there, rocking back and forth, grooving to Stanley. 

I realize now, that on that night, in Park Ridge, Illinois, 
Khazad Doom may have ushered in the era of teens listening at 
concerts instead of dancing at teen clubs for entertainment—we 
were right there on the cusp. Stanley would’ve gotten such a kick 
out of it. 

But he would have only modestly accepted the fact that he 
inspired something like a cultural upheaval in the way teens 
experienced their music. 

Later that night we went to Jake’s Restaurant on Touhy, as 
usual, all excited about how the crowd had responded to Stanley. 
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Right after we ordered our cheeseburgers, Crow— normally 
down on anything that wasn’t Grand Funk— spoke up first. “We 
should record Stanley.” 

“No kidding,” Al said. “We could add all the sound effects—like 
a crowd and engines and building his flying machine—make it 
come to life.” 

“Hey. Hey. Hey,” I said. “I hate to break the bad news to you 
guys, but we don’t have some kind of infinite recording contract 
with anybody. How could we record Stanley?” 

A hush fell. 
The guys were so naive sometimes. They really took all the 

stuff that came our way for granted: recording sessions; albums; 
booking agents. They sat there in Jake’s pouting like a bunch of 
spoiled kids, like recording Stanley was their inalienable right. 

“But listen, you guys,” I said. “I do have some pretty 
important news tonight. I glanced at Jen. “If I can change the 
subject...this is pretty, uh, significant.”  

They gaped at me. “What?” 
“Jen and I have something to announce.” “What is it?” 
“We’re getting married!” I smiled and squeezed her at the 

shoulders. And I must’ve said it fairly loud. 
Suddenly the whole restaurant clapped, like in the movies. At 

that moment, the guys’ faces dripped concern and shock instead of 
joy. 

“Hey, what is it, guys?” I asked. “The group isn’t over or 
anything. We might have to cut back a little on practices is all. I’ll 
be starting back to school this fall, but I’ll still be playing in the 
band and being a husband and maybe having a new job.” 

“But, what about Stanley?” Crow said. “Crow? Didn’t you hear 
what I just said? I’m 

getting married!” 
“Oh,” he said. “I’m sorry. I guess I was getting real high on 

Stanley. I’m really happy for you guys. Honest.” 
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Just then a greasy-looking guy with maintenance man’s 
clothes walked up. 

“Say, you guys in a band?” he asked. 
“Yeah. I’m Jack. This is Al, Tom, and Crow. The head of our fan 

club, Ilyse. Bob, our head roady. Rock, our other roady. And my 
brand new fiance, Jen.” 

“Congratulations. You said fan club?” he said. “Yeah, we’re 
Khazad Doom.” 

“Who?” 
“We used to be the Laymen,” I said, like that would trigger 

something. Right. 
He paused for a second in thought. A smile, bordered by this 

walrus-like moustache, spread across his face, peppered with 
ancient acne scars. “Wait. Did you guys play the Corral a couple of 
years ago? In LaGrange? L yons Township?” 

We smiled. 
“I remember you guys! I was there! Good old LT. God, what a 

mob!” 
“Yeah,” I said, smiling, remembering. “Record attendance, you 

know.” 
“But there was more of you, right? Trumpets, the works.” 
“Yeah. We’ve trimmed down a little since then,” I said. 

“Smaller... better.” 
The guys all chimed in. “Yeah.” 
The greasy guy said, “Well, I’m Frank. Frank Cham-ber-lin.” 

He sung his name like a newsman, with ‘Cham’ the highest note. 
“Listen, I’m done here. Can I join you for a Coke?” 

He talked intermittently in this comical voice—you know 
exactly the kind of voice if you heard it, but it’s impossible to 
describe—sort of like a bubble in the back of your throat—and he 
seemed like a real friendly guy. He explained how his job was 
repairing air conditioning and heating. In fact, he had repaired the 
heater at Jake’s that night. That’s why he looked so grubby. We 
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told him about our album Level 6 1/2 and what had happened at 
the Deep End earlier that night. 

“That sounds really far out,” Frank said. “So, you guys going 
to cut this . . . uh... Stanley’s Visit? A record.” 

“Yeah. We’d like to,” I said, “but we don’t really have a 
recording deal with anybody now.” I shrugged. 

“Yeah,” the guys said. They sounded pretty down. “Hey, 
Frank, you don’t know somebody important, do you?” I asked. 
What’s it hurt to ask? Maybe he knew somebody. 

“Naw. Sorry. I do have my own recorder, though,” he said. 
“And I play guitar, too.” He said it like he hoped we could use him 
in the band or something. 

“Yeah, I play guitar, too,” I said and smiled. “And I have a 
recorder. But we’ve been doing the studio thing, so home 
recording would be a step down, I think.” 

“I bet you haven’t recorded with a Revox,” he said. “It’s a 
Swiss-made machine—pretty good.” 

“You have a Revox?” I said. “So do I!” 
“You’re kidding,” he said. “Maybe we could do some ping 

ponging.” 
“What the hell is ping ponging?” I said. 
“You record in stereo back and forth, from one machine to 

another, adding tracks as you go,” he said. 
“Wait. I think that’s how we made the eight track Ampex 

machine down at Pressner’s act like a 16.” The guys nodded. 
“Well, you’d need lots of mikes and a pretty good mixer, 

anyway,” Frank said, “if you want to ping-pong with REVOX’s, that 
is.” 

“We have plenty of Shure Unisphere mikes... and I have a Sony 
mixer. How’s that?” 

He smiled. Then he spoke in his funny voice: “Shit, man! I 
think that’d just about do it!” 

We all laughed at his funny voice. 
Tom hunched at the table. “Hmm. Might be a doable.” 
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I was really getting excited at the sound of this. 
The rest of the guys rubbed their hands together, like they 

were cold, but they were just excited. 
“Well, Frank, you think we might be able to work with you on 

this ping-pong thing?” I asked. 
“Sure. That’d be something else.” “So, how would we wire it 

up?” 
But Jen broke in: “Jack, no offense, but you are getting 

married soon.” I think she was sorta pissed off that I was talking 
about recording when I should’ve been concerned about ordering 
flowers or getting a photographer. After all, we were planning the 
wedding at a pretty rapid fire clip. 

“But the wedding isn’t until April,” I said. 
Frank broke in: “Well, if you’d trust me with your REVOX and 

mixer, I could work on perfecting the pingponging while you guys 
are doing all the wedding stuff. I could even build a little caddy to 
hold both recorders side by side, the mixer in the center.” 

“Jack, there’s also the honeymoon—” Jen said, and elbowed 
me. “You’re handling that, too.” “Sorry, Frank. I don’t think it’ll 
wor—” 

“Well, maybe we could just do the recording session later this 
summer,” Frank said in his funny voice. “That be okay?” 

“Yeah!” The rest of the guys said it together. They obviously 
wanted to do this Stanley project real bad. 

All the time we were jabbering away at Jake’s about   
recording Stanley, climbing yet another mountain, Jen squeezed 
my hand under the table. Then she nudged me and gave me looks 
out of the corner of her eye. It was obvious she didn’t relish the 
thought that another recording project would become part of my 
future. She pouted: She’d rather have me, and the rest of the 
world, focus on her special day. 

Now, I couldn’t blame her, because that’s how a wedding was 
supposed to be. But I suddenly felt these empty feelings down deep 
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inside: It looked like staying in the band wasn’t going to be terribly 
compatible with getting married. 
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Ping-Pong 

I had just gotten back from my honeymoon in Door County, 
Wisconsin. Now, I have to admit, the whole time Jen and I were up 
there I was preoccupied with two things: recording Stanley once I 
got back home, which I probably talked about too much, and going 
to bed at all times of the day and night! 

The minute I got back home I made some calls. 
“So, Frank, how does it work?” I said. “The pingponging 

thing?” 
He laughed his funny laugh. “What?” 
He said, “Thought you were talking about the intricacies of 

marriage. The ping-ponging looks good,” he said. “And I finished 
that wooden caddy for the recorders side-by-side. Works great.” 

“Super.” 
“We’ll switch reels back and forth from machine to machine 

for each track. Each time we’ll have to rewire the cable from the 
mixer. Then we’ll be able to record multiple tracks in stereo.” 

“Cool. Sure that’s not a big deal?” I asked. 
“Not really. And we’ll fit as many damn tracks as we can on 

that little tape, just like in your studio recording sessions.” That 
voice again. 

“So, when will you be ready with it?” I asked. “Well, June’s a 
pretty busy time at work—seasonal start-up, you know,” he said. 
“How’s about July?” 
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That sounded super. I called Al. He had been talking to Frank 
about the ping-ponging. I wanted to get his take on the approach. 

“Theoretically, it’ll work, I guess,” he said. “But I’m a little 
worried that we won’t fit all the tracks on a quarter inch tape. It’s 
not exactly an Abbey Road setup.” 

Actually, it may be our Abbey Road, I thought. I  was thinking 
how Jen had been leaning on me about how the band took up so 
much of my time. 

The morning of the Stanley session—a Saturday in July of 
1971—we set up our equipment in the basement of the Morton 
Grove Community Church, just like an honest-togoodness 
recording studio: mikes and stands and homemade sound baffles 
between us (The baffles were actually six foot tall chalk boards 
with blankets thrown over them). The basement was the same 
place we had changed our name to Khazad Doom just two years 
earlier, but now we knew what we were doing recording-wise, 
thanks to what we had learned at the Streeterville and Pressner 
sessions. 

All of us were sweaty because the church basement had no air 
conditioning. Al looked particularly wilted. 

I walked over to his Hammond organ and said, “What is it, Al? 
Hot?” 

“A little. I just don’t know if this thing is gonna work either. 
We need a bunch of tracks. How can we fit them all on quarter inch 
tape at 7 1/2 IPS ? 

The minute Al said that, Frank looked up from behind the 
desk part of that homemade “caddy” that held the two recorders:

One of them sat on his left side; the other sat on his right side. 
A Sony mike  mixer was positioned in the center on a shelf. Frank 
was set to be our engineer. “Oh, Al, it’ll work, honest. We’ll just 
have to cross our fingers a little,” he said in his funny voice. 
“Maybe record at 10 IPS. 

“See,” I said to Al. “It’ll get done. Don’t worry.” I really wanted 
to get Stanley on tape, and this looked like the only way I was 
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going to get it done. And I had  a feeling this approach might give 
us something pretty cool. 

A little after two we had already “put down” the instrumental 
track for each song—Stanley, plus the others. 

Frank played back those tracks, one after another. “God, it 
sounds great with these Revoxes,” I said. 

Tom nodded. 
Frank took the instrumental tape reel and moved it to the 

other machine, so its output would record through the mixer. 
Then, he rewired the mixer, so its output would mix the 
instrumental tape with the  input from mikes and record into the 
second recorder.  

“Okay, let’s try some of those other instruments,” Frank said. 
Al sat at a piano, I picked up a Guild acoustical 12string guitar, 

and Crow picked up a huge professionallooking tambourine. Then 
we put on our headphones and, as we played, we listened to the 
output of the first tape to guide us. We could hear the extra tracks 
being mixed into the first recorder along with the original 
instrumental track. That’s how it was done, track after track. 

The rest of the day we recorded more instrumental tracks, and 
even added a few special-effects tracks, some rhythmic 
hand-clapping and a cow bell. As we went along, the extra tracks 
were laid down, one by one, just like we would add the vocal tracks 
later. 

“It sounds okay, I guess.” Al stretched and yawned. “Great,” 
Crow said, a little sarcastically. 

Tom smirked. “Why is everybody so negative?” “Listen, guys, 
with the vocals, this’ll end up sounding pretty cool,” I said. As 
usual, I had a lot of faith in optimistic thinking. 

“Hey, guys, I think this is the best we can do,” Tom finally 
said. “These Revoxes are great machines.” 

“And the ping-ponging sounds pretty good,” I said. “Yeah,” 
Tom said. “Except Stanley.” 

“How so?” I said. 
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“Well, that one sounds a little empty.” 
“Yeah. I think we really need some of those special effects, 

Jack,” Al said as he slumped at his organ. “Maybe we should forget 
Stanley for now; you know, till we land another studio deal.” 

“Yeah.” Crow said. He twirled his sticks. 
I shrugged. “Well, I just don’t know when that might be,” I 

said. “But if we do all the special effects tracks, I think it’ll sound 
better. Really.” I envisioned Stanley being this Sgt. Pepper sort of 
creation: crowds and laughing and engines and other special 
effects. 

“Right,” Crow said. He snickered and hit a rim shot. “What do 
you think this is? Let it Be?” 

“Another brilliant supportive comment, Crow,” I said 
sarcastically.  

 “Fuck you, Eadon,” he said. 
“Well, it’s true. You’re always mouthing off about Grand Funk 

and Zeppelin. Can’t you think for yourself?” 
“That’s it!” Crow said. “I’m taking a break.” He got up and 

walked out. 
Al just shrugged and switched his organ’s tone pots off. 
Frank jumped in: “Jack, maybe when we overdub the vocal 

tracks at your apartment, we could keep going. You know, add a 
bunch more tracks there.” 

“Yeah, but what about the crowd effects?” I said. “And the 
flying machine?” 

“Well, I don’t know about the Flying Machine,” Frank said, 
“but if we record with the playback speakers on and keep the 
volume down to control the feedback, we can create a echoing 
crowd-like effect.” 

“Right,” Al said flatly. You could tell he distrusted Frank’s 
optimism. “I knew we could only do this in a real studio,” he 
mumbled. 

“Yeah,” Crow moaned as he walked in. 
“Honest, guys,” Frank said. “I’ve tried this before. 
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It works real cool, honest.” 
“We’ll see.” Crow sat down at his drums and hit a few more 

rim shots. 
“Well, I think we need to figure out all the tracks we really 

have to add,” Tom said. “Maybe it could actually work.” We 
gathered around Al’s organ and got ten tracks in total: multiple 
sound effects tracks (the flying machine starting, the flying 
machine being fixed), crowd mumbling, applause, extra 
instrumental tracks, multiple vocal tracks—all of it. That did seem 
like a lot for quarter inch tape, even at 10 inches per second! I sunk 
a little as I realized that had probably never been attempted by 
anyone, anywhere—sorta stupid. Today—older and  wiser and 
contaminated by the advances in technology that surround me—I 
would have laughed at the likelihood of the thing working. 

“How we gonna do all that?” Crow asked. “Fit ten tracks on 
quarter inch tape? We’re not the Beatles and this isn’t two inch 
tape or a twenty-four track machine. And  George Martin isn’t in 
the control room. No offense, Frank.” 

“None taken.” 
“We can at least try it, can’t we?” I said. 
Then Crow started pouting: “Shit. We’ll never make it big. We 

must be doing something wrong. Now we’re resorting to this 
stupid Stanley stuff. Nobody plays this stuff. 

At that point I admit I worried that Crow’s bitching might 
have been right-on all along. Who were we fooling? We weren’t the 
Beatles, and this wasn’t Abbey Road or Let it Be. This was just 
another longshot at some vague goal of stardom, a we were doing 
it with a jerry-rigged set-up. Nothing would ever come of it. 

Maybe all along we had just been pretending to be creative 
geniuses like the Beatles. 

“Listen, guys,” I said, “let’s meet Wednesday at my place and 
plan out the tracks real carefully, maybe combine some and cut 
some. What do you say?” 
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So, we met that Wednesday and made a list of tracks. But, 
after that meeting, everybody hunched out of my apartment. We 
had been only able to cut our list of tracks by two to eight. That 
night we might’ve only proven that we were expecting improbable 
miracles from our little quarter inch tape. 

The next weekend, early in August of 1971, I was waiting at my 
place for everybody to arrive. Ilyse had asked if she could listen in 
on the overdubbing session. She was the first to arrive. 

“Guess what, Jack,” she said. She was bubbling. “What is it?” I 
asked. The other guys followed her into my tiny living room with 
the monster entertainment center poised along one wall, straddled 
by two speakers. Jen had said that set-up was too large for the 
room and would have to go, but I was reticent to dump it; after all I 
had made it partly out of that old shelf in my garage I had made 
with my dad years before. 

Out in the middle of the room stood a headphone tower,  made 
out of an old flimsy, brass pole lamp. On it was affixed a tiny 
stainless steel junction box with all these little 1/4” holes to plug 
in our headphones. 

“Cool.” Crow inspected the cube of stainless. “Just like a real 
studio, well sorta.” 

“Frank and I rigged it up over at his metal shop,” I said. I held 
up my bandaged hand. “With great personal sacrifice, I might 
add.” I had cut my hand big time. 

“Not bad, Eadon,” Al said. 
“Ooo. Ooo. By the way: Can I make an announcement?” Ilyse 

raised her hand. 
“What?” we all asked in unison. 
“I’m going to Honolulu next June after I graduate to be a DJ.” 
We all glared at her. “Huh?” 
“What’s the deal,” I said, acting half-happy, but feeling 

half-disappointed—mostly shocked. To me Ilyse was still a kid who 
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would never grow up, not a young radio star who would suddenly 
disappear out of my life. 

“It’s true,” she said. Then she calmed down. “Yeah. It’s really 
true.” She said it slowly like she was realizing it for the first time. 

“I guess congratulations are in order, then,” I said as I hugged 
her. “Whatcha do?” I whispered, “Send them an audition tape of 
your killer voice.” I was really half-hoping she wouldn’t make it in 
the Islands and would come back home in a month. 

“Yeah.” She pulled away. “That’s exactly what I did. “I was 
going to go to Brown, but the station called me back and offered 
me a job, just like that. An FM station. Soft rock. What the hay.” 
She shrugged. 

“But don’t worry, Barb’ll take over the fan club.” “Right.” I 
hugged her again. “But, why Honolulu?” 

I whispered. 
“I don’t know. You gotta start somewhere,” she cooed. “Please 

be happy for me.” 
“I’m trying. But so far away?” 
“I’ll be back some day. It’s only a starting gig.” The rest of the 

evening we ping-ponged the vocal  tracks and various special 
effects tracks on all the songs, especially on Stanley. To create the 
flying machine we recorded Tom’s ‘55 Ford he had driven over: We 
suspended a microphone out the back window of my apartment 
into the alley below. We raised his hood and removed his 
distributor cap, so the engine would turn over endlessly—worked 
pretty cool. 

We created King John’s flying machine with a bunch of stuff 
from my storage closet: saws, hammers, planks of wood and moans 
of exhaustion. What better than the real thing, I thought. 

Then finally, we added cheers and crowd effects with that 
infinite echo effect Frank had suggested. It sounded quite realistic. 
King John’s band was added from one of Bill Combellick’s school 
band tapes. 
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As we added the final tracks, our joint spirit soared. It’s like 
we had transformed ourselves from serious recording artists back 
into kids, hooting and having fun with this recording medium we 
had mastered. However, ad hoc it was, we understood the basic 
principles of what we were doing. 

Then Bob Hollinger, our main roady, added this wild laugh at 
the very end of Stanley that really sounded cool. Probably the best 
laugh on the whole tape: free, alive, crazy—like we all felt. 

Taken altogether, Stanley’s Visit to Kerkle-Mor f f wasn’t just 
an ordinary rock tune anymore. It had become a monumental 
production! Virtually ever ything that had been in my head after 
the dream I’d had—instruments, vocals, crowd noises, the flying 
machine, applause, even a little Boy yelling “try it again”—was 
now squeezed onto that little quarter inch tape. 

“Play it back, Frank,” I said as the final product was about to 
be played. 

We all sat around my home entertainment center and held our 
breaths. Frank changed a reel, then rewound the tape of the final 
mix. He hit PLAY. The reel spun forward. We all sat there, looking
at the speakers. Then it started.

“This is incredible!” Ilyse yelled as it played back. 
Along with the guys, she clapped the whole time, sort of 

staring into space and grinning. “Absolutely incredible.” 
“Please...please.” Crow settled her down with his gestures. “I 

want to hear this. Frank, can you start it again?” 
I got chills as the thing played. 
“Again, please,” I said to Frank as it finished eleven minutes 

later. 
So, we played that suite of songs at least ten more times. We 

lost count. We sat there clapping, but really just softly touching 
our hands together as we listened to the creation, sort of amazed 
we had created it. 

“Man, this is our Sgt. Pepper,” I said. 
“No kidding,” Ilyse said as she hugged onto my left arm. 
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The guys nodded in slow motion. 
Even though it was put together in a church basement and my 
living room over a span of six months, using a technique that 
shouldn’t have worked, Stanley had turned out pure magic. What 
had started as a vivid dream about a nice old man was now saved 
on tape as a musical tribute to him. I looked around at the guys 
and pondered the incredible transformation we were listening to: 
from my human mind to their minds to instruments-and-voices to 
tape. 

After Ilyse and the guys left that balmy August night, I played 
Stanley again and again till two that morning. As I did, the pit in 
my stomach grew. Jen bitched at first, but then, without saying a 
word, went to bed. She must’ve known I needed to get this thing 
out of my system. The following Tuesday night wasn’t going to be 
easy. At this point it might be fun to listen to the other songs 
from the Stanley session: 

On Tuesday night a summer thunderstorm boomed outside 
my apartment. The guys sat on my couch laughing as they listened 
to Stanley again, proud of what they had accomplished. They acted 
like they had done something pretty special. And, for once, all the 
cynicism was absent—for once they were resting on their laurels 
and just drinking in how they felt. 

“Guys. Turn Stanley off for a sec. I have something important 
to announce,” I said. 

Tom turned off the recorder, then glanced back with a hint of 
a frown. He itched his nose. 

The thunder boomed outside. 
“Another announcement?” Al joked as they sat there. But the 
laughing quieted abruptly when I stood properly and cleared my 
throat. Jen looked down and away. 

http://jackeadon.com/got-to-make-it/11_Can't_Find_Love_Alone.mp3
http://jackeadon.com/got-to-make-it/12_Dirt.mp3
http://jackeadon.com/got-to-make-it/13_Paper_Bus.mp3
http://jackeadon.guru/got-to-make-it/11_Can't_Find_Love_Alone.mp3
http://jackeadon.guru/got-to-make-it/12_Dirt.mp3
http://jackeadon.guru/got-to-make-it/13_Paper_Bus.mp3
http://jackeadon.guru/got-to-make-it/14_Frozen_Faces.mp3
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From my face, they must’ve sensed something terribly 
awesome coming. Then I started sobbing spontaneously as I talked, 
like I would if I was giving the eulogy at my closest friend’s 
funeral. “Man, oh Man. Listen, guys, I’ve been trying to balance the 
band, my wife (I pointed to Jen), and I’ll be going back to Circle 
campus next quarter. Probably get a new job, too. I just can’t do it 
all.” I sucked in sobs. 

Then I released them again. “So... something . . . has to give,” I 
said. “I’m sorry.” My bottom lip was quivering. 

They sat there, frozen. They must’ve thought our success with 
Stanley had breathed yet another life into the band. Just like all 
the other times we had become reborn over the years. 

“Well? What?” Tom said. He looked a little shaky. He had been 
with me at the beginning when we played “Pipeline” in the garage 
nine years before. That day it was raining outside, too. He looked 
at me with crunched eyes. “What has to give, Jack? What are you 
saying?” 

Al darted looks around and fidgeted, then his eyes closed. 
Crow flashed this shit-eating grin across his face. He probably 

figured I was playing some incredible joke. But his grin drooped 
when I didn’t respond to his smile.  

 “This time,” I barely said. “The band’s... got to go. I’m sorry.” I 
hung my arms at my sides. “It’s just too much.” I burst into tears 
and ran from the room. 

I laid there in my bedroom, sobbing in the dark, stretched 
across my bed, pounding my fists intermittently. When I stopped, I 
heard everbody leaving the apartment, mumbling to Jen in 
indistinguishable monotone voices, like at a wake or funeral. 

As I laid there on my bed, I realized that the incredible high 
we had just experienced from successfully recording Stanley’s 
Visit to Kerkle-Morff against all reasonable technical odds had 
made the trauma of breaking up something that probably wouldn’t 
go away soon. 
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Then silence filled my apartment as the emptiness filled me. 
There was nothing left. But, seconds later, from the heart of the 
void within me, a sick, throbbing pang started—it was the 
goddamned Jinx.  
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Danke Schoen 

I thought my attachment to the band was pretty much over as of 
that summer night in 1971, but I should’ve known better. Because 
it had become such a big part of my life—almost half of it—it was 
bound to keep popping up. 

Later the year of the breakup, I went back to Chicago Circle 
campus of the University of Illinois. I took a business curriculum 
and, after that, went on for my MBA at the University of Chicago 
Graduate School of Business. After busting my butt for a couple of 
years in school, I landed a job at the Quaker Oats Company in 
Chicago in 1974. 

By 1976, shock of all shocks—or maybe not—Jen continued a 
pattern of fooling around on me that she had started several years 
before. At first, when I was  in school, I convinced myself that her 
behavior was typical for the times and I should be tolerant—it 
would only be a phase, especially because my exhausting schedule 
almost gave her justification for wandering— so I thought back 
then. I almost felt guilty for not being there for her. 

But after I had been at Quaker for over a year, she continued 
her ways: over several years there was Dr. Shonewater, her boss; 
Bernie, who drew blood; Greg, a photographer; Gus, another 
photographer, this Korean guy, a gardener, I think, and finally 
Rich, who sold frying pans. I began to see that after all those years 
of going with her, her wandering had little to do with my guilt or 
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schedule, and more to do with her not being able to keep her hand 
out of other guys’ pants. Even after all those years. 

But, at the same time, I have to admit I had evolved into this 
high-powered corporate animal: something she didn’t feel 
comfortable with. You know why? 

I realized that all the time I had gone steady with her, her 
beautiful legs not withstanding, Jen had  belonged to the sub-one 
hundred club like that fat guard back at the Corral. Sub one 
hundreds like Jen are more likely to appear on those fakey talk 
shows every afternoon to explain away why their lack of 
self-esteem caused them to screw everyone in sight, or how being 
re-born would save them—is that using the Lord’s name and 
purpose in vain? Do I sound bitter? I am a little. After going with 
her for five years, then being married to her for another five, I 
guess I had this dream that we’d have a fairly typical marriage: 
kids, soccer, cozy—you know, the typical marriage dream. 

But instead Jen and I were probably always destined to split 
up. For a lot of reasons, I should’ve seen it coming and, while it 
hurt then and I admit complacency with her behavior, I can see 
now that the split was for the best. 

 
After almost six months of hiding from women, my friend and 

boss at Quaker in Chicago, Dick Garvey, landed a great job at Lego 
Toys out in Enfield, Connecticut, near the Massachusetts border. 
No one else on this earth has ever made me laugh louder than 
Dick! 

Anyway, I needed a good josh at the time, what with losing 
Jen, so I went out to Longmeadow, Massachusetts to visit Dick, his 
wife Carol, and their little girl, Kristen. From Dick’s house I made a 
call to an old friend who I had heard had just moved to and worked 
in Worcester, Massachusetts: it was Ilyse. 

 
After spending an incredibly fun night with Dick and Carol, I 

spent the next night in Worcester with Ilyse: talking and snuggling 
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and reminiscing. Boy, she had really pursued her dreams of 
becoming a DJ. After that stint at the radio station in Honolulu, she 
had moved back East to become a DJ at this FM station in 
Worcester. She still had that glint of passion in her eye when she 
smiled. 

The next morning when I left her place, I was driving 
southwest to Bradley International Airport in Hartford, 
Connecticut and she was deejaying the morning show at her 
station. I turned up the volume so I could hear that silky voice of 
hers. 

Her words on the car radio sung to me in front of the whole 
world; at least the station’s 25,000 watt audience: “This next song 
is dedicated to someone who has always been special to me. His 
name is Jack. The melodies that float from his heart will always 
make me want to sing along.” She barely got the words out before 
the music came on. The song was “Silver Spring” by Fleetwood 
Mac. I’ll never forget it: 

 
I’ll follow you down ‘til the sound Of my voice will haunt you 
(Give me just a chance.) 
You’ll never get away from the sound Of the woman who loves 
you 
(Was I just a fool?) 
 
The tears dripped from my eyes all the way to the airport; I 

even stopped at a phone booth to call her. I was crying so hard I 
couldn’t drive. I had to tell her that I heard her “message.” 
Afterwards, I threw myself into the future and ached when I 
realized I wouldn’t see her anytime soon. That woman loved me 
and I never really acknowledged it. Even to this day, I feel like a 
fool. 

Maybe I was always Ilyse’s secret first love—at least I sort of 
hope so—or maybe she was my first deep-loveintimate-friend. In 
either case, I’ll never forget the way she cooed her words that day 
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over the radio. She delivered them with one of those professional 
sounding FM DJ  voices, too; They were loaded with silky 
smoothness and peppered with perfect sibilance. Her words 
weren’t just technically perfect, they were full of passion, I 
thought, as I smiled at the car radio. 

For a second, I flashed back to the thirteen year old kid I had 
first connected with. Then, I remembered the caring teenager who 
hugged scores of marchers at the Hunger  March. Now, after a 
bunch of years, she was an adult, and a professional radio person. 
But at her very core, she was still my “Leesie” and would always 
be. 

To this day, I miss her, haven’t seen her, but have spent hours 
trying to find her. I once found her namesake somewhere in 
Connecticut and woke her up in the middle of the night, thinking 
it was my Ilyse, but alas it wasn’t. 

I hope that some day, we’ll reconnect. (See Photo Gallery) 
 
Three uneventful years later, in 1978, it was time for my 

annual birthday call to Marcia. 
“Say, I’ve got a surprise,” she said. “What’s that?” I asked. 
“I’m getting married next August 12th.” 
I sunk. “Oh, great.” I didn’t need to hear that right then. I 

tried to sound enthusiastic, but wasn’t in the slightest. I couldn’t 
fathom how her getting married could possibly be good news. The 
love of my life was being snatched away by some stranger. The 
world was growing up around me! Maybe this was the ultimate 
proof that I was failing in life like I always figured I would. 

“Shoot. I’m twenty-seven and I just feel like nothing’s settled 
for me,” I said. 

“In time,” she said. “You’ve just had quite a shock with losing 
Jen like that. You need to get over it. 

You’ll find somebody in time.” 
Like Marcia? I thought. I doubted it. 
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Anyway, not long after that, I met this cute little gal named 
Karen Bernstein—four years my junior—at Quaker. Not only was 
she sharp as a tack, but she reminded me incredibly of Penny 
Cohn. She also instantly became a good friend as well as a lover. 
And the fact that both Karen and I had grown up in Morton Grove 
made us immediately feel close. 

We had a whirlwind romance: We danced through leaf-strewn 
Lincoln Park in Chicago; we camped under sparkling stars by 
Devil’s Lake up in Baraboo, Wisconsin; and we succumbed to the 
snow at her place when ten foot drifts surrounded us. I’ll never 
forget her black dog Peri bouncing through the white fluff. 

 
Anyway, one night, before I went out on one of my crazy dates 

with Karen, I watched the movie: Ferris Beuller’s Day Off. Maybe 
you’ve seen it. 

Early in the movie, speaking directly to the camera, Ferris 
quoted John Lennon: 

 
‘I don’t believe in Beatles 
I just believe in me.’ 
 
I kept thinking about that. I knew I had believed 
in Khazad Doom in its hey day.  And I think I believed in me. 

Or was one just a manifestation of the other? 
Toward the end of the movie I watched as Ferris stood on a 

float in the middle of a German “ooompa” parade in downtown 
Chicago, lip-synching Wayne Newton’s famous Danke Schoen. All 
these people were singing along with him, the tubas were blowing, 
and Ferris’ friends were cracking up at how incredibly ballsy he 
was. That song clearly symbolized Wayne Newton and his older 
demographic target, and, at the same time, mocked the 
stick-up-the-ass way his friend lived his life—not robust and on the 
edge, like Ferris. 

Then the song stopped. 
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The crowd noise hushed, but tentatively clapping continued in 
anticipation of what was to happen next. 

The next song started. From the sound system, the 
Beatles started singing “Twist and Shout!” 
Ferris lip-synched the words to John’s lead vocal. 
The song symbolized the way Ferris wanted to live his life: 

gutsy, involved, and unexpected. 
 
Shake it up, baby . . . Twist and shout . . . 
Come on, come on, come on baby, now . . . Work it on out . . .  
Ah—ah—ah—ah, wow! . . . 
 
Pretty soon, all these Chicagoans were twisting and shouting 

around the Picasso statue on Washington Street at the Civic 
Center: The buxom girls, adorned with their stereotypical German 
peasant blouses, rocked atop the float; some black kids grooved in 
unison down the Civic Center steps; some old folks sung along the 
curbside; a baby jiggled with glee in his stroller and some 
workmen swung on beat from a scaffold on the twentieth floor. It 
was unadulterated frenzy. 

So, just when I had accepted the fact that the Beatles were 
gone from my life forever, John and his brethren sang 
again—reborn. And people of all ages had joined in the merriment, 
dancing, and singing. 

My heart sang at the inspirational moment, the climax of the 
movie. At that moment I knew my mentors would always live in 
my heart and in the hearts of others. 

Later that night, I felt inspired by that Ferris Beuller movie. 
After Karen and I met at my place, I called a phone number in an 
underground newspaper ad soliciting applicants for the male 
model lead of a documentary film on Escalen-style massage. It was 
being produced up in Evanston near Northwestern University. It 
was the kind of lark a divorcee explores—so, I did. 
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Karen met me at the site of the filming, on Sheridan Road, not 
far from Northwestern. 

“God, I think I know this house,” Karen said, scanning the 
home’s Gothic girth. 

“That’s odd. Looks familiar to me, too,” I said. 
A graceful woman, about forty with bushy red hair, and 

wearing a flowing peasant gown, greeted us at the big oak door. 
Her name was Rose. 

“It’s the site of the Japanese ambassador’s residence before 
World War II,” Rose explained, waving her hands gracefully in the 
air. She was the masseuse working with the Northwestern film 
class to produce the documentary. She apparently lived alone in 
the large echoing home. 

As we waited for the film students to set up their lights, Rose, 
Karen, and I sat outside on the home’s stone front steps. We 
chatted about the impending production, and watched the 
sparkling stars. Rose and Karen kept looking at each other with 
questioning eyes. 

“Rose, I swear you look familiar,” Karen said. “But where 
would we have known each other?” 

Rose said. She was over ten years Karen’s senior. 
Meanwhile, I couldn’t figure out why the whole place looked 

so damn familiar to me either. Rose finally did. 
“Jack, I know! You were in that band!” she said. “How’d you 

know that?” I asked. 
“Don’t you remember? You took pictures here,” she said. 
Then, I remembered that very day. “Shit. That’s it—the 

Laymen.” 
She laughed. “I’ve lived here ever since. Only got divorced a 

year ago. The kids are married and gone.” “Of course,” I said. “Now 
I remember: Aunt Rose. 

Bill Wilander’s cousin Randy is your son, right?” “Right. You 
know coincidences like this just don’t happen randomly,” she said. 
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Karen had been thinking. Revelation glowed on her face: 
“Rose? Randy? You don’t have a daughter named Jan, do you?” 

Rose smiled: “Yes. Little Karen? Is that you?” Apparently as a 
child, Karen had gone to kindergarten with Rose’s daughter in 
Morton Grove. Their mothers had been room mothers together. 

 
Rose took the coincidences pretty seriously. She looked up at 

the stars and talked in this eerie, slow motion, sing-songy voice. 
“Now I know this was meant to be.” 

Karen and I laughed. 
Rose said, “No, really. So, Jack, what ever happened to your 

band? What was it called?” she said. See, everybody always asks 
that.  

 
 “We were the Laymen back then,” I said. 
“That’s right, I remember,” she said, index finger to lips. 
“We disbanded, but not before we had quite a history: some 

memorable performances, a new name— 
Khazad Doom, an equipment crew, and even a fan club. Then 

we produced a privately-released album we sold at our gigs.” 
“Wow!” she smiled and held her hands together. “That sounds 

marvelous!” 
“We got pretty serious, I guess.” 
“So, why’d you give it up?” Rose asked. 
I shrugged. “I guess we had to get on with our lives: school, 

marriage—all that.” 
“But, tell me, you must miss it, right?” she asked. “I guess the 

feeling,” I said. “The struggle, the absolute creative freedom—it’s 
like we were building some kind of endlessly changing 
monument.” 

“A monument. How poetic,” she said. “Ever think about doing 
it again?” 

“Naw. We tried real hard back then,” I said. “Enough is 
enough.” 
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“But how long were you together?” “I don’t know, nine years.” 
“Really? Oh, you’ll do it again. With that kind of commitment, 

you’ll never get it out of your heart. Trust me. I’m an older woman 
who’s been around the block.” She patted her chest. 

The director stuck his head out the big old front door: 
“Talent!” That meant they were ready for Rose and me, so we went 
into the living room, now lit like a Hollywood set. 

Later that night, as I drove south on Lake Shore Drive toward 
my apartment in Lincoln Park, I recalled the old band days. Rose 
had got me thinking. 

 
The next day I called the guys to see who’d be interested in 

recording a song I had doodled about my burgeoning courtship 
with Karen called “Come With Me.” 

“So, what do you think, Tom?” I asked. “You in?”  
“Oh, I don’t know, it’s been seven years!” “Please?” I asked. 
“Oh, maybe. Did you call Al and Crow?” 
“Al is nearby, in Algonquin; he’s up for it. But Crow is in 

Moscow, Idaho—long flight.” 
“Well, that’s almost all of us,” Tom said. “We could try it, I 

guess.” But he only sounded marginally interested. 
“Come on, Tom. Please?” He made a ‘tisk’ sound. “Hey, Tom?” 
“What?” 
“Ever see Ferris Beuller’s Day Off?”  
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John’s Spirit 

So, Tom, Al, and I planned to get together a month or so later to 
record Come With Me in Al’s basement recording studio, seven 
years after the band had dissolved. The week before the session, all 
I did was practice... and worry. I wondered if I still had the old 
musical knack in me. After all, it had been a long time! 

The Come with Me session started roughly at first, primarily 
because of my shaky guitar. I struggled through overdubbing this 
complicated little fingerpicking part. I even had to use a 
metronome to stay on beat—hardly a confidence builder! 

It ended up pretty cool once Tom and Al started getting into 
the song and their parts. Al played an absolutely exquisite countr y 
lead guitar and Tom a smooth, melodic bass. And Al and Tom sang 
these simple but beautiful background vocal parts. 

“You up to your vocals, Jack?” Al asked. That worried me, him 
asking that. I thought way back to the Arts Club debacle. I looked 
nervously around his basement studio, loaded with wires and 
speakers. “Let me give it a try,” I said. 

Then I added these three vocal parts. Boy, I was shocked with 
the result. Not only did my vocals turn out pretty well, but I think 
the song sounded every bit as good as the old days: “Come with 
Me” sounded like John’s “Julia” on the Beatles’ White Album: 
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July was kickin’ up a breeze 
As we walked and we talked with the leaves. And when we sat 
we didn’t know 
That the sparrows and squirrels Had us picked for their show,  
And we loved it, as we danced through the park. It’s the 
wonder of a new and special love. 

Al played it back several times. It sounded more understated 
and mature than our earlier recordings so it didn’t knock us out in 
the same funky way. But I have to admit it sounded elegantly 
simple. I guess I should’ve expected that kind of change because 
we had aged several years. Actually, the simple confidence we 
exuded at the session made me recall the Beatles when they 
appeared on Ed Sullivan the first time. Not their sound so much as 
their confidence. We had become old pros. 

That Christmas I gave the song to Karen on an acetate: a 
one-of-a-kind record. She freaked out because no one had ever 
written a song for her before, let alone perform it and record it! 
Instantly it became her sentimental favorite and we married in 
1980. Not a bad strategy: write a song; win a bride. 

Anyway, the “Come With Me” experience became a wonderful 
dip into my past, thanks to the guys, Rose, and Ferris. I figured this 
would surely be the last time I’d relive the band years, but I was 
wrong by a long shot. In the meantime, there were other 
challenges about to enter my jinxed-up life. 

June Yantis and I , this co-worker of mine at Quaker, were 
flying home from a San Francisco meeting one day. I had been 
feeling dizzy and nauseous all day. During the meeting and later, 
as we walked down Lombard Street, I felt sort of off-kilter. 

Later, on the flight home, it happened. We were flying 
somewhere over Colorado. I felt a “zap” in the middle of my head. 

http://jackeadon.guru/got-to-make-it/15_Come_With_Me.mp3
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It was electric—a real jolt. I turned to look at June. There were 
suddenly two images of her, floating around in space, when a 
second earlier there had been only one. 

“Are you okay, Jack?” she asked. 
“Suddenly, there are two of you, depending how I tilt my 

head.” 
“Whew.” Her eyebrows crunched, worried. “That was weird.” 
“You’d better see a doctor.” 
So I did. The next day, a Friday, I went across from Quaker to 

see Dr. Coppleson. 
“I’m giving you a prescription for Valium,” he said. 

“Sometimes these fourth nerve episodes are stressinduced. So, 
we’ll give it a couple of days. See if it 

goes away by Monday.” He explained how the fourth cranial 
nerve controls the coordination of the two eyes; hence, the 
resultant double vision. 

By Monday it hadn’t gone away. 
So, before lunch I walked over to Dr. Coppleson’s. Just walking 

was sort of weird, seeing double like that. It made me feel real 
queasy. 

“I have an associate down at Billings,” the Doctor said. “That’s 
University of Chicago Hospital. A great guy; Dr. Jean Paul Spires. I 
called him. He said we should 

admit you for about four days of tests and check this thing 
out.” 

“But tomorrow I’m going to court to make my divorce final.” I 
was going to complete the legalities of my split with Jen. 

“You better go right from court to the hospital.” He said it in 
that Doctor voice—not a choice. 

At that point, I hoped that all the stress from officially settling 
the divorce had caused my double vision. 

In court the next day, the judge was a sympathetic woman. Jen 
didn’t show up for the hearing. So, there 
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I sat in the witness box with my suitcase, answering her 
questions. 

She pointed to my suitcase. “You going on a trip?” she asked. 
“No, actually I’m checking into the hospital for some tests.” 
The concerned dripped from her face. 
So, after the hearing, I took a taxi down to the hospital. I had 

been awarded most of the assets, which weren’t many, and I didn’t 
much care one way  or another. Jen had run off one night with the 
department store frying pan hawker and didn’t want anything—so 
be it. 

But, I kept thinking, at least we hadn’t had any kids yet. It was 
a clean split, except for the cats. And my lingering double vision 
problem. But I’m sure Jen could’ve cared less; she was probably off 
doing the nasty deed, maybe even cheating on her boyfriend! 

Even before I checked in to Billings Hospital they got me 
started on the tests. Talk about nervous? No, not nervous; more 
like petrified! 

“First, squeeze my fingers,” Dr. Spires said. Look over at that 
picture on the wall.” 

“Is that okay?” I said. 
“Good. Now, follow my fingers as I move them back and 

forth.” 
“How does it look, Doc?” See, I was even 

achievement-oriented in the damn doctor’s office. 
“Interesting. We’ll get you settled in a room. Then, they’ll 

come around and get blood and urine for a full work-up.” 
“Like a physical?” “Sort of.” 
That evening six or eight young faces stood in a row, wearing 

lab coats and looking at me as Dr. Spire briefed them in doctor 
talk. They were interns. You see, because Billings was associated 
with the University of Chicago, it was a teaching hospital. 

“You guys look like you lost your best friend,” I joshed, 
thinking that would somehow make things better. 

They smiled. 
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“He’s a real kidder,” Spires said, pointing at me. Now they 
smiled, but it was forced. 

Dr. Spire shot more doctor talk. The youthful faces looked 
sober again. 

“Hey, what’s going on?” I asked. I can’t explain it, but lying 
there in bed, I felt naked before these young doctors; like some 
sort of specimen. 

“We’re just discussing your tests. The CBC, urinalysis... “ 
“What about them?” 
“We didn’t find out what we need to.” “Oh?” 
“Tomorrow you get a Cat scan.” 
I thought of little Suki, one of my ex-kitties. Then I laughed to 

myself. When you get a divorce, does that mean you get divorced 
from your pets, too? At this point I missed the little critter. Talk 
about denial. I was getting more afraid by the minute and joking to 
myself about little animals! 

“It’ll sound like a washing machine around your head,” Spire 
said and laughed. 

“Really, ours is a little archaic,” he said. 
“I’m sure I’ll live through it,” I said—so I hoped. “Then we 

inject some dye, and do the same procedure all over. Takes an hour 
or so.” That didn’t sound too bad. 

The interns still looked sober. 

The next day I lay there with my head thrust into this large 
donut hole that sounded like a washing machine, sure enough. I 
felt cold and a little intimidated by the loud chugging, just like Dr. 
Spire had predicted. God, it was persistent, the way it chugged 
away. They gave me ear plugs, which I refused. What was I doing, 
being some kind of hero? 

“How’d I do?” I said to the operator, like I was being graded on 
some test. For some reason, no matter which of these tests they 
put me through, I felt the inexplicable urge to do well, like school, 
like if I asserted my will, I would positively affect the results. 
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Later that evening I lay in my bed, relieved that the tests for 
the day were over, the needles were done poking, the Cat scan was 
done chugging. I felt drained. Under my hospital gown I was 
sweating, like I had been working out all day in the gym.  

Even though I was a twenty-seven-year-old young man at this 
point, my parents came to visit. Both were as sober as I had ever 
seen them. 

“Do you need anything,” my mother said. Her usual maternal 
concern winced from her eyes. 

My Dad squeezed my knee firmly. Hey, I’m not dead yet, Dad! I 
thought. 

“So, how were the tests?” my Dad asked. 
“Good, I guess.” From their questions I could tell they were 

trying to will away any problems. 
“Well, I have something to look at.” Dr. Spire walked in, 

smiling and carrying three or four large xray-like films. 
“Finally some answers?” I asked. He nodded. 
My parents turned to stone, gray stone. 
Behind Dr. Spire, the row of youthful intern faces appeared 

again, the same polite smile on each of their faces. This has to be 
good news, I thought. They all circled the bed like a wagon train. 
My parents sat on the foot of the bed, but moved when the Doctor 
motioned that he wanted to sit near me. So, he sat down and my 
parents stood nearby. 

“Well, why do my doctors look so cheery tonight?” I asked. 
They all smiled more broadly. I wondered if they must have 

learned that in school. 
Spire spoke. “We have news, Jack.” 
“What? You’ve all looked so somber for the last day,” I said. 
“The news is... you have a cyst in your brain.” “What?” I froze. 

My smile stalled. My Mom gasped. My dad’s eyes closed. 
“The cyst is about your brain stem,” Spire said “How serious?” 
“Well, not a great place.” 
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“Then why all the smiles?” I asked. My gut was churning. 
He sat up straight and cleared his throat. “We thought you 

had MS.” 
“Jeez.” I swallowed. 
“We couldn’t have done much about the MS, but the cyst we 

can do something about. It’s actually called an Arachnoid cyst. A 
Cholestotoma.” 

“Good news... I guess.” My mouth dried. I looked at my Mom. 
She had this empty, ashen face I’d never seen before. My Dad’s jaw 
looked tensed; he didn’t say a word. 

Spire continued. “Here’s the course of action I recommend.” 
After that, I don’t think any of us heard a thing. 

Within a week they had scheduled the surgery, I had met my 
neurosurgeon, and I had had an angiogram to accurately locate 
any blood vessels surrounding the growth, and other tests I don’t 
remember the names of. As the days passed, I was getting more 
and more nervous and prayed regularly. 

The night before surgery I received a package from out of 
town. I ripped off the paper. Inside an unmarked manila box, I 
found a priest made out of Lego toys. What the hell is this? I 
thought. 

Then the card: “Good luck. I assume you’re getting ready for 
your date with Karen Ann Quinlan!” She  was this girl who was 
basically brain dead. “Call me when you get a chance, if ever. All 
the best, Dick 

Garvey. P.S. Take off the priest’s head. The body’ll hold your 
favorite fifth of booze.” 

That really lightened the load; the guy was so incredibly 
irreverent. I actually thought for the first time that I might make it 
through the operation. 

To this day, I remember not sleeping that night, but I must 
have. 
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The morning of my surgery, they woke me at six. Like a 
precision machine, they rolled me down to this large prep room 
full of other patients about to have surgery, all lying there in their 
beds. Loaded with Demerol, it was a kick how we fraternized that 
morning. I’m sure each of us wondered who was going to be living 
later that day. 

This junior nurse shaved off a good portion of my hair and 
asked the supervisory nurse: “This is the right posterior fossa, 
right?” 

“What’s that?” I asked dreamily. 
“Where we’re going in,” she said. “Craniotomy, right rear. 

Hekmat’s doing it,” the other nurse said. He was the neurosurgeon 
I had met and the head of the Neurosurgery department. 

“Don’t worry,” the junior nurse said. “You’re in good hands.” 
Like she knew. “Hekmat’s the best.” 

Then Dr. Hekmat walked up. 
“How’re you feeling, Mr Eadon?” He shook my hand. His 

handshake was a rock—good sign. “I’ll be the first one to say hello 
to you on the other side,” he said. 

“Please do a good job,” I said. I felt nervous for the first time 
in my life. “I’m so afraid. I admit it.” 

“Don’t worry,” he said. “I’ve been doing this for many years.” 
I think that’s what I wanted to hear. “Thank you, Doctor,” I 

said. “Thank you.” 
“You’ll do fine.” He patted my shoulder. 
Then the anesthesiologist walked up and did his thing. 
 
Nine hours later, I woke up in the recovery room. 
It was Dr. Hekmat again, standing by my bed. “Is it over?” I 

asked. “Am I alive?” 
He laughed this chuckling laugh I’ll never forgot and his 

bright white teeth shone. “Yes, you’re fine, 
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Mr. Eadon. And you’re alive... or I am God himself! We’re 
putting you in intensive care for a few days, keep a close eye on 
you. Then we’ll talk.” 

My head felt so stuffy. I reached up and felt a huge bandage 
encapsulating most of it. Then I fell asleep again for several hours, 
maybe days; I felt so weak. 

After a few days of constant beeps and chattering nurses, I was 
transferred to a single room. Staying in that room, the worst thing 
was that, because of the medication I was on, I could feel this weird 
boy-yoing in the center of my head, and then I would feel 
nauseous. I constantly saw this old man patient creeping through 
the halls with his butt hanging out of his hospital gown. I called 
him the creeper, but when I complained, the nurses said that was 
just a hallucination from the Phenobarbital I was taking. 

One night two weeks into my hospital stay, Jen showed up. 
“Why’d you come?” I asked. 
“I thought I should,” she said. “Can you take a walk down the 

hall.” Since it was okay to do it at that point, I walked down the 
hall slowly, wearing my hospital gown, leaning on her. I walked 
along with the hospital-provided slippers swiping the floor. 

“You know, this is special—that you came,” I said, a little 
euphoric. “A real stretch.” 

“Good.” 
“Are you still living with that photographer guy?” I asked. 
“Yeah,” she said. “What’s his name?” “Greg.” 
“He’s the one who thought he was Jesus or something?” 
“He had some problems, but they’re under control,” she said. 

“Medication.” I had my brain issues, so did he. 
“Do you think you might be able to stop by again?” I asked. 
“We’ll have to see.” She never did.  
The day I was released from the hospital, Dr. 
Hekmat asked to see me, so, on the way to the hospital 

entrance, the “transportation” nurse steered the wheelchair to his 
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office. Dr. Hekmat was studying my post-op “films” on a light box 
on the wall. The orderly rolled me in, then turned around to wait 
outside.  

“Mr. Eadon,” the doctor said, “It’s important that you 
understand the nature of your disease.” I hated that he called it a 
disease. He pointed first to the Cat scan, then to a drawing taped 
next to it. 

“What?” I asked. 
“You see on your post-op films, you have a recurring 

Arachnoid cyst.” 
“But, I thought you removed it,” I said. 
“I removed the interior of the capsule,” he said, pointing to 

his picture, “but not the capsule itself.” 
“Why?” 
“The capsule is attached to your brain stem. Removing it 

would put you in a wheelchair permanently, or produce other 
catastrophic problems.” 

“Shoot.” 
“The cyst is likely to recur,” he said. “We don’t know for sure. 

These are very slow growing.” 
“Man,” I mumbled. The thought of another surgery at this 

point was unfathomable. 
“If it does recur, we will need to decompress it again.” 

It was almost a year later. I had been through a tough year of 
emotional post-operative syndrome: like the time I interrupted 
one of Dr. Coppelson’s antismoking lectures at Quaker. In front of 
one hundred people, I stood up, poured tears, and thanked him 
profusely for sending me to the right people at Billings Hospital 
and saving my life. 

Two months earlier I had also tied the knot with Karen. She 
was so completely understanding of how I felt after surger y: afraid 
of death, afraid of life, afraid of another surger y—just plain 
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messed up. I still wonder why on earth she chose to spend her life 
with me; I felt so damaged. 

I don’t know if she totally understood, but she tried, and that 
unbelievable trying made her a rock for me during a really difficult 
time. She did it without a thought. To this day, she calls me her 
rock! I find that amazing. 

Later in 1980, we moved to Dallas. I had been promoted and 
transferred to run the marketing function for a Texas subsidiary 
company of Quaker’s. 

Anyway, on a December night, on the way home, I stopped at 
the ear doctor to treat an ear infection. 

Well, it seemed he knew all about the type of cyst I had. 
“You know this will recur, don’t you?” he said. “I’ve been told 

it was possible.” 
“No, it’s definite,” he said. 
After I left his office, I broke into tears and drove like a 

madman through North Dallas, swerved into a parking lot, and 
screeched to a stop in front of a telephone booth. It was the first 
time in my life I felt I was really reaching out for help. I dialed. 

Karen picked up the phone. 
“Karen, the ear doctor confirmed that the tumor will come 

back,” I sobbed into the phone. 
“There, there, Jack. Take it easy, it’ll be fine. Want me to meet 

you at home?” God, talk about reaching out! She was really there 
for me. 

I arrived home in Plano, eighteen miles north of downtown, 
my nerves frayed beyond belief. All the way home, I had left the 
car radio off; I hardly needed more stimulation. 

“Man, you should’ve seen the traffic out there,” I said to Karen 
as I walked in the front door of our house, pretending all had 
settled down for me. 

“Oh, my baby.” She hugged me, then stood frozen, gaping at 
the TV. “You’re not going to like this.” Her finger wobbled toward 
the television. 
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“What is it?” I turned. 
“Shhh! Listen,” she said, waving her hand. 
“… Dakota…recording session…,” the news announcer said. 
“What?” I asked. “Turn it up.” She did. 
“Mark David Chapman . . . five shots... Roosevelt Hospital 

emergency room... “ 
Then, just when I thought I was all dried up from crying, I 

sucked in tears and cried more. John Lennon was dead.  

That night after dinner, I had stopped crying temporarily, but 
my eyes were almost swollen shut. I felt so affected by the medical 
news, then, right behind it, John’s passing. I felt numb on the one 
hand, but shattered underneath. 

All evening I dumbly sat alone on the carpeted floor of the den 
and played every Lennon song…and I had every one. Karen was in 
the bedroom reading Newsweek. I cried intermittently. In between 
the tears, I sat there staring into space. I had always sworn John 
was talking to me when he had said ‘hi’ at the beginning of Sgt. 
Pepper Reprise. 

While his music soothed me that night, I knew my life would 
never be the same: the certainty of my medical prognosis; the 
finality of his death. It didn’t feel the same as when the Kennedys 
or Martin Luther King died, though those deaths had affected me 
profoundly. This time I had lost a real friend, an alter  ego. I swear 
we were always linked in some spiritual way, maybe like other 
rocksters of that era felt about their mentors. On the other hand, 
maybe the intensity of my relationship with John was unique, like I 
had always wished my relationship with Brother Tom was. 

After I played John’s songs, I pulled out my old Khazad Doom 
tapes—everything from “Cherry Town” to Stanley to “Come with 
Me”—to grimly celebrate the time my struggle coincided with the 
worldwide acclaim of my dead hero’s. The tapes sounded old and 
scratchy. 
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Then I played Abbey Road, always one of my favorites. As I sat 
in the den listening to “Come Together” and “Maxwell’s Silver 
Hammer,” I thought about how we had shared the same dream, 
together but apart. It suddenly seemed odd, in a way, that we had 
never known one another. We should have, I thought. 

The only difference—and I felt it only a small one— was that 
his part of the dream had worked out a lot better than mine 
financially. But there was so much  more to it than money. There 
was the joy that came from playing a finished product that was 
once only a thought—realizing a creation. Leaning against the 
couch, my lids grew heavy and closed and I drifted off: 

I awoke in a glowing white room: white ceiling, white walls, 
white floor; diffused white fog floating in the air. Across the room 
against the adjacent wall sat John Lennon, cross-legged wearing all 
off-white muslin: drooped head, stringy brown hair, fuzzy mutton 
chops; staring over the top of his wire-rims. 

For a moment John and I glanced at each other tentatively, 
like strangers would have, neither of us saying a thing. There was 
no sound in the white room. It had the muffled sound of an empty 
recording studio. 

Then I called over, “John? Is that you? John Lennon?” 
John shook his head like a dog; he’d been thinking. 
He looked over and smiled. “Hi.” 
I recognized that greeting in a second. It was the ‘hi’ he said at 

the beginning of “Sgt. Pepper Reprise.” Check it out. 
Then John waved: “I said, ‘Hi.’ “ “God,” I said. “It is you.” 
“‘God’ ?” he said. “I got into trouble for that once before; I’m 

not God, mate; I just said we got more popular than Jesus, which is 
true,” John said in his Liverpool accent. “And sad, too, I must say.” 

I half-laughed. “I knew it’d be like this, meeting you, John. 
Simple. Like I already knew you. Like we could always talk. Like we 
were always friends and had shared this room.” 
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“Oh, we have, mate. We bare our souls to everyone when we 
write lyrics. It hurts, doesn’t it, mate?” 

“Yeah,” I said, “but why?” 
“Because we’re artists, you and I,” John said. “But I thought I 

was really a numbers jock under all the long hair, like my old man 
always wanted.” “You know that pain you feel when you realize 

Marcia will never be a part of your life?” “Oh, yeah.” I patted 
my heart. 

“It hurts? Right?” “Yeah.” 

“You feel pain like that when you write music, don’t you?” 
“Yes, John. I do.” 
So, it’s in you; you can access it?” he asked. “Yeah, I guess so. I 

can call it right up. Then the music or lyrics just pour out. But still, 
the engineer in me—” 

“But it’s not what drives you,” John said and patted his chest. 
“Think of The Hunters, Stanley, “Come with Me”—good stuff.” 

“You know those songs?” 
He smiled and nodded. “Aye.” 
“Wow. Cool.” I shook my head. “Man-oh-man. You’re right, 

John. Thinking back, I think they all came from my heart—honest. 
Even “Come with Me”— tore me apart. I felt silly saying that, but it 
did.” 

“Understand, mate,” John said and raised his right hand. 
“Now, you just got to face it.” 

“But sometimes the pain feels fake, John, like I’m faking it. 
Where’d it come from anyway?” 

“In here?” He touched his heart. “Not fake to me,” John said. 
“That’s the difference between us.” 

“What?” I said. “Tell me. I want to know. I need to know.” 
He gestured with his arm around the room. “See, I put it all 

out there mee-self: doing the peace thing; playing the music; 
loving my Yoko; taking care of little Julian—all of it. And it hurt. I 
had to give up a lot. 
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Sometimes I felt I was giving up meeself. But I found meeself 
in the end, see?” 

“Really? But, it was all beautiful, John. All of it,” I said. 
“Right. But, see, that’s not the point. You got to look past the 

music to the poetry. It hurt getting to the poetry.” 
“What’s that mean?” I asked. 
“Means you can’t go protectin’ yourself anymore; holdin’ 

back. You can’t do that. You might feel tempted to hold back even 
more ‘cause you’re vulnerable after the surgery.” 

“You know about that?”  
“Aye. Nasty pie.” “But how?” 
“Never mind, Jackie. Just listen: You got to put it all out there, 

mate. Might not be perfect, but it’ll never be perfect; imperfect’s 
part of the beauty. We’re all looking for perfect, but we’ll never 
really get there because we look right past the imperfection which 
is the beauty of our own humanity. Perfection is buried in the 
imperfection, don’t you see?” 

“If it’s not perfect, what good is it?” I asked. “To me ‘Imagine’ 
was perfection. Man, after surgery I felt flawed and imperfect. How 
could I ever do an ‘Imagine’ ? “ 

John laughed. “Case in point, mate. I wrote ‘Imagine’ in 45 
minutes, never changed a word. That song is who I am.” 

“Hmm. It was so perfect. You were so perfect,” I said. 
“Thanks. But, don’t you see, Jackie? You’ve been able to tap 

into your heart, too. You really feel it when you call your girl every 
year, right? You’re special girl?” 

“Marcia? Yeah, she’s special.” 
“Aye, you’ve made her special. You’ve built a monument to 

her, mate. More than any old tune.” 
“I guess I have.” 
“No really, mate. She’s a goddess, she is. Think of what she’s 

become in your heart. She’s glowin’ in there, right?” 
“Yeah, I guess.” 
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“She’s art, mate. Art’s close to God.” “Wow,” I said. “I think I 
see that. All that’s wrapped up in the feelings. Everything.” 

“Aye. Ya see, it’s in you, mate. Makes all of that stuff in there 
special…and worth the world hearing.” “Really?” 

He laughed. “Jackie, can you imagine if all the folks could feel 
those wolves’ pain after their mother dies in The Hunters…oh, 
Lord…or the joy exploding from Stanley when he’s flying through 
the air, learning how to live life once and for all, and appreciating 
life’s beauty. It’s tear-jerking stuff, Jackie.” He patted his chest. 

I admit I got chills hearing John say that about my music. 
“John, you have to be pulling my leg!” 

“No. Jackie. It’s real.” He put his hand over his heart again. 
“Thanks, John. But, wasn’t Crow right. Writing that stuff’s not 

the way to make it,” I said. 
John laughed. “Listen, if you believe you’re gonna make it, you 

make it. It’s just a matter of willing it.” (actual quote from a radio 
interview with John) He laughed and shook his head. “But don’t 
forget: There’s raw perfect buried in the imperfect. Can’t go out 
and produce the soul out of it. Just get it out there.” 

“Really?” I looked down in thought, trying to understand. 
Then I looked up. “I will, John. I will put it out there,” I said. “I 
swear.” 

“Promise me, mate?” John asked and gave me the peace sign. 
“I promise.” 
“Good. So, now your mum’s said let it out of you, and I’m 

saying get it out there. It’s the only way to go, mate. Got it?” 
“Yes I do, I really do,” I said. “But how did you know about my 

mom talking to me? You even call me Jackie like she did.” 
He smiled. “Jackie, now listen. We’re all one, us creative types; 

all of us, actually. But we artists have a purpose in life: to show 
everyone else the beauty that’s out there.” 

“Man,” I said. “That’s really something. I never looked at it—” 
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“Jackie, stop being amazed at this stuff. Get the hell on with 
it,” John said. “You got to get it on out there.” 

The room got brighter and brighter, and I saw John wave a 
little wave through the diffused white air. 

Then he disappeared. 

I woke up in a daze and chilled. “Man, that was freaky.” It was 
midnight. I played the old Khazad Doom tapes one more time. 
They sounded completely garbled; a lot of the music was even 
obscured by the tape hiss. 

I stopped the recorder and tore off the tapes in the middle of 
Stanley, like a baby throwing a tantrum. 

“Fuck,” I said, half-asleep. “Artist? Bullshit. 
Those days are over.” 
But after that, every time I’d rekindle any thoughts of the old 

band, I remembered John’s passing and the dream, and my heart 
ached. I thought about the band’s unsalvageable music and got a 
sick feeling, like I realized I had lost something forever. I felt I had 
let John down. It was like I saw my own mortality. 

But now I remember that every time I’d recall the strange 
dream-meeting with John, I held onto a quiet, secret possibility: 
Maybe the dream had been magic in a way, more special than a 
normal dream, like my life on earth had merged with his life in the 
hereafter. It was pretty amazing, after all, that it had seemed so 
real. But, then again, I felt pretty stupid imagining magical things 
at age thirty, so I never shared that speculation with anyone, not 
even Karen. 

That way I managed to keep my band-self alive and tucked 
away—dormant you could say. 

Several months later, in 1981, I got a call from a guy I didn’t 
know. He lived down in Austin, Texas, and had just graduated from 
the University of Texas. 

“Who is this?” I said, sitting at the kitchen phone one night. 
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“Cam Michelson,” he drawled slowly. 
“What can I do for you? “ I asked. “How’d you get my name?” 
“Your band had an album and all, right?” he asked. 
“Level 6 1/2, right?” 
“How did you know that?” 
“Got a copy at some garage sale in Lubbock,” he said. “In 

Texas?” 
“Yep.” 
“I never knew any of those albums got outside Chicago,” I 

said. I thought it was pretty cool that old copies of the album had 
wandered to Texas, and that some stranger would actually think 
our music was halfway decent. 

“Well, hey, people move, right?” he said. “Not unusual they 
move here, sun belt and all.” 

“I guess.” 
“Listen, Jack. I’m putting together an album. 
Sixties bands that never made it,” he drawled. “You 

interested?” 
“Where do I sign?” I asked. 
He laughed. “Good! I have a studio. I can mix the tapes from 

different bands and make a master tape.” 
“Sounds cool, Cam. You ever hear of our Stanley ?” “What’s 

that?” he asked. 
“Well, we recorded that tape after we did Level 6 1/2. Bunch of 

other songs with it, too.” “Really?” he said. “Cool.” 
“Yeah. We broke up right after we finished that tape.” 
“So, this could be your chance to do something with it,” he 

said. “Get all that stuff on a record.” 
“Can you clean up the tapes? They’re pretty muddled after all 

these years.” 
“Oh. Really? Hmm... I can only do my best.” He didn’t sound 

too optimistic. “We’ll see.” 
All the Band stuff came instantaneously flooding back to me, 

like a fever that had never broken: the desire to make it big, the 
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joy of creating; the expression of something deep inside, with the 
help of three other guys in the band with like mind and spirit. 

Maybe John’s dream spirit was right: “Get it all out there.” 
“Jack, you coming to bed?” Karen called. “What’s going on?” 
“Just a minute,” I said. “See ya, Cam. Wait, let me get your 

number.” 
“No. I’ll call you,” he said. “I’m on the move these days.” 
That sounded suspicious. “Well, just in case?” I asked. 
“Uh . . . hmmm...okay,” Cam said. 
  
 
I wrote down the number, hung up the phone, and walked 

back to our bedroom. “You won’t believe what that guy is doing,” I 
said to Karen. I walked into our bedroom and told her the whole 
story. 

I couldn’t sleep for two nights, spending every available 
minute putting together the old scratchy tapes into some kind of 
recognizable order, complete with a log sheet. 

Then I called Cam to set up a follow-up meeting. I dialed the 
phone number I had written down: “This number has been 
discontinued... “ 

“What?!” I shook, near tears. I know it sounds really crazy, a 
grown man acting like that, but I couldn’t help it. I never realized 
how much I wanted the band to make it, how our break-up seemed 
prematurely forced due to my need to get on with life. 

Anyway, I must have wept for a couple of hours over Cam 
Michelson disappearing from my life as quick as he had come. But, 
it’s true. 

I tried calling the long distance information operator to get 
his number—no dice. 

If Cam was ever going to complete his project, putting old 
sixties bands together, Khazad Doom definitely wasn’t going to be 
a part of it. Only later did I surmise that good old Cam was doing 
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his project as a way to get material for an album only he’d profit 
from—probably some kind of scam all along. 

After that experience, I realized there must’ve still been 
unspent energy inside of me regarding the band. Shoot. 

After all those years, I didn’t want to see the band, of all 
things, become the most significant example of the Jinx that had 
forever ruled my life. 

I moped for the better part of the next week. Then, one night 
after Karen and I shared a Caesar Salad for dinner, the phone rang. 

“Jack?” the familiar voice said. 
“Yes. Who is it?” I said. Maybe Cam heard my tears. 
“Tom,” he said. It was Brother Tom! Boy, that was a switch, 

him calling me. I had always been the one to call him. 
“Brother. I don’t have great news,” he said dourly. 
He cleared his throat. “What?” 
“Mom.” 
“Oh no,” I said gravely. I juggled the phone. “No-no. Not that,” 

he said. 
“What then?” “Emphysema,” he said. 
“Oh shit,” I said. “How bad?” “As bad as it can be.” 
Then, we twins shared the silence for several moments like we 

had never shared anything before. 
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Critical Mass 

It was the spring of 1995, a full fifteen years after John Lennon had 
died. Karen had risen in her career and become a vice president of 
a Fortune 500 company based in California. 

I had failed in Corporate America and returned to 
things-creative, opening an advertising photo studio out there. 
Meanwhile, I had gotten through two more brain surgeries. I had 
learned, as with other things in my life, that it was all in the 
trying, as Stanley had taught me. I merely prepared diligently for 
each surgery in order to withstand its rigors, working out daily 
prior to surger y—walking mile after mile at a good clip—to 
counter the effects of hours of anesthesia. After the last surgery I 
recovered in a scant six weeks. 

But I shouldn’t have been surprised. I knew I had made the 
right preparations. My rock, Karen, had stood by as I honed myself 
into a veritable tower of cardio-vascular endurance prior to surger 
y. 

Post-op the thought occurred to me that I had actually gotten 
pretty good at sur viving these stupid surgeries. I believed for the 
first time I might live a fairly long, normal life. I actually felt the 
Jinx begin to fizzle under the power of sheer will. 

But, just after my surgery, as if to knock my high hopes down 
a notch, my photo business, which had lasted a decade, failed in 
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the face of a struggling economy and my refusal to do things 
cheaply. 

Since the surgery had gone so well, I guess I should’ve 
expected a little Jinx action! 

Mom had passed away several years before and, since Karen 
had become the breadwinner at home, I decided to try my hand at 
writing, one of mom’s old avocations. 

Anyway, besides working on a number of novels, I doodled a 
tune called Got to Make It and recorded it with Eddie Kidd, a local 
performer in Orange County, California, where we lived at the 
time. Not surprisingly, after all the years, I just couldn’t get the 
damn music out of my head, using it to climb out of some lifelong 
ditch: 

Got to make it, got to break it Got to get myself in line. 
Play my soul out, rock and roll out Give my heart while I got 
time. 

Got to make it, got to break it Got to get myself in gear. 
Play my soul out, rock and roll out Give my heart, my time is 
near. 

Chorus 

I’ll play my pretty song to thousands. Watch them smile and 
laugh out loud and Play away with happy eyes and 
I’ll fly away the skies and sing . . . (Instrumental) 

The song turned out pretty well; that is, for a middle-aged 
rockster’s endeavor in a new-age digital studio, but, I’d have to 
say, it lacked some of the old Khazad Doom drive. I was admittedly 
not that hot lean twenty year old sixties stud with a tank top, 
bellbottoms, and well-honed voice. 
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One day, when I had finished writing, I sat in my den with eyes 
closed, running my hands through my short white buzz cut, 
listening to Got to Make It. I pictured Khazad Doom in its heyday 
playing a ballsier version; me out front on the stage singing to an 
endless throng, not unlike the 15,000 that had greeted us at the 
Hunger March. 

 
Then, the phone rang. I ran into the kitchen and grabbed the 

receiver on the fourth ring. 
“Hello,” I said. 
“Jack?” A familiar female voice. “Yeah?”  
 
“It’s Bernie. How you doing?” It was my sister-in-law back in 

Elmhurst, Illinois. My entire family had grown up. My little baby 
brother Scott, now six foot two, was married to this woman named 
Bernadette: a wonderful, caring person and also a real stitch. 

“How are the guys?” I asked. My nephews were approaching 
their teens. 

“The usual,” she said. “You should see ‘em primp in the 
mirror—gotta be real cool.” She laughed. “Gosh, you know they’re 
as tall as me, now. Already taller than my ma.” 

“No kidding!” We laughed. 
“Say, why the call, Bern?” I asked. “Something wrong?” 
“No. Actually, I got this call from Switzerland.” “Switzerland?” 

I said. 
“Yeah. This guy’s name was: let me see, I wrote it down. Ray 

something or other?” 
“So? What’d he want?” I asked. 
“He wanted a copy of your band’s album.” “Level 6 1/2? You’re 

kidding. The album we sold 
at performances?” I couldn’t imagine— 
“I guess. How did he hear about it over there?” she asked. 
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“Beats me.” First there was a sign of old KD in Texas 14 years 
before. Now this Swiss guy. “That’s sure weird,” I said. “I wonder 
what gives.” 

“You going to call him?” she asked. 
“Sure. Sort of curious.” I wrote his number down on a little 

scrap of paper and laid it on my dresser. 
Who was this Swiss guy? 

A week later, after I’d blown off calling this Ray guy, this other 
guy named Brian Hulitt from New Jersey called. Brian explained 
that he collected records and owned a $20,000 vinyl collection; his 
little company called Void Records distributed old titles 
worldwide. 

“What’s up, Brian?” I asked. “About your band, Khazad 
Doom?” 

“How do you know about the band?” I said. “God, some kind of 
critical mass happening here?” I mumbled. 

“You don’t know what I’m talking about, do you?” he said. 
“Getting curious.” 
Brian explained: “Well, eight years ago—about ‘86 or ‘87, your 

album—Level 6 1/2, with the Hunters, all that—popped up in the 
Czech Republic.” 

“The Czech Republic? Right,” I said sarcastically. Twenty-plus 
years had gone by since the band had broken up. But, good old 
Khazad Doom had magically kept touring: Texas, Switzerland, New 
Jersey; now the Czech Republic. A little hard to fathom. 

“Really,” he said. “I’ve been aware that a low quality 
bootlegged reissue of LEVEL 6 1/2 has been selling around Europe 
at twenty bucks a copy. They like your sound over there. Your 
name, too. The Tolkien connection—” 
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“Slow down,” I said. “They ‘like’? Present tense?” “Yeah. 
Khazad Doom is a cult band over there…now. You didn’t know?” I 
snickered. “A cult band? Sure. Is this some kind of joke?” 

“No, really,” he said. 
I laughed. Was my recent surgery playing tricks on my head? I 

thought. 
“Hey, Jack, I think you should take it as a compliment that 

after twenty-five years, collectors value that record. Worldwide, 
too.” 

“Worldwide?” I almost dropped the phone. This was no 
hallucination. 

“Yeah. Like I said, been selling bigtime for eight years.” 
“Eight years?” I said. 
“And collecting’s a big deal in Europe, too. Especially Eastern 

Europe since the wall came down. They love the sixties sound, all 
the psych bands that never made it big. Especially prog rock.” 

“Wait. Psych? Prog?” I said. New terminology for me. 
“You never heard of progressive rock?” he said. 

“Psychedelic?”  
“Well, I know psychedelic, sure,” I said. “Brian, you’re pulling 

my leg on this world bit.” 
“No, why?” he said casually. 
“It’s just so hard to believe,” I said. I was outright stunned. 

“That was why the Swiss guy wanted a record?” 
“Oh, Ray called you?” 
“Yeah. You know him?” I asked. 
“Sure he’s a big collector over there. Jack, did you know one of 

your old albums—mint condition—goes for 1,000 dollars,” he said 
matter-of-factly. 

“What!?” I was writing notes that I could refer to later. The 
$1,000 made me drop my pen. 

“You heard me. A grand. Top of the list for collectors.” 
“For one record?” I said. “1,000 dollars?” I coughed. “True,” he 

said. “Another way to put it is that 
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Level 6 1/2 is the most valuable recorded music in the world.” 
“Shit. We sold them for $3.75 back in 1971,” I said and 

laughed. 
“I wish I had one for my collection. Some of the rarest 

recorded music in the world.” 
“Sorry, we only pressed 180 of them,” I said, thinking back. 
“God, that’s even fewer than I thought,” Brian said. “I thought 

you pressed at least a thousand. You must feel like some kind of 
Beatle or something?” 

“I did one night in my ancient past.” I thought back to the 
mob at the Corral performance. 

“What do you mean?” he asked. 
“Nothing,” I said. “So, some creeps have been selling a 

sub-quality reissue of our record, making all the money we never 
did? Figures.” El Jinxo, of course. See, it gets easier and easier to 
recognize. 

“Well,” Brian said, “if you want to stop the bootlegging, just 
issue an authorized re-release of the original recordings—a limited 
edition CD,” Brian said. “You  still have the original tapes?” 

“Yeah, but they’re not in real good shape.” I hadn’t listened to 
them since the night John died so they had probably gotten worse. 

“Clean ‘em up and the CDs would go for forty bucks each, I bet. 
I’ll distribute them for you.” 

“Distribute?” I was suddenly being flooded with all the 
answers I never had as a teen entrepreneur. “You sure?” 

“Yeah, I’d distribute your CD worldwide.” “Worldwide? You 
would? That simple?” 

“Not quite,” he said. First, we’d have to clean-up the tapes.” 
That didn’t sound like it would be too easy. 

“Then you have to come up with a catchy concept to hype it,” 
he said. “A hot name or idea. If you don’t have one, they won’t 
sell.” 
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“But why’s the name such a big deal?” I said. Here was the 
catch. One thing in my life I had learned, there was always a catch. 
Even in opportunity, the Jinx lingers on. 

“Listen, collectors have hundreds of options for how to spend 
their bucks. Your concept’s what’ll sell ‘em. 

The name’s got to stand out or any limited edition CD’ll die.” 
That night I sat in my easy chair, pondering Brian’s phone 

call. What if this was for real? I thought. 
In particular I thought about Stanley’s Visit to Kerkle-Morff. 

That song hadn’t been around when we did the LEVEL 6 1/2 album; 
it was only on the tape we did in the church basement. I pictured a 
limited edition CD with Stanley on it, selling around the world; 
maybe T-shirts could be sold to prog(ressive) rock fans 
everywhere, to spread Stanley’s persistence message. 

Then, there could be Stanley Clubs, where members would 
receive support from others to attaining their goals. A 
feature-length Stanley movie would be released, or maybe a stage 
musical. I pictured the flying machine at the center of the stage, 
rising as Stanley’s flying machine chugged away. 

Suddenly the sky was the only limit for me—all over again. 
For the next week, I let these cult band revelations sink in. I 

have to admit I stayed pretty flabbergasted. Then, one day, I 
thought about what Stanley had said to me in the old days; about 
how you’ll never know if anything works if you don’t give it a try. I 
called my dad and asked him what he thought I should do. 

“I think you ought to do it,” he said. “Your mother—God rest 
her soul—would have wanted it, too.” My mom had died an 
horrific death from the emphysema: on her back twenty-four 
hours a day, unable to talk, kept alive by a respirator for the last 
year of her life. 

“Please, Jack. Do it for her.” “Dad, really?” I said. 
“You’ll regret it if you don’t,” he said. “All the cards are in 

your deck now, Jack.” 
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Shock! That was different. This seventy-seven year old guy 
said the opposite of what I would have thought. I guess I expected 
him to accuse me of being ‘flippant.’ But after all the years, he 
sounded totally behind me. 

“Thanks, Dad, for the support.” I slowly hung up the phone. 
Doing a limited edition CD— Can you imagine that? But, it 

might end up being a stupid idea. It 
could cost me thousands of dollars and only yield more 

disappointment. I’d end up with a bunch of CD’s in boxes, stacked 
in my garage. Does it ever end? Would this CD idea just end up 
being a latent manifestation of the Jinx? 

But as I walked away from the phone, I wondered if doing the 
CD project might finally close the door on a lingering line of bad 
stuff that never went away. 

Maybe this could end up being an opportunity to once and for 
all bury the goddamn Jinx, too. Finally. 

This could be the big payoff. A CD could prove that, in the end, 
even years later, the hard work in my teens had finally been 
rewarded. 

Then, I remembered the glowing white room and John 
Lennon’s encouragement: “Put it all out there, mate.” I knew I felt 
hesitant because of any lingering presence of the Jinx, but maybe 
John was right: Getting it out there was the idea. Maybe I should 
give the CD thing a go. 
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“Universal” concept? 

At first I didn’t know how to start the CD project. 
But, because I lived in California, I contacted some Hollywood 

guys who worked out of some top name recording studios in LA. 
They hinted the project could cost me $10,000, which I didn’t have. 
I thought about scrapping the whole idea until I talked to Jim 
Peterson over at Digidoc Productions in Anaheim, a lower profile 
“digital” studio. Their specialty was taking a tape that had already 
been recorded and producing a CD from it. Jim quoted me a lot 
lower price than the LA guys, but convinced me he that could 
deliver the same quality. 

 
The first day I arrived at Digidoc, my worn black briefcase was 

loaded: those cruddy old tapes, some scratched acetate discs, and 
even one of the 150 Cherry Town singles Spencer Wright produced 
way back when. From the dust I breathed that day, I wasn’t really 
confident anyone could resurrect the old songs. Especially because 
all my tapes had aged another fourteen years since I had listened 
to them the night John Lennon died. 

“We’ll do the best we can,” Jim said, swiveling back and forth 
in his chair, wiping the dust off a tape reel. “First I’ll have to send 
all this stuff out to get it transferred to DAT.” 

“DAT?” It was a new term we hadn’t used in our day. 
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“Digital audio tape,” he said. It sounded like he knew what he 
was doing. 

“But even though the technology’s really progressed since the 
sixties,” he said, like a new-age doctor diagnosing a serious illness, 
“there is a limit.” 

Jim was a big tough-looking dude with a wild look in his eyes 
and brown curls that flew this way and that. From the way he said 
‘sixties’—some distant era—it didn’t sound like he expected much 
from my twenty year old potpourri of tape and vinyl and plastic. 

The next week Jim and Tim, his skinny red-haired partner, sat 
hunched with sullen faces as the scratchy DAT tapes hissed out of 
their speakers. 

“I really didn’t think they’d be this bad,” Jim said and 
shrugged. “Like I said, we can only do what we can do.” 

With that, my hopes of my somehow benefiting— even 
emotionally—from the band’s cult status amongst European 
collectors seemed dashed. 

But Tim, the original Digital Doctor—hence the name 
Digidoc—said, “there is this guy in Florida who has a computer 
program for cleaning up old tapes. It might not perfect, but it 
could help get the clean-up started.” 

“How much would that be?” I asked. “Another $100.” 
“Hmm. Will it clean up all the scratchy noises?” “No. But it’ll 

get us halfway there. Sorry, no promises,” Tim said and shrugged. 
Anyway, I agreed to have the tape clean-up started for $100, 

but by the time I got home that night, I felt reluctant to continue 
the project. 

“I’m afraid it’ll end up throwing money down some black 
hole,” I said to Karen as we ate pasta. 

Her face crunched with concern. “The tapes are so old,” she 
said. “Better not expect too much.” Solid advice from the rock in 
my life. 

“I guess.” I raised my wine glass and sipped some merlot. 
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“We can’t afford to put too much into this thing, either,” she 
said. Spoken like a true CPA’s daughter. 

That weekend I called Tom Sievers—married to Judi and now 
the father of David—and tried to enlist his moral support in my 
quest. 

“You know, I really mourned for several years after the band 
split,” Tom said. 

“Mourned?” I said. “For several years?” 
“Yeah, I still do in a way,” he said. “At least I have the 

Spectrum now.” For years he had played with the  Jazz Spectrum, a 
local jazz band, on weekends. “Hmmm,” I said. “I thought I was the 
only one who felt sort of empty or unfinished about the band.” 
“There was something special we had,” he said. “I can’t put it into 
words. But I’ve never completely felt quite the same way.” 

“Really?” I asked. “Maybe it was just our youth that made KD 
so special.” 

“I don’t know. But I hope you can make this CD thing work. If 
nothing else, it might create some closure for me,” he said. 

Then I decided to called Marcia Johnson—more advice I could 
trust. 

“Jack?” she answered the phone. “Why are you calling? It’s 
not my birthday!” 

“Marcia, listen, I need your advice and—” I told her about the 
CD project. Then I bit my tongue as I barely got out the next words. 
“You know when you told me that calling you really means 
something special?” I said. 

“Yes?” 
“Was that for real?” I felt weak or something and needed a 

boost. “I just need to know.” 
“Jack, for years you’ve called me on my birthday,” she said. 
“And?” I said. 
“You dummy. Don’t you realize that, besides Bruce and the 

kids, you’ve always been the special one.” 
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“Really?” I said. “Are you just saying that—sentimental bull or 
something?” 

“Jack, you’ve become really special to me.” 
“Even compared to Puccinelli and Zelinka?” I said. 
Old competitors never die. 
She laughed. “They haven’t called me once in all these years. 

It’s your persistence that’s won me over…the same persistence 
that’ll make this CD project work.” 

“Really?” 
“Jack, you can’t die in the last fifty yards. I think you know 

what you have to do.” She knew I had run long distance at Niles 
West and her daughter Catherine ran in high school, too, so Marcia 
had picked a perfect metaphor. 

I said good-bye and hung up, feeling a warm and fuzzy glow, 
but now the pressure was on. My dad and Tom Sievers and Marcia 
Johnson were rooting for me. I realized I was on a mission to 
neatly deal with my past, tuck it up, and validate all the time I had 
spent in my teens. 

Maybe I could also obliterate the Jinx once and for all by 
finally completing something major in my life. My gut gurgled as I 
lay in bed and flicked my fingers back and forth, staring into the 
darkness. 

 
For the next few days, I put all of my writing projects aside. I 

worked for hours at the computer on the design of the CD tray 
cover. I finally came up with a clean look: sky blue pin-stripes and 
a black and white vintage fish-eye photo of the band, circa 1971. 
But I couldn’t think of a damn name for the thing, which Brian had 
said would be really important. The concept. The concept. The 
concept. 

What would I call the CD for a rock band rebounding after a 
quarter of a century? Silver Anniversary?—Old-sounding! 

Some of the songs—most notably Stanley’s Visit to 
Kerkle-Morff—would be published for the first time. That is, if the 
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Digidoc guys could clean up the old tapes. Boy, that would really be 
something: Stanley’s Visit to Kerkle-Morff heard by cult fans 
across Europe! It would be like Khazad Doom was reborn or 
something. I remembered how Ferris Beuller had resurrected the 
Beatle’s version of Twist and Shout. My interest in the CD seemed 
like one of his crazy exploits. 

What could I call this CD to help it sell? 

One night I sipped tea as I considered the possibilities for a 
name for the CD. Just Khazad Doom, Middle Earth, or some 
reference to Tolkien sounded a little obscure, if not corny; maybe 
it would even be a legal problem. What would the CD be all about, 
anyway? I thought. 

Reunion. It came to me in a flash, as the city lights of Orange 
County twinkled outside my home office window. 

But, after years in the photo business, generating creative 
solutions for clients, I had learned that by waiting a little and 
letting my mind silently sift through the options, the 
good—Reunion—could get better. So, my eyes closed as I lay my 
head down at my desk. I wondered what Jim and Tim would think 
of my idea for a name. 

The next day Jim called me. The tape was back from Florida. 
Could I come over? 

Silly question. 
That afternoon I went over to Digidoc and listened to the old 

“partially” cleaned up tapes. The old songs blared from the 
massive loudspeakers on the wall of Tim and Jim’s all black studio. 
But, even after the electronic filtering, they were peppered with 
scratches and nicks incumbent to the aging process. 

“God, that still sounds awful,” I said. “Can’t you fix up that 
garbage?” 

“I don’t know,” Tim grumbled. “We’ll have to see.” He looked 
a little surprised and upset that the tapes still sounded so raunchy. 
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“I guess they are pretty old, aren’t they,” I said. “Jeez. No 
kidding,” Jim said. “By the way, what are you planning on calling 
this thing? We need to move forward on the CD booklet as soon as 
possible.” 

“I’ve been thinking about it,” I said. “What do you guys think 
of Reunion ?” 

I watched their faces. No response. Not even a twitch. 
“Shit,” I said, and slammed Jim’s desk. “I knew it wasn’t any 

good.” 
Tim said, “Jack, it’s an interesting idea—honest— but it doesn’t 

grab me. It’s almost cliche. And frankly, if you’re going to market 
this thing worldwide, the name’s got to be universal.” 

Shit, I thought. I didn’t even know what he meant by 
universal. 

Early that evening I drove home, not exactly feeling positive. 
Karen and I were heading up to a concert at the Hollywood Bowl 
bandshell in LA. I seriously considered canceling the whole damn 
CD project. The tape sounded awful and the Reunion name sucked, 
so what was left to this endeavor? 

Just memories? More mediocrity in my life? El Jinxo riseth 
again? In my stomach I felt that familiar pang. 

“Like you said, you need to give the Reunion idea a chance to 
germinate,” Karen said as the orchestra played Mozart and 
Beethoven before the 1812 Over ture finale for the evening. “Can 
we just listen to the orchestra, now?” Boy, I must have been great 
company that night. 

I looked around the bandshell. I have to admit, the acoustics 
were great at the Hollywood Bowl. The seating, even out on the 
lawn above us, was full of spectators of all age groups, undoubtedly 
anticipating the closing number, complete with fireworks. 

But as the orchestra started the last piece, I felt antsy to leave. 
I leaned over and whispered in Karen’s ear. “Honey, maybe we 
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should head for the car, avoid the rush.” She waved her hand, eyes 
fixed on the stage; she clearly wanted to see the extravaganza. 
Then, the orchestra built to an unbelievable crescendo! On cue, 
fireworks painted the black sky with color, and aerial bombs 
boomed above. We looked up and down, side to side, at the visual 
effects around us. 

Two American flags, strategically spotlighted, suddenly 
dropped open at both sides of the venue. Chills raced up my spine, 
like at any rock performance I had ever seen. I still remember that 
moment: I felt like I had grown up.  

Maybe doing the CD had only been a sophomoric effort to 
provide closure to my not-so-successful sixties—keeping the old 
dream alive—completing all the incomplete tasks— overcoming 
the Jinx. 

How childish! I thought. 
The faces around me lit up with color each time the 

skyrockets decorated the sky. In the midst of all of the revelry, I 
suddenly felt completely at peace. I resolved to halt my regression 
to the band days. I would call 

Jim and Tim the next morning. After all, I couldn’t think of a 
decent name for the damn CD and the tapes sounded scratchy 
anyway. At last, I would be incredibly mature, call the project off, 
and grow old gracefully. The blind musical quest that had 
consumed me most of my life was now out of my system for good! 

But just then, the music stopped and people yelled. The whole 
orchestra stood and bowed. The conductor turned to the audience 
and bowed. He shook the concertmaster’s hand and bowed again. 
Again, some fireworks lit up the sky. I chilled at the adult frenzy 
that surrounded me. 

“Encore!” the crowd yelled. “Encore!” Everyone’s hands thrust 
high in the air, just like the orchestra was the Doobies or Eagles or 
Doors. “Encore!” People jumped in place, they were so moved. 

‘Encore!’ 
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“Wait. That’s it,” I said. Adrenalin coarsed through my veins. 
“ENCORE!” I barely spoke the word. It flashed in my mind’s eye. I 
slapped my forehead because encore was a French word too, I 
thought, so it would be understood universally throughout Europe. 

“Encore!” I yelled to Karen. 
She smiled at me, then turned back. She obviously thought I 

was saluting the orchestra. 
“No, ENCORE! The name of the CD!” I yelled. “What do you 

think?” 
She looked at me, held her hands hesitatingly in air, then 

leaned over and yelled over the din: “It’s perfect, baby; it says it 
all!” 

My rock smiled. I smiled. It was a breakthrough! 

All the way home I repeated it to myself: ‘ENCORE!’. I couldn’t 
believe how the name described the CD project perfectly: a band 
being resurrected after more than two decades. I felt lucky, like 
the name had been given to me magically. My interest in the CD 
blasted back. I could feel my face flush with excitement. 

“But, what about the scratches?” Karen asked. “I thought they 
were having trouble getting them out?” 

“Shit.” I slammed my fist into my opposite palm. I had 
forgotten about the damn scratches. Sure, now I had a name, but 
that wouldn’t be enough. The production of the CD master would 
have to be clean or a great name would be worthless. People would 
buy the CD and return it—what a mess. 

“But wait. Maybe they can fix them,” she said, and patted my 
knee. 

“Right,” I said sarcastically. But for the rest of the ride home, I 
stared into the night and pouted. My gut wrenched all over again. I 
had a great name, but deep inside I knew that wasn’t going to be 
enough. 
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Major Scratches 

The next few days were hell. With Tim and Jim busy on other 
projects, my meeting with them was postponed until that 
Wednesday. Then we planned to review the edited DAT tape, see if 
it was good enough to ‘burn’ a CD master—fat chance. 

Jim and Tim had promised they would do some up front 
editing, using the Macintosh to meticulously remove some of the 
scratches that hadn’t been removed by the Florida procedure. 
“Whatever we can do,” they had pointed out. “We’ll have to take 
‘em out one-at-a-time, you know.” 

Didn’t sound good. 

That Wednesday, as I drove over to Digidoc, I felt actual stage 
fright, like in the old band days. I was doubting whether Jim and 
Tim could even pull this ENCORE! CD project off, what with all the 
scratches— they had warned me not to expect too much. What a 
stupid waste of my time and money! I thought, and it still wouldn’t 
be worth any of it. 

As I walked in, Jim greeted me with a half-smile. His eyes 
darted away. “You ready, Jack? We did the best we could.” 

Minutes later, I sat at the center table in the allblack control 
room, watching the Macintosh blink its endless graph of oscillating 
squiggles. 
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“All those little blips are the music?” I said. “Yeah, we just 
need to call up your tracks.” 

I glanced up in anticipation at the two silent fifteen inch 
speakers on the studio wall facing us. In a second, strains of my old 
rock music would come booming out. I wondered if it would be 
rotted garbage or fine wine. Recalling the night John died and how 
bad they sounded back then, I figured the tapes were more likely 
to take the garbage route, even after Tim and Jim’s efforts. 

From the speakers, introductory tape hiss spit at us. It caught 
me off guard. Then I listened closely. 

Music popped out. It was Nothing to Fear. “What do you 
think?” Jim asked and smiled. 

“That’s Nothing to Fear,” I said and listened for a second. 
“Yeah. But I would expect that one to sound pretty good. It better. 
It was recorded at Streeterville, a professional 16 track studio.” 

Jim halted the playback and turned to me. “Well, you want to 
hear a particular song, then?” he asked. “I can cue up anything.” 

“Hmm. How about Stanley’s Visit to Kerkle-Morf f. 
If that one doesn’t work, I would reconsider doing the rest of 

the damn project. It would be a waste,” I said. 
“Why?” he asked. 
“Well, we only did a few songs in a professional studio, so 

they’re no panacea. But Stanley ended up the peak of the band’s 
efforts: All the sound effects, background crowds, multi-tracked 
vocals— Even 

though we recorded it non-professionally, it ended up a real 
masterpiece for us. Back then, at least.” 

“You sure you want to hear what we did with that 
one first?” Jim asked. 
“Yeah, why? Something wrong?” 
“Well, to be honest, that particular tape was pretty old.” His 

eyes crunched apologetically. “And your equalization wasn’t 
perfect to begin with. Sorry.” 
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Shit. “You have to remind me?” In that split second, the 
dreams of hearing a refurbished Stanley died. 

Jim continued: “And it sounded like you put an awful lot of 
signal on that little quarter inch tape.” He shrugged. “What? Six 
tracks?” 

“Actually eight.” 
“Ooo.” He cringed. “No wonder.” 
Just then my stomach felt sick, like the night before one of my 

surgeries. “Oh well. Just play it anyway, okay?” I droned. “For old 
time’s sake.” 

“Whatever—” 
Just then Tim burst into the small studio with his perpetual 

grin. “So, what are we playing for Jack today?” 
“He wants to hear the Stanley one,” Jim said. “Why are you 

playing that one?” Tim asked. His smile drooped. 
“Well, he wants to hear it first.” Jim turned to me. “Like I said, 

Jack. We did the best we could.” 
“Okay,” I said, “Let’s just do it, okay? Get it over with.” I 

waited for the garbage to drool out. 
Jim clicked the mouse twice. Out boomed the familiar 

beginning to Stanley’s Visit to Kerkle-Mor f f. 
Wait, I thought, as I concentrated on my twenty year old voice 

singing the introductory lines. 
It sounded fairly good. No, pretty darn good. 
Wait. It sounded exactly like I remembered it back on that 

August night in 1971. 
It was totally cleaned up; like it had been recorded yesterday. 
“That’s incredible!” I said. 
“Surprised?” Jim said. He smiled and punched me teasingly in 

the shoulder. “We were just pulling your leg about it being so bad.” 
Then Jim and Tim started clapping along with the song. 
“It’s a way-cool tune,” Tim yelled over the tape. “We’ve been 

playing it for the last twenty-four hours!” 
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I was stunned. Before my eyes—and middle-aged ears—Stanley 
sounded incredible. 

A smile burst on my face: just like it did the night the 1812 
Overture played or the night we first played Stanley at the Deep 
End—when ever ybody sat down and sang along and swayed back 
and forth—or the day we played to 15,000 at the Hunger March or 
when we recorded the Hunters or In this World with the fiddles 

or the night at the Corral when the kids mobbed us. At once it 
all rushed back. 

Tears dripped down my cheeks as Can’t Find Love Alone, 
another of my favorites we recorded in the church basement, filled 
the Digidoc studio, and Al’s raunchy organ ripped into my ears. 
The whole tape was as clean as it ever was. 

As I got chills, I thought of my mentor, John Lennon: how he’d 
be proud that I had done this CD thing. Hell, I even imagined him 
liking our music! 

Maybe his spirit heard it all: maybe he was right there, in 
some parallel dimension, smiling and saying ‘hi’ like he used to. 

I wiped my eyes and sniffled. I couldn’t help it. “This is 
incredible,” I said to Jim and Tim. “Thank you so much.” 

As I drove home that evening with a “reference disk” for my 
final approval, I felt complete. Now, something I had started when 
I was fourteen years old, in the midst of my youthful struggle, was 
finished—completely, unequivocally finished. 

And I realized that now the music of Khazad Doom would be 
flying around the world to European cult fans, that whatever I had 
put into my decade-long quest a quarter century before, and more 
recently as I brought the old band back to life, was worth it. 

It was all worth it. 
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Epilogue 

So, it was the spring of 1999. Jim and Tim from Digidoc finished the 
production of ENCORE!, an “authorized” limited edition 
retrospective CD by Khazad Doom(enclosed). The CD release has 
already “neutralized” the illicit bootlegged Level 6 1/2 album. 

Bryan Hulitt from Millville, New Jersey became the first 
distributor of the ENCORE! CD. And Ray whats-his-face from 
Grainichen, Switzerland purchased the first five copies of the CD. 
Initially Paul Ward, alias Sonic Bilby, distributed the CD from 
Australia, and Delerium Records did likewise from the UK. And 
with the help of Matthew Fabris and Brad from Glyphix Studios in 
Woodland Hills, Steve Hegede from the Zoltan Progressive Rock 
site, my cousin Jim Bradley and Ken Harbauer, my friends and 
webmasters, the CDs have now sold around the world from the 
band’s old web site (now it’s jackeadon.com), has even won a best 
design award from Musician’s Network, a Golden Globe Award, and 
has been auditioned for use in a movie. Rock on, Khazad Doom! 

There have been orders for CDs from all over the USA and 
world: Illinois, Oregon, Louisiana, New Jersey, Wisconsin, and 
California; from Canada, Denmark, Italy, Belgium, the UK, 
Scotland, Czech Republic, Brazil(Brasil), Latvia(Latvija), Australia, 
and India.  And then the first edition, signed and numbered, sold 
out. 

So, I guess, in deference to our mentors, and when we 
celebrated the millennium, Khazad Doom had become a kind of 
Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club 

Band. The Band’s story matches the lyrics of the song almost 
perfectly: 
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“It was twenty years ago today... “ 

Or maybe thirty? After all these years, I know we were, like 
Ringo said, “four guys who really loved each other,” through the 
best and the worst of times. 

My fellow rock ‘n’ rollers and I, as cynical as we might have 
become as adults, have to admit that we experienced firsthand 
how multiple souls can fly through time together and experience 
limitless joy. That was something I couldn’t have imagined in my 
earlier years, though my mother pointed a direction for me in her 
own quiet way. 

Now I often reflect on what I learned from Stanley: Trying is 
what life is all about, all right. If you commit to it unendingly, the 
results just happen by themselves——like magic. 

I think he had a good point, too, one I never truly understood 
until now, having passed my fiftieth year. The countless nights 
Khazad Doom practiced were always bound to pay off, just like 
calling Marcia Johnson every year on her birthday was bound to 
earn me a soul mate for life——both inevitable. Just 
leaning——getting on the right path and staying there—— never 
doubting if it made sense, even for a second. 

And now that Khazad Doom has achieved some limited degree 
of notoriety worldwide, it’s funny to realize that the success we 
searched for——achieving the impossible dream, becoming 
creative geniuses like the Beatles, or attaining rock 
stardom——was actually with us all along our path, even on that 
first rainy day Tom Sievers and I played Pipeline in the garage. You 
see, my mentor John Lennon was right on the money. Our real 
success was steadfastly honing our dream and then “getting it out 
there.” 

Screw the Jinx. 
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Photo Gallery 

Jack Eadon 
The Early Years (1958-69) 
JACK at age nine, just after he began playing violin 
in the Park View School Orchestra. At the same 
time, Tom and Al’s experience in the school’s band 
forged their interests in music. 

Marcia Johnson in fourth grade, when she was in 
the Park View orchestra with Jack. That began a 
friendship that has lasted until this day. 

Before the Laymen, the band 
was known as The Vibratos. 
They used business cards, like 
this one, which included a 
drum graphic designed by 
Bob’s father, to promote 
themselves. 

One of the first LAYMEN 
business cards, printed soon 
after the band changed its 
name. The cards were 
printed in a variety of colors. 
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The LAYMEN played throughout Chicagoland. Many fliers like this 
one announced their performances. They became wellknown for 
their publicity, announcing every performance. 

 
The Laymen had this photo taken at a mansion in Evanston, IL 
where Bill Wilander’s cousin Randy lived. It was coincidentally the 
location where Jack, in later years, was the subject of a massage 
documentary film; it was the night he and his date and future wife, 
Karen, realized that Rose the masseuse, Randy’s mom, had been 
Karen’s room mother in grade school. 

 
The band always sought publicity 
from local newspapers. It added to 
their image as Morton Grove’s 
premier rock ‘n’ roll band during a 
time when many acts were spawned 
in the area, including a group called 
The Centurys who would ultimately 
become the Buckinghams. 
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This photo includes Bill 
Wilander(left, rear); Keith 
Klauss(second from right); and Dave 
Skipton(right, top). Steve “Al”, Tom, 
and Jack are left front in that 
order.) 

 
 

 
One of the early shots of the band 

in Linne Woods, where they were 
seeking to emulate The Beatles in 
films like A Hard Day’s Night and 
Help. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Another spot in the woods 
where some of the guys had 
cooked and hiked as Boy Scouts 
years before. Two photographers 
who documented the band during 
these early days were Jim Persino 
and later, Marc Hauser. 
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The band emulated the Beatles Revolver Album when they 

shot this solarized photo in the trees. 
This is the photo, taken in Linne woods, Morton Grove, that 

eventually graced the rear cover of the band’s promotional album, 
LEVEL 6 1/2. 

 
Marcia Johnson in high school. 
Jack continues to correspond frequently 
with Marcia, who has become a lifelong 
soulmate. He rarely misses calling her on 
her birthday. 
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A conceptual album cover for the Cherry Town project drawn 

by Jack. This, along with tapes, equipment lists, and band member 
bio’s, was presented to booking agent Cory Wade in hopes of 
formalizing an agreement. Wade recognized that the metaphorical 
skills of the band were far ahead of its performance acumen, which 
did blossom over the next four years. 
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Consisent with the “Incense and Peppermint” era, and the 

“Strawberry Field” years when the Beatles spent a lot of time in 
India, the band used a variety of wardrobes, from silk Nehrus to 
their version of Sergeant Pepper suits. 

 
Jack Eadon 
The Later Years  
(1970-72) 
 
 
 
 
 

The first photo of the band 
after it changed its name from 
the Laymen to Khazad Doom. It 
captures the eerie mood of “The 
Name Change” dance held at the 
Morton Grove Community 
Church. Fliers called the event 
“The funeral of a rock band.” Khazad Doom, with Crow’s new drum 
head attached, perform at the Morton Grove Pool Dance. Crow was 
quite an artist, an attribute which helped him as he grew. Today he 
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owns his own graphics firm. Al is just out of the frame to the right 
in this shot. 

Ilyse Gottlieb singlehandedly enlisted 400 fan club members 
and played a large part in supporting two monumental 
performances detailed in GOT TO MAKE IT!—The Corral at Lyons 
Township High School in La Grange in 1968 and The Skokie Hunger 
March in 1970— two apexes for the band. 

TOM SIEVERS, who became the 
backbone and conscience of the band, 
grew from a self-conscious performer to 
an outspoken member during later years. 
His unusual performance contributions, 
like using his bass as a percussive 
instrument, were recalled by Scott May, a 
member of The Ides of March, who had 
visited many of the band’s gigs at The 
Deep End. Tom also played both his sax 
and bass during particular songs like “I 
See the Sky,” contributing to making 

Khazad Doom the unique act it was. He was  the guy who 
encouraged the band to place an unusual  9/4 measure, more jazz 
than rock-influenced, in the middle of a rearrangement of the song 
“Lilly Lime Lagoon.” Vocal arrangements were uniquely affected 
by his dramatic vision and crystal clear falsetto voice. 

Here STEVE “AL” YATES wails away 
at his Hammond Organ. He, Jack, and 
Tom shared vocal duties. Besides playing 
more than a half dozen 
instruments—from recorder to 
keyboard—Al was an important 
contributor to song arrangements. His 
influence was especially paramount during later years.  
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STEVE “CROW” HILKIN became 
locally known for his pounding 
drum solos during the band’s break 
song, In-a-Gadda-da-vida. He 
brought a real performance 
sensibility to the band. 

 
 
JACK EADON was the leader of 

the group. He encouraged the band 
to play all originals, which he and Al 
wrote. With Al and Tom, who had a 
tapestry of musical interests, he 
ventured into new vistas in music, 
rearrangement, and performance. 
Jack spearheaded such songs as 
Electric Man, Freedom, 
Moonshine-Coolshine, Four Man 
Band, and a rearrangement of Sonny 
and Cher’s The Beat Goes On. Many of 
the songs he wrote had catchy, 
repetitive riffs as their backbone. He 
also wrote the group’s concept songs like those that made up 
Cherry Town, The Hunters and Stanley’s Visit to Kerkle-Morff. He 
booked performances, handled PR, and forged the group’s public 
image. 
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photo by Marc Hauser 
 

Together the final group—AL, CROW, JACK, & TOM 
(above)—worked like a unit to experiment with new and existing 
musical forms. Practicing at least five nights a week, forever 
emulating The Beatles, their mentors, their skill set grew at 
remarkable speed over the years they were together. Al and Tom’s 
experience with the school band helped the guys formalize 
rehearsals for maximum benefit, including having separate vocal 
practices. Meanwhile, Jack’s leadership skills and vision helped 
coordinate individual instrumental contributions for maximum 
effect. Crow’s freewheeling style helped balance the more serious 
tenor supplied by the other members. With Tom’s sarcastic wit, he 
kept a levity that helped the group get through many 
disappointing struggles. 

Like a well-honed marriage, and despite the intensity of their 
frequent interaction, the guys learned to respect and 
accommodate for each other’s unique contributions. 
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The band was a regular act at 

Rivendell when the club was 
housed in the Winnetka Youth 
Center. The venue was small, but 
the crowds were enthusiastic. 

 
 
 
 
 

Here JACK plays a lead 
solo at the new Rivendell 
in Winnetka, IL, a 
converted Kroger Store. 
The crowd grooved along 
in the echoey venue as the 
band played songs like 
“Freedom,” a heavy 
rocker, “The Beat Goes On, 
“ a regular rearranged 
tune, and “Four Man 
Band,” the group’s first 
song at each performance: 
“We have come to make 
you happy!” 
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Crow at the old Rivendell. 
Over the  years he was with the 
band, he contributed not only 
performance acumen, but 
mastered percussion of all 
kinds. He especially liked what 
the band called “rhythm cuts,” 
reminiscent of the band, 
Chicago. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
These photos of the guys were used on many publicity fliers 

announcing performances. In addition to Khazad Doom, the band 
called itself: Four Man Band and Uncle Gilroy’s Crazy Son and his 
Rock ‘n’ Roll band of longhaired freaks. 
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The original Stanley flier 
used to introduce Stanley at the 
Deep End in February, 1971. The 
yellow fliers were handed out to 
the audience so they could follow 
along as the band played the 
breakthrough “miniopperetta 
sorta,” as they called it. The 
crowd wildly received the songs 
and in the process helped usher in 
the sit-down-andlisten “concert 
era” when before there had only 
been dancing, fighting, and not 
much listening . 

 
 One  of  numerous  Deep  End 

fliers,  this  one  promoting 
Khazad  Doom  as  The  “Original” 
Four  Man  Band.  When  the band  
had  started  going  to  the club  
and  its  sister  club  The  Hut as  
spectators  in  1966,  they wanted  
to  emulate  The  Riddles, a  
popular  local  act  at  the  time. 

By  1971,  Khazad  Doom  
played there  often  and  drew  
large crowds.  It  was  the  club  at- 
tended  by  classmates  of  Hillary 
Rodham  when  she  was  a  teen. 

Perhaps  one  night  Hillary  
was grooving  in  the  crowd! 
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The a popular local act at the By 1971, Khazad Doom there 
often and drew large crowds. It was the club attended by classmates 
of Rodham when she was a Perhaps one night Hillary grooving in 
the crowd! 

 
Khazad Doom often played at churches, benefits, and youth 

groups. Many times the dances would attract teens not necessarily 
affiliated with the church or club. This was a great way to expand 
the reaches of the fan club. 

After the band became Khazad Doom, Ilyse changed the fan 
club name from “The Laymen Fan Club” to “Fellowship of the 
Ring,” consistent with the Tolkien roots of the band’s new name. 
Imagine how popular that might have been in the year 2004! 
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One of few photos of the “Stanley Session” where, in the 

church basement, the band “baffled” each instrument and 
“pingponged” between two REVOX reel-to-reel tape recorders to 
record multiple tracks in stereo. 

 
 

 
Tom taking a break at the “Stanley session,” sitting in front of 

a painting of Jesus. The visual pun was unintentional and not 
noticed until years later. 
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Here’s yet another Deep End flier. By this time, Khazad Doom 
had fully embraced the Beatles Peace and Love philosophy. That 
was fully manifested when they played in front of 15,000 at the 
1970 Walk for Hunger(see text) in Skokie at Old Orchard Shopping 
Center, the start of the event. At the halfway point, the band 
openly embraced walkers and cried with them as emotions boiled 
over. 

In Jack’s apartment in 1972, after the band and crew added 
vocal and special effects tracks to Stanley and other songs from 
the church session, Khazad Doom, exhausted and not getting 
along, disbanded. Tom and 

Jack had started the band in a garage almost a decade earlier. 
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But the ride wasn’t over. In 1998, 26 years later, the ENCORE! 
CD (enclosed) was issued worldwide. A retrospective of much of 
the music of Khazad Doom, remastered from the original tapes, the 
CD has been distributed to countries around the world including 
Latvia, Switzerland, Norway, Italy, UK, Belgium, Denmark, 
Scotland, Canada, China, India, Japan, Australia, The Czech 
Republic, and Brazil as well as to many collectors throughout the 
US. 

In 2002 an original mint condition copy of the LEVEL 6 1/2 
album was found by Bob Hollinger, the band’s equipment crew 
manager. It had been safely packaged and stored away, still in 
shrink wrap and never been played. Brian Hewitt from Void 
Records purchased it from Bob for $1500. 

Nowadays, Steve “Al” Yates, who simply goes by Steve Yates, 
owns his own recording studio. He is currently remastering many 
songs recorded by early Khazad Doom including the Cherry Town 
project. “Ideas that rock” you might call it since it was before the 
band’s skill level had peaked. But the ideas were good! 
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Once the ENCORE! CD issued, Khazad 
Doom received publicity in newspaper 
articles, this one from the group’s home 
town paper,  the Morton Grove Champion 

It shows three out four guys having a 
reunion after twenty years. 

 
 
 
 
 

ILYSE GOTTLIEB, the band’s publicity 
chairwoman and fan club presdent, 
eventually parlayed her smooth voice 
into becoming an FM radio personality in 
Hawaii, then on the East Coast. Jack found 
her there in about 1999 after years of 
searching. She lives in Virginia with 
husband Michael and two children. 
Michael is, not-socoincidentally, a 
musician. 

 
 

Here’s Ilyse today  
with her kids, Callie and 
Jacob, posing for 
Michael’s father’s day 
photo. 
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Tributes to Old friends 

Bob Davisfor saying “You know, like the Ventures kinda…” That 
was the official beginning.  Dave Skipton for encouraging us to 
record the Cherr y Town songs. That started a recording legacy. 
John Bonetti and Bill Wilander for making goofing around OK. 
Carol Wilander for being a cheerleader. Carolyn Sievers For being 
faithful even though we teased the heck out of her. The parents, 
the Hilkins, Sievers’, and Yates’ for putting up with the regular 
noise. Ilyse, Joan-Rita, Julie, and Penny For being true fans who 
made us want to try harder and harder. 

Leesie and Penny for loyally bolstering KD then…and me, now. 
Bob, Rock, Phil, and all the other guys who contributed over the 
years: equipment crew, former band members, and just plain 
interested parties. Your love, support, and memories grace these 
pages…and there were many more of you than it is possible to 
mention. That would take another book! We thank you dearly. 
KD fans around the world We may not have been the Beatles, but 
you made us feel like we were! 

The spirit of Spencer Wright of Wright Recordings You helped 
us feel like real pros before we had a right to! “Achtung, vertech, 
loze!” 
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Jack Eadon 

See also: 

http://www.jackeadon.guru 
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